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Ernpirïcai investigations of classification algorithrns for lithological discrimination were 
performed for field areas on Melville Island, Nunavut, and in the Cape Smith Belt of northern 
Québec. These investigations suggest that a neural network classifier (a rnajority-vote 
consensus algorithm that combines the classification results of ten feedforward 
backpropagation neural networks) is capable of consistently producing results that 
approximate those produced by the best individuai neural network execution, and that are 
equal or supenor to those generated by the maximum likelihood and evidentiai reasoning 
classi fiers. The majority-vote consensus routine serves to eliminate the effect of the natural 
variability arnong individual neural network classification results, by producing strong results 
without necessitating the manual evaluation and ranking of ail individuai neural network 
class~cations. 

Two sets of evidential-reasoning classification results were generated based on two difFerent 
measures of initiai evidence: 1) the proportions of training data that contain the image values 
being classified; and 2) output activations generated by multiple neural network 
classifications. Evidential-reasoning results produced using the fust measure were generaüy 
poor, while those produced using the second were fiequently comparable to those of the 
majority-vote neural network consensus algorithm. 

Empirical investigations of the use of feedforward backpropagation neural networks in the 
classitication of satellite images suggest that: 1) dflerences in weight initializations between 
othenvise identicai classifications are not sufficient for the generation of sets of error- 
independent results for use with consensus algonthms; 2) classifications of satellite images 
are not characterized by over-generalization; 3) the addition of random noise to input vectors 
during training is not a usefùl means for supplementing sparse training datasets; 4) commoniy 
applied guidelines for the definition of network topologies are vaiid; and 5) the absolute and 
relative magnitudes of output activations may be used as measures of classification 
confidence. 

Evaluations of Landsat TM, Radarsat, and MONOS images, conducted for the Melville 
Island and Cape Smith Belt regions, dernonstrate that: 1) Radarsat images are usefùl for the 
discrimination of lithological classes characterized by good correIations with geomorphology 
and surface roughness, and 2) MONOS images are good sources of high-resolution 
information regarding geomorphology, land cover, and lithological units with distinctive 
weathering charactenstics. 
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1 INTRODUCTTON 

1.1 Introduction 

Geological maps provide basic information on the spatial distribution of rock units, 

and place bedrock and surficiai materials in their proper geological context. Such maps, 

however, are generally not useful sources of hi&-resolution information on the distribution 

of individual rock types exposed at the surface. With recent and expected advances in 

remote-sensing technology, satellite imaging is in the process of becorning a viable means for 

the generation of high-resolution regional-scde digital databases of surface lithology, 

particularly for arctic and arid regions where vegetation cover is sparse. These geological 

databases could uitimately be of considerable value to the earth science community, including 

field, exploration, and environmental scientists These databases could especially benefit 

researchers whose studies involve isolated regions where extensive fiefd campaigns would be 

expensive and logistically dEicuIt. 

There are two primary methods by which information about the compositions of 

surface materials can be derived from satellite imagery: 1) visual analysis of raw or processed 

imagery; and 2) generation of class-specific information using specialized cornputer 

algorithrns. As long as additionai information on the nature of relevant surface materials is 

available (preferably coilected through in situ field work), there is potential for both of these 

methods to be used to discriminate lithological classes fiom satellite images. Visual analysis 

involves the use of basic spectral information along with Msud cues such as size, shape, 

pattern, and context to discriminate Lithologicai units. Visual aaalysis is a technique that is 

particularly well suited for use with radar (e-g., the Radarsat-1 system) and high-resolution 
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optical imagery (e-g-, the recentiy-launched IKONOS system), since both of these image types 

provide visual geomorphological Uiformation that c m  sometimes be related to Lithological 

classes. Much research is currently focussed on the use of such image types for the visual 

discrimination of lithological classes and other geological feaîures (e-g., Paradella et al., 1998; 

Sirnrns and Bell, 1998; Rivard et al., 1999; Shanna et al., 1999). 

The alternative (and complementary) means for deriving geological information fiom 

satellite images involves the use of specialized algorithms to infer information about the 

nature and distribution of materials exposed at the surface. Among the rnost commonly used 

such algonthms are those which perform s u p e ~ s e d  classification, clustering, and spectral 

mixture modelling. Because these algorithms are capable of using large numbers of images 

to infer information over large areas at pixel resolutions, and because the trend in remote 

sensing instrumentation is toward greatly increased spectral and spatial resolutions, the 

importance of these algorithms is expected to increase in the fùture. Inferences regarding 

surface cover, derived fiom large amounts of remote sensing data and made for hundreds of 

thousands of individual pixel locations, are difficult or impossible to make through visual 

inspection alone. 

There are numerous supervised-ciassification dgorithms available for use in image 

classifications. The maximum likelihood classifier is the most commonly used classification 

algorithm in the field of remote sensing (Richards, 1993), and is appIicable toward problems 

involving class-specific training data that can be rnodelled using multivariate normal 

distributions. The evidential reasoning and neural network classification algonthms have been 

shown in past research to be potential alternatives to the maximum likelihood classifier, on 
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the basis that these algonthms do not parameterize training data using such restrictive models 

as the nomai distniution (e-g., Peddle et ai., 1994; Peddle, 1995). The evidential reasoning 

and neural network classifiers may be especialiy well suited for classincations involving 

lithological classes (which are often characterïzed by spatiai variations in vegetation cover and 

weathenng c haracteristics), since these algorithms have greater capacity for dealing with 

classes whose spectral characteristics are variable or cornplex. 

The utility of the evidential reasoning and neural network algorithrns in the 

classification of satellite imagery and other geographic databases has been demonstrated in 

numerous empirical studies (e-g., Peddle, 1995; Leverington and Duguay, 1 W6a; Tian et al., 

1999). There nevenheless remain a number of important issues that need to be addressed 

regarding the use of these algorithrns. For example, with regard to the evidential reasoning 

algorithm, although the method for the combination of evidence using orthogonal surnmation 

is wel estabiished, methods for generating initial measures of evidence are not (Moon, 1990, 

1993). Peddle's (1991, 1995) evidence algorithm, which calculates evidence as a function 

of the proportions of class training data that contain the image values being classified, has 

shown promise (e-g., Peddle, 1995; Leverington and Duguay, 1996a) but, if it is to be 

validated as a general algorithm applicable for use with a wide range of image and class types, 

needs to be fùrther tested using a greater vanety of classification datasets (including those 

involving a variety of lithological classes). 

With regard to the use offeedfonvard backpropagation neural networks (the most 

cornmonly applied neural network algorithm for classification problems), there are many 

issues that need to be resolved. For example: 1) there remain uncertainties regarding the most 



appropriate network topologies to be used for particular classifications; 2) it is unclear if 

overgeneralization, the progressive incorporation during training of features of the training 

dataset that are not characteristic of the data as a whole, is typicai of classifications hvolving 

satellite imagery; 3) it is uncertain if the addition of artficial noise to input vectors during 

training is a usefùl means to prevent overgenerdization and to extrapolate tiom sparse 

training datasets; 4) the variability in classification success between individual image 

classifications performed by feedforward backpropagation neural networks (caused by 

variations in weight initializations) is a shortcornhg of the neural network algorithm that 

needs to be addressed, since it can hinder the utiiity of neural networks by necessitating the 

generation and evaluation of multiple results in order to produce an acceptable result; and 5) 

consensus algorithmq which combine multiple sets of neural network results to produce new 

results, have the potential to address not only the variability in classification success noted 

above, but also have the potential to produce final results that are supenor to dl neural 

network results used as input (e-g-, Rugova, 1994; Benediktsson et al., 1997a); such 

possibilities need to be empiricafly tested with real-world datasets. 

1.2 Thesis Objectiva 

With a view toward the advancement of both aigorithmic and visual techniques for the 

extraction of Iithological information fiom satellite images, the objectives of this thesis are to: 

1) evaluate maximum likelihood, evidentiai reasoning, and neural network algorithrns in the 

classification of satellite imagery for Lithological discrimination; 2) evaluate hvo consensus 

algorithm [majority vote and orthogonal wunmation] for the combination of individual neural 
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network results [for the purpose of elimination of the effects of variation caused by variation 

in weight initializations, and possibly for improvement of neural network results beyond those 

produced by individual neural network executions]; 3) investigate the occurrence of over- 

generalization in neural network classifications of satellite imagery, and to investigate the use 

of artif id noise bitter] to improve classification results and prevent over-generalization; 4) 

investigate the use of neural-network output activations in the estimation of classification 

confidence, and in the generation of "confidence images"; and 5) evaluate Landsat TM, 

Radarsat, and IKONOS images as sources of lithological information. 

Two northern study areas were used as a basis for the evaluation of classification 

algorithms and satellite imagery: one located on eastem Melville Island, Nunavut, and the 

other in the north-central portion of the Cape Smith Belt of Québec. The Melville Island 

Study Area is characterized by the widespread exposure of Paleozoic clastic and carbonate 

sequences of the Sverdrup Basin and Franklinian Mobile Belt. The Cape Smith Belt Study 

Area is characterized by the widespread exposure of mafic and ultramafic t h s t  sheets of the 

Cape Smith Belt, an Early Proterozoic greenstone belt. The Melville Island and Cape Smith 

Belt study areas were chosen for use in this research because of the generally good exposure 

of geological materials within theû boundaries, the complementary lithological characteristics 

of the two study areas, and because relatively high-resolution geological maps (at 1 :250,000 

and 150,000 scale, respectively) of the study areas were available for use in guiding various 

aspects of the study. 
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1.3 Thesis Outïine 

This document consists of nine chapters and seven appendices. Background 

information regarding general remote sensing image types and processing methods is given 

in Chapter 2.  Detailed descriptions of the maximum likelihood, evidentiai reasoning, and 

neural network classification dgorithms are given in Chapter 3. Background information on 

the regional and local geology of the two northem study areas is given in Chapter 4, dong 

with a description of field work conducteci at the study areas, and an o v e ~ e w  of Landsat TM 

and Radarsat satellite images available to this study. Results Uivolving empirical tests of the 

maximum likelihood, evidential reasoning, and majority-vote consensus neural network 

dgorithms for discriminating lithology at the two study areas fiorn Landsat TM images are 

presented and discussed in Chapter 5.  Chapter 6 presents investigations into the occurrence 

of over-generalization during neural network training, as well as the use of artificial noise 

during training to irnprove neural network classification results. Chapter 6 also discusses and 

investigates the validity of accepted ccrules of thumb" for the definition of neural network 

topologies in the classification of sateHite imagery. Investigations regarding the use of the 

evidential reasonuig algorithm as a consensus aigorithm for combining neural network output- 

layer activations are given in Chapter 7, along with investigations into the use of output 

activations for neural network output-layer activations as measures of evidence to be input 

to the evidential reasoning algorithm are presented. Chapter 8 presents a visuai evaluation 

of Landsat TM, Radarsat, and MONOS imagery for lithological discrimination at the two 

northem study areas. Chapter 9 presents a summary of all research findings. Appendices A 

and B surnmarize field descriptions of al1 field sites. Appendix C Iists and describes all key 
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computer programs written for this research. Appendices D to G give source code for the 

most important computer programs used here. 



2 IMAGING OF EARTFI FROM ORBITAL PLATFORMS 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides an overview of basic remote sensing topics and concepts 

relevant to this research. The electromagnetic spectrum is briefly introduced, dong with an 

elementary description of its use in both optical and radar remote sensing for lithological 

discrimination. The characteristics and utility of Landsat Thematic Mapper, Radarsat, and 

IKONOS Magery are documented. Finally, basic methods for the derivation of lithologicai 

infiormation fiom satellite irnagery are summanZed, with emphasis on those methods that were 

used in this study. Descriptions of the classification algorithms used in this research are 

treated separately in Chapter 3. 

2.2 The Electrom~netic  Sgectrum 

Remote sensing involves the identification and investigation of materials through the 

measurement of reflected or emitted electromagnetic radiation. An oveMew of the 

electromagnetic spectnim is given in Figure 2.1. The range of the electromagnetic spectrum 

to which human eyes are sensitive (Le., the visible portion of the spectrum) extends from 

about 0.4 pm to 0.7 pm. Within the visible range, the sensation described by most people as 

"blue" is produced by the interaction of the eye with radiation in the -0.4 to 0.5 pm range; 

"green" is associated with radiation in the -0.5 to 0.6 pm range, and "red is associated with 

radiation in the -0.6 to 0.7 pm range. Toward shorter wavelengths fiom the visible range are 

the ultraviolet, the x-ray, and the gamma-ray ranges- Toward longer wavelengths fiom the 

visible range are the intiared and the microwave ranges (Figure 2.1). 



NEAR 
IR 

MID-IR THERMAL IR 

UV VIS IR MICROWAVE N/RADIO 

Figure 2.1 The electromagnetic spectrum [modi fied afier EOSAT ( 1988) and Lillesand and Kiefer ( 1994)l. 
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The idkard range of the spectrum is often subdivided differently by different workers. 

For the purposes of this report, the portion of the electromagnetic spectnun between 0.7 and 

25 pm is subdivided into three main ranges (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994) (Figure 2.1): 1) the 

near-infiared range (0.7 to 1 -3 pm), 2) the mzd-itzfiared range (1 -3 p m  to 3 -0 pm), and 3) 

t h e  thermal-infiared range (3 -0 to 25 pm). 

2.3 O~tical and Radar Remote Sensiu 

Remote sensing of the Earth's suface is most often conducted in the visible, infiared, 

and microwave portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

2.3.1 Ima~inn in the Visible and Infiared 

When imaging the Earth's surfiice, radiation measured in the visible to near-*red 

range is typicaiiy reflected solar radiation, while radiation measured in the thermal-ifiared 

range is almost entirely produced by thermal emission Erom earth materids. Spectral response 

curves, in which amounts of reflected or emitted electromagnetic radiation are plotted against 

wavelength, are comrnonly used to describe the spectral properties of materials. Each type 

of materiai is associated with particuiar spectral features (e.g., spectral troughs or peaks) that 

together comprise the material's pctraZ signature. For visible to rnid-infirared wavelengths, 

reflection spectra are most comrnoniy used to characterize materials (where trough features 

in reflectance spectra indicate absorption of energy over the associated wavelengths). At 

thermal-infi-ared wavelengths, ernission spectra (or transmission spectra used as a proxy for 

ernission spectra) are commonly used to characterize eart h materiais. 
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2.3.1.1 Reflection and Emission Spectra of Rocks 

Materials reflect and emit eiectromagnetic radiation as a function of theû physical and 

chernicai properties. Refiectance spectra are given in Figure 2.2 for three general matenal 

types: water, green vegetation, and dry soil. Because these three material types reflect light 

in di6erent ways at different wavelengths, they can be distinguished from each other over an 

area of interest by imaging the area at several properly-chosen wavelengths (e-g., locations 

where green vegetation is prevalent may be recognized by their relatively low reflectance at 

about 0.6 pm, and their high reflectance at about 0.8 pm; locations where water is prevalent 

may be recognized by their low reflectance in the visible range, and their extremely low 

reflectance at longer wavelengths). 

Reflection and emission spectra are also known for individual minerai types. 

Absorption features in mineral reflectance spectra in the range fiom 0.4 to 1.0 pm are 

generally associated with electronic transitions (rnainiy those related to crystal field effects 

and charge transfer) caused by the presence of transition metais (e-g., Ti, V, Fe, Mn, Cu, Ni, 

Cr, Zn), whiie absorption features in the range fiom 1 to 3 pm are generally associated wiîh 

vibrational transitions caused by the presence of comrnon anionic constituents (e-g., 

carbonates, hydroxyls, and phosphates) (Kendall, 1966; Hunt, 1980; Mathews, 1986; Gupta, 

199 1 ; Burns, 1993; Drury, 1993; GafKey et al., 1993; Salisbury, 1993). The greatest potential 

for the discrimination of different tithologies using reflected Light is within the range from 

about 0.7 to 3 pm, since variation between spectra is greatest in this range @rury, 1993; 

Schetselaar, 1994; Galvao and Vitoreno, 1995). 



Figure 2.2 Spectral reflectance curves for vegetation, soil, and water (afier 
L illesand and Kiefer, 1994). 
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The thermal emission spectra of minerals are mainly inauenced by vibrational 

transitions caused by the presence of silicates, carbonates, oxides, phosphates, sulphates, 

nitrates, nitrites, and hydroxyls (Gupta, 1991; Salisbury and D'Aria, 1992). Because 

emission spectra can v q  considerably between individual minerai types, the thermal portion 

of the spectrum has considerabIe potential for h u r e  use in the discrimination of minerals 

through remote sensing techniques (KaMe and Alley, 1992; Drury, 1993 ; Gaf5ey et al., 1993 ; 

Kahle et al., 1993; Rivard et al., 1993). 

Because rocks are aggregates of minerals, and thus are compositionally more complex 

and variable materials, det'uiing representative lithological spectral curves can be problematic 

(Gupta, 1991). Nevertheless, the spectral characteristics of individuai rock types can be 

broadly described (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). As with the generai land-cover classes discussed 

above, different rock types may potentialiy be distinguished fiom each other in an area of 

interest by haging the area at well-chosen wavelengths, although the spectral differences 

between certain Lithologies c m  be so subtle as to necessitate the use of imagery with high 

spectral resolution (50 to 100 nrn) ifthey are to be resolved (Cloutis, 199Sa). 

Variation in the spectral properties of sarnples within a single lithological class can be 

signifiant. Such variation is typically related to dBerences in the proportions of component 

minerals (and associated impunties), differences in the degree of surface weathering, and 

diaerences in the nature of vegetative or other cover (e-g., Klein and Hurlbut, 1985; Ager and 

Milton, 1987; Biniie et al., 1989; Arvidson et al., 1993; Macias, 1995; Cloutis, 1995b; 

Cloutis, 1997). Weathering products comrnonly dominate rock spectra, even when the depth 



Figure 2.3 Spectral reflectance curves for four rock types (after Salisbury 
and Hunt, 1974). Curves are offset for clarity. 
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Figure 2.4 Spectral emission curves for four rock types (afier 
Vickers and Lyon, 1967). Curves are offset for clarity. 
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of weathering is less than several hundred micrometers, adding featwes to spectra that may 

be  inconsistent with the underlying, more pristine mineralogy (Bknie et al., 1989; Cloutis, 

1992; Cloutis, 1995a). Thus, the subtie spectral clifferences between some Lithologies, and 

the variability in spectral properties within individual Lithologicai dasses caused by variations 

in physical and chernical properties, can make the successfbl discrimination of lithology by 

optical remote sensing methods dinicult, particularly when the spectral and spatial resolutions 

of employed rernote sensing instruments are poor. 

2 - 3 - 1 2  Viewing and Illumination Geometry, Grain Sue, and MUcing State 

As noted above, variations in the spectral properties of geological materials are in 

large part a fùnction of variations in: 1) mineralogy; 2) weathering characteristics; and 3) 

vegetation or other cover. Several other factors that can be important influences on the 

spectral or overall brightness properties of surficial materials include: 1) viewing and 

illumination geometry; 2) grain size; and 3) mixing state. These factors, al1 of which cm be 

related to or infiuenced by rock mineralogy and weathering characteristics, are outlined 

below. 

1) Viewing and Illumination Geometry: There are numerous kinds of Mectance, 

each of which can be defined by the geometrical properties of the light source and the 

detector (Hapke, 1993). The degree of coiiimation (Le., the degree to which the associated 

iight rays are pardel) of the source and of the detector may be described using the following 

t erms : directiot~ai (i. e., a highly-collimated source or detector), conical, or hemispherical 

(Le., a perfectly diftUse source or detector); the appropnate terms for the source and detector 
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may be speciiieci as adjectives when refemng to reflectance, with the adjective descnbing the 

source spec5ed before that of the detector. Thus, the directional-hemisphericai reflecfance 

is the total fiaction of light scattered into the upward hemisphere by a surface iiluminated 

from above by a highly collimated source (Hapke, 1993). Strictly speaking, al1 measured 

reflectances are conicai-conicai (also referred to as biconicd), since perfect collimation and 

diffuseness cannot be achieved. In practice, however, direct sunlight can usually be treated 

as cohated (and thus directional), and light scattered by clouds on an overcast day can be 

treated as dinuse (and thus hemi~iphericai) (Hapke, 1993). A photosensitive detector on an 

aircraft or spacecraft essentiaiiy measures direc~ionaldirectionai (also referred to as 

bzdirectiorial) reflectance of the ground or clouds. 

Although the overali brightness of spectral data of rocks and soil cm change as a 

function of illumination and viewing geometry (due mainiy to changes in the amount of 

shadow in the field-of-view of the detector), the overall shape of the spectral signature of 

rocks and soil tends to be invariant with varying illumination and viewing geometries (ASD, 

2001). The manner in which changing illumination and viewing geometry affects overall 

brightness is related largely to the morphology of surface materials and terrain features. 

2) Grain Sue: The amount of light scattered and absorbed by a single grain is 

dependent in part on its overall size. In general, light is absorbed as it propagates through a 

grain, and light is scattered when it interacts with grain surfàces and intemal imperfections 

(Hapke, 1993; Clark, 1999). Greater amounts of absorption of îight are generally associated 

with larger grains, which have greater intemal paths where photons can be absorbed. Smaller 

grains have proportionally more suiface reflections compared to intemal photon length paths. 
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At visible to rnid-infi-ared wavelengths, multiple scattering is ofien dominant in geological 

matenals, and reflectance increases as grain size decreases (Clark, 1999). The overali shape 

of the spectral signature of geological materials tends to be invariant with varying grain sizes 

(Clark, 1999)- 

3) Mixing State: At Wtuaiiy ail scales of viewing, the materiais of the universe may 

be considered complex mixtures of materials. There are generally considered to be four types 

of mixtures (Clark, 1999). The fist type of mixture is a linear mixture (also known as an 

areal or c h e c k e r b d  mixture), and involves materials that are opticaliy separated so that 

there is no multiple scat te~g  between components. For a hear mixture (e-g., a flat bedrock 

surface covered in places by patches of low green vegetation), the combined signai received 

at a detector is a linear sum of the products of each surface component's spectrum with its 

corresponding fiactional area. 

The second type of mixture is an intirmie mixture, which occurs when different 

matenals are in intimate contact in a scattenng surface (e-g., the mineral grains in a rock or 

soil). In contrast to a linear mixture, the detected signal of an intimate mixture is &en a 

highly non-linear combination of the end-member spectra. Darker materials tend to dominat e 

intimate mixtures because photons c m  be readily absorbed when they encounter a dark grain; 

photons have such a high probability of encountering a dark grain in a mixture of light and 

dark grallis that a small percentage of dark grains cm reduce reflectance considerably (Clark 

1999). 

The third type of mixhire is a coaritg- This type of mixture occurs when one material 
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coats a different material- The coating material can influence reflectance properties by acting 

as a scattering and transmitting layer whose optical thickness varies with material properties 

and wavelength (Clark, 1999). 

The fourth type of mixture is a moIeaïIm mixture. This type of mixture occurs when 

mixtures occur on a molecular level, as with two liquids, or a solid and a liquid mixed 

together (Clark, 1999). Examples of molecular mixtures can include gasoline spilled onto a 

soil, or the interlayer water in the clay mineral, montmodionite. 

2.3 -2 Svnthetic A~erture Radar (SAR) 

The microwave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum ranges between wavelengths 

of about 1 mm and 1 m. Two different classes of remote-sensing imaging systems are used 

at these wavelengths: l)pms+e systems, and 2) active systems. A passive microwave device 

measures microwave radiation emitted by materiais mainly as a function of their interna1 

energy; such sensors are commonly used for mapping sea ice (e-g., Cavalieri and Gloersen, 

1984) and for measuring atmosphenc constituents such as water vapour (e-g., Mao  et al., 

2000). An active microwave device, by cornparison, is itself a source of microwave radiation 

that is directed toward objects of interest, which subsequently reflect a proportion of this 

radiation back to the device. Active microwave systems thus provide their own illumination 

and consequently can operate under all lighting conditions, day or night. Because microwaves 

with appropriately-chosen wavelengths can penetrate the atmosphere under almost ail 

conditions (including haze, snow, cloud, smoke, and min) without significant attenuation, 
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sensors that use microwaves can generate imagery in a more timely and reliable manner 

compared to optical sensors. A passive microwave system is known as a microwave scmming 

radiometer, while an active microwave system is known as a radirr (Lowe, 1980). 

Radar is an acronym of radio detecrion und rmging [stnctly speaking, the acronym 

should be "midar", since modem radar systems dBer from earlier systems in their use of 

microwave energy rather than radio energy (Avery and Berlin, 1992)]. Radar sensors 

developed for remote sensing purposes are usually mounted on airborne or satellite platforrns 

in side-hoking configurations in relation to the flight Line of the platform (Figure 2.5). Such 

radar systems operate by directing dimete pulses of high-energy microwave radiation toward 

surfaces of interest, over extremely short t h e  penods. M e r  each pulse, and before the next 

pulse is transmitted, the energy of microwave radiation reflected off of the surface and back 

toward the sensor is measured, dong with the time elapsed since the emission of the pulse 

(Drury, 1993). The measurement of the time elapsed since the emission of a particular 

radiation pulse ailows the distance to the surface to be measured, since radiation velocity is 

known. This distance fiom the radar to the surface is called the slmlt range, which may be 

used to calculate the horizontal distance between the sensor and the surface (the grozmd 

range). The angle that the slant range forms with the horizontal is caiied the depression 

angle; the complement of this angle is called the look mgle (Figure 2.5). 

The radar antenna illuminates a narrow strip oriented perpendiculariy to the track of 

the platform; the movement of the platform dong its path allows successive areas to be 

irnaged, and thus provides sufficient data for the generation of an image. The width of the 



Figure 2.5 Geomeiry of a simple radar systein, where b is beain width, D is length of the aiitçnna, I is length of 
the radar pulse, na is azimuth resolution, a, is ground-rang resolution, and x is  the look angle (which is equal to 
90" minus the depression angle) (modified afler Ulaby et R I . ,  198 1 ) .  The radar pulse is shown in bold. 
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radar beam, or beam width, is directly proportional to the wavelength of the transmitted 

pulses, and inversely proportional to the length of the antenna. The beam width of a simple 

radar system increases with increasing range (Ulaby et al., 1981) (Figure 2.5). 

Slant-range resolution is equal to half the pulse length for al1 distances from the 

sensor. The correspondhg ground-range resolution is given by: 

a r = l / ( 2 c o s 0 )  where I = c r  (2- 1) 

where a, is the ground-range resolution, i is the pulse length, 0 is the depression angle, c is 

the speed of light, and r is the pulse duration (UIaby et al., 198 1; Leberl, 1990) (Figure 2.5). 

Thus, ground-range resolution degrades with decreasing distance from the radar (this is a 

consequence of the inverse relation between depression angle and ground-range distance fkom 

the sensor, and is the reason why remote sensing radar systems do not image directly below 

the sensor). -th resolution is given by the beam width, which varies with distance fiom 

the sensor: 

a , = r y  where y - A / D  (2-2) 

where a, is azimuth resolution, r is the slant range, y is the vertex angle of the radar beam (in 

radians), k is the radiation wavelength, and D is the length of the antenna (Leberl, 1990) 

(Figure 2.5). Thus, azimuth resolution degrades with increasing distance f?om a simple radar 

system, since the pulse beam width increases with distance. Overall, the resolution in an 

image produced using a simple radar system will degrade with distance fkom the sensor, since 

the lowering of ground-range resolution with distance from the sensor gradually flattens out 



Resolution of a Simple Radar System 
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Figure 2.6 Resolution of a simple radar system, plotted against ground distance 
fiom the sensor (after Leberl, 1990). In this exarnple, flying height is 5 km, pulse 
Iength is 22 m, and the vertex angle (which defines beam width) is 0.15". 
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while the degradation ofazimuth resolution continues even at large distances fiom the sensor 

(Figure 2.6) (Leberl, IWO). 

The overall degradation of resolution with increasing distance fiom the radar can 

cause the spatial resolution of imagery produced by a simple radar system to be very poor, 

especially if the system is to be operated fiom orbit. A simple radar system's spatial 

resolution can be increased by increasing the length of the radar antenna, which will decrease 

the radar beam width (Equation 2-2). In practice, however, the length of antema necessary 

for high-resolution imaging f?om high altitudes or fiom orbit would simply be too large to 

operate. The solution to this problem involves the replacement of the simple radar system 

described above (known as a reaiqertzire system) with a synthetic-apertzrre ra& (SA@ 

system, which simulates the use of a very long antenna using properties of the radar waves 

themselves. 

The SAR concept is based on the idea that a very long antenna can be synthesized by 

recording radar data at successive radar positions as the system moves through space; through 

specialized processing techniques, these positions can later be treated as though they were 

individual antenna elements of a single linear antenna array (Ulaby et al., 1 982) (Figure 2.7). 

This synthesis is possible because eiectromagnetic waves emitted by radar systems are 

coherent, meaning they are generated in phase and have a uniform wavelength. A SAR 

system illuminates a surface area such that oniy a narrow strip as wide as the antenna is 

perfectly in line at any particular t h e ;  radiation returned fiom other illuminated parts of the 

surface (immediately behind and in fiont of the narrow strip) will be subject to  a Doppler shift 

(Drury, 1993). Although these sms are very small, they can be detected electronically if the 
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Figure 2.7 Schematic illustration of the concept of SAR, which involves 
synthesizing a large antenna through the f o m d  motion of a real antenna along 
a flight path (after Richards, 1993). This view from above shows the 
illumination of a point target kom several locations using a real antenna. Later 
processing can synthesize an antenna whose length can be as large as the 
distance travelled by the antenna during illumination of the point target. 
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radiation is coherent (Avery and Berlin, 1992; Drury, 1993)- Sophisticated cornputer 

algorithrns use rneasured Doppler shifts to simulate the use of a very long antenna, so that 

resolution in the azirnuth direction becomes independent of distance fiom the sensor: 

where a, is azirnuth resolution and D is the dong-track length of the antenna. Thus, the 

azirnuth resolution of a SAR depends only on the size of the real antenna (LJiaby et al., 

1 98 1). Mathematical summarïes of SAR theory are given by e.g-, Ulaby et a1.(1982), and 

Leberl(1990). 

2.3 -2.1 Speckle 

An individual pixel location contains many individual reflectors (including e.g., rocks 

and leaves) whose collective radar reflections interact to produce the overaii reflectance 

associated with the pixel. The coherent nature of radar waves causes random constructive 

and destructive interference of microwave radiation reflected off of individual reflectors, 

resulting in random bright and dark pixels on radar hagery (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994). 

This can be problematic when radar images are used for applications such as lithological 

discrimination, since it increases the range of radar backscatter values associated with 

individual surface classes (Section 2.3.2.4). An important technique used to reduce (but not 

elimuiate) the amount of speckle in radar images is calleci mdtipie-lookprocessïng. Multiple- 

look processing involves the averaging of severai independent images of the sarne area, each 

produced using different portions of the synthetic aperture. The number of images averaged 
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in this technique is called the d e r  of lookr, and the amount of speckle in the final image 

varies inversely to the square root of this value (Liliesand and Kiefer, 1994)- The size of the 

resolution ceIl of the final image is directly proportional to the number of looks (Liliesand and 

Kiefer, 1994). Speckle may aiso be reduced using filters (e.g., Gebhardt et al., 1995). 

2.3 -2.2 Radar Brightness 

The strength of SAR backscatter is primariiy a fùnction of the physical roughness and 

electrical properties of ground materials. This contrasts with optical remote sensing, in which 

relative strengthç of measured radiation are directly related to the chemistry of materiais 

(Section 2.3.1) (Abdelsdarn ef ai., 2000). Most practical knowledge of the marner in which 

different earth materials reflect microwave radiation has been derived fiom empiricai 

observations (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994). 

The radar bnghtness recorded for a particular location in a SAR image is mainly a 

function of three physical factors: 1) topography and slope, 2) surface roughness, and 3) the 

complex dielectric constant- These factors, dong with wavelength and poiarization effects, 

are summarized beiow: 

1) Topography: Radar images typicaily have a three-dimensional, side-lighted 

appearance, since the radar system is an active, side-looking system. Local variations in 

surface slope cause differences in the local incidence angle (the angie between the incident 

radar beam at the surface and the nomai to the ground at the point of incidence). These 

variations result in relatively strong microwave reflections being produced by slopes facing 

the radar, and relatively weak reflections, or no reflections, being produced by slopes facing 
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away Eom the radar (Liiiesand and Kiefer, 1994). Dark regions that correspond to areas of 

no rnicrowave illumination due to terrain effects are said to be characterized by ru& s h a h .  

2) Surface Roughness: A usefùl measure of surface roughness is given by the 

Rayleigh criterion, which States that surfaces may be regarded as rough if the root-mean- 

square height of surface variations exceeds one-eighth of the microwave wavelength divided 

by the cosine of the local incidence angle (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994). A rough surface by 

this definition wïü act as a d ~ f i s e  reeflector (reflecting in al1 directions in a relatively uniform 

manner), while a smooth surface will act as a qecular reflecfor (Le., reflections will be 

mirror-like). Rough sufiaces will thus retum a relatively high signal (with a relatively large 

proportion of incident radiation reflected back toward the sensor), while smooth surfaces will 

return in very low signals (with most radiation being reflected away fiom the sensor) 

(Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994). A special type of surface geometry in which two smooth 

surfaces cause a double reflection back toward the sensor is known as a corner refiector. 

Corner reflectors, cornmonly associated with, e-g., buildings and boulder fields, can produce 

particularly high radar retums, saturating the values of individual pixels in a radar image. 

3) Complex Dielecîric Constant (E): The cornplex dielectric comtmt is a measure 

of the proportion of microwave radiation that is reflected by a material and that which 

penetrates the material (Drury, 1993). Because the dielectric constants of most earth 

materials are vely similar in the absence of water, ranging in value fiom -3 to 8 at microwave 

wavelengths, radar is considere. to be relatively insensitive to the electrical properties of most 

surface materials in their dry state (Avery and Berlin, 1992)- Those materials that are 

characterized by very high dielectric constants, such as water (E= -80) and metals, are those 
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that are excellent reflectors (poor absorbers) of microwave energy (Drury, 1993). Although 

water has a very high dielectrk constant, bodies of water with relatively calm, flat surfaces 

are typically associated with very low radar backscatter since their surfaces act as specular 

reflectors (e-g., Lowman, 1994). 

Variations in the dielectrk constant of most earth materials are mainly caused by 

variations in moisture content For exampIe, plants are excellent radar reflectors in part 

because of the high moisture content of their leaves (e-g., Fung and Ulaby, 1978). Simiiarly, 

water-saturateci soils are good radar reflectors (Ulaby et a[., 1983; Dobson and Ulaby, 1986; 

PuItz et al., 1990). Sands in hyper-arïd environments, meanwhile, are very poor radar 

reflectors, and microwaves with wavelengths of about 3 to 60 cm can typically penetrate these 

sands to depths of about 0.5 to 6 m (Schaber et al., 1986; McCauley et al., 1986; Schaber, 

1999, Schaber and Breed, 1999; Schaber et ai-, 1997; Robinson et ai., 1999). 

4) Wavelength and Polarization effects: In general, longer wavelengths are 

associated with greater penetration into a material. For example, C-band (b3.75-7.5 cm) 

radiation is typically scattered along the surface of a dense vegetative canopy whereas a 

significant proportion of L-band (A = 15-30 cm) or P-band (A = 30- 100 cm) radiation cm 

penetrate such a canopy, reaching the ground surface (Costa et al., 1998; Schaber, 1999; 

Schaber and Breed, 1999). Thus, long-wavelength microwaves c m  be used to image surface 

features in areas where optical devices may be of comparatively little value- In arid 

environments, microwaves with longer wavelengths can penetrate loose dry sands to greater 

depths than those with shorter wavelengths (Schaber et aL, 1986; McCauley et al.. 1986; 

Schaber, 1999; Schaber and Breed, 1999; Schaber et a/., 1997; Robinson et al-, 1999). 
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The electrical and magnetic fields of electromagnetic radiation transmitted by radar 

systems oscillates either in a horizontally (H) or verticdiy (V) polarized plane in relation to 

the long axis ofthe antenna. When a polarized electromagnetic pulse strikes the ground, it 

is depolarized (rotated) to =me degree, such that the pulse oscillates in several planes (Avery 

and Berlin, 1992). Depolarization is a bc t ion  of several terrain parameters, including 

surface geometry and roug hness (Avery and Berlin, 1992). Radar systems selectively 

measure returned microwave radiation on the basis of polarkation, either horizontal or 

vertical. A comrnon radar design involves horizontal transmission and horizontal reception 

(designated HH), but several other systems may be employed (Le., HV; W; VH). Strong 

microwave retums measured by like-polarïzed systems @El or VV) are ofien associated with 

simple reflections off surface scatterers that are oriented in the same direction as the 

polarization of incident radiation. Significant depolarization of rnicrowave radiation, in 

contrast, is often associated with multiple reflections (vohîme scatteriug) related to, e-g., 

scattering within a vegetation canopy or off dry alluvium (Blanchard and Rouse, 1980; Evans 

et al., 1986). The complex nature of the interaction of radar signals with surface features can 

make it difficult to predict whether a like-polarized or cross-polarized system will provide 

higher information content for a particular application (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994). 

2.3 -2 -3 Layover and Foreshortenhg 

The side-viewing geometry of radar systems can cause significant geometnc 

distortions in radar images. Particularly problematic and common distortions include those 

associated with relief displacement, including Zayover and foreshortening (Figure 2.8). 



Figure 2.8 The effect of terrain relief' and depression angle on geometric distortion in radar 
images (after Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994). 
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Layover, or the horizontal displacement of the peak of a topographic feature such that its 

ground range is less than that of the feature's base, results when the top of a topographic 

feature is closer to the radar platfonn than the bottom of the feature (Le., layover results when 

the foreslope of the feature is more steep than the pulse wavefront) (Figure 2.8). 

Foreshortening is a less extreme example of layover, in which a symmetric topographic 

feature is depicted in radar imagery to be leaning toward the radar (but unlike the layover 

case, the peak of the feature has a greater ground range than the base of the feature) (Le., 

foreshortening occurs when the foreslope of the feature is less steep than the microwave pulse 

wavefront) (Avery and Berlin, 1992) (Figure 2.8). Both foreshortening and layover are 

always conspicuous in radar images of high-relief terrain. It is interesting to note that the 

direction of relief displacement of layover and foreshortening distortions is reversed fiom that 

of opticai imaging (that is, while positive topographic features lean toward the nadir in radar 

imagery, they lean away from the nadir in optical irnagery) (Liiiesand and Kiefer, 1994). 

2 3.2.4 Lit hologicai Discrimination 

SAR data is usefùl for the detection and mapping of topogaphic and structurai 

features exposed at the Earth's surface, as long as the direction of imaging (the look 

direction) is generaily perpendicular to the trend of topographic and structural features 

(Lowman, 1994; Moon et al., 1994). For example, radar is applicable toward the mapping 

of linearnents in shield and other terrains; this lineament information, which can sometimes 

be related to, e.g., regional foliation trends and the geometric properties of ductile shear 

zones, may then be used in the hterpretation of tectonic and geological models (Graham and 
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Grant, 1991; Lowman et al., 1992; Kusky et al., 1993; Lowman, 1994; Rivard et al., 1994; 

McGregor et al., 1994; Rivard et al-, 1999; Sharma et al., 1999). Radar imagery may also 

be applied toward mapping surficiai deposits associated with glacial landforms and 

geomorphic terrain classes (eg,  Graham and Grant, 199 1, 1994; Kenny et ai-, 1994; Simms 

and Bell, 1998). 

Individual lithologies can be mapped using radar imagery if the contacts between 

Lithologies are marked by structural features ( e g ,  faults, unconformities, inhomogeneities in 

weathering) (e-g., Lowman, 1991). Furthemore, radar images may be used to discriminate 

well-exposed lithological units on the basis of their local geometric properties, as long as 

these properties are correlated with lithology in a usefûl and consistent manner [recail that, 

although radar backscatter is not directly related to the chernistry of ground materials (as 

optical data is), radar is capable of discrùninating d a c e s  characterized by different measures 

of roughness, topography, and water distribution that may be correlated with lithology 

(Section 2.3.2. l)] (Abdelsalam et al., 2000)- For exarnple, Budkewitsch et aL(1996) found 

that Radarsat C-band (A = 5.3 cm) SAR imagery cm be used to visually differentiate 

carbonate units from clastic Lithoiogies on Bathurst Island, Nunavut; the carbonate units in 

this region are associated with strong radar backscatter relative to surrounding sedimentary 

lithologies, as a consequence of their surface roughness. Simitarly, Fielding et al. (1986) 

found that ignimbrite sheets of the Puna / Altiplano of the Andean Cordillera are associated 

with strong backscaîter in SIR-B [Shuttle Imaging Radar L-band (A = 23 -5 cm) SARI radar 

imagery, while surrounding materials (including Paleozoic to Cenozoic sedimentary rocks, 

and younger andesitic stratovolcanoes) are associated with lower radar backscatter due to 
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their relatively smooth and well-rounded geometries- Numerous other studies have found that 

SAR imagery can be used to visuaUy discriminate well-exposed lithological units on the basis 

of lithological correlations with surface roughness and topography (e-g., Daily et al-, 1978; 

Evans et al.. 1986; Singhroy et al., 1992; Smith et al., 1999). Even in regions extensively 

covered by vegetation, radar has been found to be useful for visually mapping lithology in 

regions where topography and lithology are correlated (Le., where there are erosional 

contrasts between different lithologies) (e-g., Singhroy et al., 1993; Rivard et al., 1999). 

Despite the successes noted above, surface-roughness characteristics of different 

lithological classes are ofken not sufficiently different or consistent to allow lithological classes 

to be reliably daerentiated using S A .  imagery (e.g., Smith et al., 1999; McGregor et al., 

1999). Lithological discrimination using SAR imagery is fbrther impeded by factors such as 

speckle, radar shadow, layover and foreshortening effects, and backscatter variations caused 

by local topography (Sections 2.3.2.2 and 2.3.2.3). Thus, it is not unusual for SAR imagery 

to be found to be generally inferior to opticai imagery (including aerial photographs and 

satellite images) for deriving lithological (e.g., Evans, 1 988; Dall et al., 1995; McGregor et 

al., 1999). 

Lowrnan (1994) surnmarizes that the main advantage of radar imagery for geological 

study is in its ability to show subtle topographic features with high spatial resolution over 

large areas. Further, radar imagery provides information on surface roughness and texture, 

and provides a good synoptic overview that reveals the continuity of both structure and 

mo rp hology (Mustard, 1994; Rivard et al., 1999). The surface-roughness and texture 

information provided by radar imagery complements the chernical information provided by 
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aerial photography and digital remote sensing in the visible and infTared (Graham and Grant, 

199 1; Knise, 1992; Lowman, 1994; Metternicht and Zinck, 1998), and provides especially 

significant geological insight when integrated with both optical and geophysical data 

(Paradella et al., 1998; Madon et al., 1999; McGregor et al., 1999; Rivard et ai., 1999). 

Although radar can sometimes provide information on the distribution of Lithologies on the 

bais  of correlations with roughness, backxatter properties often Vary considerably within and 

between lithological classes, making lithological discrimination on the basis of roughness very 

difncult (Rudant et al., 1994; Schetselaar, 1994; McG-regor et al., 1999). Because of radar 

features such as speckle, much more information can be derived fiom radar imagery through 

visual analysis than through per-pixel classification (Rudant et al., 1994; Costa et al., 1998; 

Adam er al., 1998; Shimabukuro et al., 1 998), particularly when data for ody a single radar 

wavelength and polarization are available (Ferrazzoli et al., 1999; Haack et aL, 2000). 

2.4 Sensors and I m m  

Three different types of satellite imagery were used in this research: 1 )  Landsat 

Thematic Mapper (TM) images, 2) Radarsat images, and 3) IKONOS images. The Landsat 

TM sensor is a wellestablished optical instrument that images in seven broad spectral ranges 

in the visible and inîkared- The Radarsat sensor is an advanced C-band synthetic aperture 

radar (SAR) system. The IKONOS sensor is the first orbiting high-resolution ( 1  m pixel 

spacing) optical sensor available for cornmon use. 
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2.4.1 Landsat TM Tm- 

A totd of 6 Landsat platforms were successfully launched between 1972 and 1999. 

Landsat-5, which produced the Landsat images used in this research, was launched in 1984 

into a circular, sun-synchronous, near-polar orbit with an elevation of 705 km above the 

earth's surface. The orbit inclination is 98.2" with respect to the equator. The platform 

crosses the equator on the north-to-south portion of each orbit at 9145 a-m. local solar tirne. 

Each orbit takes -99 minutes, and the satellite has a 16-day repeat cycle (233 revolutions) 

(Lillesand and Kiefer, 1 994)- 

The Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) sensor, which has been the main remote sensing 

instrument of dl Landsat platforms since Landsat4 (1982). is an across-track scanner that 

images the Earth's surface in seven spectral channels, covenng relatively wide spectral ranges 

in the visible and infiareci ranges (Figure 2.9; Table 2.1). The total field of view of the sensor 

is 15.4", and the swath width of TM imagery is 185 km- Pixel size is 30 m x 30 m for all 

spectral channels except the thermal channel, which has a pixel size of 120 x 120 m. TM data 

has an 8-bit radiometric resolution (256 levels of brightness). 

Because the initial intent of the Landsat program was to provide a means to map 

general land cover classes and to monitor world agriculture (Drury, 1993), the spectral ranges 

selected for use in the Landsat series are not ideal for geological applications. Only Band 7, 

which provides data for the range 2.08 and 2.35 Pm, was added for geological study 

(specitically, for mapphg hydrotherrnal alteration based on the hydroxyl spectral features that 

are characteristic of this range) (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994). 
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Figure 2.9 Spatial and spectral resolutions of selected optical sensors. Sensor namcs and designations: 
Pair - Panchromatic; HRV - High Resolution Visible; TM - Thematic Mapper; M d t i  - Multispectral; VIS - 
visible; MIR - mid-infrared; TIR - thermal infrared, 
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Despite its limitations, the TM sensor produces data with a spectral resolution that is 

supenor to that o f d  other optical image types generated fkom Earth orbit [aside from those 

produced by the experirnental ASTER (Fujisada, 1998; Abrams, 2000) and MODIS (Barnes 

et al., 1998; Justice et al., 1998) sensors, which have just become operational as of this 

writing] (e-g., Glackin, 1998; Kaufinan et al., 1998). The most recent Landsat system has 

been equipped with a modified TM system (the Extended Thematic Mapper, or E M - ) ,  

providing an additional 60 m resolution thermal channel, a 15 m resolution panchromatic 

channel, and advanced calibration equipment. 

Table 2.1 Basic characteristics of Landsat TM images. Channel number 7 is not listed in 
proper order because it was the last to be added to the TM sensor. 
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Landsat Thematic Mapper images. has been widely used to discriminate general iand- 

cover classes since its introduction in 1982. Thematic Mapper imagery is usefùl for 

differentiating and mapping a wide variety of vegetation classes (e-g., Horler and Ahern, 

1986; Pilon and Wiart, 1990; Franklin and Wilson, 1992; Beaubien, 1994; Lunetta and 
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Balogh, 1999; Pinder et al., 1999; Sohn et al., 1999; Lyrnbumer et al., 2000; Koutsias and 

Karteris, 2000; Mukai and Hasegawa, 2000; Puhr and Donoghue, 2000), urbanization 

features (e-g., Khorram et al., 1987; Chavez and Boweil, 1988; Wang and Liu, 1994), snow 

and ice classes (e.g., Dozier, 1984, 1989; Hall et al., 1987; Duguay, 1993; Bronge and 

Bronge, 1999), clouds (e.g., Cahaian and Snider, 19891, and features related to water 

turbidity and pollution (e-g., Gibbons et al., 1989; Jensen et al., 1989; Abuzar and Ai- 

Ghunaim, 1993). 

Landsat TM imagery has been found to be useful for a varïety of geological 

applications. Along with being a valuable information source for applications as diverse as 

studying geological structure (e-g., Johnson and Harrison, 1 989; Lowman et al., 1 992; Qari, 

1992; El Rakaiby and Shalaby, 1992; McGregor et al., 1999) and monitoring volcanic activity 

(e-g., Rothery et a[., 1988; Francis and De Silva, 1989; Urai, 2000), Landsat TM imagery c m  

be a useful tool for discriminating surface lithology. As with the use of all optical imagery, 

the application of TM for lithological discrimination is mainly limited to areas where rock 

exposure is not greatly restricted by vegetation or overburden cover (Dniry, 1986; Harding 

and Forrest, 1989) [although in some cases useful information can be generated for heavily 

forested regions (Kettles et al., 2000); also, the methods of geobotanical analysis have had 

limited success in relating bedrock properties to the spectral properties of overlying 

vegetation (e-g., Bell et al., 199 1; Bélanger, 1991 ; Wamer et al.. 1991; Paradella and 

Vitorello, 1995)l. Even where rock exposure is good, the utility of Landsat TM imagery for 

discriminating and mapping lithology has been found to be variable, depending on the 

lithological, weatherhg, topographic, and vegetational characteristics of the area of interest 
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(Bix-nie et al., 1989; Arvidson et al., 1994; Ricchetti, 2000). 

Landsat TM irnagery has been used with mked success to map igneous and 

metamorphic units (e-g., Rowan et al-, 1987; Abrams et al, 1988; Harding et al., 1989; 

Pontual, 2989; Spatz and Taranik, 1989; Qari, 1992; Mustard, 1994; Abdelhamid and Rabba, 

1994; Glikson and Creasey, 1995; Macias, 1995; El Rakaiby, 1995; Van der Meer et al., 

1995), as well as clastic, carbonate, and evaporitic lithologies (e.g., Evans, 1988; Sgavetti et 

al., 1995; Ernst and Paylor, 1996; Riaza et al., 2000). TM imagesr has also been used to map 

the distribution of glacial till (e.g., Schau et al., 1993 ; Giugni et al., 1 W8), and geomorphic 

land-cover classes (e-g., Quarmby et al., 1989; Franklin, 199 1). In general, because the 

potential for the discrimination of different lithologies is greatest in the near-, rnid-, and 

thermal-infiared ranges of the spectrum, TM bands 3,4,5, and 7 have been found to have the 

greatest value for lithological discrimination (Spatz and Taranik, 1989; Dmry, 1993; 

Schetselaar, 1994); band 6, the TM thermal band, is unfortunately much too broad to take 

advantage of the considerable potential for iithological discrimination in the thermal range. 

2.4.2 Radarsat- l Im- 

Radarsat-1 imagery is produced by a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) operating at 5.3 

GHz (C-band, wavelength = 5.6 cm), using HH polarization. The spacecraft was launched 

in 1995 into a circular, sun-synchronous, near-polar orbit with an elevation of 798 km above 

the earth's surface- The platform crosses the equator in a southerly direction at d a m  and a 

northerly direction at dusk. The orbit is inched 98.6 degrees relative to the equator. The 

spacecrafl operates at an altitude of 798 km. Each orbit takes about 101 minutes, and the 
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orbit repeat cycle is 24 days (343 revolutions) (Parashar et a/., 1993). 

The Radarsat-2 system is a cooperative venture between the Canadian government, 

several provincial govements, and the government of the United States. The Radarsat 

program was initiated by the Canadian federal govemment to facilitate both northem nautical 

logistics and the assertion of sovereignty over Canada's arctic water bodies- Radar sensors 

are ideal for monitoring ice cover and nautical activities in the arctic, since they are capable 

of imaging under any lighting conditions and through atrnospheric haze and cloud (Parashar 

et al., 1993) (see Section 2.3 -2). 

The Radarsat-1 SAR system has a unique capability to direct and shape its radar beam 

over a 45-500 km range, with varying surface resolution. A total of 3 5 beam modes are 

available, each corresponding to a particular spatial resolution, swath width, and range of 

incidence angles (Table 2.2) (Luscombe et al., 1993). 

Table 2.2 Radarsat beam modes (Luscombe et al., 1993). 
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Radarsat-1 imagery has been successfùlly used for a variety of applications, including 

forestry (e.g., Kux et al., 1998; Malcolm et al., 1998; Shhabukuro et al., 1 998), agriculture 

(e-g. ,  McNaim el al., 1998), sea ice monitoring (e.g., Ramsay et al., 1998), flood mapping 

(e.g., Adam et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2000), and measurement of coastal erosion (e-p., 

Singhroy, 1996; Barbosa et a[., 1999)- 

Radarsat-1 imagery has also been found to be useful in geological studies, including 

the characterization of impact landforms (e-g., Smith et al., 1999), the detection and mapping 

in arid regions of ancient fluvial features buned under thin covers of sand (e-g., Robinson et 

al., 1999), the derivation of structurai information in shield tenains (e-g., McGregor et al., 

1999; Rivard et al., 1999; Shanna et al., 1999; Lepage et al., 2000), and the mapping of 

glacial deposits (e-g., Simms and Bell, 1998). For weil-exposed regions, discrimination of 

lithology by visual means is possible with Radarsat-l imagery on the basis of lithology-related 

contrasts in surface roughness and moisture ( e g ,  Budkewitsch et al., 1996; Smith et ai., 

1999), dthough as with aU radar types, caution must be exercised in such an application, since 

S A .  backscatter properties fiom different sources may be quite similar, making lithological 

relations to SAR backscatter unreliable (McGregor et al., 1999; Arkin et al., 1999). 

Radarsat-1 Mewing geometry influences the effects of terrain and surface roughness, 

and thus is an important consideration in geological studies. Singhroy and Saint-Jean (1999) 

have summarized the general incidence-angle parameters that are preferable for mapping 

surficial geology. In general, small(10 to 25") and moderate (25 to 59'3 incidence angles 

(where incidence angle refers to the angle fiom the vertical to the radar beam) are 

recornmended when imaging low relief areas [the srnalier incidence angles will provide 
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maximum relief enhancement (Singhroy and Saint-Jean, 1 999; Rivard et al., 1 999), whde the 

larger incidence angles will increase terrain texnird contrasts]. Incidence angles between 

about 20 and 35" are recomrnended for moderate-relief environments; incidence angles 

between about 35 and 59" are recommended for high relief environments, to reduce geometric 

distortion (and thus provide more information on slope featwes) and shadow effects 

(Singhroy and Saint-Jean, 1999)- The Radarsat sensor has seven different standard-beam 

modes, each corresponding to a different range of incidence angles (Table 2.3). Although the 

standard beam modes have been found to be useu greater amounts of structural information 

can be provided by the higher-resolution fine beam modes (McGregor et al., 1999). 

Table 2.3 Standard-beam incidence angles for the Radarsat sensor (Luscombe et al., 1993). 
Values given in degrees. 

2.4.3 IKONOS Imagery 

The MONOS satellite was launched on September 24, 1999, into a ckcular, Sun- 

synchronous, near-polar orbit wiîh an elevation of 681 km above the earth's surface. The 
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orbit inclination is 98.1" with respect to the equator- The platform crosses the equator on the 

north-to-south portion of each orbit at 10:30 a.m. local solar t h e .  Each orbit takes -98 

minutes, and the satellite has a 14-day repeat cycle. 

The IKONOS satellite is owned and operated by Space Imaging, a privately held 

Company in the United States. The IKONOS imaging system is an dong-track (pushbroom) 

scanner that images the Earth's d a c e  in four rnultispectral channels covering spectral ranges 

identical to those of the first four Landsat TM channels (Figure 2.9; Table 2.4). The 

MONOS system dso has a panchromatic channei that images in the visible and near-i&ared 

(Table 2.4). The total field of view of the sensor is 0.93O, and nominal swath width of 

KONOS imagery is 1 1 km at nadir. Because the sensor can image over a range of incidence 

angles (e-g., Zhou and Li, 2000), revisit time is only 1-3 days. Nominal pixel size is 4 m x 4 

m for the multispectral channels and 1 m x 1 m for the panchromatic channel (at c26" off 

nadir). IKONOS data has an 1 1-bit radiometric resolution (up to 2048 levels of brightness)- 

IKONOS imagery first became available to consumers in 2000, and has a spatial resolution 

that is superior to that of d other commercial image types generated from orbit. 

Like those of the Landsat TM sensor, the spectral ranges selected for use in the 

IKONOS satellite are not ideal for geological applications. Nevertheless, as the first 

commercial high-resolution imaging satellite, IKONOS represents an important advance in 

the field of remote sensing. Despite their spectral limitations, images generated by the 

IKONOS sensor are expected to be widely used in a variety of fields, uicluding geology and 

geological engineering. 



Table 2.4 Basic characteristics of IKONOS images- Note that the four multispectral 
channels have identical spectral characteristics to the 6rs t  four channels of the Landsat TM 
sensor. 
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This section bnefly surnmarizes the basic concepts behind the following image 

processing procedures: image arithmetic, RGB (red-green-blue) colour compositing, the 

intensity-hue-saturation transfonn, and image ctassification- The purpose of all of these 

procedures is to combine multiple digital images to produce one or more new images that 
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provide new information. The combination of multiple images to produce a new image is 

sometimes called datafz~sion, although this term is usually used in a more restrictive sense 

to describe the combination of images produced by different sensors (e-g., Wald, 1999). 
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-4lthough single images cm often be used by themselves to extract useful geologicai 

information (e.g., Schau et GL, 1993), a greater amount of information can ofien be generated 

when several sources of information are anaiysed together. The act of combining images and 

datasets can help workers visualize relations between complimentary datasets, and thus can 

result in a more comprehensive interpretation of available datasets (Evans, 1988; McGregor 

et al., 2999; Rivard et al., 1999). 
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None of the above procedures c m  be used to combine images unless the images are 

already referenced to a common reference system and have common pixel dimensions. 

Images produced at the same time and by the same sensor are usualiy already in this state 

when deiivered to the end user. Images produced by different sensors, or images produced 

by the same sensor but at diEerent times, instead require conversion to a common reference 

system and pixel size using the procedures of georefereilcing and resampling (for details see 

Richards, 1993, pp.56-63). These procedures are simple in concept but in practice can be 

difEcult to apply in a satisfactory manner, since relative spatial offsets of only a few pixels can 

degrade the results of an image combination procedure. Orthorectification may be used to 

correcting geometric distortions in satellite imagery caused by variations in topography. 

Issues related to georeferencing errors in the processing of single- and multi-source imagery 

are discussed by Richards (1993) and EMers (1997). 

2.5.1 Image Arithmetic and RGB Colour Com~osites 

Two (or more) digital data sources can be combined using simple image arithmetic. 

For example, two images can be summed, subtracted, multiplied, or ratioed (or some 

combkation of these or other fùnctions can be performed), generating an output image that 

contains digital information that is a fùnction ofthat contained in both input images. Whether 

or not the output image will contain usefùl information depends on the nature of the two 

sources being combined, as well as the nature of the combination algorithm. For example, 

the nomalized ratio of TM charnels 4 and 3, known as a Normaiized DEerence Vegetation 

Index (NDVI) can be calculated ushg the following equation: 



Norrnalized Ratio = (Channel4 - C h n e / 3 )  / (Channel4 + C h e l  3) (2-4) 

where ChmmelJ represents an image scanned in the near-infiared, and Channel 3 represents 

an image scmed in the r d  portion of the electromagnetic spectrum (Table 2.1). This image 

ratio produces useful information on relative amounts of vegetative cover, since vegetation 

has a relatively high near-infkared reflectance and relatively Iow visible reflectance (Figure 

2.2). By the normalized ratio, heaithy green vegetation is characterized in the output image 

by high values, while clouds, water, and snow are typicaliy associated with negative values 

because of their greater relative reflectance in the visible range of the spectrum. The ratio of 

other TM bands would not produce as much, if any, vegetative information, and would be 

considered a less useful combination of data ifvegetative infonnation is the goal. 

Two or three data sources can be combined for visual analysis simply by assigning 

each source to a unique additive primary colour (red, green, or blue) and combining the 

colours using appropriate mixing algorithms. Thus, for example, by assigning TM channel 

3 to red, TM channet 4 to green, and TM charnel 5 to blue, the overall digital information 

content of the three images can be visualized by the generation of a combined RGB (red- 

green-blue) image. This RGB technique is said to produce a composite image from the three 

source images; the colour of any given pixel in a colour-composite RGB image is a tùnction 

of the absolute and relative values of the three source images. RGB compositing is not only 

usefùl for visualking combined image datasets produced by a single sensor, but it can also be 

used to fuse data generated by different semors. For example, Costa et ai. (1 998) used RGB 

compositing techniques to combine ERS-1 (L-band) radar data with that produced by the 
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Radarsat-1 sensor (beam modes SZ and S7), to better visualize the distribution of land-cover 

classes in a floodplain habitat. Lynne and Taylor (1986) used RGB compositing to h s e  a 

SIR-B radar image with Landsat images for the mapping of regionai geological structures and 

sedimentary lithological units in centrai Australia. The full information content of an RGB 

image can only be recognized with an intuitive understanding of how primary colours mix 

(Madon et al., 1999). 

The arithmetic and RGB composite methods can be used together when more than 

three data sources must be cornbined for visuai analysis. The studies of, e.g., Glikson and 

Creasey (1995) and Macias (1995) showed that usefiil lithological information can be derived 

b y combining axithmeticaiiy-combined TM images using the RGB composite technique. The 

RGB fusion of three images produced by arithmetic combination resulted in the generation 

of final images that were usefùl in the mapping of igneous and metarnorphic lithologies, when 

interpreted with reference to ground-truth information. Other examples of the successful 

combination of imagery using image arithmetic and RGB compositing techniques are given 

by El Rakaiby (1995), Abdelhamid and Rabba (1994), and Van der Meer et al. (1995). 

Examples of the use of the results of principle components analysis and decorrelation 

stretching (Richards, 1993) as inputs to the RGB colour compositing procedure for 

visualizing geological information in digital images are given by, e g ,  Lynne and Taylor 

(1986), Abram et al. (1988), Pontual(1989), Qari (1992), and Ernst and Paylor (1996). 

2.5 -2 The Intensity-Hue-Saturation Transfonn 

The RGB (red, green, and blue) pnmary colour system is only one of many colour 
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systems that may be used to visualize digital images. The intensity-saturatio~~-hue (IHS) 

colour system is based on the three parameters of intensity, saturation, and hue- Intensity is 

a measure of the total energy or  brightness of an object (analogous to ccalbedo"), h e  is a 

measure of the average wavelength of colour present (e-g., blue, green, yeilow, and orange 

are four hues), and sah~ration can be thought of as a measure of the purity of the colour (Le., 

the width about the average wavelength of the spectral region in which much of the light is 

reflected £kom an object; if light of only a "single" wavelength is reflected, then the light is 

"spectrally pure", or "completely saturateci") (Gillespie, 1980, pp. 203-205; Harris, 2994)- 

A common fusion technique that employs the IHS colour system involves: 1) the 

combination of three images using the RGB composite method described above (these images 

are typicdy optical images), 2) the conversion of the RGB database to the IHS format (Le., 

the conversion fkom three primary-colour images to three equivalent images representing 

intensity, hue, and saturation), 3) the replacement of  the intensity image by a fourth image 

(often a radar image or  geophysical dataset), and 4) the conversion of the augmented IHS 

database back to RGB format for final display (e-g., Rheault et al., 199 1 ; Harris et al., 1994; 

Mustard, 1994; Saint-Jean et aL, 1995; Paradella et al., 1998). The value of the technique 

is that the general colour relations evident in the RGB database are generally preserved but 

are augmented somewhat with regard to colour intensity by the values in the fourth image. 

Madon et al. (1999) compared the MS transform with image arithmetic and RGB tùsion 

methods using airborne radar and magnetics data, and found that the M S  transfom produced 

a supenor product. A description of the mathematical foundations of the M S  transform may 

be found in Gillespie (1980). The MS transform is widely supported by remote-senshg 



software packages. 

2.5.3 Unsu~ervised Classification 

Image classification involves the conversion of a (frequently) multi-channei image 

database into a single-channel thematic map in which image values represent a "decision 

assigning a pixel to a group" (Gillespie, 1980, p. 188). Unsupe~sed classification involves 

the use of statistical ciustering techniques (e-g., Richards, 1993, pp. 229-243) to segment 

pixel locations in terms of unknown classes, based on similarities in spectral charactenstics. 

The clustering (i. e., grouping) of pixels in multispectral space involves quantifjing the 

sùnilarity between pixel values using some kind of similarity measure. The most fiequently 

encountered clustenng algorithms are based on calculation of Euclidean distance (or a 

variation on this kind of measure), using some kind of quality indicator (e-g., the sum of 

squared error, which computes the comrnulative distance of each pattern f?om its cluster 

centre for each cluster individually, and then sums these measures over al1 clusters) to fine- 

tune clustenng operations to some pre-specified level (Richards, 1993, p.230). Once 

clustered, pixel locations are assigned symbols (e-g., colours) which denote membership to 

particular spectral classes; this produces a map of surface cover for the area of interest. The 

analyst is responsible for determinhg the appropriate labels of classes generated in the 

clustering procedure, based on infionnation about real-world materials exposed at the surface 

in the area of interest. Clustering operations are termed "unsupe~sed" because the analyst 

does not participate directly in the grouping of image data. 
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2.5.4 S u ~ e  rvised C 1- 

The application of the maximam likelihood, evidential reasoning, and feedforward 

backpropagation neural network algorithms (Le., three of the algorithms examined in this 

research - see Chapter 3) in image classification involves the methodology of strpervised 

classzficaton. In s u p e ~ s e d  classification, the desire of the image analyst is to derive a 

classified image based on 1) a database of relevant source imagery, and 2) a collection of 

representative ground-truth information. 

In s u p e ~ s e d  classification, data corresponding to a proportion of ground-truth 

locations (pixels) are submitted to the classifier as training locatiom or training pixels, suc h 

that each dass is represented by a selection of pixels whose associated database values 

collectively characterize the class Classification of the entire image is performed based on 

the nurnerical properties of this training data. That is, the class label (or simply the label) 

that is assigned to any given pixel location within a database during classification wiil be based 

on a cornparison between the nurnerical properties of that location and the numerical 

properties in the training data set that correspond to each of the classes represented in the 

study. 

In geological study, image classification is most often used for the classification of 

optical imagery (e-g., Evans, 1988; Abarca-Hernhdez and Chica-Olrno, 1999; Thakur and 

Dikshit, 1997), although it is sometirnes used to fuse optical imagery wit h radar imageiy (e-g., 

Evans, 1988; Haack et al., 2000). Visuai analysis of radar imagery is usually preferable to 

the use of per-pixel image classification algorithms, due to factors such as radar speckie 

(Rudant el al., 1994; Costa et al., 1998; Shimabukuro et al., 1998)- 
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Although image classification can be a usefùl and much less subjective alternative to 

techniques that depend on visuai analysis (Schetselaar, 1994), some workers contend that 

interpretation accuracy associateci with visual analysis can be superior to that of classification 

since the image interpreter can use additional visu& cues such as size, shape, pattern, and 

context, which are ofien not taken into account in per-pixel classification (Costa et al., 1998). 

Rivard (1996) suggests that classification techniques (as well as other complex computer- 

based techniques) are inferior to less sophisticated visual image analysis methods, and that 

classification techniques in fact act as an barrier to the wider use of remote sensing, since they 

are more publicized and more fashionable but require expensive machines, software, and 

expertise if they are to be used- 

2.5 -4. I Evaluating Classification Results 

The success of a classification can be determined qualitatively by visual cornparison 

between the classified image and known information regarding the spatial distribution of 

particular classes. A quantitative estirnate of general classincation success is typicaiiy made 

to supplement the qualitative evaluation, by comparing predicted class labels with known class 

labels for specific locations in the database whose properties are known from field data or 

other information. The Iocations (pixels) used in this process are called test locations or test 

pixels. Usually, test pixels are separate and distinct fiom the pixels used to train the classifier. 

The use of a proportion of a ground-truth database for training a classifier and the remainder 

of the database for evaluating classification results is called cross-validation. 

In the simplest quantitative evaluations of classified imagery, the percentage of test 
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pixels classified comedy are exarnined for each land-cover class, as weil as for the test-pixel 

database as a whole (thus, for example, the results of the classification of test pixels using this 

simple evaiuation scheme might be compiled as follows: Class A: 67%, Class B: 89%, Class 

C: 78%, Ail Test Pixels: 82%)- Such an evaluation does not provide a great deal of 

information on the nature of classification errors, but provides information on overall 

classification success- 

More revealing analyses of classification results can be made by constnicting a 

confi~s~on mafrix fiom the results of test-pixel classifications (e-g., Richards, 1993; Lillesand 

and Kiefer, 1994). A confusion matrix (sometirnes cailed an emor matrix or conringency 

fable) is constructeci by defining a table whose columns are assigned to groups of pixels that 

are known belong to particular surface-cover classes, and whose rows are assigned to 

predicted surface-cover classes (Table 2.5). Al1 non-diagonal elements of the conftsion 

matrix represent errors of omission and commission, and thus provide information on which 

classes have been confùsed with each other (e-g., Richards, 1993). 

Classification results are commonly also given in the fom of the Kappa ( M A T  ) 

statistic, which is a measure of the percentage of test pixels correctiy classified beyond that 

expected by chance alone (e-g., Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994; Kalkhan et al., 1997). The 

Kappa statistic is computed using the following: 



Table 2.5 Example of an error matrix, based on three hypothetical classes and calculated 
using a database of 49 test pixels- AU test pixels known to belong to "Class A" are placed in 
the column labelid 'Xnown Class A''; pixels in this column are tabulated by row, dependig 
on which class they were assigned during classification. The test pixels known to belong to 
the remaining classes are compileci in the same manner. Non-diagonal elements in the matnx 
provide specific idormation on errors of omission and commission; total proportional error 
within a c o l m  is termed "total error of omission" (E.Omission), and total proportional error 
within a row is termed "total error of commission" (E.Commission) (e-g., Richards, 1993; 
Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994). 

Known CI- A Known Class B Known Clas C Total E. Commission 

Predicted A IO 4 O 14 02837 

Predicted B 5 20 O 25 02500 

Prdicted C O 1 9 10 O. 1000 
I 

where r is the number of rows in the matrix, xi, is the number of observations in row i and 

column i (on the major diagonal), xi, is the total of observations in row i (shown as marginal 

total to right of the matrk), x,, is the total of observations in column i (shown as marginal 

totd at bottom of the matrix), and Nis the total number of observations included in the matrix 

(Bishop et al-, 1975). 

Ifthe agreement is perfkct between predicted and actuai test-pixel classes, the Kappa 

value will be 1. The Kappa value will be zero if the observed agreement equals chance 

agreement (Cohen, 1960). Positive Kappa values between O and 1 occur from greater than 

chance agreement, and negative Kappa values occur fiom less than chance agreement 

(Skidmore and Turner, 1989)- 

Total 

E. Omission 

15 

03333 

25 

02500 

9 

0.0000 

49 

0.7959 
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2.5.5 Spectral Mixture Modeliing 

The spectral mixture modelling technique is an alternative to supervked classification 

that, although not tested in this research, is widely used in geologicai rernote sensing (e-g., 

Mustard and Pieters, 1987; Gillespie et uL, 1990; Gillespie, 1992; Adams et al., 1993; 

Mustard, 1994; Brown et al., 2000). The spectral mixhire modelling technique recognizes 

that the image values associated with individual pixel locations are a fiinction of the 

reflectance properties of the different sub-classes of matenal present within those pixels (that 

is, the reflectance properties of, e-g., a "grassland" pixel are a fûnction of the spectral 

properties of the dEerent materials present within the geographic bounds of that pixel, 

including, e-g., green vegetation, water, rocks, and soil). Whereas supervised classification 

produces a single classified image based on pre-defined pixel-scale classes, the spectral 

mixture modelling technique produces ajFactiion image for each of a set of pre-defined 

spectral end members. The fiaction image for a given spectral end member provides 

information on the proportion of the area of each pixel that is associated that end member. 

Fraction images are generated fiom input images using specialized algorithms that make 

açsurnptions regarding the manner in which end-member spectra are mixed (e-g., linear versus 

non-linear miang). Although the method has severai practical weaknesses (e-g., if there are 

M images availabte, oniy M+l spectral end members may be defined), it remains a viable and 

prornising alternative to the method of supervised classification. 

2.6 Chapter Summam 

Terrestrial remote sensing is most ofien conducted in the visible, infiared, and 
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rnicrowave portions of the spectrum- Optical (visible and infrared) remote sensing may be 

used to discriminate between different lithologies based on their daerences in surface 

chemistry. In practice, spectral differences between rock types can be subtle, necessitating 

the use of remote sensing imagery with very high spectral resohtion iflithologies are to be 

separated. Lithological discrimination using optical imagery is ofien complicated by factors 

such as vegetation cover and chernical weathering. Radar imagery can be acquired under al1 

lighting conditions, and under virtually all atmosphenc conditions. Radar imagery, which is 

sensitive to topographic, sufiace roughness, and moisture parameters, rnay be used to map 

Lithology in cases in which there is a good correlation between these parameters and lithology. 

The Landsat TM imaging system is an across-track scanner that images the Earth's 

surface in seven broad channels in the visible and idkared. TM imagery has been widely used 

by the remote sensing community for over 15 years, and remains a standard against which 

new types of optical imagery may be measured. Radarsat SAR irnagery is produced by a 

single C-band sensor with H H  polarization. Although developed for mapping ice in the 

Canadian Arctic, Radarsat imagery is currently used for a variety of purposes, including the 

mapping of lithology and geological structure. The IKONOS imaging system is an along- 

track scanner that images the Earth's surface using four multispectral channels in the visible 

and near-infiared. The IKONOS system can also image the Earth's surface using a 

panchromatic channel that images in the visible to near-infiared. IKONOS imagery first 

became available to consumers in 2000, and has a spatial resolution (4 m multispectral; 1 m 

panchromatic) that is superior to that of al1 other commercial image types generated from 

orbit. 
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There are numerous techniques which may be used to combine satellite images to 

produce new information. Methods such as image aahmetic, RGB compositing, and the M S  

transform are typicdy used to combine images for Msual analysis. Techniques such as image 

classification and spectral mixture modelling may be used to  map the spatial distribution of 

individuai classes and spectral end-members, respectively. 



3 ALGORITHMS FOR _BMAÇE: CLASSIFICATION 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the maximum likelihood, evidential reasoning, and neural 

network classification algorithms (Sections 3 .2,3 -3, and 3 -4, respectively), which were tested 

in this study with regard to their utility in lithological discrimination (Chapters 5 and 6). 

Although none of these three algorithms is new to the remote sensing field, oniy the maximum 

Iikelihood classifier is widely used for image classification (although the use of various 

supervised and unsupervised neural network classifiers is becoming increasingly cornmon)- 

The utility of the evidentiai reasoning and neural network algorithms in image classification 

for lithologicai discrimination is promising but not yet clear. Complicating the use of these 

algonthrns are the numerous parameters that must be set prior to  classification. As a result, 

there is rnuch experimentation to be done to determine exactiy how these algorithms should 

be used in practice. Further, there are opportunities for the improvement in the 

rnethodologies used in the employrnent of these algonthms, and for changes in the nature of 

the algorithms t hemselves for optimized performance. 

3.2 Th e Gaussian M a x x r i t h m  

The maximum Likelihood classifier is the most commonly used s u p e ~ s e d  classification 

algorithm in the remote sensing field (Richards, 1993). The algorithm is based on the 

assignment of conditional probabilities to each class involved in a ctassification. In the 

classification of a pixel location, the assigneci class is that which is associated with the highest 

probability. In the most wrnrnody employed version of the classifier, probabiiity distributions 
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are pararneterized from training data using multivariate normal models [i-e., the mode1 for a 

particular dass is defined entirely by the mean vector and the covariance matrix of the training 

data - see Richards (1993, pp. 182-1 86)]. An example of the parameteriration of fi-equency 

histograms b y univariate normal models is given in Figure 3.1. 

The rnultivariate maximum likelihood algorithm (which, as used in this research, 

assumes equal prior probabilities and uses a Gaussian distribution fùnction) is given as: 

XEO, if g,(x)>&(x) for all j+i 

where 

(3. la) 

where ln is the natural logarithm, x is the position of the pixel in question, m is the mean 

vector of the data in class and Zi is the covariance matnx of the data i7 class mi (Richards, 

1993, pp. 184 and 3 19; Bishop, 1995% pp.34-39). 

When training data can be approximately pararneterized using noma1 models, the 

Gaussian maximum likelihood classifier (hereafter refered to simply as the ccmaximum 

likelihood classifier") will often produce very good results. However, the results of 

classifications can be poor when trainingdata nequency histograms are characterized by 

relatively compiex (e-g., distinctly non-Gaussian) distributions (e-g., Peddle, 1995; Voudoun- 

Maniati, 1997). Spatial variations in vegetation cover or in the weathering state of rocks can 

potentialiy cause individual geological classes to be characterized by complex fiequency 
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Figure 3.1 Gaussian parameterization of  training data for three classes 
(water, coniferous vegetation, and deciduous vegetation). 
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histograms, sometimes necessitating the subdivision of a class into subclasses whose 

Eequency distributions can be more closely modelled by Gaussian distributions, Because the 

evidential reasoning and neural network algorithrns do not parameterize trainingdata 

histograrns with simple unimodal fùnctions, they are potentidy usehl alternatives to the 

maximum likelihood classifier for the classification of satellite irnagery (e-g., Peddle, 1995)- 

3.3 The Evidential R s o n i n ~  Algorithm 

The mathematical theory of evidence was first outhed by Shafer (1976), based on the 

Rule of Combination fonnulated by Dempster (1967). The evidential reasoning algorithm as 

applied to the classification of remote sensing imagery is based upon the derivation of a mass 

of eviderzce for a given set of ali-encompassing class propositions, for a given source. The 

combination of evidence fkom more than one source is performed through the employment 

of Dempster 's orthogonal srnn (Section 3 -3 - 1 )- The evidential reasoning algorithm does not 

make statistical assumptions of probability distributions as the maximum iikelihood classifier 

does (Section 3.2). Rather, the algorithm treats signature data in such a way that the main 

features of relatively complex fiequency histograrns can be faitffilty modelied. Al1 

information types (nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio) are vaiid for use as classification 

sources (Peddle, 1991, 1995), and thus evidential reasoning can handle both satellite imagery 

(ratio and continuous data) values and values correspondhg to such discrete and thematic 

sources as land cover and surface geology (nominal and discontinuous data). Evidential 

reasoning's flexible capabilities for handling thematic data and complex signature distributions 

makes it a useful algorithm for classification and data fusion (e-g., Moon, 1990, 1993; Wang 
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and Civco, 1994), and a potential alternative to the commonly-used maximum likelihood 

algorithm (Peddle, 1991, 1993, 1995; Peddle et al., 1994; Leve~g ton  and Duguay, 1 996a; 

Duguay and Peddle, 1996). 

3 3 . 1  Evidence Generation and Combimion 

Although the method for orthogonal summation of evidence is well estabiished, 

methods for generating initial evidence measures are not. Moon (1990,1993) has noted that 

met ho ds cornmonly available for evidence generation are sometimes subjective. Peddle 

(1991, 1995) has responded to this situation by developing a simple method for evidence 

generation that is both intuitive and that c m  be universally applied. This method was used 

to produce the results presented in Chapter 5, and is describeci as follows: When only a single 

source is involved, evidence for a parhcular class proposition is simply given as the proportion 

of the total signature data corresponding to that class that has a value equd to the test pixel 

value. If the total of all individual class proportions does not exceed 1, the difference between 

the total and 1 is allocated to the set of ali possible classes (0). The mass allocated to 0 may 

be thought of as being associated with uncertainty. lf the total of the class proportions 

exceeds 1, the proportions are normalized to unity and the set of al1 possible classes (0) is 

allocated zero evidence. In the language of evidential reasoning the sum of evidential mass 

assigned to a particular class proposition is called the support, whife one-minus the total 

support of any contradictory class propositions is calied p/msibiZity (Richards, 1993). In a 

singe-source evidential reasoning classification, the class label whose associated evidence is 

greatest is assigned to the pixel in question [this kind of rule is sometimes referred to as a 
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"maximum support decision rule" (Richards, 1993); although such a rule is a natural choice 

for classification purposes, a rule that compares not oniy support but also plausibility could 

also be employed (e-g-, Lee et al., 1987)J. 

A simple illustration of the practical generation of evidence from signature data can 

be helpfiil in understanding evidential reasoning as applied in this project. Imagine that a test 

pixel is associated with a value of 27 in a classification based on a single source (e-g., a single 

satellite image channel). Now imagine that the classifier must decide which of ttuee 

hypothetical classes this pixel likely belongs to: class A, B., or C. The classifier must base this 

decision on a comparison between the pixel value and the signature values associated with 

each class. The proportion of class A's signature data that equais 27 might be 4%, while B 

and C s  proportions might be 0.2% and 19%, respectively. In this hypothetical case, a class 

labelling of C would be made, since C has the highest evidential mass assigned to it 

(Leverington, 1995). In classifications involving two or more sources, evidence is first 

compiled for each source individuaiiy in the manner given above. Evidence is then cornbined 

source by source through the application of Dempster's orthogonal sum, which is both a 

commutative and associative procedure and thus can be applied in any order (Richards, 1993). 

The manner in which the orthogonal sum is used to combine evidence is depicted in 

Figure 3.2. The orthogonal surn is vinialized by fïrst constructing a unit square. This square 

is divided vertically in proportion to the evidential mass distribution of one source, and 

horizontally in proportion to the mass distribution of the other source. A number of 

rectangles are formed as a result of this division of the unit square, and the areas of these 

rectangles are used to determine the evidential mass associated with any particular class (or 



Figure 3.2 Illustration of the orthogonal sum. The orthogonal sum is used for 
merging evidence 60m two data sources (afier Richards, 1993). 
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with uncertainty, 8). The evidential mass (Le., the proportion of the area of the unit square) 

that is assigned to any given class is equal to the sum of three rectangles: the rectangle fcrmed 

by the product of each source's mass associated with the class, and the two rectangles formed 

by the product of one source's mass associated with the class and the mass associated with 

the other source's uncertainty (8) (see Figure 3 -2). The remaining uncertainty &er the 

combination of evidence Eom both sources is equal to the area of the rectangle fonned f?om 

the product of masses attniuted to uncertainty (0) in both sources. Evidence values for each 

source and for 0 are nomalized by dividing evidence values by the sum of the areas of al1 

rectangles that are not contradictory (Richards, 1993). The areas of all rectangles that are 

contradictory are not considered in the calculation of evidence, and are designated as cp in 

Figure 3 -2 (with q~ representing the mrll set). 

The decision ruie used for evidentiai reasoning classifications executed in this research 

is very simple: the class which is assigned the maximum evidence after orthogonal summation 

of al1 sources is the class label assigned to the pixel location being classified (this is the 

"maximum support decision rule" noted above for the single-source case). 

The decision d e  and geornetric description for the application of the orthogonal sum 

(as given above) can also be expressed algebraically. Given pixel position x, and classes 4, 

the decision rule for two sources is given as follows: 

XEA,, if m(AJ > m(4) for aii pcn (3.2a) 

The orthogonal sum equation to determine the new mass m' assigned to the nh labeiling 

proposition of A can be written as: 



mL(43 = K-' z m d 4 )  mA4) 

&n4=4, 

K = 1 - z m , ( N  m2(4) 

4-n +,=q 

where m, and m2 represent two mass distributions, and cp is the nul1 set (Richards 1993). 

Equation 3 -2 simply states that pixel x is a member of class A,, if the evidence for that 

proposition is greater than the evidence for any other class proposition. Equation 3.2b states 

that, in the application of the orthogonal sum, the new mass (ml) assigned to a pmicular class 

proposition equals the product of a normaiizing factor (1 over a normaiizing value K) with 

the sum of ail relevant products produced in the multiplication of the two mass distributions 

(where "relevant" means those products that involve class A,, in both Ai and %; note that 

evidence attribut& to uncertainty (0) dso involves class 4, and is included in consideration 

here). Equation 3 . 2 ~  describes the nonnaiizing value (g) as being 1 minus the surn of al1 non- 

constructive products (Le-, the products assigned to the nul1 set, cp, in Figure 3 -2). Equation 

3 . 2 ~  is equivalent to summing al1 constructive products; the value produced by this equation 

is used in Equation 3-2b to nonnalize evidence. 

3 . 3 . 2  Evidence Interpolation and Extrapolation 

Training data belonging to a continuous data type (such as satellite imagery) cannot 

normdy be input to the evidential reasoning algorithm directly. Rather, this type of training 

data must first be interpolated and extrapolated using an evidence propagation firnction 

(Peddle, 1991, 1995). Failure to perform th& step may result in poor results (especiaily when 
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Figure 3.3 Interpolation and extrapolation o f  training data for three classes. 
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training databases are smail) since the evidence for all values not represented in the original 

training data will otherwise be zero (given that their frequency of occurrence in the original 

training data sets is zero). The use of an evidence propagation function allows values 

proximal to original training values to be represented (Figure 3-3). 

A simple evidence propagation fùnction that uses linear decay has been found to be 

effective for evidence propagation (Peddle, 199 1, 1999, although a wide range of fbnctions 

could conceivably be usehl in this regard. The general method of evidence propagation 

involves the definition of a bin that moves across al1 values represented in the training data 

set, extrapolating evidence fiom a central bin value to the surrounding bin values. The bui 

size must necessarily be an odd number, as it must be symmetrically centred upon a single 

data value. The bin moves across all values represented in the data set, adding to the 

frequency distribution of proximal values according to  a predefined equation. Thus, for 

example, a bin with size 5 1 might be defined; such a bin will extrapolate the evidence of the 

central bin value to the 25 values on either side of the central bin value- When such a bin has 

moved across aii possible values in a frequency histogram, aii non-zero frequencies wiil have 

been extrapolated, producing a new training histogram (Figure 3-3)- This method of 

extrapolation and interpolation of training data is more flexible than that used by the 

maximum likelihood algorithm to parameterize training data, since evidence propagation does 

not constrain the resulting data to  fit to  a simple unimodal fùnction (Figure 3.4)- 

The specific evidence propagation fbnction used in this project is summarized as 

follows: the frequency of occurrence of a given centrai data value i is first multiplied by a 

value (termed here the "extrapolation factor") equal to the chosen bin size, and then added 
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Figure 3.4 Interpolation and extrapolation o f  a bi-modal histogram distribution. 
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to the original fiequency of occurrence of i. The extrapolation factor is then decremented by 

2, rnultiplied by i, and added to the fiequency of the adjacent values (i+I and i-1); this 

operation is performed for d values within the bïn, with the extrapolation factor graduaily 

decreasing with increasing distance £iom the centre of the bin. A bin size of 5 1 ensures a 

sdcient level of evidence propagation for the treatment of continuous data sources such as 

those associated with satellite imagery. Peddle (1995) has found that large buis generaiiy 

produce favourable classification results, and that a maximum bin sue applicable to a given 

problem may not exist. 

The generalized equation for the extrapolation process, for a given class, is given 

below. For training sarnple value i, with fiequency of occurrence (of the central value) a, and 

bin size 6,  the signature fiequency for value j belonging to class c is given as: 

wherefreq designates the fkquency of occurrence of a particular value j, frea designates the 

new fiequency of occurrence o f j  as a result of evidence propagation fiom value i, and where 

1 i-jl < b/2 (Le., where j lies within the bin) (Peddle, 1991). The fi-equencies of occurrence 

&en in the unmodified signature data file are not changed until al1 modifications to all values 

are calculated (i-e., new âequencies are calculated based only on the original signature data). 

When sources characterized by discrete data values (e-g., land cover classes) are used, 

evidence propagation should normaily not be performed, since there is not necessariiy any 

relation between adjacent values (i-e., the extrapolation of fiequency values fiom one thematic 

class to adjacent thematic classes wili in most cases be meaningless). 
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3.3.3 Evidential Reasoniqg Software Descn~tion 

The evidential reasoning software is composed of one main program (ER1 29FXC), 

and several smaller programs for histogram display and for the extrapolation and interpolation 

of signature files (Appendix C). Al1 programs were written by the author in C based on the 

principles outlined by Richards (1993) and Peddle (1991, 1995), and are modified versions 

of the software used by Leverington and Duguay (1996a). The bin size employed in the 

software is 5 1, and the decision nile is based on maximum support- 

3.4 The Feedforward B a c l c n r ~ t i o n  Neural Network Alir ithm 

Although the long-tenn goal of the neural-network community remains the design of 

autonomous machine intelligence, the main modem application of neural networks is in the 

field of pattern recognition (Holmstrom et al.. 1997; Joshi et al.. 1997). In the sub-field of 

data classification, neural-network methods have been found to be usefiil alternatives to 

statistical techniques such as those which involve regression analysis or probability density 

estimation (Holmstrom et al.. 1997). The potential utility of neural networks in the 

classification of multisource satellite-imagery databases has been recognized for over a 

decade, and today neural networks are an established (though still relatively new) tool in the 

field of remote sensing. Although some practical drawbacks are associated with neural 

networks (e.g., relatively long training times), evidence of their strength in image classification 

continues to accumulate (e-g., Lee et al., 1990; Benediktsson et al., 1990; Bischof et uL, 

1992; Heemann and Khazenie, 1992; An and C hung, 1994; Key, 1994; Peddle et al., 1994; 

Chen et al., 1995; Foody et al-, 1995; Gopal and Woodcock, 1996; Leverington and Duguay 
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1996% 1996b, 1997; Bruzone et al., 1999; Jiminez et al,, 1999; Tian et al., 1999; Zhou, 

1999; Del Frate et al-, 2000). 

3 -4.1 Neural Network Basic~ 

Neural networks are members of a family of computational architectures inspired by 

biological brains (McCleliand et al., 1986; Rich and Knight, 199 1; Winston, 199 1; Luger and 

S tub blefield, 1 993). Such architectures are comrnody cailed connec~zonzsr systems, being 

composed of interco~ected and interacting components called nodes or nezmms (these terms 

are CO nsidered synonyms in connectionist terminology, and are used interc hangeably in t his 

document). Neural networks are characterized by a lack of explicit representation of 

knowledge; there are no syrnbols or values that directly correspond to classes of interest. 

Ebther, knowledge is implicitly represented in the patterns of interactions between network 

components (Lugar and Stubblefield, 1993). A graphical depiction of a typical feedfonvard 

neurai network is given in Figure 3.5. The term cCfeedforward indicates that the network has 

links that extend in only one direction. There are no backward links in a feedforward 

network; al1 links proceed from input nodes toward output nodes. 

Individual nodes in a neural network emulate biological neurons by taking input data 

and performing simple operations on the data, selectively passing the results on to other 

neurons (Figure 3 -6). The output of each node is cailed its uctzvalion (the t ems  node vuhes 

and activations are used interchangeably here). Weight values are associated with each 

vector and node in the network, and these values constrain how input data (e-g., satellite 

image values) are related to output data (e-g., land-cover classes). Weight values associated 
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Flow of 
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Figure 3.5 A typical feedforward neural network. 



Dendrites 

Cell body 

Figure 3.6 Schematic cornparison between a biological neuron and an artificial 
neuron (afier Winston, 199 1 ; Rich and Knight, 199 1). For the biological neuron, 
electrical signals fiom other neurons are conveyed to the ce11 body by dendrites; 
resultant electrical signals are sent along the axon to be distributed to other 
neurons. The operation of the artificial neuron is analogous to (though much 
shpler  than) the operation of the biological neuron; activations fkom other 
neurons are sumrned at the neuron and passed through an activation function, 
after which the value is sent to other neurons. 
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with individuai nodes are also known as bia~es- Weight values are determined by the iterative 

flow of training data through the network (Le., weight values are established during a training 

phase in which the network leanis how to iden* particular classes by their typical input data 

characteristics). A more forma1 description of the foundations of multi-Iayer, feedforward, 

backpropagation neural networks is given in Section 3 -4-5. 

Once trained, the neural network can be applied toward the classification of new data. 

Classifications are pediomed by trained networks through 1) the activation of network input 

nodes by relevant data sources [these data sources must directly match those used in the 

training of the network], 2) the forward flow of this data through the network, and 3) the 

ultimate activation of the output nodes. The pattern of activation of the neîwork's output 

nodes determines the outcome of each pixel's classification. 

Usefùl surnrnaries of neural network p~cip les  are given by Rumelhart et al. (1 986)' 

McClelland and Rumelhart (1 988), Rich and Knight (1 99 2 ) ,  Winston (1 99 1 ), Anzai (1 992), 

Lugar and Stubblefield (1993), Gallant (1 993), and Richards (1993). The remainder of this 

background section draws heavily on these surnrnaries. A brief historical account of the 

development of connectionist theories is given in Gallant (1993). 

3 -4.2 McCulloch-Piîts Networks 

Neural computing began with the development of the McCulloch-Pitts network in the 

1940's (McCuiioch and Pitts, 1943; Luger and Stubblefield, 1993). These simple 

connectionist networks, shown in Figure 3 -7, are stand-alone "decision machines" that take 

a set of inputs, multiply these inputs by associated weights, and output a value based on the 



XAND Y X O R Y  NOT X 

Figure 3.7 McCuiioch-Pitts networks (after Luger and Stubblefield, 1993). 
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sum of these products. Input values (also known as input acfivations) are thus related to 

output values (output activations) by simple mathematical operations involving weights 

associated with network Links- 

McCulloch-Pitts networks are strictly binary; they take as input and produce as output 

only 0's or 1's- These 0's and 1's can be thought of  as excitatory or  inhibitory entities, 

respectively (Luger and Stubblefield, 1993). If the sum of the products of the inputs and their 

respective weights is greater than or equal to 0, the output node returns a 1 (othenvise, a O 

is returned). The value of O is thus a threshold that must be exceeded or  equalied if the 

output of the system is to be 1- The above d e ,  which govems the manner in which an output 

node maps input values to output values, is known as an activafionfunctiorz (meaning that 

this fünction is used to determine the activation of the output node). 

McCulloch-Pins networks can be constructed to compute logical fbnctions such as 

those depicted in Figure 3.4 (for example, in the "X AND Y' case, no combination of inputs 

c m  produce a sum of products that is greater than or equal to O, except the combination 

X=Y=l). McCulloch-Pitts networks do not leam, and thus the weight values must be 

determined in advance using other mathematical or heuristic means. Nevertheless, these 

networks did much to inspire fùrther research into connectionist models during the 1950's 

(Luger and Stubblefield, 1993). 

3.4.3 Perceotrons 

The development of a connectionist system capable of limited learning occurred in the 

late 19501s, when Rosenblatt created a system known as aperceptron (see Rosenblatt, 1962; 
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Luger and Stubblefield, 1993 ). Again, this system consists of bïnary activations (inputs and 

outputs) (see Figure 3.8). In common with the McCulloch-Pitts neuron descnbed above, the 

perceptron's binary output is determined by summing the produas of inputs and their 

respective weight values. In the perceptron Vnplementation, a variable threshold value is used 

(whereas in the McCuiioch-Pitts network, this threshold is fixed at O): if the linear sum of the 

inputlweight products is greater than a threshold value ( O ) ,  the output of the system is 1 

(otherwise, a O is returned). The output unit is thus said to be, like the perceptron output 

unit, a h e u r  threshold unir. To summarize, the perceptron "ciassifies" input vaiues as either 

1 or O, according to the following rule, referred to as the actzvationfirncfion: 

PERCEPTRON OUTPUT = 1 if(sum of products of inputs and weights) > 8 (3 -4) 
(otherwise, PERCEPTRON OUTPUT = 0) 

The perceptron is trained (Le., the weights and threshold values are calculated) based on an 

Ïtemtive trmhirzgphase involving training data. Training data is composed of a list of input 

values and their associated desired output values. In the training phase, the inputs and related 

outputs of the training data are repeatedly submitted to the perceptron. The perceptron 

calculates an output d u e  for each set of input values. If the output of a particular training 

case is labelled i when it should be labelled 0, the threshold value (8) is increased by 1, and 

all weight values associated with inputs of 1 are decreased by 1. The opposite is performed 

if the output of a training case is labelied O when it should be labelled 1. No changes are 

made to the threshold value or weights if a particular training case is correctly classified. This 

set of training rules is sumrnarized as: 



Figure 3.8 An exarnple of a perceptron. The system consists of binary 
activations. Weights are identified by w's, and inputs are identified by i's. 
A variable threshold value ( 8) is used at the output node. 



If OUTPUT is correct, then no changes are made to the threshold (3 Sa) 
or weights 

If OUTPUT = 1, but should be O 
then { 0 = 0 + 1 )  
and (weight,=weight, - 1, if input, = 1 ) 

If OUTPUT = 0, but s h l d  be 1 
then ( 0 = 0 - 1 )  
and (weigh&=weight, +l, if input, = 1 ) 

(3 Sb)  

(3 Sc)  

where the subscript x refers to a particular input-node and weight pair. The effect of the 

above traùiing niles is to make it less Iikely that a particular error will be made in subsequent 

training iterations. For example, in equation (3 Sb), increasing the threshold value serves to 

make it less likely that the same sum of products will exceed the threshold in later training 

iterations, and thus makes it less likely that an output value of 1 will be produced when the 

same inputs are presented. Also, by rnodmg ody those weights that are associated with 

input values of 1, only those weights that could have contributed to the error are changed 

(weights associated with input values of O are not considered to have contnbuted to error). 

Once the network is trained, it can be used to classi& new data sets whose 

input/output associations are similar to those that characterize the training data set. Thus, 

through an iterative training stage in which the weights and threshold gradudy migrate to 

usefùl values (i-e., values that rninimize or eliminate error), the perceptron can be said to 

"leam" how to solve simple problems. 
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3.4.4 The Delta Rule 

The development of the perceptron was a large step toward the goal of creating useful 

connectionist networks capable of leamhg complex relations between inputs and outputs. 

In the late 1950 '~~ the connectionist community understood that what was needed for the 

hrther development of connectionist models was a mathematically-denved (and thus 

potentially more flexiile and powerfùl) rule for learning. By the early 19601s, the Delta Rule 

[also known as the Wicirow and Hoff learning nile or the least mean square (LMS) rule] was 

invented wdrow and Hoff, 1960). This mie is simiiar to the perceptron leamhg d e  above 

(McClelland and Rumelhart, 1988), but is also characterized by a mathematical utility and 

elegance rnissing in the perceptron and other early leaming rules. 

The Delta Rule uses the difference between target activation (Le., target output 

values) and obtained activation to drive Ieaming. For reasons discussed below, the use of a 

threshold activation fùnction (as used in both the McCuUoch-Pitts network and the 

perceptron) is dropped; instead, a linear sum of products is used to calculate the activation 

of the output neuron (alternative activation functions can also be applied - see Section 

3 -4.5 -2).  Thus, the activation Nnction in this case is called a linear activation funcfion, in 

which the output node's activation is simply equal to the sum of the network's respective 

inpdweight products. The strengths of network's connections (Le., the values of the 

weights) are adjusted to reduce the dif'ference between target and actual output activation 

(ie., O )  A graphical depiction of a simple two-layer network capable of employing the 

Delta Rule is given in Figure 3.9. Note that such a network is not limited to having only one 

output node. 



Figure 3.9 A network capable of  implernenting the Delta Rule. Non- 
binary values may be used. Weights are identified by w's, and inputs are 
identified by i's. A simple linear sum of products ( B) is used as the 
activation function at the output node of the network shown here. 
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During forward propagation through a network, the output (activation) of a given 

node is a fùnction of its inputs. The inputs to a node, which are simply the products of the 

output ofpreceding nodes with their associated weights, are summed and then passed through 

an activation function before being sent out from the node. Thus, we have the following: 

and 

where Sj is the sum of ail relevant products of weights and outputs from the previous Iayer 

i, w, represents the relevant weights connecting layer i with layer j, a regresents the 

activations of the nodes in the previous layer i, a, is the activation of the node at hand, and f 

is the activation fünction, 

For any given set of input data and weights, there wili be an associated magnitude of 

error, which is measured by an errorfiinction (aiso known as a cosrficlmion) (Figure 3.10) 

(e-g., Oh, 1997; Yam and Chow, 1997). The Delta Rule employs the error fùnction for what 

is known as g r a d i e ~  descent lem~ing, which involves the modification of weights dong the 

most direct path in weight-space to rninirnize error; change applied to a given weight is 

proportional to the negative of the derivative of the error with respect to that weight 

(McCleiland and Rumehart 1988, pp.126-130). The error tùnction is commonly given as the 

sum of the squares of the differences between ail target and actuai node activations for the 



Figure 3.10 Schematic representation of an error h c t i o n  for a network 
containing only two weights (w, and w,) (after Lugar and Stubblefield, 1993). 
Any given combination of weights will be associated with a particular measure 
of error. The Delta Rule uses gradient descent learning to iteratively change 
network weights to minimize error (Le., to locate the global minimum in the 
error surface). 
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output layer. For a partîcular twiningputtern (i.e., training case), error is thus given by: 

where Ep is total error over the training pattern, ?4 is a value applied to simplifi/ the fùnction's 

denvative, n represents aii output nodes for a given training pattern, tj sub n represents the 

target value for node 11 in output layerj, and aj sub n represents the actual activation for the 

sarne node. This particular error measure is attractive because its derivative, whose value is 

needed in the employrnent of the Delta Rule, is easiiy calculated. 

Error over an entire set of training patterns (i-e., over one ileralion, or epoch) is 

calculated by summing al1 Ep: 

where E is total error, and p represents ail training patterns. An equivalent term for E in 

Equation 3.7b is szm-of-spures error. A normalized version of Equation 3-33 is given by 

the mem~ squared error (MSE) equation: 

1 MSE = -C C (5n-a, )2 
2mp rn n 

where P and Nase the total number of training patterns and output nodes, respectively. It is 

the error of Equations 3 2  and 3 . 7 ~  that gradient descent attempts to minirnize (in fact, this 



is not strictly true ifweights are changed after each input pattern is submitted to the network; 

see Section 3.4.4.1 below; see dso Rumehart et al., 1986: vl, p.324; Reed and Marks, 1999: 

pp. 57-62). Error over a given training pattern is commonly expressed in ternis of the total 

m m  of sqmzres ("tss") error, which is simply equal to the sum of al1 squared errors over al1 

output nodes and ail training patterns. As noted in Section 3.4.6, the network used in this 

project was programmed to minimize the sum-ofkquares error Wquation 3 Jb), and expresses 

error from iteration to iteration in terms of tss error, 

The negative of the derivative of the error fûnction is required in order to perform 

gradient descent learning. The derivative of Equation 3.7a (which measures error for a given 

pattern p), with respect to a particular weight wt sub x, is given by the chah rule as: 

where aj sub z is the activation of the node in the output layer that corresponds to the weight 

wij sub x (note: subscnpts refer to particular layers of nodes or weights, and the "sub- 

subscripts" simply refer to individual weights and nodes within these layers). It follows that 

and 
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Thus, the derivative ofthe error over an individuai training pattern is given by the product of 

the derivatives of Equation 3.8a: 

Because gradient descent l e d n g  requires that any change in a particular weight be 

proportional to the negative of the derivative of the error, the change in a given weight must 

be proportional to the negariw of equation 3.8d. Replacing the digerence between the target 

and actual activation of the relevant output node by 8, and introducing a leaniing rate E, 

Equation 3.8d can be re-written in the final form of the delta rule: 

The reasoning behind the use of a linear activation fùnction here instead of a thresholc 

activation fùnction can now be justified: the threshold activation fùnction that characterizes 

both the McColloch and Pitts network and the perceptron is not differentiable at the transition 

between the activations of O and 1 (slope = m), and its derivative is O over the remainder of 

the fùnction. As such, the threshold activation fùnction cannot be used in gradient descent 

learning. In contrast, a linear activation fùnction (or any other fiinction that is dserentiable) 

allows the derivative of the error to be calculated. 

Equation 3.8e is the Delta Rule in its simplest form (McClelland and Rumelhart, 

1988). From Equation 3.8e it can be seen that the change in any particular weight is equal 
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to the products of 1) the learning rate [ E ] ,  2) the merence between the target and actual 

activation of the output node [hl, and 3) the activation of the input node associated with the 

weight in question. A higher value for E will necessarily result in a greater magnitude of 

change. Because each weight update can reduce error only slightly, many iterations are 

required in order to satisfactorily minimize error (Reed and Marks, 1999). 

An actual example of the iterative change in neural network weight values as a 

function of an error surface is given in Figures 3.1 1 and 3.12; these figures were produced 

fiom data generated by a modified version of the neural network program d e n  for this 

research (Section 3 -4.6). Figure 3- 11 is a three-dimensional depiction of the error surface 

associated with a particular mathematical problem. Figure 3.12 shows the two-dimensional 

version of this en-or surface, dong with the path that weight values took during training- 

Note that weight values changed such that the path defined by weight values followed the 

Iocal gradient of the error surface- 

3.4 -4.1 Batch and On-Line Learning 

Weights can be updated in two primary ways: batch training, and on-izne (also cailed 

sequeu~ial orpattern-based) training. In batch mode, the value of 6Ed8wG is calculated d e r  

each pattern is submitted to the network, and the total derivative 6U6wG is calculated at the 

end of a given iteration by summing the individual pattern derivatives. Only afler this value 

is calculated are the weights updated. As long as the learning rate E is small, batch mode 

approximates gradient descent (Reed and Marks, 1999). 

On-line mode (also cded "pattern-mode learnïng") involves updating the values of 
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weights d e r  each training pattern is submitted to the network (note that the tenn can be 

misleading: on-line mode does not involve training during the normal feedforward operation 

of the network; it involves off-line training just Like batch mode). As noted earlier, on-line 

leaming does not involve true gradient descent, since the sum of al1 pattern denvatives over 

a given iteration is never determined for a particular set of weights; weights are instead 

changed slightly &er each pattern, causing the pattern derivatives to be evaluated with 

respect to slightly different weight values. 

On-Iine mode is not a simple approximation of the gradient descent method, since 

although single-pattern denvatives as a group sum to the gradient, each denvative has a 

random deviation that does not have to be small (Reed and Marks, 1999: p.59). Although 

error usually decreases after most weight changes, there may be derivatives that cause the 

error to increase as weli. Unless leamhg rates are very small, the weight vector tends to jump 

about the E(w) surface, mostly moving downhill, but sometimes jumping uphill; the 

magnitudes of the jumps are proportionai to the learning rate E (Reed and Marks, 1999). 

Cyclic, fixed orders of training patterns are çenerally avoided in on-line learning, since 

convergence can be limited if weights converge to a limit cycle (Reed and Marks 1 999: p -6 1 ). 

Also, if large numbers of patterns are in a training dataset, an ordered presentation of the 

training cases to the network cm cause weightderror to move very erraticaily over the error 

surface (Ath any given series of an individual class' training patterns potentially causing the 

network to move in weight-space in a direction that is very dserent from the overaii desired 

direction). Thus, training patterns are usually submitted at random in on-line learning. A 

cornparison between the leanring curves produced by networks using non-random and 
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random submission of training data is &en in Figure 3.13. Note that the network using non- 

random submission produced an extremely erratic leaming curve, compared to the relatively 

smooth leaming curve produced by the network using random submission- 

The on-line mode bas an advantage over batch mode, in that the more erratic path that 

the weight values travel in is more likely to bounce out of local minima; pure gradient descent 

offers no chance to escape a local minimum. Further, the on-line mode is superior to batch 

mode if there is a high degree of redundancy in the training data, since, when ushg a large 

training dataset, the network wili sirnply update weights more ofien in a given iteration, while 

a batch-mode network will simply take longer to evaluate a given iteration (Bishop, 1995a, 

p.264). An advantage of batch mode is that it can settle on a stable set of weight values, 

without wandering about this set. 

3 -4.4.2 A Simple Delta Rule Example 

A simple exarnple of the empioyment of the Delta Rule, based on a discussion given 

in McClelland and Rumelhart (1988), is as follows: imagine that the following inputs and 

outputs are related as in Table 3.1. Imagine fùrther that is the desire of a worker is to train 

Table 3.1 Inputs and outputs to be related in the exarnple discussed in Section 3.4.4.2. 

l&ElJIs 
Network Node # O I 2 3 

Activations: +1 -1 +l - 1 
+l +1 +1 +l 
+l +l +1 - 1 
+1 - 1 -1 +1 
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Figure 3.13 Learning curves produced by networks using non-randorn (futed-order) 
and random submission of training data. Leamhg curve data were generated by the 
neural network program written for this research (Section 3.4.6). 
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a network to be able to cocrectly label each of the four input cases in this table. This problem 

will require a network with four input nodes and one output node. AU 4 weights associated 

with each input node are initially set to 0, and an arbitrary leamhg rate (E) of 0.25 is used in 

t his example. 

During the training phase, each training case is presented to the network individually, 

and weights are modsed according to the Delta Rule. For example, when the first training 

case is presented to the network, the sum of products equals O- Because the desired output 

for this particular training case is 1, the error equals 1-0 = 1. Using equation (3.8e), the 

changes in the four weights are respectively calculated to be (0.25, -0.25, 0.25, -0.25)- Since 

the weights are initially set to (O, 0, 0, O), they become (0.25, -0.25, 0.25, -0.25) afler this 

first training case. 

Presentation of the second set of training inputs causes the network to calculate a sum 

of products of 0, again. Thus, the changes in the four weights in this case are calculated to 

be (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25), and, once the changes are added to the previously-determined 

weights, the new weight values become (0.5, 0, 0.5, 0). M e r  presentation of the third and 

fourth training cases, the weight values become {O, -0.5, 0, 0.5) and (-0.5, 0, 0.5, O), 

respectively. At the end of this training iteraiiun, the total sum of squared errors = 1' + 1' 

4- (-2y + (-2y = 10. 

Mer this fkst iteration, it is not clear that the weights are changing in a manner that 

will reduce network error. In fact, with the last set of weights given above, the network 

would only produce a correct output value for the last training case; the first three would be 

classified incorrectly. However, with repeated presentation of the same training data to the 
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network (ie. 6 t h  multiple iterations of training), it becomes clear that the network's weights 

do indeed evolve to reduce classification error: error is elirninated altogether by the twentieth 

iteration. The network has learned to  c l a s s e  ali training cases correctly, and is now ready 

to be used on new data whose relations between inputs and desired outputs generally match 

those of the training data. 

The Delta Rule will find a set of weights that solves a network tearning problem, 

provided such a set of weights exists. The required condition for this set of weights existing 

is that ail sotutions must be a Linear fiinction of the inputs- As was presented by Minsicy and 

Papert (1969), this condition does not hold for many simple problems (e-g., the exclusive-OR 

fbnction, in which an output of 1 must be produced when either of two inputs are 1, but an 

output of O must be produced with neither or both of the inputs are 1; see McClelland and 

Rumelhart 1988, pp. 145-1 52). Minsky and Papert recognized that a multi-layer network 

could convert an "unsolvable" problem to a "solvable" problem (note: a multi-layer network 

consists of one or more intermediate layers placed between the input and output layers; this 

accepted terminology c m  be somewhat confùsing and contradictory, in that the term "layer" 

in "multi-layer" refers to a row of weights, whereas the term "layer" in general neural- 

network usage usually rneans a row of nodes; see Section 3.4.5.1 and, e.g., Vemuri, 1992, 

p.42). Minsky and Papert also recognized that the use of a linear activation fùnction (such 

as that used in the Delta Rule example above, where network output is equai to the sum of 

the inpdweight products) would not allow the benefits of having a multi-layer network to 

be realized, since a multi-layer network with linear activation fbnctions is fùnctionally 

equivalent to a simple input-output network using linear activation fùnctions. That is, Linear 
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systems cannot compute more in multiple layers than they can in a single layer (McClelland 

and Rumelhart, 1988). 

Based on the above considerations, the questions at the time became 1) what kuid of 

activation fiinction should be used in a multi-layer network, and 2) how c m  intermediate 

layers in a multi-layer network be "taught"? The original application of the Delta Rule 

involved only an input layer and an output layer. It was generally believed that no general 

learning d e  for larger, multi-layer networks, could be formulated. As a result of this view, 

research on comectionist networks for applications in artificial intelligence was dramatically 

reduced in the 1970's (McCleiland and Rumeihart, 1988; Joshi et ai., 1997). 

3.4.5 Multi-Laver Networks and Back~ro~agation 

Eventually, despite the apprehensions of earlier workers, a powerfùl algorithm for 

apportioning error responsibility through a multi-layer network was formulated in the form 

of the bac@opgatzrion algorithm (Rumelhart et al., 1986). The backpropagation algorithm 

employs the Delta Rule, calculating error at output units in a marner analogous to that used 

in the example of Section 3.4.4.2, while error at neurons in the layer directly preceding the 

output layer is a fùnction of the errors on d l  units that use its output. The effects of error in 

the output node(s) are propagated backward through the network afler each training case. 

The essential idea of backpropagation is to combine a non-iinear multi-layer perceptron-like 

system capable of making decisions with the objective error fùnction of the Delta Rule 

(McClelland and Rumeihart, 1988). 
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3 -4.5.1 Network Tenninology 

A multi-layer, feedforward, backpropagation neural network is composed of 1) an 

input layer of nodes, 2) one or more intermediate (hidden) layers of  nodes, and 3) an output 

layer of nodes (Figure 3.5). The output layer can consist of one or more nodes, depending on 

the problem at hand. In most classification applications, there wiü either be a single output 

node (the value of which will identiQ a predicted class), or the same number of nodes in the 

output layer as there are classes (under this latter scheme, the predicted class for a given set 

of input data will correspond to that class associated with the output node with the highest 

activation). 

As noted in Section 3.4.4.2, it is important to recognize that the term "multi-laye? 

is ofien used to refer to multiple Iayers of weights. This contrasts with the usual meaning of 

"layer", which refers to a row of nodes (Vernuri, 1992). For clarity, it is often best to 

describe a particular network by its number of layers, and the number of nodes in each layer 

(e-g., a "4-3-5" network has an input layer with 4 nodes, a hidden layer with 3 nodes, and an 

output layer with 5 nodes). 

3 -4.5-2 The Sigma Function 

The use of a smooth, non-linear activation fùnction is essential for use in a multi-layer 

network employing gradient-descent leaming. An activation fbnction commoniy used in 

backpropagation networks is the sigma (or sigrnoid) hnction: 
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where aj sub m is the activation of a particular "receiving" node m in layer j, S;. is the sum of 

the products of the activations of aU relevant cLemittïng'y d e s  (i.e., the nodes in the preceding 

layer z) by their respective weights, and wu is the set of aiI weights between layers i and j that 

are associated with vectors that feed into node m of layerj- This tùnction maps al1 sums into 

[O, 11 (Figure 3.14) (an altemate version of the fùnction maps activations into [- 1, 11; e-g., 

GalIant 1993, pp. 222-223). Ifthe surn of the products is 0, the sigma fùnction returns 0-5- 

As the sum gets larger the sigma fûnction returns values closer to 1, while the fùnction returns 

values closer to O as the sum gets increasingly negative. The derivative of the sigma fùnction 

with respect to Sj sub m is conveniently simple, 

The sigma fùnction applies to aü nodes in 

and is given by Gailant (1993, p-213) as: 

the network, except the input nodes, whose 

values are assigned input values. The sigma fùnction superficiaiiy compares to the threshold 

fùnction (which is used in the perceptron) as shown in Figure 3.14. Note that the derivative 

of the sigma fùnction reaches its maximum at 0.5, and approaches its minimum with values 

approaching O or 1. Thus, the greatest change in weights will occur with values near 0.5, 

while the least change wili occur with values near O or 1. McClelland and Rumelhart (1988) 

recognize that it is these features of the equation (Le-, the shape of the fbnction) that 

contribute to the stability of learning in the network; weights are changed most for units 

whose values are near their midrange, and thus for those units that are not yet committed to 

being either "on" or "off'. 
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Figure 3.14 Graphs of the sigma fwiction, its derivative, and the threshold 
hnction. The sigma h c t i o n  approximates the threshold function, but, 
because it is differentiable, can be used with the Delta Rule to drive 
learning in a neural network. 
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3 -4- 5 3 The Backpropagation Algorithm 

In the employment of the backpropagation algorithm, each iteration of training 

involves the foiiowïng steps: 1) a particular case of training data is fed through the network 

in a fonvard direction, producing results at the output layer, 2) error is calculated at the 

output nodes based on known target idormation, and the necessary changes to the weights 

that lead into the output layer are determined based upon this error caiculation, 3) the changes 

to the weights that lead to the preceding network layers are determined as a function of the 

properties of the neurons to which they directly connect (weight changes are calculated, layer 

by layer, as a fùnction of the errors determined for al1 subsequent layers, working backward 

toward the input layer) until al1 necessary weight changes are calculated for the entire 

network. The calculated weight changes are then implemented throughout the network, the 

next iteration begins, and the entire procedure is repeated using the next training pattern- 

In the case of a neural network with hidden layers, the backpropagation algorithm is 

given by the following three equations (modified after Gallant, 1993), where i is the 

"emitting" or "precedingY9 layer of nodes, j is the "receiving7' or "subsequent" layer of nodes, 

k is the layer of nodes that foliows j (if such a layer exists for the case at hand), ij is the layer 

of weights between node layers i and j, jk is the layer of weights between node layers j and 

k, weights are specifled by w, node activations are speci£ied by a, delta values for nodes are 

specified by 6, subscripts refer to particular layers of nodes (i, j, k) or weights (ij, jk), "sub- 

subscripts" refer to individual weights and nodes in their respective layers, and E is the 

learning rate: 



Aw.. = €O.ai 
'I, JP <I 

where 6 .  = a.(l-a.)(t .  -a ) if m p t  node 
JP JP JP  JP  JP 

n 

where 6 .  = a (1 -a. )x 6kxwjkx if intermediate node 
JP JP JP x=o 

(3 -1 la) 

(3.1 1b) 

Being based on the generalized Delta Rule, it is not surprising that Equation (3.1 la) 

has the same form as Equation (3 -8e). Equation (3.1 1 a) States that the change in a given 

weight m located between layers i and j is equal to the products of: 1) the leamhg rate [E]; 

2) the delta value for node p in layer j [where node p is the node to which the vector 

associated with weight m leads]; and 3) the activation of node q in layer i [where node q is 

the node from which the vector associated with weight m leads]. In practice, the learning rate 

(E) is typicdy given a value of O. 1 or les; higher values rnay provide faster convergence on 

a solution, but may dso increase instabiiity and rnay lead to a failure to converge (Gaiiant, 

1993). The delta value for node p in layer j in Equation (3.1 la) is given either by Equation 

(3.1 lb)  or by Equation (3.1 lc), depending on the whether or not the node is in an output or 

intermediate layer. 

Equation (3.1 1 b) gives the delta value for node p of layer j if node p is an output 

no de. Toget her, Equations (3.1 1 a) and (3.1 1 b) were derived t hrough exactly the same 

procedure as Equation 3.8e, with the understanding that a sigma activation fùnction is used 
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here instead of a simple linear activation fbnction (use of a dzerent activation fùnction will 

typically change the value of 6). Both sets of equations were determined by hding the 

derivative of the respective error functions with respect to any particular weight. 

Equation (3.1 lc) gives the delta value for node p of layer j if node p is an intermediate 

node (i-e., ifnodep is in a hidden layer). This equation states that the delta value of a given 

node of interest is a h a i o n  of the activation at that node (aj sub p), as weil as the sum of the 

products of the delta values of relevant nodes in the subsequent layer with the weights 

associated with the vectors that connect the nodes. Details on the derivation of equation 

(3.1 lc), which applies to intemediate nodes, are given in Richards (1993, pp.215-219) and 

Reed and Marks (1999, pp.53-55). Proof that the backpropagation algorithm actually 

performs a gradient descent ta minllnize error is given by e-g Gallant (1 993, pp.2 1 7-2 19). 

3 -4 -54  Bias 

Equations (3.1 1 a), (3 - 1 1 b), and (3.1 1 c) descnbe the main implementation of the 

backpropagation algorithm for muiti-layer, feedforward neural networks. It should be noted, 

however, that most implementations of this algori th employ an additional class of weights 

known as biases. Biases are values that are added to the sums calcuiated at each node 

(except input nodes) during the feedfonvard phase. That is, the bias associated with a 

particular node is added to the term Sj in Equation (3.6a), prior to the use of the activation 

hc t ion  at that same node. The negative of a bias is sometimes called a fhreshod (Bishop, 

1995a). 

For sirnpiicity, biases are commonly visuaiized simply as values associated with each 
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node in the intermediate and output layers of a network, but in practice are treated in exactly 

the sarne manner as other weights, with al1 biases simply being weights associated with 

vectors that iead fiom a single node whose location is outde  of the main network and whose 

activation is always 1 (Figure 3.15). The change in a bias for a given training iteration is 

calculated iike that for any other weight [using Equations (3.1 la), (3.1 1 b), and (3.1 lc)], with 

the understanding that q sub m in Equation (3.1 la) will always be equal to 1 for al1 biases in 

the network. 

The use of biases in a neurd network increases the capacity of the network to solve 

problems by aiiowing the hyperplanes that separate individuai classes to be offset for supenor 

positio~ng. More specific discussions on the utility of biases in neural networks are given 

by, e-g., Gallant (1993, pp-65-66), Bishop (1995% p.78), and Reed and Marks (1999, pp- 15- 

17). 

3 -4.5.5 Network Topology 

The precise network topology required to solve a particular problem usually cannot 

be deterrnined (Figure 3.16; Richards, 1993; Castellano et al.. 1997; Tamura and Tateishi, 

1997; Reed and Marks, 1999), although research efforts continue in this regard (e-g., 

Ki"irkov6, 1992; Amirikian and Nishimura, 1994; Wang et al., 1994). This is a criticai 

problem in the neural-network field, since a network that is too small or too large for the 

problem at hand rnay produce poor results. This is analogous to the problem of curve fitting 

using polynomids: a polynomial with too few coefficients cannot evaluate a fiinction of 

interest, while a polynomial with too many coefficients will fit the noise in the data and 



Figure 3.15 Biases are weights associated with vectors that Iead 
fkom a single node whose location is outside of the main oetwork 
and whose activation is always 1. 



Figure 3.16 Three of an infinite number of possible network topologies that could 
be used to relate two inputs to two outputs. 
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produce a poor representation of the function (Kwok and Yeung, 1997a; see also Bishop, 

1995a, pp.9-15; Reed and Marks, 1999, p.42). 

Generd "rules of t humb regarding network topology are commonly used. At least 

one intemediate layer is always used; as noted in Section 3 -4.4.2, even simple problems such 

as the exclusive-OR problem cannot be solved without intermediate layers (Figure 3.17). 

Many applications of the backpropagation algorithm involve the use of networks consisting 

of only one intermediate layer of nodes, although the use of two intermediate layers can 

generate superior results for certain problems in which higher order functions are involved 

(Gallant, 1993; R e d  and Marks, 1999, p.38). The number of nodes used in each intermediate 

layer is typically between the number of nodes used for the input and output layers (e.g+, 

Richards, 1993). Ultimately, the only method tbat can be confidently used to determine the 

appropriate number of layers in a network for a given problem is trial and error (Gallant, 

1993), and, as noted above, the utility of a particular network topology is in part a fùnction 

of the number and representativeness of avdable training samples. 

An experirnental means for determining an appropriate topology for solving a 

particular problem invoIves the training of a larger-than-necessary network, and the 

subsequent removal of unnecessary weights and nodes during training (e-g., Sietsma and 

Dow, 1991; Reed, 1993; Castellano et d, 1997). This approach, calledpruning, requires 

advance knowledge of how large a network should start at, but such upper bounds may not 

be diflicult to  estimate (Huang and Huang, 1991; Sartori and Antsakiis, 199 1). An alternative 

means for determining appropriate network topology involves algorithrns which start with a 

smaU network and build it largec such algorithrns are known as constructive algonthrns (e-g., 
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Figure 3.17 Learning curves for the exclusive-OR (XOR) problem. A neural 
network with no hidden layers cannot solve the XOR problem (top curve), but a 
neural network with a single hidden layer can solve the problem with a relatively 
small nurnber of iterations (bottom curve). Learning curve data were generated by 
the neural network program written for this research (Section 3 A.6). 
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Hirose et al., 1991; Bartlett, 1994; Kwok and Yeung, 19976; Parekh er al., 2000)- 

Additionally, much neural network research remains focussed on the use of evoIutionq and 

genetic algorithms, based on simplified principles of biological evolution, to determine 

network topology, weights, and overall network behaviour (e-g., Odri et al, 1993; Angeline 

et al., 1994; Maniezzo, 1994; Smalz and Conrad, 1994; Yao and Liu, 1997; Fogel, 2000). 

A complication to the issue of network topoiogy is the Hughes phenornenon (Hughes, 

1968; Landgrebe, 1978; Shahshahani and Landgrebe, 1994), which arises when the 

dimensionality of a problem (which is related to, e-g., the number of sources and network 

weights used) is high relative to the number of representative training samples available. The 

Hughes phenornenon can reduce the utility of classification results, and thus can effectively 

place upper limits on, e-g., network sizes. 

3 -4.5.6 fnitialization of Network Weights 

Although the ideal initial values for weights (Le., those that will maximize the 

effectiveness and speed with which a neural network lems)  cannot yet be detennined 

theoretically (Thimm and Fiesler, 1997), it is general practice to assign randomly-generated 

positive and negative quantities as the initial weight values. Such a random distribution can 

help minirnize the chances of the network becoming stuck in local minima (Gallant, 1993). 

Typicafly, values are selected ftorn a range [-a,+q where 0.1 < a < 2 (Reed and Marks, 1999, 

p.57). The reason for using random initial weights is to break symmetry, while the reason for 

using small initiai weights is to avoid Unmediate saturation of the activation tùnction (Reed 

and Marks, 1999, p.97). Further discussions regarding the benefits of the use of mal1 initial 



weights are given by Reed and Marks (1999, p. 1 16 and p. 120). 

3 -4-5.7 Momentum 

The speed of convergence of a network can be irnproved by increasing the learning 

rate E. Unfortunately, increasing E wiIi usudly result in increasing network instability, with 

weight values osciilating erratically as they converge on a solution. Instead of changing E, 

most standard backpropagation aigorithms employ a mornenrirm term in order to speed 

convergence while avoiding instability. The momentum term is added to Equation 3.1 1 a, and 

is equal to the product of some fiaction O s a < 1 by the change in weight that occurred in 

the previous weight change. By adding fiactions of previous weight changes, weight changes 

can be kept on a faster and more even path (Gallant, 1993). 

Figure 3.18 shows three leamhg curves, each generated using a difZerent momentum 

setting. The data used to produce these leamhg curves was generated by the neural network 

program d e n  for this research (Section 3 -4-6). The first learning curve was generated with 

momentum set to zero (that is, no momentum). The second leaming curve was generated 

using momentum on ail non-bias weights (here termed hav-momentzm); note that although 

the learning curve is characterized by greater iteration-to-iteration variation in tss error, the 

network using hallimomentum converged to a better solution (lower tss error) using a smailer 

number of iterations, compared with the network using zero momentum. The third learning 

curve appiied momentum to al1 weights, included biases (here termedjidhnomenrum); the 

network using full-momentum did not learn as quïckly or as successfÙIly as the network using 

half-momentum, and the iteratiort-to-iteration variation in tss error was greatly increased. Al1 
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Figure 3.18 Leaming c w e s  produced using three different 
momentum settings. Leaming curve data were generated by the neural 
network program written for this research (Section 3 A.6). 
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neural network executions used in the research presented in Chapters 5 and 6 used half- 

momentum. 

The value for a is typically set to 0.9, with the 1e-g rate a set to 0.1 (see Reed and 

Marks, 1999: Figure 6.1). A useu discussion of considerations relevant to the choice of both 

leaming rate E and momentum a is given by Reed and Marks (1999, pp.74-77 and 87-90)- 

3 -4.5.8 Over-Generaiization and Training With Noise 

The purpose of training a feedforward backpropagation network is to mod* weight 

values iteratively such that the weights, over time, converge on a solution that relates inputs 

to outputs in a manner that is usefiil to the user. It is normally desirable in training for a 

network to be able to generaïize basic relations between inputs and outputs based on training 

data that do not consist of al1 possible inputs and outputs for a given problem. A difficulty 

that can aise in the training of a neural network involves the adaptation of weight values so 

closely to training data that the utility of the network in processing new data is diminished; 

this problem is calleci ove-generaiization (or over-rraining) (e-g., Bishop, 1 995a; Reed and 

Marks, 1999; Karystinos and Pados, 2000). In over-generalization, the network has ceased 

to be able to relate general ranges of values to classes, and instead relates input values to 

classes in a manner that is contrary to the more general relation that is desired. While early 

stages of leaming generally result in the successfùl evaluation of the main features of the 

underlying function that properly maps inputs to outputs, later stages of learnïng may 

incorporate features of the training dataset that are uncharacteristic of the data as a whole 

(e-g., due to the use of incomplete or noisy training data) (Reed and Marks, 1999). Measured 
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error in such a situation will continualiy be decreasing during training, but the generalization 

capabilities of the network will also be decreasing (as the network modifies weights to suit 

peculiarities of the training data being used). 

One approach used to prevent over-generaiization is the termination of training before 

over-generalization can occur (Red and Marks, 1999). That is, for a given network, training 

data, and learning algorithm, there may be an optimal amount of training that produces the 

best generalization. While potentialiy effective, this solution is often not usefùl, since 

algorithms that provide information on approxùnately when to stop training are not 

necessarily dependable; such algorithms may, for example, be fooled into the premature 

termination of training by factors such as, e-g., local minima in the error surface. A premature 

hait to training will result in a network that is not trained to its highest potentiai, while a late 

hait to training can result in a network whose operation is characterized by over- 

generalization (Reed and Marks, 1999). 

Another solution that is sometimes used to help combat over-generalization is the use 

ofjitter (Le., the addition of a smail arnount of artificial noise to training data while a network 

is being trained) (e.g., Sietsma and Dow, 199 1; Holmstrom and Koistinen, 1992; Bishop, 

1995a, pp.346-349; Bishop, 1995b; Reed and Marks, 1999, pp.277-289). This is performed 

by adding a random vector to each training pattern each time it is submitted to the network. 

The addition of noise to training data dlows values that are proximal to true training values 

to be taken into account during training; as such, the use of jitter may be thought of as a 

means of extrapolating training data to proximal values. The use of jitter helps to fil1 out 

othenvise sparse training datasets by relating a greater variety of input values (and 
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combinations of input values) to output classes, allowing the network's weights to converge 

on a solution that relates generai ranges of values to class labels, rather than relating specific 

values to class labels (and thus potentially avoiding over-generalization). 

3 -4-5.9 Combining Neural Network Results 

The random initialization of network weights prior to each execution of the neural 

network training algorithm often causes final classification results to Vary fiom execution to 

execution, even when all other factors (e-g., training data, leamhg rate, momentum, network 

topology) are kept constant. In practice, the variation in results cm be very large in the 

~Iassification of satellite imagery (e.g., Chapter 5; see also, e-g., Leverington and Duguay, 

1997). Thus, in order to generate the best possible neural network result, multiple neural 

network classifications must typically be generated; these classifications must then be 

individually evaluated so that the rnost usefùl individual set of results can be selected. 

Alternative means of utilizing a nurnber of sets of neural network results are available, 

some of which offer the potential for generating final classification results that are superior 

to those produced by any of the individual neural networks used. For example, multiple 

neural network results can be combined using a simple consensus rule: for a given pixel, the 

class label with the largest number of network c'votes" is that which is assigned (that is, the 

results of the individual neural-network executions are combined through a simple majority 

vote) (Hansen and Salarnon, 1990). The reasoning behind such a consensus rule is that a 

consensus of nurnerous neural networks should be less fdlible than any of the individual 

networks, each of which will have generated results with difFerent error attributes as a 
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consequence of d i f f e ~ g  weight initiabations (Hansen and Salamon, 1990). In the 

investigations discussed in Chapter 5, majority-vote consensus results were generated and 

based on a combination of ten equaily-weighted neural-network results. 

The above consensus rule is a simple predecessor of other consensus algonthms 

designed to improve the classincation results of neural networks (e.g., Benediktsson and 

Swain, 1992; Battiti and Colla, 1994; Rogova, 1994; Benediktsson et al-, 1997% 1997b, 

1997~ ;  Ji and Ma, 1997; Benediktsson and Kaneliopoulos, 1999; Gutta et al., 2000; 

Khotanzad et al., 2000)- The consensus algorithm of Rugova (1994), for exarnple, involves 

the ccrnbination of neural network output activations using orthogonal summation (a version 

of this particular algorithm is empïrically evaiuated in Chapter 7). Neural networks 

themselves can be used to combine the results of other neural network executions- This 

approach is attractive, since neural networks approxirnate posterior probabiiities at output 

nodes (see discussion in Section 7.1) and no scaling of input data for the combining neural 

network is required (Benediktsson et al., 1997b, 1997~)- 

For al1 types of consensus algorithms, results can be sigdïcantly and consistently 

superior to al1 individual results used as input only if individual results are generally error- 

independent (Hansen and Salamon, 1990; Rugova, 1994). Error independence may be a 

property of output data if: e.g., there are many possible output classes with cornplex decision 

boundanes, or if the various networks have different input features, architectures, 

initializations, or leamhg algorithms (Battati and Colla, 1994). 
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3 A.6 Neural Network Sohare  Descn~t 
- - 

ion 

The general feedforward backpropagation algorithm descnbed in Section 3 -4.5 [and 

which is firliy descriied in Rumelhart et aL (2986), McCleiland and Rumelhart (1988), Gallant 

(1993), Richards (1993), Bishop (1995a), and Reed and Marks (1999)l was used as the basis 

for the creation of neural network software for this project. The software was written in C 

by the author, and was designed specificdy for image processing purposes (although with 

rninor modificaîions it could be applied to non-classification problems). The neural network 

software is made up of two main programs: 1) a training module, and 2) a feedfonvard 

classification module. Additional modules were written for majority-vote and evidential- 

reasoning consensus operations (Section 3.4.5.9). Several other programs used for data 

conversion and file management were also d e n  for this research (dl neural network 

programs used in this research are summarized in Appendix C)-  

The neural network implemented here is a standard feedfoxward network that uses 

backpropagation to calculate derivatives of training error and to adjust weights to rninimize 

error. The error tùnction used by the network is the sum-of-squares error. The sigma 

nonlinearity in [0.0,1.0] is used as the activation finction for all hidden and output nodes. 

Default settings for the leaming rate (E) and momentum (a) are 0.1 and 0.9, respectively. 

Initial weights are uniforrnly distnbuted in [-0.5,+0.5]. The network is configured for 

classification, and thus utilizes an output layer in which a unique node is assigned to each 

class; for a given input pattern, the "winning classy' is the class whose output node has the 

highest activation. D u ~ g  training, target activations for "correct" and "incorrect" nodes are 

0.9 and 0.1, respectively. The network is contigured to l e m  in on-line mode, rather than 



batch mode. 

3.5 Cha~ter Summary 

The maximum likeiihood classifier, the most comrnonly used supeMsed classification 

algorithm in the remote sensing field, classifies pixels based on the assignment of conditional 

pr~babilities to each class. Probability distributions are parameterized fiom training data 

using multivariate normal models. The evidentid reasoning and maximum likelihood 

classifiers are not constrained by unimodal rnodels of training data, and thus are potential 

alternatives to the maximum likelihood algorithm, particularly in cases in which the 

histograms describing training data deviate significantly fiom generaliy Gaussian distributions. 

The evidential reasoning algorithm is based upon the derivation of a mass of evidence 

for a given set of dl-encompassing class propositions, for a given source. The combination 

of evidence fkom more than one source is perfomed through the employment of Dempster's 

orthogonal sum. The evidential reasoning algorithm as used in this research treats signature 

data in such a way that the main features of relatively complex fiequency histograms can be 

faithfully modelled. Recent studies have shown that the evidential reasoning algorithm has 

considerable potential as an aigorithm for image classification.. 

Neural networks are composed of interco~ected and interacting components called 

nodes (neurons). Individual nodes in a neural network emulate biological neurons by taking 

input data and performing simple operations on the data, selectively passing the results on to 

other neurons via comecting vectors. Weight values are associated with each vector and 

node in the network, and these values constrain how input data ( e g ,  satellite image values) 
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are related to output data (e.g., land-cover classes). Weight values are established during a 

training phase in which the network learns how to identifjr particular classes by their typicd 

input data characteristics. Once trained, a neural network can be applied toward the 

classification of new data. Neural networks are unique in that they are characterized by a lack 

of explicit representation of knowledge; there are no symbols or values that directly 

correspond to classes of interest. Rather, knowledge is implicitly represented in the patterns 

of interactions between network components. Research continues to dernonstrate the 

patentid of neural networks (inciuding the type used in this research: the feedforward 

backpropagation neural network) for image classiIication. 



4 STUDY AREAS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides an overview of the geology, vegetation, and climate of the two 

study areas used in this research: 1) eastem Melville Island, Nunavut, and 2) central Cape 

Smith Belt, northern Québec (Figure 4.1). The geology of the Melville Island Study Area 

consists mainly of sedimentary lithologies, uicluding sandstones, shales, mudstones, 

carbonates, and evapontes. The geology of the Cape Smith Belt Study Area consists of a 

wide variety of metamaîphosed sedimentary and igneous rocks, including tonalite, pendotite, 

gabbro, pyroxenite, and @te. Relief is generally subdued at both study areas (varying by less 

than -200 m), and exposure of geological materials is good. 

4.2 The Melville Island Studv Ar= 

This section presents the regional geological and tectonic framework for the Canadian 

Arctic Islands, followed by a surnmary of the geology of the eastem part of Melville Island. 

The portion of the island visited and sampled in the summer of 1998 (Le., the Melville Island 

Field Area) is described in detail. 

4.2.1 Reeional Geoloeical and Tectonic Framework 

There are three first-order elements of the modem tectonic fiamework of the 

Canadian Arctic Islands: 1) Canadian Shield, 2) Arctic Platform, and 3) Imuitian Tectonic 

Province (Trettin, 1 99 1 a); each of these element s is briefly described below. The geological 

provinces of the Canadian High Arctic are given in Figure 4.2. 



Figure 4.1 Map ofNorthAmenca showhg the locations of the two study areas (eastem 
MelviIle Island, Nunavut, and Cape Smith Belt of northern Québec). 



Figure 4.2 Geological provinces of the Canadian High Arctic (after 
Trettin, 1987, and Harrison, 1994). The Franklinean Mobile Belt is 
designated FMB. 
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4.2- 1 - 1 Canadian S hieId 

The Canadian Shield borders the Arctic Platform on the southeast, and also extends 

into the Arctic Platfonn as inliers and salients (Figure 4.2). The Canadian Shield is composed 

of a metamorphic-plutonic basement and unconformably overlying sedimentary and volcanic 

successions that are only slightly defomed (Frisch and Trettin, 1991). The Canadian Shield 

extends under the Arctic Platform, as weli as under the Frankhan Mobile Belt of the 

fnnuitian Tectonic Province, but its northern iimit in the subsurface has not been identified 

(Trettin, 1989). 

4.2.1-2 Arctic Platfonn 

The term "Arctic Platform" is a structural designation, and represents those 

Phanerozoic successions in the nonhem portion of the North Amencan continent that have 

not been folded or faulted on a regional scale. The sedimentary rocks of the Arctic Platform 

can be divided stratigraphically into a lower-middle Paieozoic succession (mainly of shallow 

marine origin) and a Mesozoic-Paleogene succession (Trettin, 199 1 a). In the south and 

southeast, in the vicinïty of Melville Island, the Arctic Platform is part of a broad region 

underlain by relatively undeformed Carnbrian through Devonian strata that unconformably 

overlie the variably metamorphosed sedimentary and volcanic succession of the Canadian 

Shield (Harrison, 1994a). 

4.2.1 -3 Innuitian Tectonic Province 

The Innuitian Tectonic Province (syn. Innuitian Province) is related to the Innztitian 
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Orogenic Systern (syn. Innuitian Orogen), which was introduced by Fortier et aL(1954) to 

describe the "complex assemblage of mountain structures extending fiom the Beaufort Sea 

across the Princess Elizabeth Islands and which continues through north Greenland" (Trettin, 

199 la). The concept of the hu i t i an  Tectonic Province encompasses the entire geologicd 

history of the Innuitian Orogen, including related patterns of subsidence and deposition (the 

use of the term Innuitian Orogen, by cornparison, is more restrictive and more usefûl for 

regional mapping purposes, since it does not include units such as the undeformed Cretaceous 

to Holocene Arctic Continental Terrace Wedge, and does include in the subsurface the entire 

Precambrian succession, including the crystalline basement) (Trettin, 199 1 a). The hui t ian  

Tectonic Province is characterized by its Location on the northern margin of the North 

Amencan craton, and by westerly to southwesterly structural and depositional trends (Trettin, 

1991a). Its southeastern and southem limit corresponds to the limit of Phanerozoic folding 

or thrust faulting (thus this is a structural, rather than stratigraphic boundary), whereas its 

northwestern limit is given by the boundary between continental and Mesozoic-Tertiary 

oceanic cmst (Trettin 1991a). 

The Imuitian Tectonic Province is descnbed by Trettin (1 99 la) as being composed 

of four major stratigraphic successions which have been labelled according to the tectonic 

setting in which they were deposited: 1) a concealed upper Middle and Upper Proterozoic 

succession, known only fiom cratonward equivalents in the northernmost part of the Canadian 

S hield, 2) the uppennost Proterozoic to Upper Devonian succession of the Frmklinian 

-Mobile Bell, 3) the Carboniferous to Neogene successions of the Sverdrup Basin and of part 

of the Wandel Sea Basin, and 4) the Lower Cretaceous to Recent Arctic Continental Terrace 
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Wedge. 

The Frankünian Mobiie Belt is a mid-Paleozoic orogen that contains shelf marginal 

and basinal sediments, and foreland-type siliciclastic rocks that are age equivalent to those 

that compose the Arctic Platforrn (Harrison, 1994a). The Franklinian Mobile Belt was 

formed by plate convergence of an unknown landmass with North Arnerica in the Silurian and 

Devonian periods (Patchett et al., 1999). On Melville Island and elsewhere, the Arctic 

Platforrn is transitional into the Franklinian Mobile Belt of the Imuitian Tectonic Province- 

The Parry Islands Fold Belt of Melville and Bathurst Islands, dong with the Central Ellesmere 

Fold Belt of the eastem arctic, are among the forelmd deformed regio,~s of the Frankliian 

Mobile Belt (Hamson, 1 994a). The in~enial zone of this fold belt includes deformed lower 

Pdeozoic basinal shale, and clastic and carbonate facies of the Hazen and Canrobert Hiils fold 

belts (exposed on northem Ellesmere Island and western Melville Island, respectively) 

(Hamson, 1994a). The northeni zone of the Franklian Mobile Belt includes the volcanic 

and clastic terranes represented in the Clements Markham and Northern Heiberg fold belts 

(exposed on northem Ellesmere Island and Axe1 Heiberg Island, respectively). The northern 

Iirnit of the Franklinian Mobile Belt is given by the faulted contact between the Clements 

Markham Fold Belt and the Pearya Terrane (which has been interpreted by Trettin (1 987) to 

be an exotic continental fiagrnent - an accreted terrane - with GrenvilLian and Caledonian 

aflinities) (Harrison, 1994a). In the vicinity of Melville Island, most of the intemal zone and 

certain portions of the foreland zone are covered by Carboniferous through Paleocene strata 

of the Sverdmp Basin (Harrison, 1994a). 

The record of the Franklinian Mobiie Belt begins in the rnid-Early Cambrian. The 
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Lower Cambrian to Upper Silunm or Lower Devonian successions were deposited in two 

major provinces: 1) a southern or southeastern shelf, and 2) a northern deep water basin 

(Higgins et a[,  199 1; Trettin et aL, 199 1). The ske~province (syn. Franklinian S k l f )  

consists of al1 strata of Early Cambrian (or older) to Early Devonian age lying between the 

dope of the deep water basin and the limit of mid-Paleozoic folding or thrust faulting (Trettin, 

1 99 1 a). The record of the shelf province is mainly composed of carbonate sediments, 

although craton-derived clastic sediments and evaporites are also included (Trettin, 199 1 a). 

The deposits of the shelf province thicken toward the shelf edge, where thicknesses of more 

than 9 km are reached. The deep waier basin of the Franklinian Mobile Belt is mainly 

characterized by sediment gravity flow deposits, graptolitic mudrock, and radioiarian chert. 

The deep water basin can be divided into two parts: a southeastem part, and a northwestem 

part (Trettin et al., 1991). The southeastem part of the basin (called the sedimeniary 

subprovince, and exposed fiom northeastem Greenland to northwestern Melville Island) is 

composed of sediments of Early Cambrian to Early Devonian age. The northwestern part of 

the basin (called the sedirnentary-vohnic subprovince, and exposed only in northem 

Ellesmere Island and Axe1 Heiberg Island) contains arc-type volca~c deposits and associated 

shallow marine carbonates in addition to the predominant deep water sediments of EarIy 

Cambrian to early Late Silurian age (Trettin et al., 199 1). 

The strata of the shelf province (Franklinian Shelf) are conformably overlain by a 

ciastic wedge which was deposited in a syntectonic foreland basin dunng the EUesmerian 

Orogeny, a souther1y-directeci deformation that ultimately folded these materials in the latest 

Devonian or Eariy Carboniferous (Trettui, 199 1 a; Hanison, 1995). Preserved deposits of the 
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clastic wedge are up to 5 km thick, and range in age from early Middle to latest Devonian; 

up to 6 km of latest Devonian and Early Carboniferous age clastic sediments are believed to 

have been removeci by erosion (Embry, 199 1). Middle to Upper Devonian clastic sediments 

are widely preserved, and are particularly widespread in the western Arctic, occurxing over 

much of Bathurst, Melville, Prince Patrick, and Banks islands (Ernbry, 1991). The clastic 

wedge is mainly composed of sediments of shailow-marine and non-marine orïgin, although 

turbidites and submarine slope deposits of early Middle Devonian age occur in the western 

part of the wedge. The provenance of basin sediments includes the northem parts of the 

Franklinian mobile bek, the Caledonides, and the Canadian Shield (Trettin, 199 la). 

The Melville Island geological units that were folded dunng the Ellesmenan orogeny 

are part of a 470 km salt-based fold beit that extends fiom eastern Bathurst Island to central 

Melville Island (Harrison, 1995). Typical regional-scale folds of this beit have wavelengths 

of 12 to 17 km, axial planes that dip 80 to 90" nonh or south, and axial plunge variation that 

is O to 6" (Harrison, 1995). The near-horizontal basal detachment of the fold belt is at a depth 

of about 5 km, below a lower ductile layer of Middle Ordovician evaporites (Hamison, 1995). 

As noted above, the Sverdrup Basin overiies the central and northwestern parts of 

the Franklinian mobile belt (with angular unconfonnity). The axial region of the Sverdrup 

Basin contains as much as 3 km of Paleozoic strata, 9 km of Mesozoic strata, and localIy 

more than 3 km of syntectonic clastic sediments of latest Cretaceous and Tertiary age 

(Trettin, 199 1 a). Late Paleozoic deposition in the basin was characterized by carbonate, 

evaporite, and clastic sediments, whereas Mesozoic and Tertiary deposition was dominated 

by clastic sediments, apart from some impure carbonates of Middle Triassic age; based on 
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paleomagnetic studies, the shifi from carbonate to clastic lithologies in the Sverdnip Basin has 

been ascnbed to drift into more northesly latitudes (Davies and Nassichuk, 1991; Trettin, 

199 la). Local and regional upW, as well as eustatic fdls in sea level, produced numerous 

disconformities in the stratigraphic succession (Trettin, 199 1 a). 

The tectonic history of the Sverdrup Basin can be divided into five partly overlapping 

phases: 1) initial r i f ig ,  localiy accompanied by deformation (late Early Carboniferous to 

Early Permian), 2) thermal subsidence (Late Permian to eariest Cretaceous), 3) renewed 

nfting at the present continental margin (Middle Jurassic to Early Cretaceous or later), 4) 

thermal subsidence (Late Cretaceous), and 5) deformation and syntectonic deposition (latest 

Cretaceous to early Oligocene) (Trettin, 199 1 a; Embry, 199 1 ; Davies and Nassichuk, 199 1 ). 

Differential loading, extension, or  compression caused the flow of Carboniferous evaporites 

through much of Triassic to Neogene time (Trettin, 199 1 a). 

4 - 3 2  The Bedrock Geologv of Eastern Melville Island 

A variety of sedimentary lithologies are well exposed over much of Melville Island, 

N.W.T (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). Three sedimentary successions dominate the geology of the 

idand: 1) late Precarnbrian to Late Devonian id l l  of the Frankiinian Mobile Belt; 2) 

Carboniferous to Tertiary infill of the Sverdrup Basin, sitting with angular unconformity on 

the Franklinian rocks; and 3) late Cenozoic semi-consolidated sand and gravel, unconformably 

overlying the Franklinian and Sverdnip rocks (Tozer and Thorsteinsson, 1964; Goodbody and 

Christie, 1994). Grctic Pladorm deposits are exposed over the southwestern extent of 

Melville Island. Folded Franklinian Mobile Belt deposits are exposed over much of central 
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Melville Island, while the Sverdmp Basin deposits are exposed over the northem portion of 

the island (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). 

4.2 -2.1 Southeastern Melville Island 

In the eastern portion of Melville Island, Franklinian deposits lyhg in open folds are 

exposed at the surface in the region south of Weatherall Bay- As noted in Section 4.2.1.3, 

the Franklinian deposits were deformed during the latest Devonian or Early Carboniferous 

Ellesmerian Orogeny (Tozer and Thorstekson, 1964, Harrison et al., 199 1 ; Trettin, 199 1 b). 

These rocks, which were deposited after a transition fkom a carbonate sedimentary regime 

to a clastic-domhated sedimentary regime in the early Middle Devonian, are composed mainly 

of sandstones, shales, siltstones, and minor coal of the Hecla Bay, Beverly Met, and Parry 

Island clastic sequences (Embry, 199 1, Goodbody and Christie, 1994, Harrison, 1994b) 

(Figure 4.3). Fold axes trend east-west in southem Melville Island. 

4.2.2.2 Nort heastern Melville Island 

Ordovician-Devonian carbonate outcrops, which represent sufiace exposures of the 

Blue Fiord Formation and are associated with the Towson Point Carbonate Platform 

Facies (Harrison, 1999, are located both south and east of Weatherali Bay (Figure 4.3). 

Interna1 seismic patterns have been interpreted by Harrison (1995) to indicate the Blue Fiord 

Formation is composed of 1) extensive shelfcarbonates, 2) shelf-edge carbonate buildups and 

proximal fore-reef facies carbonate debris aprons, and 3) lower slope to base-of-slope and nse 

facies layered carbonates and mudrocks. 
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Horizontal and gently north-dipping Sverdrup strata characterize much of the surface 

geolow of Sabine Peninsula (Goodbody and Christie, 1994) (Figure 4.3). These rocks, 

deposited in the Sverdrup Basin [the subsidence of which commenced in the Namurian, 

continuing to the Late Cretaceous (Davies and Nassichuk, 199 l)], are composed rnainly of 

sandstone, shale, mudstone, and conglomerate, dthough Limestone and calcareous Lithologies 

are also present (Harrison, 1995). 

Anhydrite and gypsum are exposed at the northem tip of Sabine Peninsula, in the form 

of two piercement diapirs of the Otto Fiord Formation (Barrow Dome and Colquhoun 

Dome; each feature is - 6 km across) (Figure 4.3). Also characteristic of the diapirs are 

tectonic rafts of more competent sediment s including limestone, dolostone, calcareous 

mudrock, and rninor black shaie; bedded Salt (halite) is probable in the subsurface below the 

carbonate and sulphate cap rock (Harrjson, 1995). These Pemsylvanian evaporitic rocks are 

also associated with localized native-suhr deposits, and are intruded by gabbro dykes, sills, 

and irregular masses (Tozer and Thorsteinsson, 1964, Harrison, 1995). The apparent 

radiometnc ages for the intrusive igneous rocks on Sabine Peninsula are 123-152 LM~, by 

WAr (Harrison, 1995). The stratigraphie roots of the diapirs are at greater depths than the 

depths that have been imaged by seismic profiles (Harrison, 1995). 

4.2.3 The Surface State of Geological Materials on Melville Island 

Weathered and fkost-shattered felsenmeer, in the form of fine sand to coarse rubble, 

is the most cornmon surficial matenai on Melville Island (Hodgson et ai-. 1984). Because 

much of this weathered rock has remained essentiaily in place, and because soil development 
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in the region is primitive (Edlund, 1986; Edlund, 1994), the main structural and lithological 

features of the bedrock of Melville Island are clearly visible in optical satellite imagery 

(Hamson et al., 1985; Harrison, 1994a). 

Bedrock outcrops are scattered throughout Melville Island, although the thickness of 

stratigraphic sections cm be Iimited. Good outcrops are typically found in upland areas 

where bedrock has been folded or tilted. For example, on southern Sabine Peninsula, good 

bedrock outcrops are found in incised river d e y s  or on hog-back ridges and cuestas 

(Harrison, 1995). 

4.2.4 Glaçial Deposits on Melville Island 

At its maximum during the late Wisconsinan, the Laurentide Ice Sheet extended fiom 

the Arctic mainland of Canada across Victoria, Prince of Wales, and Somerset islands to the 

southemmoa extents of Melville and Bathurst Islands (Bryson et al., 1969; Dyke et al., 1982; 

Dyke, 1984; Hodgson et al., 1984; Dyke, 1987; Dyke and Prest, 1987, Sharpe, 1992). The 

maximum extent of glacial ice in the Queen Elizabeth Islands during the late Wisconsinan 

remains uncertain (e-g., Mayewski et al., 198 1; Dyke 1984; England, 1998; Dyke, 1999; 

England, 1999; Wolfe and King, 1999). Most of Melville Island is believed to lie north and 

west of the limits of late-Wisconsinan glaciation (Hodgson et al., 1984; Hodgson, 1989). 

P ~ c i p a l  glacial deposits on Melde Island, which hclude till and ice-contact gravels, 

are found in the central and southwestern region of the island on Dundas Peninsula (Tozer 

and Thorsteinsson, 1964; Hodgson et al.. 1984). Four units of till have been identified here 

(Hodgson et al., 1984; Hodgson and Viicent, 1984). One of these units (the Winter Harbour 
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Till) is believed to have been deposited by the northem extent of the Laurentide Ice Sheet 

during the late-Wisconsuian, while the other units predate this unit and may have been 

deposited d ~ n n g  an earlier glacial advance (Hodgson et al., 1984; Hodgson, 1989). 

Related to the late-Wisconsinan glaciation are elevated tlights of beach ridges that ring 

the coastal regions of Melville Island, demonstrating that al1 coastal areas were submerged 

during at least one m a ~ e  transgression (McLaren and Barnett, 1978; Hodgson et aL. 1981; 

Harrison, 1995). Such beach deposits record postglacial emergence of at least 55 to 90 m in 

west and central Melville Island, and more than 100 m in parts of eastem Melville Island 

(McLaren and Barnett, 1978; Hodgson et al., 1984). Some of the fonnerly submerged areas 

cannot be distinguished fiom weathered rock at higher elevations, because of either 1) 

absence of marine reworking, or 2) later erosion of marine deposits (Hodgson et al., 1984). 

The area of post-glacial m a ~ e  overlap on eastem Melville Island is extensive, including much 

of Sabine Peninsula, and the shoreline of the island east of Weatherali Bay (McLaren and 

Bamett, 1978). 

Erratics of sedimentary, plutonic, and metamorphic rocks are widely scattered over 

Melville Island, providing evidence for at ieast one complete and extensive glaciation of 

Melville Island that is presumed to have occurred during Early or Middle Pleistocene time 

(Tozer and Thorsteinsson, 1964; McLaren and Barnett, 1978; Harrison, 1995). 

Record of glaciation of Melville Island by local ice caps is present on Melville Island, 

in the form of ice-marginal channels and srnall related watercourses (Tozer and Thorsteinsson, 

1964; Hodgson et al., 1984). There are several modem glaciers distributed on western 

Melville Island ( e g  , Harrison, 1995). 



4.2.5 The Ve-tion of Melville Island 

The Queen Elizabeth Islands represent "the extreme arctic ecosystem, where most 

plants are at or near their physiological Iunits of tolerancey7 (Edlund and Nt, 1989, p.3). 

Much of Melville Island is sparsely vegetated, reflecting both the harsh climate, and the poor 

development of soils on the island (Edlund 1 986, Edlund 1994). Although there are regions 

of ccexceptionai diversity and abundancey7, a significant proportion of the island's surface area 

is either extremely impovenshed (having a total vascular flora of less than 10 species) or is 

unvegetat ed Faving only moss- and lichen-based (cryptogamic) communities, or no 

vegetation cover at ail] (Edlund, 1994, p.247). 

Of the thirteen vegetation communities recognized on Melville Island, the bawens 

commzinÏties (communities that form less than 20% surface cover, and which typically occur 

on well drained deposits) are the most common type of vascular-plant communities (Edlund, 

1994). The iznlLo.a cornmzmities (communities that form neary continuously vegetated terrain 

with an extensive cryptogamic ground cover) are mainiy restricted to rnoderately to 

imperfectly drained soils on mid- to lower slopes where there has been a persistent snow 

cover in winter (Edlund 1994, p-251). Less extensive than the barrens and tundra 

communities are the wetland (meadow) commzrnitÏes, which are commonl y found betow the 

marine limit in fine msmds and dts. Crptogmnic communities are found mainly on the coarse, 

neutral-to-weakly-acidic deposits of the Hecla Bay, Griper Bay, Parry Island, and Beverly 

Met formations (Edlund, 1994). Areas which are characterized by matenals that are highly 

acidic or basic, contain no available nutrients, or are physically unstable, are typically 

unvegetated (e.g., the Kanguk Shale on Sabine Peninsula, whose weathering products have 



a pH of 3 .O) (Edlund, 1994, p.249). 

The barrens and tundra communities are mainiy dominated by D r p s  integrryofia and 

Salix urcticu (prostrate shrubs: "arctic avens" and "arctic willow", respectively), and b y 

Smifrga oppositifoiia and Lziada (herbaceous species: "purple saxifrage" and "wood- 

rushesy', respectively) (Edlund, 1994). Wetland communities are dominated by species such 

as grasses, cotton grasses, sedges, and woodrushes (Edlund, 1994). 

As noted above, there are correlations between vegetation and bedrock lithology on 

Melville Island (Tozer and Thorsteinsson, 1964; Edlund, 1986; Edlund, 2 994). Soi1 

development in the region is primitive, and thus vascular plants root directly into soils that 

have similar physicai and chemical properties to weathered bedrock (Edlund, 1986; Edlund 

and Alt, 1989). The correlation of vegetation distribution with iithology is based on such 

factors as the particle size, pH, weathering rate, and drainage of weathering products. For 

exarnple, Smz@aga opposrifolia and Dvas integriffia are calcifilous (calcium-loving) 

species that are comrnonly found on well-drained, weakly to moderately alkaline soils; Lzmla 

and other grass-like plants are associated with weakiy acidic to neutral soils; Salk arctica is 

associated with acidic sediments; boulder- and cobble-sized matenals, which mantle large 

areas on Melville Island, are typically too coarse to support vascular plant comrnunities; 

cryptogamic comrnunities are found on coarse acidic rocks but typically camot establish 

themselves on coarse carbonate rocks, since the rate of weathering of such alkaline materials 

is often too rapid for the establishment of even cnistose lichen communities (Edlund 1986; 

Edlund and Alt, 1989; Edlund, 1994). 

The specific vegetation communities present in the region of interest (northwest of the 
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West Arm of Weatherali Bay) include: 1) purple sadhge barrens, 2) purple saxif?age tundra, 

3) dryas-salix tundra, 4) lunila barrens, and 5) unvegetated areas (Edlund, 1994, p.248). 

Descriptions of the dominant vegetative species noted in the Melville Island Field Area during 

this project's 1998 field season are given in Section 4.2.7.1. 

4.2.6 The Climate of Melville Island 

-Melville Island belongs to the Western Parry Channel sub-region of the Northwestern 

clirnate region of the Canadian Arctic Islands (Maxwell, 1980, 198 1, 1982). Climatic 

conditions in this region are similar to those of the Arctic Ocean, whicfi lies to the northwest. 

Except in the area located south and southeast of Melville Island, the region's channels are 

dominated by multi-year ice in both summer and winter. Mean January temperatures in the 

region are approximately -34OC, while mean Juiy temperatures are approximateIy 4°C. Winter 

is prolonged, with the period of sub-zero mean daily temperatures extending approximately 

from August 20 to June 1 5.  The annual mean temperature for the east-coaît locaIe of Rae 

Point, the only location for which climatic data is avaiIable on Melville Island, is -17.9"C. 

The Canadian Arctic Islands are classifieci as "polar desert" because of the low annual 

precipitation amounts among these islands (Maxwell, 1980). The annual precipitation in the 

Northwestem climate region is approximately 100 to 125 mm, with 30-3 5% falling as liquid 

precipitation (Maxwell, 1981). In general, the largest monthly precipitation values in the 

Canadian Arctic Islands occur in July and August (Maxwell, 1980). The depth of winter 

snow cover in the Canadian Arctic Islands is variable, averaging 30 cm inland; large portions 

of the islands accumulate relatively Little winter snowcover (McKay, 1 990). 
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Melville Island lies in the zone of continuous pefmafiost (ACGR, 1 988). The arnount 

of water lost fiom the surface of Melville Island is thus not as great as might be expected, 

shce ice-rich cryotic ground acts as a barrier to water flow beIow the base of the active layer 

(the active layer, the upper layer of ground subject to annual fieezing and thawing, is typically 

only 10 to 100 cm deep) (Maxwell, 1980; Edlund and Alt, 1989). The summer moisture 

regime of surface materials varies with topographie position and proximity to a source of 

moisture; lower dopes and valley bottoms typicaliy rernain moist throughout the summer, 

while hiIltops characterized by thin winter snow cover may be very dry (Edlund and Alt, 

1989). 

4.2.7 The Melville Island Field Area 

The author and one field assistant (Im Fieldhouse) were transported by Twïn Otter 

from Resolute Bay, Cornwallis Island, to an unprepared landing strip located southeast of 

Tingmisut Lake, Melville Island, on July 8, 1998 (Figure 4.4). The base camp used for the 

duration of the field period was established at this drop-off location. Over a period of 24 

days, ground-tnith reconnaissance of a -20 x 20 km region located immediately west and 

north of the West Arm of Weatherall Bay was conducted; this region is referred to in this 

document as the Melville Island Field A m ,  to differentiate it fkom the stzdy area, which 

encompasses al1 of eastem Melville Island. Departure fkom Melville Island to Resolute Bay 

occurred on August 1, 1998. The Me lde  Island Field Area was, dong with the Cape Smith 

Belt Field Area (Section 4-33), used as the basis for the evaluation of classification 

algonthms and TM imagery presented in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. A portion of the Melville 
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Island Field area was used to evaluate TM, Radarsat, and IKONOS imagery in Chapter 8. 

4.2.7.1 Geology and Vegetation of the Melville Island Field Area 

Geologicd materials exposed at the surface are mainiy late-Paleozoic clastic and 

carbonate sequences of the Sverdrup Basin (Trettin, 1991a; Goodbody and Christie, 1994; 

Harrison, 1995). Also exposed in the study area are Ordovician and Silurian carbonates of 

the shelf province of the Franklinian Mobile Belt (Higgins et al., 199 1; Trettin, 1991a; 

Hamson, 1994a; Patchett et al-, 1999), and a Cretaceous gabbro dike (Harrison, 1995) 

(Figure 4.4). B k f  descriptions of geologicd units are given in Table 4.1 - 

North-dipping cuesta landforms dominate the low-relief terrain; elevations in the 

region range fiom O to about 200 m above sea level. Notable ridge-forrning sedimentary units 

include the Great Bear Cape Formation (limestone), the Degerbols Formation (limestone; 

Figure 4.5a), and the Bjom Formation (sandstone). The near-vertical gabbro intrusion forms 

a distinct ndge that is oriented at high angle to the strike of the sedimentary formations 

(Figure 4Sb)- 

Weathered and fiost-shattered felsenmeer, in the fonn of fine sand to coarse rubble, 

is the most common surficial materiai in the siudy area (Hodgson et al., 1984). The locations 

of large bedrock outcrops are mainly restricted to the vicinities of incised river valleys or on 

hog-back ndges and cuestas marrison, 1995). Quatemary landforms such as tili 

accumulations and ice-contact gravels are not present in the study area since most of Melville 

Island lies north and west of the apparent limits of the late Wisconsinan glaciation (Tozer and 
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Table 4.1 Bedrock units of the Melviiie Island Field Area (Harrison, 1994b; Hamson, 1995). 

FORMATION 1 UNiT DESCRLPTION AND MTERPRETATION 

Unnamed Gabbro Unit (Cretaceous) Near-vertical gabbro intrusion; -123 Ma (Baikwiil and FOX, 1982). 

Bjorne Formation (Triassic) Sandstone, varïably carbnaceous and pebbly. weathers orange, grey-green, 
buff, and red; conglomerate; minor shde; fluvial and deitaic- 

Trold Fiord Formation (Permian) Sandstone, peloidal and glauwnitic, green and red weathering, vaiably 
calcareouq minor pebbly bicxlastic limestone; spiculitic the- marine. 

Degerbols Formation (Permian) Limestone, bioclastic, wmmon brachiopods, crinoids, and bryozoans; 
unrestricted shailow marine- 

Assistance Formation (Pennian) Sandstone, grey to grey-green, variably glauconitic, quarîzose, and 
carbonaceous; siltstone; fossiliferous ironstone; transgressive marine- 

Sabine Bay Formation (Permian) Sandstone, quartzose, cherty, and variably pebbly and carbonaceous: chert- 
pebbie conglomerate; siltstone; minor coal; fluviai and marginaI marine. 

Great Bear Cape Formation (Permian) 

Tingmisut hlier (Beverty Inlet Fm) (Silurian) ( Dolostone 

Limestone, fossiliferous, variably pebbly and arenaceous; calcareous sandstone; 
unrestncted shallow water marine. 

Canyon Fiord Formation (Carb--Perm-) 

Blue Fiord Formation (Ordovician) 1 Limestone, light brown. dark brown, and light gray, dolostone; subtidd and 

Red-beâ sandstone, varïabiy pebbly and calcareous; chert-pebble wnglomerate; 
oligomictic conglomerate and breccia; minor limestone; fluvial and shailow 
water macine. 

Thorsteinsson, 1964; Hodgson et ai., 1984). Although elevated flights of beach ridges ring 

many coastal regions of Meldle Island (McLaren and Barnett, 1978; Hodgson et al., 1984; 

Harrison, 1995), such beach deposits are not conspicuous in the field area itself- 

The vegetative cover of most of the study area is sparse, and consists mainly of 

CcSanfraga oppositifolia barrens" [cover is generally <IO%, and drainage is good; significant 

varieties include h p a g a  opps~*trifol ('("purpie saxifragey'), S a h  mctica CCarctic willow"), 

and the lichens Thamnolia subzdifonnis and Lecidea lapici&]. Less extensive in the study 

area are various crypt ogamic cornmunities (consisting only of lichen cover), and CcSax~~aga 

oppositi$oIia tundra" [cover is nearly continuous and includes an extensive cryptogamic 



b 
Figure 4.5 Photographs of the Melville Island Field Area. Photo a shows the prominant 
ridge formed by the Degerbols Formation limestone unit (at right), the Assistance 
Formation mudstone unit (centre), and the Sabine Bay Formation sandstone unit (at left); in 
the foreground are -2 to 20 cm limestone clasts of the Degerbols Formation. Photo b shows 
the red Canyon Fiord Formation sandstones intruded by a prominent gabbro dike; in the 
foreground are -2 to 20 cm lirnestones and sandstones of the Great Bear Cape and Canyon 
Fiord fomations, respectively. 
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ground cover, locations of tundra are generdy restricted to moderatety to imperfectly drained 

soiis on mid- to lower slopes where there has been a persistent snow cover in winter (Edlund, 

1994)l. Cornmon lichens noted in the Melville Island Field Area include the folowing: 

Iiclamirolia subzdijiomis, Lecidea hpiciab, Leczdeu rumirIosa, and Vufpicidà tilesiz (lichen 

identification performed by Pak Yau Wong, Canadian Museum of Nature). A black material 

coats the surfaces of particularly moist areas in the Melville Island region. Several sarnples 

of this material coliected fiom the field area have been identined as filamentous aiga and 

fùngal tissue by P.Y. Wong (Canadian Museum of Nature) and Dr. Michele Piercey-Nonnore 

(Department of Boianÿ; University of Manitoba). The dark material is referred to in this 

document simply as "black algae" (see also Appendix A). 

4.2.7.2 Melville Island Field Sites 

In addition to the general reconnaissance of the MelviIle Island Field Area, 83 field 

sites were examined and sarnpled during the 1998 field season (Figures 4.6 to 4.8). These 

sites were chosen in situ, based on an understanding of the following four requirements: 1) 

all sigmficant varieties of surface materials in the Field Area must be examined and sarnpled, 

2) the locations of ali field sites must be eady identifiable on a e d  photographs, 3) each field 

site should be relatively homogeneous regarding the nature and distribution of surface 

materials, and 4) the surface area of each field site should be as large as possible (to ailow 

each site to be represented in digitai imagery by as many pixels as possible, and to reduce or 

elirninate the effects of smali errors in the positioning of sites on satellite imagery). 

At each of the 83 field sites, general lithological and vegetative information was 



Figure 1.6 Areal extents of Figures 4.7 and 4.8 (outlines of geological units are 
identical to those given in Figure 4.4). 



Figure 4.7 Site locations in the northwestem part of the Melville Island 
Field Area (aerial photos A 16763.54 and A16763-93). 



Figure 4.8 Site locations in the southeastem part of the Melville Island Field 
Area (aerial photosAl6763-55 and Al 6763-92). 
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recorded (e.g., the Iithologies present, the typical size range of rocks, the presence or absence 

of fines, the r a d o n  of materials to HCI, the presence and nature of vegetation). In addition, 

representative samples of the following materials were collected at each site for later 

laboratory examination: 1) rocks, 2) fines, and 3) vegetation. Each site was fiirther 

documented through the use of both photography and videography; at most sites, at least two 

photographs were taken (one oblique "landscape" photograph, and one vertical "doseup" 

photograph), and approxhately one to ten minutes of video documentation were recorded. 

A summary of the Iliformation collected for each site is given in Appendix A Most of the 83 

sites were used as a basis for the generation of the database used in the evaluation of TM 

irnagery and classification algorithms presented in Chapters 5 to 7 (see Section 5.2.1.1). 

4.2.8 Melville Island Satellite Images 

Tvro Landsat-5 TM images and two Radarsat C-band S A .  images were available for 

use in the main Melville Island components of this research. The two TM images were 

acquired on July 20, 1992 (north; media id: 407298), and August 8, 1994 (south; media id: 

409069), and provide coverage of essentially al1 of eastern Melville Island (Figure 4.9). 

Swath widths are 185 km, and image data have an 8-bit radiometric resolution- Both images 

were georeferenced to the Universal Transverse Mercator projection (Zone 13) using fist- 

order mapping polynornials and nearest-neighbour resampling. Pixel spacing is 30 m for both 

images. 

The two Radarsat images were acquired on July 10, 2998 (north; scene id: 

M0167801) and July 17, 1998 (south; scene id: MO l683ZO), and provide coverage of al1 but 



Figure 4.9 Landsat TM images for eastem Melville Island (compare with Figure 
4.3). Colour composite uses channels 543:RGB. 
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the southernmost extent ofeastem Melville Island (Figure 4.10). Both images were acquired 

using the S7 beam mode [incidence angles = 44.9" to 49.4' (Luscombe et al., 1993)l from an 

ascending orbit. Images are 100 x 100 km in dimension, and have a 16-bit dynamic range. 

The images were georeferenced to the Universal Transverse Mercator projection (Zone 13) 

using first-order mapping polynornials and nearest-neighbour resampling. Resolution of the 

images is 19.1 x 27 m (range x azïmuth), and pixel spacing is 12.5 m. Both images were 

acquired during the 1998 Melville Island field season. Analyses that used and evaluated the 

TM and Radarsat data are documented in Chapters 5 to 8. 

Both panchromatic and multispectral IKONOS images of a portion of the Melville 

Island Field Area were also used in this research. These images are discussed in Chapter 8. 

4.3 The C a ~ e  Smith Belt Studv Areâ 

4.3.1 Geolo p a l  ' Overview 

The Archean protocraton of North America is an aggregate of former 

microcontinents, aIso referred to as the Archem provinces, which include: 1) the Superior 

Province; 2) the Wyoming Province; 3) the Slave Province; 4) the Nain Province; 5) the 

Hearne Province; and 6) the Rae Province (the last two of these provinces were parts of the 

former Churchill Province) (Figure 4.11) (Hofian, 1989; Lucas et al., 1998). The Archean 

provinces, which themselves are believed to be Late Archean crustal aggregates of the 

Archean equivalents of island arcs, are welded by Early Proterozoic collisional orogens 

Figure 4.1 1) (Hoffman, 1989). The Archean protocraton is bordered dong its west, south, 



Figure 4.10 Radarsat images for eastem Melville Island (compare with Figure 
4.3). The beam mode used for each image was S7. 



2.5-1.8 ~a mm-fou ben. mogmatlc 
arcs and Juvenlk? crus? 

Figure 4.11 Archean Provinces o f  the Canadian Shield. The three main subdivisions of 
the Trans-Hudson Orogen (a Paleoproterozoic collision zone between the Superior 
Province and the Archean provinces to the north and to the west) are shown (afier Card 
and Poulsen, 1998). 
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and southeast margins by crust that was accreted in the Early Proterozoic and contains Iittle 

or no Archean material (Hofian, 1989). The Grenville orogen accreted to the North 

American craton between 1-2 and 1-0 Ga through northwest-directed thrusting @ofhan, 

1989; Davidson, 1995). 

The Superior Province is composed of subparaiiel east-northeast-trending belts that 

contrast with regard to lithology, age, andfor metarnorphic grade (Card 1990; Card and 

Poulsen, 1998). The belted structure of the Superior Province is truncated on its eastem and 

western margins by the Trans-Hudson, Grenville, and New Québec orogens, indicating that 

this province must be a rifted fragment of a larger Archean crustal assembly (Hofmian, 1989)- 

4.3.2 The Ouebec-Baffin S w e n t  of the Trans-Hudson Oro- 

The Trans-Hudson orogen is the Paleoproterozoic collision zone between the 

Superior Province and the Archean provinces to the north and to the West (Hofian, 1988; 

Hofian, 1989; Lewry and StaufEer, 1990). Within Canada, the orogen may be divided into 

three segments: 1) the northem Québec [Québec-Baffin] segment, 2) the Hudson Bay 

segment, and 3) the Manitoba-Saskatchewan segment (Hotfinan, 1989; St-Onge et al., 1999) 

(Figure 4.1 1). 

The Québec-BaEn segment of the Trans-Hudson orogen has been interpreted in 

northern Québec as an arc-continent coliisional belt (the Ungava Orogen) (St-Onge and 

Lucas, 1990a). This belt consists of tectonostratigraphic elements accumulated on or 

accreted to the northern margin of the Superior Province during divergent- and convergent- 

margin tectonic activity that occurred over a period of >0.2 Ga (St-Onge and Lucas, 1990% 
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1992, 1993). The external zone of the Québec-Baffin segment of the Trans-Hudson Orogen 

is penpheral to the Superior Province in northem Québec, whiie the intemal zone is exposed 

on southern Baffin Island (St-Onge et al.. 1999). 

10- of the C a ~ e  S It and Su 4.3.3 The Geo mith Be r r o u n d i n m  

Cape Smith Belt of northem Québec is a 20 000 km' Eady Proterozoic greenstone 

belt that foms a portion ofthe Québec-Banin segment of the Trans-Hudson Orogen (Figure 

4.12) (Hofïman, 1985; St-Onge et al., 1986; St-Onge and Lucas, 1989, 1990% 1993; St-Onge 

et al., 1999). Geographicdly, the surface expression of the belt lies between that of the Minto 

block (Superior Province) to the south, and the Kovic Domain (Superior Province) and 

Narsajuak arc to the north (Figure 4.12) (Card, 1998; St-Onge et ai., 1999)- The Cape Smith 

Belt is a zone of east-west trending mafic-ultramafc thmst sheets that was produced by 

southward-directed thrusting of allochthonous crust ont0 the Superior Province (Hoffman, 

1985). The belt is preserved in a doubly-plunging synclinonum as a stack of klippen 

(Hoffman, 1985, St-Onge et aL, 1989, St-Onge and Lucas, 1990a). The belt provides 

evidence for ancient plate tectonics through 1) the presence of an ophiolite, and 2) indications 

of continental subduction (St-Onge et al., 1988; Scott et al., 1989; St-Onge and Lucas, 

1 WOa). 

The Cape Smith Belt is contiguous along its northwestem, northeastem, eastern, and 

southem exposed margins with Archean tonalites of the Superior Province (Figure 4.12) 

(Taylor, 1982; Doig, 1987; St-Onge et al., 1988; St-Onge and Lucas, 1992). The belt is 

separated from the underlying basement of the Superior Province, and its autochthonous 



Pwngnituk Group Watts Group 

Figure 4.12 Simplified geological map of the Cape Smith Belt, which consists of the 130vungnituk, 
Chukotat, SpartanIParent, and Watts groups (afier Giovenazzo et d., 1989, St-Onge and Lucas, 1992; St- 
Onge cl dl., 1999). The outline of the Cape Smith Belt Field Area is giveii. 
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Early Proterozoic Gover, by a continuous décoliement (Hoffman, 1 98 5; S t-Onge et al., 1 986). 

This décollement is hypothesized to be rooted in the vicinity of B&n Island (St. Onge et 

al., 1999). 

The hi&-grade (granulite) rocks located north of the Cape Smith Belt in the vicinity 

of Sugluk Iniet are known as the Narsajuaq arc (Figure 4-22), and are interpreted to be 

allochthonous with respect to the Superior Province (Hofihan, 1985; St-Onge and Lucas, 

1 WOb, 1992, 1997). The autochthonous Superior Province rocks of the Kovic and Douglas 

Harbour domains, located northwest and northeast of the be1t respectively (Figure 4-22), were 

exposed by the post-thnist formation of an east-trending regional antiform [termed the Kovik 

Antiform by Hofian (1985)], and by the interference between this antiform and later north- 

trending antiforms to produce a saddle (St-Onge and Lucas, 1992). The subsequent erosion 

of the thrusted allochthon through the basal décoilement at the east-trending antiform exposed 

the basement rocks of the Kovic and Douglas Harbour domains (Lucas and St-Onge 1991; 

St-Onge and Lucas, 1992). The rocks of the Cape Smith Belt are associated with strong 

positive gravity anomalies, reflecting the higher density of the constituent mafic and ultramafk 

rocks (in contrast to the felsic plutonic rocks that characterize the areas to the south and 

north) (e-g., Thomas et al., 1991). 

Most of the Cape Smith Belt is composed of north-dipping imbricate thmst sheets 

(Hofhan ,1985), the configuration of which constrain the distribution of tectonostratigraphic 

units within the belt (St-Onge et al., 1989). Although the Cape Smith Belt can be structurally 

divided into southeni, midbelt, and northern thmst sheets, a more usetùl lithological and 

tectonostratigraphic subdivision of the belt produces five distinct Early Proterozoic suites, 
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generally distributed tiom south to north (St-Onge et a/. ,1989; St-Onge and Lucas, 1993) 

(Figure 4.12): 

1) fluvio-deltaic sediments of the Povungnituk Group (preserved south of the belt, on 

unstretched continental crust of the Superior Province), 

2) rift-fill sediments of the Povungnituk Group, 

3)  transitional crust basalts (pillowed and massive basalt flows) of the Chukotat 

Group, 

4) deep-water sediments (petites interbedded with semipelite and minor sandstone) 

of the Spartan Group, and 

5) ophiolitic units (basalts, sheeted dykes, and mafic-ultramafic plutonics) of the 2.00 

Ga Purtuniq ophiolite (Watts Group). 

The northern haif of the belt is sparsely intmded by granitoid plutons (Hofhan, 1985). Al1 

rocks of the Cape Smith Belt have been metamorphosed to between greenschist and 

arnphibolite facies (St-Onge and Lucas, 1990a). Tectonostratigraphic units of the Cape Smith 

Belt and surrounding region are surnrnarized in Table 4.2. 

A general summary of the groups and suites of the region of the Cape Smith Belt, 

based mainly on the summary of St-Onge and Lucas (1993) and references therein (except 

where noted), follows. This summary is divided into the following sections: 1) Supet-ior 

Province, 2) Povungnituk Group, 3) Chukotat Group, 4) Spartan Group, 5) Parent Group, 

6) Watts Group, and 7) Narsajuak Arc. 

1) Superior Province: The Supenor Province in this region consists of three main 

units: the Kovik Domain, the Douglas Harbour Domain, and the Minto Block (Figure 4.1 2) 
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(Card, 1998). These units consist of Archean (typicaiiy 2600 to 3000 Ma) rocks that occur 

as the stratigraphie or structural basernent to the Cape Smith Belt and the Narsajuaq arc, and 

that, at the scale of the orogen, may be considered (par)-autochthonous with regard to the 

overlying thmst belt (Carci, 1998; St-Onge et al-, 1999). The Lithologies of the region's three 

main units are generalty similar, consisting prirnarily of plutonic rocks ranging fkom quartz 

diorite to syenogranite, with screens and inclusions of mafic-ultramafic and metasedimzntary 

rocks (Card, 1998). Tonalite is the dominant rock type in the region (Card 1998). Both 

granulite-facies (older) and arnphibolite-facies (younger) minera1 assemblages are present 

(Card, 1998). 

2) Povungnitu k Group: In the Early Proterozoic, the rocks of the Povungnituk and 

Chukotat groups were accumulated on or adjacent to the rif'ted Superior Province craton- 

The rocks of these groups are progressively more allochthonous tiom south to north, with 

respect to the underlying basement of the Superior Province. The Povungnituk Group may 

be divided into the lower Povungnituk Group (autochthonous and allochthonous, mainiy 

sedimentary rocks) and the upper Povungnituk Group (aliochthonous, mainly volcanic rocks). 

Both the sedimentary and volcanic rocks of the Powngnituk Group are intruded by massive 

gabbroic sills which are hypothesized to be part of a feeder system to the volcanic rocks of 

the upper Povungnituk Group. 

2a) Lower Povungnitu k Group: The lower Povungnituk Group includes, in part, 

aredy-restricted autochthonous, clastic çedimentary rocks that occur in thin sequences dong 

the southern margin of the belt, and as small outliers in the vicinity of Burgoyne Bay. These 

autochthonous rocks rest unconformably on Archean tonalite or monzogranite, and are 



Table 4.2 Tectonostratigraphic units in the eastem Cape Smith Belt and surrounding region 
(St-Onge and Lucas, 1993)- 

Group i Suite 

Narsajuaq Arc 1 Tonalite. granite, quartz dionte, serni-pelite. 
1 

Dominant Lithology 

d a  

Spartan Group 1 Semipelite, pelite, quartzite, gabbro. 
m 

Diabase dykes (Late Proterozoic). 

Basait, gabbro sills, sheeted gabbroic dykes- 

Layered gabbro- 

Watts Group 

1 1 Layered peridotite. 

Pyroxenite- 

Dominantly plagioclase phyric basalt, gabbro. 

1 C hukotat Group 1 Dominantly pyroxene phyric basalt, gabbro. 

I 1 Dominantly olivine phyric basalt, gabbro, peridotite, layered gabbro-pendotite siiis. 

Mcaceous quartzi te. 

Potungnituk Group 
( V P P ~ ~ )  

Basalt, volc;taiclastic sedimentary rock, rhyolite, minor quartzite, dolomite and calc- 
siiicate, gabbro, peridotite, layered 

Basalt, volcaniclastic sedimentq rock, rhyolite, minor semipelite and quartzite, 
gabbro, peridotite, layered gabbro-peridotite sills, 

ironstone, minor quartzite and semipelite. 

Povungnituk Group 
(Lower) 

Quartzite, uonstone, conglomerate, semipeiite. 

Semipelite, pelite, micaceous quartzite, q u e t e ,  conglomerate, ironstone, dolomite, 
calc-silicate, minor basalt and volcanidastic rocks, gabbro, pendotite, layered 
peridotite-gabbro siiis. 

1 Superior Province 1 Tonalite, granite, amphibolite. 
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capped by the basal décollement of the thrust belt. Most of  the lower Povungnituk Group, 

however, consists of allochthonous sedimentary and volcanic rocks From south to north, 

ironstone and semipelite are found to grade into mafic volcaniclastic rocks interlayered with 

basalt flows. The tectonostratigraphic changes ofthe ailochthonous units are interpreted to 

have resulted from an increase in water depth and the accumulation of units which represent 

more distal facies fiom south-to-north dong a north-facing rift margin- A gabbroic sill 

emplaced in the lower Povungnituk Group has been dated at 2038 Ma (U-Pb), providing a 

minimum age for the commencement of continental-margin subsidence and accumulation of 

sedimentary rocks dong the northem margin of the Supenor Province. 

2b) Upper Povungnituk Group: The upper Powngnituk group includes tholeiitic 

basalt flows that conformably overlie or are interfingered with the upper clastic sedimentary 

rocks. Thin pillowed mafic flows, thicker tabular flows, and volcaniclastic sedimentary units 

occur in this group. Flows are separated by dolomite and black semipelite throughout the 

sequence. A rhyolite sample dated from near the top of the volcanic sequence is dated at 

1959 Ma (U-Pb). The upper Powngnituk Group is believed to  be associated with rifting of 

the Superior Province. 

3) Chukotat Group: The Chukotat group is almost entirely igneous, consisting of 

lava flows with individual thicknesses between 2 and 100 m- Submarine accumulation is 

indicated by the presence of structures such as pillowed flows and pillow tubes. Rock 

compositions range fiom komatiitic basalts to normal MORBs (mid-ocean-ndge basalts). 

Map ped lithological units of the Chukotat Group include the following: olivine-phyric 

(kornatiitic) basalt, pyroxene-phyric basalt, plagioclase-phyric basalt (normal MORB), and 
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lzyered mafic-uitrdc (gabbro-peridotite) siiis. Based in part on the presence of these sas, 

the fault-bounded Chukotat Group is believed to be related to the northem rifted margin of 

the Superior Province. Silis and ultramafic intrusions in the Upper Povungnituk Group form 

part of the feeder system to the lower Chukotat Group; economic Ni-Cu-PGE suifide deposits 

are associated with elements of this feeder system, with the best developed deposits occurring 

near the contact between the Povungnituk and Chukotat groups (Giovenazzo et al,, 1989). 

The Nï-Cu-PGE minerahtion is most notable in the Raglan horizon, within which deposits 

are hosted mainly by ultramafic siils that are typically thinner than 150 m and can be traced 

for several kilometres (Giovenazzo et al., 1989)- 

The Chukotat Group is interpreted to record the shifi fiom the production of 

continental rift-type volcanic rocks to the formation of transitiond (and possibly oceanic) 

crust. With a si11 intruding the lower Chukotat Group dated at 1918 Ma (U-Pb), the 

hypothesized U-Pb chronology of rifting is as follows: 1) rifting initiated by 2038 Ma, 2) 

accumulation of >5 km of continental tholeiitic basalts by 1959 Ma, and 3) transition toward 

the formation of an ocean basin by ca- 1928 Ma. 

4) Spartan Group: The Spartan Group is a fault-bounded assemblage of clastic 

sedimentary rocks, with no known tectonostratigraphic or magmatic link with the rocks of 

the Superior Province, the Povungnituk Group, or the Chukotat Group. Lithologies include 

rnainly laminated dark pelites and semipetite. Fine-grained mafic siils intnide the sedimentary 

rocks of the Spartan Group south of Lac Watts. The Spartan Group may represent a clastic 

apron marginal to the hypothesized Parent Group magrnatic arc, or it may altematively 

represent distal deposits associated with the rift margin of the northern Superior Province. 
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5) Parent Group: The Parent Group, located in the western portion of the Cape 

Smith Belt, is in the analogous structural position to that of the Spartan Group (i-e., it is in 

fault contact with the underlying Chukotat Group and the overlying Watts Group). The rocks 

of the Parent Group are dorninantly volcanic, and have been interpreted as having been 

deposited in a subduction-related magmatic arc- 

6) Watts Group: The Watts Group is a fault-bounded assemblage of layered mafic 

and ultramafk rocks, massive and pillowed basalt flows, rnafic sills and sheeted dykes, and 

rare plagiogranite intrusions. Like the Spartan Group, there is no h o w n  tectonostratigraphic 

or magmatic link between the Watts Group and the rocks of the Superior Province, the 

Povungnituk Group, or the Chukotat Group. Mapped lithological units of the Watts Group 

include the following: layered peridotite, layered gabbro, pyroxenite, and a sheeted dyke 

complex. The layered gabbro unit forms the most volumetric unit of the Watts Group, and 

is defined by two end-member mineral assemblages: 1) homblende ( f i e r  primary pyroxene), 

and 2) plagioclase-zoisite (after primary plagioclase) (the two end-members represent black 

meta-pyroxenite and meta-anorthosite layers, respectively). Two gabbro layers are dated at 

1998 and 1997.5 Ma (U-Pb). The rocks of the Watts Group have been interpreted to 

represent the crustal remnants of a tectonicalty dismembered ophiolite suite (e-g., Scott et al. 

1989). n i e  relation, if any, of the ophiolite to  the basin into which much of the Puvungnituk 

and Chukotat groups accumudateci, is unclear. The rocks of the Watts and Parent groups are 

intruded by large tonalite plutons which are dated fiom 1898 Ma to 1839 Ma. These rocks 

are interpreted to be correlative with the plutonic rocks of the Eady Proterozoic Narsajuaq 

arc. 
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7) Narsajuaq Arc: The Narsajuak arc is a distinct terrane that has been dated from 

about 1860 to Z 830 Ma, and that coliided with the Superior Province sometime f i e r  1830 

Ma (St-Onge and Lucas, 1992). The Narsajuak arc is comprised of a layered calc-alkaline 

plutonic sequence as weil as deepwater sedimentary rocks, aii cut by volumhous plutons (St- 

Onge and Lucas, 1992, 1997). Cornmon cabalkaline lithologies in the layered sequence 

include tonaiite and quartz dionte, while the deepwater sedimentary lithologies include maidy 

graphitic, sulphidic semi-pelites. The layered plutonic and sedimentary rocks were intruded 

by tonalite, granite, and quartz diorite plutonic bodies, which have been dated at about 1844- 

1826 Ma. Granulite metamorphism, coeval with the plutonism, afFected aii lithologies, and 

was overprinted by amphibolite-grade assemblages associated with the collision of the 

Narsajuak arc with the margin of the Superior Province (St-Onge and Lucas, 1992). 

4.3.4 The Surfâce State of Geolo~cal Materials in the C a ~ e  Smith Belt R- 

The entire region is mantled by a thin, discontinuous cover of glacial drift, with 

boulder fields comrnonly resting on glacially-polished bedrock surfaces (St-Onge and Scott, 

1986). Most boulders in the region appear to be glaciaiiy-transported erratics, although a 

felsenmeer appears to be slowly developing near ridge summits (St-Onge and Scott 1986). 

Despite the presence of glacial deposits, bedrock is exposed over much of the region (St- 

Onge and Scott, 1986; Daigneault, 2996% 1996b, 1997). 

4.3.5 Glacial De~osits in the C a ~ e  Smith Belt Reeion 

Dunng the peak of the late Wisconsinan glaciation, the region was overlain by the 
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Labrador Sector ofthe Lawentide Ice Sheet (Fulton, 1989). Deglaciation began about 8000 

years ago (Dyke and Prest, 1987), with the ice front retreating fiom the northeast toward the 

southwest (Daigneauit, 1993). Deglaciation was foiiowed by marine submergence, and raised 

deltas produced d u ~ g  this submergence are now found at elevations of up to -135 m. 

Numerous ice-marginal and proglacial meltwater channels are found in the Puminiq area; 

these landforms generally indicate a retreat of ice toward the south (Daigneault, 1993). 

Scattered throughout the region are eskers and other meltwater landforms that have lengths 

of up to 40 km (Daigneault, 1993, 1996% 1996b, 1997). Although a thin and discontinuous 

cover of glacial drift is present throughout the region, bedrock exposure is generally good 

(St-Onge and Scott, 1986; St-Onge and Lucas, 1993; Daigneault, 1996a, 1996b, 1997). 

4.3.6 The Veeetation of the C a ~ e  Smith Belt R- 

The Cape Smith Belt Study Area is mainly characterized by barrens communities, 

including mosses, grasses, and similar low-growing plants (St-Onge and Lucas, 1993). Apart 

from small alders and willows which grow in sheltered locations at low elevations, dwarf 

tundra vegetation dominates the region. Most bedrock outcrops are partially covered by 

lichens, except in areas associated with late-melting snowbanks (St-Onge and Lucas, 1993). 

Information on the specinc varieties of vegetation present in the Cape Smith Belt Field Area 

is given in Section 4.3 -8- 1. 

4.3.7 The Climate of the m e  Smith Belt Reeion 

The Cape Smith Belt region is within the Low Arctic Ecoclimatic Region (Ecoregions 
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Working Group, 1989), and the northem portion of the region lies within the Hudson Strait 

sub-region of the Eastern climate region of the Canadian Arctic Islands (Maxwell, 1980). The 

Cape Smith Belt region has an annual mean air temperature of about -7°C. Mean January 

temperatures are about -23"C, while mean July temperatures are about 8S°C (Maxwell, 

1980). Wmter, defined as the period of sub-zero mean daily temperatures, typically extends 

fiom about October 20 to May 30 (Maxwell, 1980). Terrain generally becomes snow f?ee 

by June, although some high-elevation locations are not snow fiee untd as late as early August 

(St-Onge and Lucas, 1993). The region is within the zone of continuous permafrost (ACGR, 

1988). 

4 .3 .8  C a ~ e  Smith Belt Field Area 

The author and one field assistant (Ian Fieldhouse) were transported by helicopter 

fiorn a location near the Raglan Mine (operated by Falconbridge Ltd.) to a location southeast 

of Lac Watts on August 1 1, 1999 (Figures 4- 12 and 4- 13). The base camp used for the 

duration of the field period was established at this drop-off location. Over a period of 13 

days, ground-tnith reconnaissance of portions of a -30 x 20 km region located southeast of 

Lac Watts was conducted (Figure 4.13); this region is referred to in this document as the 

Cape Smith Belt FieldArea, to differentiate it fiom the study area, which encompasses much 

of the central portion of the Cape Smith Belt. Departure fiom the field area occurred on 

August 23, 1999. The Cape Smith Belt Field Area was used as the basis for the evaluation 

of classification algoriîhms and TM imagery presented in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, as well as an 

evaluation of TM and Radarsat irnagery in Chapter 8. 





4.3 -8.1 Geology and Vegetation of the Cape Smith Belt Field Area 

Geological materials exposed at the surface are mainly: 1) basalt, gabbro, and 

peridotite of the Watts Group, 2) pelite of the Spartan Group, and 3) basalt of the Chukotat 

Group (St-Onge and Lucas 1989; Scott and Bickle, 1991; Scott et al., 1989; St-Onge and 

Lucas, 1993) (Figure 4.13). Brief descriptions of geological units are given in Table 4.3 

below; fùrther information is given above in Section 4.3.3. 

Table 4.3 Bedrock units of the Cape Smith Belt Field Area (St-Onge and Lucas, 1989; 
1993). Further details are given in Section 4.3 -3. 

CROUP / LiTHOLOGY DESCRIPTION AND INTERPRETATION 

Watts Group basalt 1 Mt, gabbro sills, sheeted gabbroic dykss; Purtuniq ophiolite. 

Watts Group gabbro ( layered gabbro; Purtuniq ophiolite. 
I 

Watts Group perido tite 1 layered pendotite; Purtuniq ophiolite. 

Watts Group pyroxenite 

Spartan Group pelite 

Chukotat Group basalt 

Tonalite 

Povungnituk semipelite 

Archean units 

Petidotite and gabbro intrusions 

pyroxenite; Purtuniq ophiolite. 

graphitic pelite, semipelite. sandstone, gabbro; rnan'ne clastic apron or 
distal deposits. 

plagioclase-phyric basdt, pyroxene-phyric basalt, olivine-phyrk basalt 
gabbro; transitional cmst accurnulated in a subrnarine environrnent- 

tonalite; 1898-1839 Ma plutons. 

includes semipelite, pelite, micaceous sandstone, sandstone, 
conglornerate, ironstone, dolomite, calc-silicate, minor basalt, gabbro, 
and peridotite; rift-related deposits- 

tonalite gneiss, grandionte gneiss, granite gneiss, rninor arnphibolite 

peridotite and gabbro. 

In general, peridotite, tonalite, gabbro, and basalt are associated with positive 

topographie features, while pelite and semi-pelite units are associated with lower eievations. 

Elevations in the field area range fiom about 100 to 600 m above sea level. Ahhough a thin, 
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discontinuous cover of glacial drift is present in the field area, much of the surface of the field 

area consists of exposed bedrock (St-Onge and Scott, 1986; St-Onge and Lucas, 1993; 

Daigneault, 1996b, 1997) (Figure 4- l4). 

In the field area, vegetative cover is generally very sparse on tonalite, peridotite, and 

Chukotat Group basalt units, and on these units is iimited maÏniy to Lichens and scattered 

Cassiope tetragom (heather) and moss- Vegetative cover is variable on Watts Group basalt 

and gabbro units, with cover mainiy made up of heather, moss, grasses, and lichens. 

Vegetation cover is nearly complete on the pelite units of the Spartan Group, and consists 

m d y  of moss and grasses, although a diverse variety of other vegetation is present as well. 

Lichens noted in the field area include the foiiowing: Orphnio~pora mmoriopsis, 

Allantopamtelia alpicola, Rhizûcarpon geographzct~m, Lecidella sp., Aspicifia sp., 

Stereocaulm arenarium, and Pertz~saria p. (Lichen identification performed by Pak Yau 

Wong, Canadian Museum ofNature). The most cornmon variety of moss in the field area is 

Rhcrcomi~znn i'mn~gïnosurn (moss identification performed by Dr. Mic hele Piercey-Normore, 

Department of Botany, University of Manitoba). 

4.3 -8.2 Cape Smith BeIt Field Sites 

In addition to the general reconnaissance of the Cape Smith Belt Field Area, 53 field 

sites were examined and sampled (Figures 4-15 to 4.18). These sites were chosen it2 situ, 

based on the same criteria @en for the Melde Island Field Area in Section 4.2.7.2. At each 

of the 53 field sites, generai lithological and vegetative information was recorded. Samples 
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Figure 4.14 Photographs of the Cape Smith Belt Field Area. Photo a shows a prominant 
Watts Group peridotite mound (background at lefi, about 1 km across), localized outcrops 
of Spartan Group pelite surrounded by grassland (centre), and continuous bedrock exposure 
of Chukotat Group b d t s  (foreground). Photo b, taken at low altitude fiom a heiicopter, 
shows a slightly elevated peridotite unit (about 2 km long) smunded by pelites of the 
Povungnituk Group and basalts of  the Chukotat Group. 





Figure 4.16 Site locations in the central part of the Cape Smith Belt Field Area 
(aerial photo A1625 1-60). 



Figure 4.17 Site locations in the eastem part of the Cape 
Smith Belt Field Area (aerial photo A1 625 1-62). 



Figure 4.18 Site locations in the northem and 
southeastern parts of the Cape Smith Belt Field Area 
(aerial photos A162 15-72 and Al 625 1-30). 
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of the following materiais were collected at each site for later Iaboratory examination: 1) rock 

sarnples, 2) fines, and 3) vegetation. Each site was firther documented through the use of 

both photography and videography. A summary of the information coliected for each site is 

given in Appendix B. Most of the 53 sites were used as a basis for the generation of the 

database used in the evaluation of TM imagery and classification aigorithms presented in 

Chapters 5 to 7 (see Section 5 -2.1.2). 

4.3.9 

Two Landsat-5 TM images and two Radarsat C-band SAR images for were available 

for use in the Cape Smith Belt components of this research. The two TM images were 

acquired on August 16, 1997 (west; media id: 972282), and September 3, 1997 (east; media 

id: 972462), and provide coverage of much of the central portion of the Cape Smith Belt, as 

weI1 as regions north to Hudson Strait and south nearly to the southern margin of the Cape 

Smith Belt (Figure 4.19). Swath widths are 185 km, and image data have an 8-bit radiometric 

resolution. Both images were georeferenced to the Universal Transverse Mercator projection 

(Zone 18) using first-order mapping polynomials and nearest-neighbour resampling. Pixel 

spacing is 30 m for both images. 

n i e  two Radarsat images were acquired on July 23, 1998 (west; scene id: MO 168069) 

and July 30, 1998 (east; scene id: MO l68684), and provide coverage of the central portion 

of Cape Smith Belt as well as regions north to Hudson Strait (Figure 4.20); both Radarsat 

images were acquired using the S7 beam mode ricidence angles = 44.9" to 49.4" (Luscombe 

er al., 199311 fiom an ascending orbit. Images are 100 x 100 km in dimension, and have a 16- 



Figure 4.19 TM images for central Cape Smith Belt and surroundhg areas 
(compare with Figure 4.1 2). Colour composite uses channels 543 :RGB. 



Figure 4.20 Radarsat images for central Cape Smith Belt and areas to the north (compare with Figure 4.12). 
The beam mode used for each image was $7. 
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bit dynarnic range. The images were georeferenced to the Universal Transverse Mercator 

projection (Zone 18) using first-order mapping polynornials and nearest-neighbour 

resamphg. Resolution of the images is 19.1 x 27 m (range x azimuth), and pixel spacing is 

12.5 m. Analyses that used and evaluated the TM and Radarsat data are documented in 

Chapters 5 to 8. 

4.4 Chanter Summary 

Two study areas were used in this research: 1) eastem Melville Island, Nunavut, and 

2) central Cape Smith Belt, northern Québec. The geology of eastem Melville Island consists 

mainly of sedimentary lithologies, including sandstones, shales, mudstones, carbonates, and 

evaporites. Exposed materials are mostly infill of a Devonian foredeep (south) and the 

Sverdrup Basin (north). The Melville Island Field Area, used in the evaluation of satellite 

imagery and classification algorithms (Chapters 5 to 8), is about 20 x 20 km in dimension and 

is located in the vicinity of the West Arm of Weatherall Bay. Exposed lithologies in the field 

area, mainly in the form of weathered and fiost-shattered felsenmeer, include clastics, 

carbonates, and a gabbro intrusion. Vegetation cover is sparse, and consists mainly of 

Sm~fiaga oppositfolia barrens. A total of 83 field sites were examined and sampled in the 

field area during a 24-day period in July, 1998. Melville Island satellite images available for 

this research include two Landsat TM images, two Radarsat S7 images, and one set of 

KONO S panc hromatic and rnultispectral images. 

The Cape Smith Belt is an Early Proterozoic greenstone belt that forms a portion of 

the Québec-Baffin segment of the Trans-Hudson Orogen. The geology of the central Cape 
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Smith Belt consists of a wide variety of metamorphosed sedimentary and igneous rocks, 

including tonalite, peridotite, gabbro, basal;, pyroxenite, and pelite. The Cape Smith Belt 

Field Area, used in the evaluation of satellite imagery and classification algorithms (Chapters 

5 to 81, is about 30 x 20 km in dimension and is Iocated in the vicinity of southem Lac Watts. 

Exposed lithologies include metamorphosed petite, basalt, gabbro, pendotite, and tonalite. 

The extent ofvegetation cover is variable in the field area; vegetation r n d y  consists of 

barrens communities, with the most common constituents ùicluding Cassiope tePagona 

(heather), mosses (predorninantly Rhacomifrium lamrgiiosum), grasses, and lichens. A total 

of 53 field sites were exarnined and sampled in the field area d u ~ g  a 13-day period in 

August, 1999. Cape Smith Belt satellite images available for this research include two 

Landsat TM images, and two Radarsat S7 images. 
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5 EVALUATION OF THREE CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS FOR 

LITHOLOGICAL D1SCRIMI;NATTON 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter documents the generation of the training and test databases for the 

Melville Island and Cape Smith Belt study areas, and the use of these databases in the 

evaluation of three supe~sed-classification algorithrns: 1) maximum iikelihood; 2) evidential 

reasoning; and 3) a backpropagation feedforward neural network (these three dgorithms are 

describeci in Sections 3.2, 3 -3, and 3.4, respectively). As noted in Chapter 3, the maximum 

likelihood classifier is the most commnly used classification algorithm (Richards, 1 993), but 

has limitations related to its use of Gaussian normal models to parameterize training data. 

The evidential reasonùig classifier, in cornparison, is capable of modelling training data using 

more complex models. The neural network algorithm is unique in that it does not explicitly 

define trainingdata models, and thus is not constrained in the same manner as the other two 

algorithms. The ability of a classification aigorithm to deal with surface-cover classes whose 

spectral characteristics are complex (e.g., due to spatial variations in vegetation cover or rock 

weathering characteristics) c m  be an important factor in the successful use of classification 

algorithms for lithological discrimination, since an inability in this regard has the potential to 

result in poor classification results, or may at least necessitate the subdivision of recognized 

lithological classes into spectral sub-classes pnor to image classification (Section 3 -2). 

Landsat TM images were used in the evaluation of classification algorithms because 

TM images, which have been widely used by the remote sensing cornmunity for over 15 years 
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as a basis for land-cover classincations, have supenor spectral characteristics compared to 

almost al1 other types of imagery generated fiom Earth orbit (Section 2.4.1). The general 

hdings given in this chapter should be valid for class~cations involving other image types. 

The work presented in this chapter focussed on several key questions: 1) how do the 

three algonthms compare to each other with regard to overaii classification results?; 2) how 

do the three algorithms compare with regard to their utility in the discrimination of particular 

lithological classes?; and 3) how do the aigorithms compare in terrns of ease of use and 

practicality? This research builds on previous work (e-g., Peddle, 1 995; Leverington and 

Dumay, 1996a; Benediktsson et al., 1997a; Tian et al., 1999) by evaluating the algorithm 

using six different training and test databases for each of two study areas, by examining the 

utility of consensus-based neural-network classifications versus individual neural-network 

cIassifications, by investigating potential weaknesses of the evidential reasoning algorithm, 

and by evaluating the classification algonthms from a geological perspective. 

5.2 Methodolqgy 

Evaluation of the classification algonthms ùivolved three main steps: 1) construction 

of training and test databases for the Melville Island and Cape Smith Belt field areas; 2) 

execution of al1 classifications using the training and test databases; and 3) evaluation of 

classification results. Classification results were evaluated in the following ways: 1) by 

comparing overall percentages of test pixels that were correctly classified; 2) by comparing 

overall Kappa values [see Section 2-54]; 3) by comparing the nature of typical errors of 

omission and commission for individual lithological classes; and 4) by comparing qualitative 
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evaluations of classifieci images. Additional descriptions and analyses of evidential reasoning 

and consensus neural network results were also performed, 

S. 2.1 Construction of Training and Test Datbase~ 

The geological maps of Harrison (1995) and St-Onge and Lucas (1989) are veiy 

usefid sources of idormation regardmg the surficial distribution of lithologies at the Melville 

Island and Cape Smith Belt field areas, respectively. However, these maps do not provide 

suflicient idormation to be used as the sole foundation for the selection of training- and test- 

pixel locations. For example, these maps do not provide high-resolution information on the 

nature of vegetation cover, the distribution of specific Lithologies, or the presence of distinct 

spectral sub-classes. As a result, the selection of training- and test-pixel locations used in the 

evaluation of the classification algorithrns was based primarily on information gained through 

in situ reconnaissance and sampling of the Melville Island and Cape Smith Belt field areas (see 

Sections 4.2.7.2 and 4.3 -8.2, respectively). 

5.2- 1.1 Melville Island Training and Test Database 

The 83 Melville Island field sites (Section 4.2.7-2) were used as a guide to select a 

total of 851 pixel locations for use as training- and test-pixel locations for 14 different 

surface-cover classes (Table 5.1). Individual field sites were represented by as few as 1 pixel 

and as many as 25 pixels. The following sites were not directly used in the construction of 

the field databases, mainly because of limitations related to site size or heterogeneity: Sites 

6, 12, 24, 26, 28, 36, 38,43, 50, 5 1, 63, 64, 56, and 68 (Section 4.2.7.2). 
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Supplernental pixel locations (i-e., pixel locations correspondhg to field locations 

which were observed in situ but were not sampled or docurnented in the more detailed 

manner used at the main field sites) were used to help define the fouowing surface-cover 

classes: 1) Canyon Fiord Formation [pink]; 2) Canyon Fiord Formation Cyellow], 3) gabbro, 

4) Assistance Formation mudstone, 5) green vegetation, 6) snow cover, and 7) water (Table 

5.2). Even with the use of supplemental field sites, several classes are represented by a 

relatively small number of pixels Ce-g., the Canyon Fiord Formation (yeilow) class; Table 5-11. 

Most of these classes are areally restncted in the field area. Given the potential for significant 

lithological or surface-cover changes in relatively short distances, it was deemed preferable 

to restnct al1 training and test data to pixel locations associated with sites visited and 

described NI situ (the addition of pixel locations whose lithological and surface-cover 

c haracteristics were not known fiom fia-hand kno wledge might have comprornised researc h 

results by increasing the possibility of error in the assignment of surface-cover classes to 

individual pixels). Although the combination of lithological classes for difTerent classification 

senes (see below) allowed individual classes to be represented by greater numbers of pixels, 

the number of pixels used in these experiments was not as high as is ideally preferred [e-g., 

Richards (1993, p.274) recommends that, assuming stratified random sampling is performed 

over an entire area of interest, test-pixel sarnple size for each class should be about 30 to 60 

pixels if a result is to be considered fùlly representative of the performance of the classifier; 

see also Swain (1978) and Mather (1987)l. 

In order to test the performance of the classification algorithms using classes with 

increasingly complex and diverse spectral characteristics, three additional series of surface- 



Table 5.1 Classes used as the basis for TM classifications of the Melville Island Field Ares- 
Field sites given in italics are supplementary sites. Site descriptions are given in Appendix A. 
Table is continued on the foliowing page. 

2. Canyon Fiord Fm 
(Yellow) I 

Number 
of Piels 
Total: 86 

Training: 56 

Class 

1- Canyon Fiord Fm 
(Red-Weathenng) 

Total: 20 
Training: 13 

Test 7 

Total: 20 
Training: 13 

Test: 7 

Field Sites 

9,10, I3b, 14, 
22,32,33,39, 

3. Canyon Fiord Fm 
(Pink) 

3 1.31-1, 3 1-2. 
31-3. 3 1 4  

Toial: 74 
Training: 48 

Test 26 

3. Tingmisut inlier 
Dofomite 

(Beverly hlet  Fm) 

1,2,3,4,5. 

5. Gabbro 

Summaty of 
Lithologka1 and Vegetaîïve Characteristics 

Red-weathering fine- to coarse-grained 
calcareous sandstone and congtomerate, and 
associated fines; comrnon vegetaûon: SamjÇagu 

L 
6.  Great Bear Cape Fm 

Limestone 

oppositfolia, Salk arctica, lic hens, locaiized 
black dgae- 

Yellowcoloured calcareous fines oflen m i d  

8: 8-1, 15,15-1, 
27,27-1, 
27-2. 

with hetcrolithic rounded clasts weathered fiom 

Total: 40 
Training: 26 

Test: 14 

16,17,18a, 18b, 
19,20, 21,23, 
30,75,76,77, 
78,79,80- 

pebble congfomerate; no vegetation cover. 

Pinkcoloured fines; typically no significant 
vegetation cover (scattered S a n i a g a  
opposit~Jiolia). 

Gray and yellowish-orange dolostone, 
sometimes covered with gray-orange fines that 
may be wind-blown Canyon Fiord sediments; 

Total: 135 
Training: 89 

Test: 46 

common vegetation: lichens. 

Dark gray gabbro sometimes found with gray- 
orange fines that may be wind-blown Canyon 
Fiord sediments; common vegeiation: lichens. 

Pale yellowish bro~vn impure limestone and 
minor calcareous sandstone: cornmon 
vegetation: Saxr3aga oppoktifolia, lichens, 

- - 

localized black aigae. 



Table 5.1 (continued). 

Uncemented, non-calcarmus, gray sandstone 
and conglomerate, and associated fines and 

7. Sabine Bay Fm 
Sandstone 

8. Assistance Fm 
Mudstone 

Sandstone 67,73a, 74- 

9. Degerbtils Fm 
Lirnestone 

29,34,35,41, 
42,49,52,53, 
55,57,58,59, 
60. 

37,40,10-1,#0- 
2,48,48-1,54- 

25,44,45,46, 
47. 

13. Snow Cover 1 S-1, S-2, S-3.27-4. 

Total: 90 
Training: 59 

1l.BjornFm 
Sandstone 

Total: 48 
Training: 3 1 

Tesr 17 

Test 31 

Total: 35 
Training: 23 

Test  12 

69,70,7 1,72. 

Total: 78 
Training: 5 1 

Test  27 

Total: 32 
Training: 2 1 

Test: I l  

heterolithic clasts; comrnon vegetation: 
Smpaga opposi'ri/ofia, lichens. 

Red- and brown-weathenng mudstone and 
associated fines; typically no significant 
veneiation cover (scattercd lichens)- 

Total: 41 
Training: 27 

Test: 14 

Total: 35 
Training: 23 

Test  12 

Gray and yellowish-gray limestone which in 
places rnainly consists of loose bioclasts; 
common vegetation: SpnJ?aga oppo~tz~ofia.  
lichens 

Yellowish-gray sandstone, and minor 
limestonc; common vegetation: S a r r w  
oppositfolia, lichens. 

Brown sandstone and conglornerate, and 
associated fines and heterolithic clasts; Fe- 
concretions present (?); typicaliy no signficant 
vegetation (scaitered Sari/aga opposï3folia 
and lichens). 

Dense rnoss and lichen cover typically 
characterized by a diverse range of vegetation 
varieties. 

White snow and ice; perennial snow cover is 
Spically distributed dong the steep sides of 
cuestas, 

14. Water W-1, GY-2, W-3. 
LW, W-5, W-6. 

Totalr l7 
Training: 77 

Ice-free fresh and salt water- 
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cover classes were generated from the 14 classes through the progressive combination of 

these classes (Figure 5.1). Thus, in total, four Melville Island classification series were 

evaluated, with each senes defined by a difEerent number of surface-cover classes: the B 

series is defined by the 14 classes given in Table 5.1, whiie the C. D. and E senes are defined 

by 10, 9, and 6 classes, respectively (Figure 5.1). Because the total number of training and 

test pixels did not change from series to senes, the number of pixels used to define individual 

classes generally increased fiom the B series to the E series (Table 5.2)- 

5.2.1 -2 Cape Smith Belt Training and Test Database 

The 53 Cape Smith Belt field sites (Section 4.3.8.2) were used as a guide to select a 

total of 686 pixel locations for use as training- and test-pixel locations for 7 different surface- 

cover classes (Table 5.3)- Individual field sites were represented by as few as 1 pixel and as 

many as 30 pixels. The following sites were not directly used in the construction of the field 

databases, mainly because of limitations related to site size or heterogeneity: Sites 7, 10, 12, 

27, 35, 40, 41, 43, 45, 47, 48 (Section 4.3.8.2). Supplemental pixel locations were used to 

heIp define the water class. 

5.2.2 Classification Methodoloq 

Classifications were perfonned for each of the four Melville Island series of surface- 

cover classes (Section 5.2- 1. l), and for the one Cape Smith Belt series of surface cover 

classes (Section 5.2-1.2). Because the results of image classifications are dependent to some 

extent on exactly which pixels are used for training and which are used for testing, six 





Table 5.2 Classes used in the four series (B, C, D, and E) of TM classifkations of the 
Melville Island Field Area. The three values given below each label refer to total number of 
training and test pixels, number of training pixels, and number of test pïxeis, respectively. 
Numbers preceding class labels refer to the class nurnbering system used in this research. 
Classes are cornbined fiorn lefi to right, in the same manner as that depicted in Figure 5.1. 

3. Canyon Fiord 2. Canyon Fiord 
(Pink) (Pink) 

20; 13; 7 202 13: 7 

B Series 

1. Canyon Fiord 
(Red-Weathering) 

86; 56; 30 

2. Canyon Fiord 
(Yellow) 
20; 13; 7 

C Serics 

1. Canyon Fiord 
(Red/Yellow) 
106; 69; 37 

8. Assistance Mudstone 
35; 23; 12 

7. Sabine Bay Sandstone 
90; 59; 3 1 

10. Trold Fiord 
Sandstone 
78: 51; 27 

9. Degerbols Limestone 
38; 31: 17 

7- Assistance Mudstone 
35; 23; 12 

6.  Sabine Bay and Trold 
Fiord and Bjom 

Sandstone 

200; 13 1; 69 

1 1. Bjom Sandstone 
33: 21; 11 

4. Tingmisut Inlier 
Dolomite 
74; 48; 26 

6. Great Bear Cape 
Limcstone 
135; 89; 46 

5. Gabbro 
40; 26; 14 

3. Tingrnisut Inlier 
Dolomite 
74; 48; 26 

5. Great Bear Cape and 
Degerbûls Lirnestone 

183: 120: 63 

12- Grecn Vegetation 
41; 37; 14 

13. Snow Cover 
35; 23; 12 

14. Water 
1 17; 77; 40 

4. Gabbro 
40; 26; 14 

8. Green Vegetation 
41; 27; 14 

9. Snow Cover 
35; 23; 12 

10. Water 
117;77;40 

1 - Canyon Fiord 
(Red/Yellow) 
106; 69; 37 

2- Canyon Fiord 
(Pink) 

20: 13; 7 

6. Assistance Mudstone 
35: 23; 12 

5. Sabine Bay and Trold 
Fiord and Bjom 

Sandstone 

200; 131;69 

- 

3. Gabbro 
40; 26; 14 

7. Green Vegetation 
41; 27; 14 

8. Snow Cover 
35; 23; 12 

9. Water 

3- ~ a b b r o  
40; 26; 14 

4. Green Vegetation 
41; 27; 14 

5. Snow Cover 
35; 23; 12 

6.  Water 

1 17; 77; 40 



Table 5.3 Classes used in TM classitications of the Cape Smith Belt Field Area- Field sites 
listed in italics are supplementary sites. Site details given in Appendix B. 

1. Pendotite I 
2. Pelite I 

3. Chukotat Group 

4. Watts Group Basalt 

5.  Tonalite 

6. Green Vegetation r 
7. Water r 

Fiekl Sites Number 
of Piels 

Total: 162 
Training: 106 

Test  56 

Total: 70 
Training: 46 

Test  24 

Total: 158 
Training; 104 

Testr 54 

Total: 1 12 
Training: 73 

Test  39 

Total: 36 
Training: 23 

Test: 13 

Total: 84 
Training: 55 

Test: 29 

Total: 64 
Training: 12 

Testr 22 

- - 

Summary of 
Litboiogïcal and Vcgetative Characteristics 

Red-, brown-, and tan-weathenng pendotite 
bedrock and boulders; common vegetaûonr 
lichens- 

Dark gray pelite bedrock; common vegetationr 
grass, moss (dominaniiy Rhacomibium 
lanugzhosunt), heather (Cassiope teaugona), 
lichens- 

Green- and tan-weathming basalt bed rock and 
boulders; common vegetation: lichen- 

Dark greenish-gray basalt and gabbro bouldets 
and bedrock; comrnon vegetation: moss 
(dominantly Rhacorniirium lanuginositni), 
heather (Cclsslope tefragona), gras, Salk spp., 
lichens. 

Gray tonalite boulders and bedrociq common 
vegetation: lichens. 

Dense vegetation cover, typically inciuding 
moss (dominantly Rhacornibium 
lanuginos=),  heaîher (Cassiope teb-agona), 
grass, Salir spp., lichens, and numerous other 
vegetation varieties. 
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different training and test databases were generated for the evaluation of each series, in order 

to more clearly discem trends in the classification results (this method helped reduce the 

impact of the use of a s m d  nurnber oftest pixels for certain classes). The number of training 

and test databases used in this research was limited by two main factors: 1) time constraints; 

and 2) recognition that classification trends are generally consistent between each of the six 

sets of classification results (see below), suggesting that there would be Little value in 

generating further results using additional training and test databases. 

Each of the six databases for the Melville Island B series was generated by dividing 

the 85 1 pixel locations (Section 5.2.1-1) uito 557 training pixels and 294 test pixels (the ratio 

of training pixels to test pixels using this scheme is roughly 29). Allocation of training and 

test pixels was performed by random sampling within the database of 851 pixel locations, 

stratified by class, using the prograrn R99-51 (programned by the author and discussed 

further in Appendix C) .  The training and test databases used in the C, D, and E Series were 

generated by combining the respective B series databases, as shown above in Figure 5 -  1 and 

Table 5.2. 

Each of the six databases for the Cape Smith Belt senes was generated by dividing the 

686 pixel locations (Section 5 -2.1 -2) into 449 training pixels and 23 7 test pixels (again, the 

ratio of training pixels to test pixels using this scheme is roughly 2: 1). As with the Melville 

Island database, pixel locations were divided into test and training pixels based on random 

sampling within the main pixel database, stratified by class. 

Thus, a total of 24 different sets of image classifications was generated in this research 

for the Melville Island Field Area (six different training and test datasets applied to each of 
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the four different groups of surface-cover classes discussed above), and a fùrther 6 sets of 

image classifications were generated for the Cape Smith Belt Field Area (six difTerent training 

and test datasets applied to the one group of surface-cover classes discussed above) (Figure 

5 -2). TM channels 3, 4, 5, and 7 were used in al1 ctassifications (see Section 2-4.1). 

For each set of classifications, the following were generated: 1) one maximum 

likelihood classification, 2) one evidential reasoning classification, 3) ten individuai neural 

network classifications, each based on a dflerent initial (randomly-generated) set of weights, 

and 4) one consensus neural network classification that used as input the results of the ten 

individuai neural network classifications. 

5 -2.2.1 Aigorithm Parameters 

A bin size of 5 1 was used in the interpolation and extrapolation of training data for 

the evidential reasoning algorithm. Al1 input sources received equal weighting in the 

evidentiai reasoning executions. 
s 

The neural network algorithm applied here is described in Section 3.4.6. Standard 

values for the leatning rate (0.1) and momentum (0.9) were used (Sections 3 -4.5.7 and 3 -4-6)- 

Aii input sources were weighted equally. Target d u e s  for cccorrect" and "incorrect" nodes 

were 0.9 and O. 1, respectively (Section 3 -4.6). Artificial noise Cjitter) was not applied durhg 

training (Sections 3.4.5.8 and 3 -4.6). Two intermediate (hidden) layers were used for al1 

executions, and were defined with as many nodes as the maximum of the number of nodes in 

the input and output layers; such a topology is consistent with common " d e s  of thumb" 

(Section 3.4.5.5) as well as the results of the topological tests discussed in Chapter 6. 



C a ~ e  Smith Belt 

Figure 5.2 Sets of classifications perfonned for the Melville lsland (B to E Series) and Cape Smith Belt (A Series) Field Areas. Six 
different trainindtesting datasets were used for each series. Each dot represents one evidential reasoning execution, one maximum 
likelihood execution, ten neural network executions, and one consensus execution (which used the ten neural network results as 
input). 
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The training of a neural network is normaiIy haited when either: 1) an acceptable level 

of error has been reached; or 2) a specifk number of iterations have passed (Section 3.4.5). 

The use of either of these options for teRninating training is valid, and there is no specïfic rule 

on when to use one or the other method (e-g., Bishop, 1995a; Reed and Marks, 1999). For 

the neural network classifications presented in this chapter, neural network training was halted 

when an "acceptable" level of error was reached. The target tss error values (Le., the 

acceptable levels of error) used for the B, C, D, E, and A series of tests were 80, 70, 65, 65, 

and 3 5, respectively (corresponding to average errors per node of O. 10 to 0.14, fiom the B 

to the E Series, and an average error per node per iteration of O. 11 for the A Senes). These 

values were selected based on visual analyses of learning curves produced by running several 

training executions for about 10 000 iterations; target vaiues were chosen to correspond to 

the approximate location in the leaniing curve where learning has essentially levelied out 

(note: initiaily, this simple method was used only for the B and A Series; an attempt was made 

to calculate target vaiues for the C to E Series by assurning that tss error per node per 

iteratim of the B Series would remain approximately constant; this did not prove to be a valid 

assumption, since it produced target values that were generally too low for the network to 

converge on a solution; thus, selection of target values for al1 Series was based on the 

empirical visual method given above, instead). The number of iterations taken to reach the 

target tss error values typically ranged between about 2000 and 8000. 

An equaily valid manner for determining the conditions for the halt of training would 

have been to specm a maximum number of iterations. This option was used for the 

investigations discussed in Chapter 6, for reasons noted in Sections 6.2.1.2 and 6.3.1.2. 
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5.3 Results 

Evaluations of classifier performance are given below in Section 5.3.1 (Melville Island 

Field Area) and Section 5.3.2 (Cape Smith Belt Field Area). Note that visual cornparisons 

between geological maps and classified images in these sections should be made prImady 

with regard to the portions ofthe field areas that are properly represented in the training and 

test databases (Figures 4.6 and 4.15). The materials of peripheral areas, if not properly 

represented in the training and test databases, of course should not be considered in the 

evaluation ofthe classifieci images (e-g., the pyroxenite class is not present in the areas visited 

in the Cape Smith Belt Field Area; because the classifiers were therefore not trained for this 

particular class, peripheral areas where this class is exposed could not possibly have been 

labelled correctly). 

5.3 .1  Melville Island Field Area 

Melde Island classification results are given below, expressed as percentages of test 

pixels correctly labelled (Table 5.4) and as Kappa coefficients (Table 5.5).  As can be seen 

6om Tables 5.4 and 5.5, the consensus neural network is consistently associated with higher 

general percentage and Kappa values, compared to the maximum likelihood and evidential 

reasoning classifier. The evidential reasoning classifier is consistently associated with the 

lowest general percentage and Kappa values. The performance of the evidential reasoning, 

maximum Iikeiihood, and neural network classifiers is discussed in Sections 5 -3.1-1, 5.3.1 -2, 

and 5.3.1.3, respectively. The rankhg system used in these sections in the description of 

overall errors of omission and commission is given in Table 5.6. 



Table 5.4 Summary of Melville Island classification results. Values are expressed as 
proportions of test pixels classified correctly, and may be converted to percentages by 
multiplying by 100%. Classification algorithms are IabeUed as foliows: NN-B (best neural 
network result of 10 neural network jobs), NN-M (majority-vote consensus neural network 
result), ML (maximum iïkelihood result), ER (evidential reasoning result). 

Series Algor. Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 Avg. 

B NN-B 0,7755 0.7755 0.8027 0.7857 0-7721 0.7789 0,7817 

NN-M 0.7857 0.7891 0.7891 0.7789 0-7687 0-7789 0.7817 

ML, 0.7653 0.7347 0.7313 0.7211 0.7415 0,7585 0.7421 

ER 0.5442 0.5272 0.5340 0.5408 0,5272 0,5442 0.5363 

C NN-B 0-8197 0.8197 0.8265 0-8537 0.8163 0.8163 0.8254 

NN-M 0-8129 0.8163 0.8197 0.8401 0.7959 0.8197 0-8174 

ML 0.8095 0.7619 0,7755 0.7653 0,7517 0.7585 0-7704 

ER 0.4694 0.4660 0-4728 0,4694 0.4592 0-4456 0.4637 

D NN-B 0.8571 0.8469 0.8367 0.8503 0.8299 0.8265 0.8412 

NN-M 0.8571 0-8537 0.8435 0,8639 0-8197 0.8299 0.8446 

ML 0-823 1 0-7653 0.7755 0,7891 0.7687 0.7517 0,7789 

ER 0.4592 0-4524 0.4490 0,4456 0.4626 0.4320 0,4501 

E NN-B 0.8503 0.8639 0.8469 0.8707 0-8605 0,8435 0.8560 

NN-M 0.8469 0.8537 0.8571 0.8741 0.8707 0.8299 0.8554 

ML 0.7891 0.7823 0.7857 0.7789 0.7755 0.7721 0.7806 

ER 0.6020 0.6190 0.6531 0.6190 0.6327 0.6190 0-6241 



Table 5.5 Sumrnary of Meidle Island classification results, expressed as Kappa coefficients. 
The Kappa (TGbU") statistic measures the percentage of test pixels correctly labelled, 
beyond that which is to be expected based on chance alone (see Section 2.5.4 for details). 
Values in this table are expressed as proportions, and may be converted to percentages by 
multiplying by 100%- Classification algorithm are labelled as follows: W B  @est neural 
network result of 10 neural network jobs), NN-M (majority-vote consensus neural network 
result), ML (maximum likelihood result), ER (evidentiai reasoning result). 

Senes Mgor. Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 Avg. 

B NN-B 0.7506 0-7522 0.7810 0.7620 0-7475 0-7550 0.7581 

NN-M 0-7624 0.7668 0-7661 0.7552 0,7440 0,7559 0.7584 

ML 0.7411 0.7087 0.7037 0.6933 0.7157 0,7344 0.7162 

ER 0.5031 0.4833 0.4908 0.4995 0.4835 0.5038 0.4940 

C NN-B 0.7877 0-7876 0.7964 0,8262 0,7830 0.7854 0.7944 

NN-M 0,7806 0.7842 0.7881 0-8110 0.7619 0.7890 0.7858 

ML 0.7770 0.7229 0-7365 0.7261 0.7101 0-7197 0-7321 

ER 0-41 1 1  0.4075 0.4139 0.5306 0.4017 0.3893 0.4257 

D NN-B 0.8215 0.81 13 0.7984 0.8146 0-7895 0-7874 0.8038 

NN-M 0.8230 0.8197 0.8051 0.8321 0.7773 0-7913 0.8081 

ML 0-7804 0.7134 0-7238 0.7415 0.7155 0.6964 0.7285 

ER 0,3983 0.3938 0.3918 0.3832 0.4042 0.3732 0.3908 

E NN-B 0.7921 0.8061 0.7854 0.8165 0.8024 0-7784 0.7968 

M?IT-M 0.7851 0.7940 0.7996 0.8214 0.8173 0.7592 0.7961 

ML 0.7076 0.6985 0.7006 0.6899 0.6894 0,6828 0.6948 

ER 0.4686 0.4903 0.5370 0.4833 0.5056 0-4902 0-4958 



Table 5.6 Ranking system used to  categorize classes in terms of the ability of the aigorithm 
and TM imagery to discriminate them (i-e., ranks are based on success in class identification 
and separation fiom other classes). Errors are averaged for both errors of omission and 
commission, over al1 6 sets of results. 

Discrimination Ranking 

"Escellent" 

"Vt3-y G d  

"Goo~" 

"'Fair" 

  POO^" 

"Very Poor" 

Average 01 Ermrs of Commission and Omission 

(5% 

5-10% 

10-15% 

1520% 

20-30% 

>30% 
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5.3.1.1 Evidential Reasoning 

The average proportions of test pixels correctly labelled by the evidentiai reasoning 

algorithm for the B, C, D, and E series are 54%, 46%, 45%, and 62%, respectively (Table 

5.4). Average Kappa values for these four series are 49%- 43%, 39%, and 50%, respectively 

(Table 5.5). The evidential reasoning values given in Tables 5.4 and 5 -5 are 20 to 3 0% less 

than the corresponding values of the other two classifiers, and are indicative of a failure of the 

algorithm to produce a usefùl database of surface lithologies or surface cover. 

Errors of omission and commission for al1 24 evidential reasoning executions for the 

Melville Island Field Area are given in Table 5.7, wMe generalizations of the evidential 

reasoning results, by dass, are given in Tables 5.8 to 5.1 1 ; these generalizations are based on 

the confusion matrices that describe all evidentiai reasoning results for the Melville Island 

Field Area. As can be seen f?om these tables, errors are very high for al1 but the water and 

ice classes. Some classes are not even represented in the classification results of the test sites 

[e.g., the Sabine Bay sandstone dass was not used as a classification label for any test sites 

used in the B Series; similarly, the Canyon Fiord (yeilow) as well as the Sabine Bay and Bjorn 

and Trold Fiord sandstone class are not included in results in some of the B and C Series 

ciassifications] . 

The images produced by the evidential reasoning aigorithm have very little value as 

geological or land-cover databases (Figures 5.3 to 5.6; compare with the corresponding map 

of bedrock geology, Figure 4.4) (note: as with al1 classified images presented in this chapter, 

the Weatherall Bay and Sherard Bay waters have been masked, so that only land classes are 

shown). A discussion of the failure of the evidential reasoning algorithm is given separately 





Table 5.8 Summary of ability of evidentiai reasoning and TM imagery combination to 
discruninate the surface-cover classes in the Melville Island Field Area (B Series). 

1 Class 1 Discrimination 

1 - Canyon Fiord I Very Poor 
(Red- Weatherïng) 

2. Canyon Fiord 
(Yellow) I Very Poor 

3.  Canyon Fiord I Very Poor 
(Pink) 

4. Tingmisut Inlier Very Poor 
Dolomite 

5. Gabbro Very Poor 

6. Great Bear Cape Vexy Poor 
Limestone 

7. Sabine Bay Sandstone l Vexy Poor 

8. Assistance Mudstone Very Poor 

9. Degerbds Limestone Very Poor 

10, Trold Fiord Very Poor 

1 1. Bjorn Sandstone Very Poor 

12. Green Vegetation 

13. Snow Cover 

14. Water Excellent 

- - 

TypicaUy Confused Classes 

Great Bear Cape Limestone, Sabine Bay Sandstone, 
Trold Fiord Sandstone, Assistance Mudstone, 

Canyon Fiord (Yellow), Gabbro 

Canyon Fiord (Red-Weathe~g), Degerbols Limestone 

Tingmïsut M e r  Dolomite, Sabine Bay Sandstone, Bjom 
SaadStone 

Canyon Fiord (Pink Weathering), Degerbols Limestone, 
Gabbro, Great Bear Cape Limestone 

-- -- -- - --- 

Trold Fiord Sandstone, Tingmisut Inlier Dolomite, 
Green Vegetation, Canyon Fiord (Red-Weathering), 

Assistance Mudstone 

Canyon Fiord (Red-Weathering)? Trold Fiord Sandstone, 
Degerbols Limestone, Sabine Bay Sandstone, 

Tingmisut inlier Dolomite 

Canyon Fiord (Red- Weathering), Canyon Fiord (Pink), 
Great Bear Cape Limestone, Degerbols Limestone 

Canyon Fiord (Red-Weatherïng), Gabbro, Trold Fiord 
Sandstone 

- 

Canyon Fiord (Yeliow), Tingmisut Inlier Dolomite, Great 
Bear Cape Limestone, Sabine Bay Sandstone, Bjorn 

Sandstone 

Canyon Fiord (Red-Weathering), Gabbro, Great Bear 
Cape Lhestone, Assistance Mudstone 

Degerbois Limestone, Canyon Fiord (Pink), Great Bear 
Cape Lirnestone 

Gabbro 



Table 5.9 Summary of ab'ility of evidential reasoning and TM irnagery combo to discriminate 
the surface-cover classes in the Melville Island ~ i e l d  Area (C Series). 

2- Canyon Fiord 
Pi*) 

Class 

1. Canyon Fiord 
@ed/YeIlow) 

1 3.  Tingminit Inlier 1 Very Poor 1 Canyon Fiord (Reci/Yellow), Canyon Fiord (Pink)). Great 

Discrimination 

Very Poor 

Very Poor 

TypicaNy Confused Classes 

Great Bear Cape and Degerbds Limestone, Sabine Bay 
and Bjorn and Trold Fiord Sandstone, Gabbro, Tingmisut 

iniier DoIomite, Canyon Fiord (Pink), Assistance 
Formation 

Canyon Fiord (Red/YeUow), Tingmisut M e r  Dolomite, 
Great Bear Cape and Degerbsls Limestone, Sabine Bay 

and Bjom and Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Dolomite 

4- Gabbro 

5. Great Bear Cape and 
Degerbds Lirnestone 

Very Poor 

6. Sabine Bay and 
Bjorn and Trold 
Fiord Sandstone. 

( 8. Green Vegetation 1 Fair 1 Gabbro 

Bear Cape and Degerbols Limestone, Gabbro 

Canyon Fiord (RedNeiiow), Green Vegetation, 
Tingmisut Inlier Dolomite, Sabine Bay and Bjom and 

Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Very Pwr 

7. Assistance Mudstone 

1 9. Snow Cover 1 Excellent 1 None 

Canyon Fiord (Red-Weathe~g), Canyon Fiord (Pink 
Weatherïng), Thgrnisut Inlier Dolomite, Sabine Bay and 

Bjom and Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Very Poor 

1 IO. Water 1 Escellent r None 

Canyon Fiord (RecüYellow), Canyon Fiord (Pink), 
Gabbro, Great Bear Cape and Degerbols Limestone, 

Assistance Mudstone 

Very Poor Sabine Bay and Bjom and Trold Fiord Sandstone, Canyon 
Fiord Sandstone (Red- Weathering) 



Table 5.10 Summary of abiiity of evidential reasoning and TM imagery combo to 
discriminate the surface-cover classes in the Melville Island Field Area (D Series). 

Class 

1 - Canyon Fiord 
(Red/Yellow) 

2. C q o n  Fiord 
(Pink) 

3. Gabbro 

5. Sabine Bay and 
Bjorn and Trold 
Fiord Sandstone. 

1 6. Assistance Mudstone 

1 7. Green Vegetation 

8. Snow Cover 

I 9. Water 

Discrimination 

Very Poor 

Vexy Poor 

Very Poor 

V q  Poor 

Vexy Poor 

Very Poor 

Fair 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Typicaiiy Confused Classes 

Carbonates, Sabine Bay and Bjom and Trold Fiord 
Sandstone, Canyon Fiord (Puik), Gabbro 

Carbonates, Sabine Bay and Bjom and Trold Fiord 
Sandstone, Canyon Fiord (Red-Weathering) 

Green Vegetation, Carbonates, Sabine Bay and Bjorn and 
Trold Fiord Sandstone, Assistance Mudstone, Canyon 

Fiord (Red-Weathering) 

Canyon Fiord (Red-Weatherïng), Canyon Fiord (Yeiiow), 
Gabbro, Sabine Bay and Bjom and Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Canyon Fiord (Red-Weathering), Canyon Fiord (Pink), 
Gabbro, Carbonates, Assistance Mudstone 

Gabbro, Sabine Bay and Bjom and Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Gabbro 

None 

None 

Table 5.11 Surnmary of ability of evidential reasoning and TM imagery combo to 
discriminate the surface-cover classes in the Melville Island Field Area (E Senes)- 

2. Carbonates 1 verypoor 1 Clastics, Gabbro, Snow Cover 

Class 

1. CIastics 

4. Green Vegetation 1 Fair 1 Gabbro 1 

Discrimination 

Very Poor 

3. Gabbro 

1 5.Snow~over  / Poor 1 Clastics, Carbonates 1 

Typically Confused Classes 

Carbonates, Gabbro, Snow Cover 

- 

6. Water 

Very Poor 

Excellent 1 

Clastics, Carbonates, Green Vegetation 



Figure 5.3 Classified image of the Melville Island Field Area, produced by the evidential 
reasoning algorithm (B Series, Execution #6). Compare with the map of bedrock geology 
(Figure 4.4) for areas represented in the training and test database (Figure 4.6). 





Figure 5.5 Classified image of the Melville Island Field Area, produced by the evidential 
reasoning algorithm (D Series, Execution #2). Compare with the map of bedrock geology 
(Figure 4.4) for areas represented in the training and test database (Figure 4.6). 



Figure 5.6 Classified image of the Melville Island Field Area, produced by the evidential 
reasoning algorithm (E Series, Execution #6). Compare with the map ofbedrock geology (Figure 
4.4) for areas represented in the training and test database (Figure 4.6). 



in Section 5.4. 

5.3.2 -2 Maximum Likelihood 

Classification results obtained using the maximum likelihood classifier are much 

stronger than those of the evidential reasoning classifier. The average general percentages 

of test pixels correctly labeUed for the B, C, D, and E senes are 74Y0, 77%, 7896, and 78%, 

respectively (Table 5.4)- Average Kappa values for these series are 72%, 73%, 73%, and 

69%, indicating that when expected results due to chance are taken into account, 

classification results produced by the maximum likelihood algorithm do not improve fiom 

Senes B to E (Table 5 -5). 

Although the maximum likelihood values given in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 are 20 to 30% 

higher than those of the evidential reasoning algorithm, they are consistently 3 to 10% less 

than the corresponding values of the consensus neural network algorithm. A more detailed 

cornparison between the results of the maximum likelihood and consensus neural network 

algonthms is given in Section 5 -3.1 -3. 

The total errors of omission and commission for ail maximum likeiihood classifications 

of the MelvilIe Island Field Area are given in Table 5-12. A summary of these errors with 

specific reference to the classes most confused is given in Tables 5.13 to 5.16; these tables 

are based on confiision matrices generated for each maximum likelihood execution. From 

these data, it can be seen that the best discriminated geological classes in the B Senes of tests 

were Canyon Fiord (red-weathering), Canyon Fiord (pink), gabbro, Assistance mudstone, and 

Bjom sandstone (Table 5.13). Classes relatively well discriminated in the C and D Series 





Table 5.13 Summary o f  ability of maximum likelihood and TM imagery combination to 
discriminate the surface-cover classes in the Melville Island Field Area (B Series). 

I Class 

1 - Canyon Fiord 
(Red-Weatherïng) 

2. Canyon Fiord 
(Yeliow) 

3. Canyon Fiord 
(Pink) 

l 4. Tingmisut inlier 
Dolomite 

5. Gabbro 

6. Great Bear Cape 
Limes tone 

7. Sabine Bay Sandstone 

8. Assistance Mudstone u 
10. Trold Fiord 

Sandstone 

1 1. Bjorn Sandstone 

12. Green Vegeration 

13. Snow Cover 

14. Water 

Veq Poor 1 

Discrimination 

Good 

Tingmisut Inlier Dolomite 

TypkaUy Confused Classes 

Gabbro 

Very Poor 

Fair 

Veq Poor Tingmisut Inlier, Great Bear Cape Limestone, Sabine Bay 
Sandstone, 

Canyon Fiord (Yeilow), Degerbols Limestone, Sabine 
Bay Sandstone, Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Canyon Fiord (Red-Weatheriag) 

Very Poor 

Very Poor 

Good 

Very Poor 

G d  1 Great Bear Cape Limestone, Sabine Bay Sandstone 

Trold Fiord Sandstone, Sabine Bay Sandstone, Degerbds 
Limestone 

Trold Fiord Sandstone, Tingmïsut M e r  Dolomite, 
Degerbiils LMestone, Great Bear Cape Limestone 

Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Tingmisut iniier Dolomite, Great Bear Cape Limestone, 
Sabine Bay Sandstone 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

None 

None 

None 



Table 5.14 Summary of abiiity of maximum likelihood and TM imagery combo to 
discriminate the surface-cover classes in the Melville Island Field Area (C Series). 

I class 

I . Canyon Fiord 
(RecUYellow) 

2. Canyon Fiord 

1 4. Gabbro 

5. Great Bear Cape and 
Degerbols Limestone 

6. Sabine Bay and 
Bjom and Trold 
Fiord Sandstone. 

1 7. Assistance Mudstone 

1 8. Green Vegetation 

1 9. Snow Cover 

I 10. Water 

Discrimination 1 Typicdy Confused Classes 1 
Fair Tingmisut Inlier Dolomite, Sabine Bay and Bjorn and 

Trold Fiord Sandstone, Gabbro, Great Bear Cape 
Limestone 

Escelient 1 None 1 

Fair 1 Canyon Fiord (RedlYeliow) 1 

Very Poor 

Poor 

Great Bear Cape and Degerbsls Lirnestone, Sabine Bay 
and Bjom and Trold Fiord Sandstone, Canyon Fiord 

(RedNeliow) 

I Canyon Fiord (Red/Yeiiow), Tingmisut Mier Dolomite, 
Sabine Bay and Bjorn and TroId Fiord Sandstone 1 

Very Poor 

Fair 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Canyon Fiord (Red/Yello\v), Tingmisut Inlier Dolomite, 
Great Bear Cape and Degerbols Lirnestone, Assistance 

Mudstone 

Sabine Bay and Bjorn and Trold Fiord Sandstone 

None 

None 

None 
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Table 5.15 Summary of ability of maximum iikelihood and TM ïmagery combo to 
discriminate the surface-cover classes in the Melville Island Field Area (D Series)- 

Class 
-- 

1. Canyon Fiord 
(RedNellow) 

2. Canyon Fiord 
(Pink) 

3. Gabbro 

4.Carbonates 

- -- 

5. Sabine Bay and 
Bjom and TroId 
Fiord Sandstone 

6. Assistance Mudstone 

7. Green Vegetation 
- 

8. Snow Cover 
- - 

9. Water 

Discrimination 

Fair 

Excellent 

Fair 

Poor 

Vexy Poor 

Poor 

Excellent 

Excellent 

TypicaiIy Confused Classes 

Carbonates, Sabine Bay and Bjorn and Trold Fiord 
Sandstone, Gabbro 

Canyon Fiord (RediYellow), Carbonates 

Canyon Fiord (RecVYeiiow), Sabine Bay and Bjorn and 
Troid Fiord Sandstone, Gabbro 

Carbonates, Canyon Fiord (RedNeiiow), Assistance 
Mudstone 

- - -- 

Sabine Bay and Bjom and Trold Fiord Sandstone 

None 

None 

None 

Table 5.16 Summary of ability of maximum likelihood and TM imagery combo to 
discriminate the surface-cover classes in the Melville Island Field Area (E Senes). 

Class 

1. Clastics 

2. Carbonates 

3 - Gabbro 

4. Green Vegetation 

5. Snow Cover 

6. Water 

Discrimination 

Poor 

Poor 

Poor 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Typically Confused Classes 

Carbonates, Gabbro 

Clastics, Gabbro 

Clastics, Carbonates 

None 

None 

None 
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were Canyon Fiord (red/yellow), Canyon Fiord (pink), gabbro, and Assistance mudstone 

(Tables 5.14 and 5.15). None of the geologicai classes were weli discriminated in the E 

S enes using the maximum iikelihood algorithm (Table 5.16)- Particularly poorly 

discriminated lithologies in the B Senes included Canyon Fiord bellow), Tingmisut Mier 

dolomite, Great Bear Cape limestone, Sabine Bay sandstone, Degerbols limestone, and Trold 

Fiord sandstone (Table 5.13). When these classes were combined with other classes in the 

C, D, and E Series, the associated results generaiiy remained poor (Tables 5.14, 5 -  15, and 

5-10). 

As can be seen in Figures 5.7 to 5 -  10 (selected B to E Senes results), the images 

produced by the maximum likelihood algorithm have value as geological and land-cover 

databases, at least with regard to the better discrirninated classes noted above (compare these 

results with the corresponding map of bedrock geology, given in Figure 4.4). More detailed 

evahation of the classified images is given in Section 5 -3.1 -4. 

5.3.1 -3 Neural Network 

Classification results obtained using the consensus neural network classifier are the 

strongest of the three classifiers examined here- The average general percentages of test 

pixels correctly labelled for the B, C, Dy and E series are 78%, 82%, 84%, and 86%, 

respectively (Table 5.4). Average Kappa values for the sarne senes are 76%, 79%, 8 1%, and 

80% (Table 5.5). For each of the 24 comparisons between consensus neural network jobs 

and their corresponding maximum likelihood jobs, the neural network produced sirnilar or 

supenor results (strictly speaking, al1 consensus neural network percentages are slightly to 
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Figure 5.7 Classified image of the Melville Island Field Ares, produced by the maximum 
likelihood algorithm (B Series, Execution #6). Compare with the map of bedrock geology 
(Figure 4.4) for areas represented in the training and test database (Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 5.9 Classified image of the Melville Island Field Area, produced by the maximum 
likelihood algorithm (D Series, Execution #2). Compare with the map of geology (Figure 4.4) 
for areas represented in the training and test database (Figure 4.6). 



Figure 5.10 Classified image of the Melville Island Field Area, produced by the maximum 
likelihood algorithm (E Series, Execution #6). Compare with the map of geology (Figure 4.4) 
for areas represented in the training and test database (Figure 4.6). 
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significantly higher than those ofthe mazcimum likelihooci algorithm). The diierence between 

each consensus neural network result and its corresponding maximum lielihood result 

increases fiom an average of 4% for the B series to an average of 7% for the E series (Table 

5.17). The differences are even greater for the average Kappa results, for which differences 

of up to 10% occurred (Table 5.18). The trend of increasing dmerences between the 

pe~onnance of the neural network md the maximum likelihood classifiers in the B to E Series 

is believed to be the result of the increasingly variable and complex nature of the eequency 

histograms descnbing the training data of the lithological classes, fiom series B to E (for 

exarnple, in the B Senes, several geological classes are spectrally distinct; as these and other 

classes are combined in the C, D, and E Series, the spectral nature of the resulting classes 

necessaxiIy becomes much more compiicated - see Figure 5.1 1). This trend in results is 

interesting in that it shows that the consensus neural network classïfAîer cm consistently 

produce results that are better than those of the maximum likelihood classifier, and that the 

difference between the results increases with the complexity of training-data frequency 

distributions. 

AIthough the results of individual neural network executions vary considerably (Figure 

5.1 S), the consensus neural network results given in Table 5 -4 are typicaily within about 1 % 

of the result of the best individual neural network job for a given training and test data set 

(standard deviations of the ciifferences between these values for the B, C, D, and E series are 

0.9%, 0.8%, 0.7%, and 0.9%, respectively). The strong similarity between the best individual 

results and the corresponding consensus results is of interest, since one of the most serious 

practical limitations of the application of neural networks for classification purposes is the 



Table 5.17 Differences between the proportions of test pixels correctly classined for the 
consensus neural network and the corresponding maximum likelihood executions: Melville 
Island Field Area. 

Series Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 Avg - 

Table 5.18 Differences between Kappa values for the consensus neurd network and the 
corresponding maximum likelihood executions: Melville Island Field Area. 

Series Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 Avg. 
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Figure 5.11 The complexity of class histograms increases fiom the B Senes to the E 
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considerable amount ofvariation in results that typically occun fiom execution to execution 

(as a result of the random initialization of network weights that takes place pnor to network 

training). This iimitation nonnally necessitates the generation and evaluation of multiple 

neural network results, in order for the user to be able to pick the best result from ail results 

available. By utilizing a neural network algorithm that automatically mns 10 separate 

executions and generates a consensus database fiom the results of these executions, the user 

can generate the best possible results without having to evaluate the results of each neural 

network execution- A related benefit is that, because the evaluation of results is not 

necessary, the user does not have to set aside test data for classification evaluation (i-e., al1 

field data may be used to train the network, if the sole reason for testing would have been to 

choose the results of the best individual neural network execution). 

The total errors of omission and commission for al1 neural network classifications of 

the Melville Island Field Area are given in Table 5.19. A surnmary of these errors with 

specific reference to the classes most confused is given in Tables 5 -20 to  5.23. From these 

data, it can be seen that geological classes that were relatively well discrirninated in the B 

Series of tests were Canyon Fiord (rd-weathering), Canyon Fiord (pink), gabbro, Assistance 

mudstone, and Bjorn sandstone (Table 5-20); these are the same classes that were relatively 

vie11 discriminated by the maximum likelihood classifier (Section 5 -3.1 -2 above), although the 

neural network results are generally slightly better. Classes relatively well discriminated by 

the neural network algorithm in the C and D Series were Canyon Fiord (red/yeilow), Canyon 

Fiord (pink), gabbro, and Assistance mudstone (Tables 5.2 1 and 5 -22). None of the 





Table 5.20 Sumrnary of abiiity of the consensus neural network and TM imagery 
combination to discriminate the surface-cover classes in the Melville IsIand Field Area (B 
Series). 

Ctass 

1. Canyon Fiord 
(Red- Weathering) 

2- Canyon Fiord 
(Yeilow) 

3. Canyon Fiord 
P&) 

4- Tingmisut Iniier 
Dolomite 

5- Gabbro 

6. Great Bear Cape 
Limestone 

7. Sabine Bay Sandstone 

8. Assistance Mudstone 

9. Degerbdls Lùnestone 

10. Trotci Fiord 
S andstone 

1 1. Bjorn Sandstone 

1 3. Snow Cover Excellent l None I 

Discrimination 

G d  

Very Poor 

12. Green Vegetation 

14. Water None 1 

TypicnUy Confused Classes 

Gabbro, Sabine Bay Sandstone 

Canyon Fiord (Red-Wea thering), Tingmïsut m e r  
Dolomite, Degerbds Limestone, Great Bear Cape 

Limestone, Trold Fiord Sandstone 
- 

Excellent 

Very Poor 

Fair 

Poor 

Very Poor 

Good 

Very Pwr  

Very Poor 

Good 

- - - 

None 

Sabine Bay Sandstone, Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Canyon Fiord (Red-Weathering) 

SabÏne Bay Sandstone, Trold Fiord Sandstone, 
Degerbols Limestone 

Tingmisut Mer Dolomite, Great Bear Cape Limestone, 
Degerb~ls Limestone, Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Canyon Fiord (Yeliow), Tingmisut Inlier, Great Bear 
Cape Limestone, Sabine Bay Sandstone 

Great Bear Cape Limestone, Sabine Bay Sandstone 

None 

Escellent 
-- - 

None 



Table 5.21 Summary of ability of neural-network and TM imagery combo to discriminate 
the surface-cover classes in the Melville Island Field Area (C Series). 

Class 

1. Canyon Fiord 
(RedNellow) 

2. Canyon Fiord 
(Pi&) 

3. Tingmisut lnlier 
Dolomite 

4. Gabbro 

5. Great Bear Cape and 
Degerbols Limestone 

6 .  Sabine Bay and 
Bjorn and Trold 
Fiord Sandstone. 

7. Assistance Mudstone 

8. Green Vegetation 

9. Snow Cover 

10. Water 

Discrimination 

Fair 

Very Good 

Very Poor 

Good 

Poor 

Poor 

Excellent 

Excellent 

. - 

TypkaNy Confused Classes 

Great Bear Cape and Degerbds Limestone, Gabbro, 
Sabine Boy and Bjom and Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Great Bear Cape and DegerbtsIs Limestone, Sabine Bay 
and Bjom and Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Tingmisut lnlier Dolomite, Sabine Bay and Bjorn and 
Trold Fiord Sandstone 

Great Bear Cape and Degerbds Limestone, Tingrnisut 
Mier Dolomite, Canyon Fiord (Red/Yellow) 
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Table 5.22 Summary of  abiliity of neural-network and TM imagery combo to discriminate 
the surface-cover classes in the Melville Island Field Area (D Series). 

3. Gabbro 1 Fair 1 Canyon Fiord (Red/Yellow), Carbonates 

Class 

1. Canyon Fiord 
(RedNellow) 

2. Canyon Fiord 
(Pi*) 

5. Sabine Bay and 
Bjom and Troid 
Fiord Sandstone. 

Discrimination 

Fair 

Excellent 

4.Carbonates 

I Poor 

Typicaiiy Confused Classes 

Carbonates, Gabbro 

None 

Poor Canyon Fiord (ReclReliow), Sabine Bay and Bjorne and 
Trold Fiord Sandstone, Gabbro 

Carbonates, Canyon Fiord (Red/Yeliow) 

6. Assistance Mudstone 1 Very Good 1 Sabine Bay and Bjorn and Trold Fiord Sandstone 

7. Green Vegetation 1 Excellent 1 None 

8. Snow Cover 1 Excellent 1 None 

9. Water 1 ExceUent 1 None 

Table 5.23 Surnrnary of ability of neural-network and TM imagery combo to discriminate 
the surface-cover classes in the Melville Island Field Area (E Series). 

Class Discrimination T-vpkaUy Confused Classes 

1. Clastics 

2. Carbonates 

3. Gabbro 

4. Green Vegetation 

5. Snow Cover 

6. Water 

Fair 

Poor 

Fair 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Carbonates, Gabbro 

Clastics, Gabbro 

Carbonates, Clastics 

None 

None 

None 
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geological classes was particularly well discriminated in the E Series (Table 5.23), although 

the results of this series are better than those produced by the maximum likelihood classifier. 

Geologicai classes that were very p r l y  discriminated by the neural network algorithm in the 

B Series included Canyon Fiord (yellow), Tingmisut Inlier dolomite, Sabine Bay sandstone, 

Degerbds limestone, and Trold Fiord sandstone; again, these are the same classes that were 

poorly discrùninated by the maximum LikeIihood classifier (Section 5 -3.1 -2 above)- -4s with 

the maximum likelihood classifier, these poorly differentiated classes kept results poor in the 

C, D, and E Series as they were combined with other, better differentiated classes (Tables 

5.21, 5.22, and 5.23). 

The images produced by the consensus neural network algorithm have value as 

geological and land-cover databases; as with the images produced by the maximum likelihood 

classifier, the classes best shown on the images are those noted above as having been well 

discriminated (Figures 5.13 to 5.16; compare with the corresponding map of bedrock 

geology, Figure 4.4). The level of overall information provided in these images regardïng 

geological classes is good (see Section 5.3.1.4 for fùrther discussion). 

5.3.1.4 Evaluation of the Melville-Island Field Area Classified Databases 

In al1 maximum likelihood and neural network classiiications of the Melville Island 

Field Area, the surface-cover classes of water and green vegetation were very well 

discrirninated. However, shadows associated with the steep north-facing slope of the Blue 

Fiord Formation limestone unit (in the southeast corner of the field area) were consistently 

confùsed with water, such shadow effects are typical of optical images of polar regions, where 



Figure 5.13 Classified image of the Melville Island Field Area, produced by the consensus neural 
network algorithm ( B  Series, Execution #6). Compare with the map of geology (Figure 4.4) for 
areas represented in the training and test database (Figure 4.6). 



Figure 5.14 Classified image of the Melville Island Field Area, produced by the consensus neural 
network algorithm (C Series, Execution #4). Compare with the map of yeology (Figure 4.4) for 
areas represented in the training and test database (Figure 4.6). 



Figure 5.15 Classified image of the Melville Island Field Area, produced by the consensus neural 
network algorithm (D Series, Execution #2). Compare with the map of bedrock geology (Figure 
4.4) for areas represented in the training and test database (Figure 4.6). 



Figure 5.16 Classified image of the Melville Island Field Area, produced by the consensus neural 
network algorithm (E Series, Execution #6). Compare with the map of bedrock geology (Figure 
4.4) for areas represented in the training and test database (Figure 4.6). 
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low sun elevations are common (e-g., Bimie et al., 1989; Harding et ai., 1 989; Lyberis et al., 

1990). This is to be expected since these cIasses have spectral signatures thaî are distinct 

fiom those of the other classes. The snow class, which is also spectraily distinct, was very 

weii discriminated by the neural network classifier, but was more poorly discriminated by the 

maximum likelihood algorithm. Numerous maximum likeiihood results overestimate the 

surface area of snow cover, and the prevalence of these errors ïncreases from the results of 

the B Series to those of the E Senes- 

The best differentiated geological classes in the B Series produced by the maximum 

likeiihood and neural network algonthms were: Canyon Fiord (rd-weathering), Canyon Fiord 

@id), gabbro, Assistance mudstone, and Bjorn sandstone. Those best dserentiated in the 

C and D Series were: Canyon Fiord (red/yellow), Canyon Fiord (pink), gabbro, and 

Assistance mudstone. None of the geological classes were particularly well discriminated in 

the E Series. For all four Melville Island series, the neural network generally produced better 

results than those of the other algonthms. 

In the B to E Senes of classifications, many classes were contùsed with classes whose 

lithoiogical characteristics are disparate. For example, the foilowing five ctasses were 

commonly confused with each other in the B Series of classifications: Great Bear Cape 

hestone, Trold Fiord sandstone, Sabine Bay sandstone, Degerbols hestone, Tingmisut 

dolomite. AIso commonly confused with each other were the gabbro and Canyon Fiord (red- 

weat hering) classes; interestingly, t his error was more fiequently encountered in the result s 

of the neural network, compared with those of the maximum Likeiihood algorithm. The 

confusion between the gabbro and Canyon Fiord (red-weat hering) classes can be explained 
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in part by 1) the spatial characteristics of the gabbro class (Le., the narrow extent of the dike 

results in a proportionately greater chance for mixed pixels in the gabbro class), 2) close 

association of black algae with both the Canyon Fiord materials and the eastern slopes of the 

gabbro dike, and 3) the geographical proxirnity of the two classes (wind-blown red- 

weathering Canyon Fiord fines discontinuously cover localized portions of the gabbro dike)- 

Confùsion between other classes (such as the carbonate and clastic classes) is tikely related 

to other factors, including: 1) sirnilarities in the types of  vegetation cover that characterize 

these classes; 2) greater sirnilarities in lithology than the class labels imply [e-g., as noted 

above, the Great Bear Cape hestones are generaliy impure; also, the TroId Fiord sandstones 

locally grade into limestone]; and 3) limitations of the TM imagery in the spectral separation 

of these lithologies. 

Despite the limitations of the land-cover databases produced by the classification 

algorithms, they nevertheless have value for geological investigation. The databases provide 

specific and generally accurate information on the spatial distribution of numerous lithologies; 

this information complements the information provided by the geological map (Figure 4.4), 

which necessarily is a more general resource of information. For example, the geological map 

for the field area depicts the Canyon Fiord formation as a well-defined polygon with a sharp 

and relatively simple outline. The true nature of the formation's surficial exposure is given 

by the classified database (e-g., Figure 5.8), which indicates that the exposed portion of the 

formation is not as extensive as the geological map indicates. Further, the classified database 

indicates that Canyon Fiord materials extend northward into an eastem area labelled on the 

geological map as Great Bear Cape limestones (field evidence confirms that the classified 
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database is correct in this regard - see documentation for Sites 26 and 28 in Appendix A). 

Of course, the classified database also provides idormation on the spatial distribution of a 

distinctive Canyon Fiord sub-class, the pink clastic unit. 

Another example of the value of the classified databases for geologicd investigation 

involves the Assistance Formation. Although the geological map (Figure 4.4) properly 

pomays the mudstones of the Assistance Formation as extending roughiy southwest- 

northeast in a continuous fashion across the field area, the classified database (e-g., Figure 

5.14) provides specific information on the spatial distribution of exposed Assistance 

Formation materiais. The database shows that these materials are only discontinuously 

exposed fiom beneath limestone materials weathering fkom the overlying Degerbols 

Formation- 

Finally, the classified databases can provide üsefùl information even for geological 

classes that are not particularly weii discriminateci. For example, despite the limitations of the 

C4 consensus neural network image (Figure 5.14) (a significant problem is the erroneous 

depiction of the presence of gabbro materials where Canyon Fiord materials are found with 

black algae), the distributions of relatively poorly-discrimuiated classes (e-g., Great Bear Cape 

lirnestones) are nevertheless generally accurate. 

5.3 .2  C a ~ e  Smith Belt Field Area 

Cape Smith Belt classification results, expressed as percentages of test pixels correctly 

labelled, are summarized in Table 5.24. Kappa values are given in Table 5-25. 



Table 5.24 Summary of Cape Smith Belt classification results (values give the proportion 
of all test pixels correctiy classified). Classification algorithms are labelled as foliows: NN-B 
@est neural network result of 10 neural network jobs), NN-M (majority-vote consensus 
neural network result), ML (maximum likelihood resuit), ER (evidential reasoning result). 

Series Algor. Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 Avg. 

A NN-B 0.9156 0.8776 0.8987 0-8903 0.8861 0.8945 0-8938 

NN-M 0.9030 0.8776 0.8987 0-8945 0.8734 0.8692 0,8861 

ML 0.8734 0,7890 0.8523 0.8692 0.8608 0,8397 0.8474 

ER 0.6371 0.6076 0.6034 0.6456 0-7046 0-6456 0.6407 

Table 5.25 Surnrnary of Melville Island classification results, expressed as Kappa ("KHAT") 
values (see Section 2.5.4 for details). Classification algorithms are labelled as foliows: NN-B 
(best neural network result of 10 neural network jobs), NN-M (majority-vote consensus 
neural network result), ML (maximum likelihood result), ER (evidential reasoning result). 

Senes Algor. Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 Avg. 

A NN-B 0-8981 0.8517 0-8775 0-8678 0.8627 0.8727 0-8718 

NN-M 0.8823 0.8516 0.8778 0.8725 0.8474 0.8422 0.8623 

ML 0.8484 0.7485 0.8244 0.8435 0,8334 0.8084 0.8178 

ER 0-5655 0.5284 0.5266 0.5755 0.6445 0-5752 0.5693 
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5 3 -2.1 Evidential Reasoning 

It can be seen fiom Tables 5.24 and 5.25 above that, like the classification results for 

the Melville Island Field Area, the Cape Smith Belt classification results obtained ushg the 

evidential reasoning classifier are poor. The average proportions of test pixels correctly 

labelleci for the A Series is 64%. This value is approximately 20?4 less than the average values 

of the remaining two classiiiers, and is again indicative of a failure of the algorithm to produce 

a very usefui database of surface lithologies. 

Errors of omission and commission for al1 6 evidential reasoning jobs for the Cape 

Smith Belt Field Area are documented in Table 5.26, while generdiations of the evidential 

reasoning results, by class, are given in Table 5 -27. Errors are very high for al1 but the water 

and green vegetation classes. Some classes are not even represented in the classif'ication 

results of the test sites (e-g., the tonalite class was not used as a classification label for test 

sites in 5 of the 6 evidential reasoning classifications performed). 

Despite the relatively high error associated with the evidential reasoning results, the 

images produced by the evidential reasoning algorithm have some value as geological and 

land-cover databases (Figure 5.17; compare with the corresponding map of bedrock geology, 

Figure 4.12). For example, the image given in Figure 5.17 provides relaîively good general 

information on the water, vegetation, and pendotite classes. A fûrther discussion of the 

evidential reasoning classified images is given in Section 5.3.2.4. A discussion of the 

generally poor results associated with the evidential reasoning algorithm is given in Section 

5 -4. 



A: ER 
cuss 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

A: ML 
CLASS 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

A: NN- M 
CLASS 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Table 5.26 Sumrnary of the magnitude of enors of omission and commission for al1 
classifications of the Cape Smith Belt Field Area (including evidential reasoning, maximum 

#. 

likelihood, and neural network results). Values are expressed as proportions, and may be 
converted to percentages by multiplying by 100%. 

AVO 
0,36 
0,44 
0,33 
0.46 
1 ,O0 
0,11 
0.00 

AVG 
0,10 
0,09 
0,17 
0,20 
0,28 
0,02 
0,oo 

AVG 
O, 13 
0.12 
0,13 
0,17 
O, 19 
0.01 W 0,oo * 



Table 5.27 Sumrnary of  ability o f  evidential reasonïng and TM imagery combo to 
discriminate the surface-cover classes in the Cape Smith Belt Field Area (A Series). 

Class 

1. Peridotite 

2. Pelite 

3. Chukotat Basait 

4. Watts Basait 

5. Tonalite 

6 .Green Vegetation 

7. Water 

Discrimination 

Very Poor 

Very Poor 

Very Poor 

Very Poor 

Very Poor 

Good 

Excelient 

Typicaiiy Confused Classes 

Pelite, Chukotat Basalt, Tonalite, Watts Basalt, Tonalite, 
Green Vegetation 

Pendotite, Cbukotat Basalf Watts Basait, Tonaiite, Green 
Vegetation 

Pendotite, Pelite, Watts Basalt 

Chukotat Basalt, Pendotite, Pelite, Tonalite 

Pendotite, PeIite, Warts Basait 

Pelite, Peridotite 

None 
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5 -3.2.2 Maximum Likeiihood 

Classification results obtained using the maximum likelihood classifier are much 

stronger than those of the evidential reasoning classifier. The average proportion of test 

pixels correctly labelled for the A Series is 85% (Table 5-24), and the average Kappa 

coefficient for the same series is 82% (Table 5.25). These average values are about 20 to 

25% greater than the evidential reasoning results, and about 3 to 5% less than the neural 

network results. A more detailed cornparison between the results of the maximum kelihood 

and consensus neural network algorithms is given in Section 5.3.2.3, below. 

The totd errors of omission and commission for aü maximum likelihood classifkations 

of the Cape Smith Belt Field Area are given in Table 5.26. A sumrnary of these errors with 

specific reference to the classes most confused is given in Table 5.28; these tables are based 

on confùsion matrices generated for each maximum likelihood execution. From these data, 

it can be seen that geological classes that were relatively weli discriminated were pelite and 

to a lesser extent pendotite and Chukotat basalt. Poorly discriminated lithologicai classes 

included tonalite and Watts basait (Table 5.28). 

As can be seen in Figure 5.18, the images produced by the maximum likelihood 

algorithm have value as geological and land-wver databases (compare with the corresponding 

map of bedrock geology, Figure 4.12). Further discussion on this topic is given in Section 

5.3 -2.4. 

5 -3.2 -3 Neural Network 

Classifkation results obtained for the Cape Smith Belt Field Area using the consensus 



Table 5.28 Summary of ability of maximum likelihood and TM imagery combo to 
discriminate the surface-cover classes in the Cape Smith Belt Field Area (A Series). 

Class 

1. Pendotite 

2. Peiïte 

3. Chukotat Basait 

4. Watts Basalt 

5. Tonalite 

6 .  Green Vegetation 
- -- -- - 

7. Water 

Discrimination Typkaiiy Confused Classes 

Fair Tonaiite, Pelite, Chukotat Basait 

Fair 

Poor 

Excellent 1 None I 

Watts Basait, Pwidotite 

Chukotat Basdt 

Poor Peridotite 
1 



Peridotlte 

Pcllte 

Chukotat Barail 

Warta Basali 

Tonallis 

Green Vegstitlan 

Water 

Figure 5.18 Classified image of the Cape Smith Relt Field Area, produced by the maximum likelihood algorithm (A Series, 
Execution #1). Compare with the map of bedrock geology (Figure 4.13) for areas represented in the training and test database 
(Figure 4.15). W 

O\ 
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neural network classifier are the strongest of the three classifiers examined here- The average 

proportion of test pixels correctly labelled for the A series is 89% (Table 5-24), while the 

average Kappa coefficient for this series is 86% (Table 5.25); these values are about 3 to 6% 

p a t e r  than the corresponding values for the maximum likelihood classifier. For each of the 

6 cornparisons between consensus neural network jobs and their corresponding maximum 

likeiihood jobs, the neural network produced similar or superior results (strictly, al1 consensus 

neural network percentages are higher than those of the other two class~cation algorithms). 

These results support the Melville Island results (Section 5.3.1) which indicate that the 

consensus neural network classifier can consistently produce results that are better than those 

of the maximum likelihood classifier- 

Although individual neural network results vary considerably (Figure 5-19), the 

general overall percentage results for the consensus neural network algorithm are typically 

within about 1.5% of the result of the best individual neural network job for a given 

trainingjtest data set (standard deviation of the differences between these values is 1%). 

These results support the hypothesis that a consensus neural network execution can produce 

a result that is comparable to that of the best neural network execution of a series of neural 

network executions (see also Section 5.3.1 -3) .  

The total errors of omission and commission for al1 consensus neural network 

classifications of the Cape Smith Belt Fieid Area are given in Table 5.26. A summaty of these 

errors with specific reference to the classes most confised is given in Table 5.29; these tables 

are based on confùsion matrices generated for each consensus neural network execution. 

From these data, it can be seen that al1 five geological classes were relatively well 



1 .O0 A Series 

0.80 - 

0-75 i 1 1 1 1 1 

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 

Trainingfrest Data Set 

Figure 5.19 Boxplots showing the considerable variation in individual overall 
classification results produced by the neural network classifier (A Senes results for the 
Cape Smith Belt Field Area). Boxes give the ZSth, SOth, and 75th percentiles, and the 
whiskers and circles give the Sth, 1 Oth, 90th, and 95th percentiles. 



Table 5.29 Surnmary of ability of  neural network and TM imagery combo to discriminate 
the surface-cover classes in the Cape Smith Belt Field Area (A Series). 

I Class Discrimination Typically Confused Classes I 
1. Pendotite 

2. Peiite 

3. Chukotat Basait 

Good 

3. Watts Basalt 

5. Tonalite 

1 7. Water Esceiient I 1 None I 

PeIite, Tonalite, Chukotat Basalt 
I 

Good 

Goid 

6. Green Vegetation 

Pendotite, Watts Basalt 

Watts Basalt, Pendotite 

Fair 

Fair 

Chukotat Basait, Petite 

Peridotite 

Excellent None 
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discriminated, with the peridotite, pelite, and Chukotat basalt classes being the best 

discriminated- 

As can be seen in Figure 5.20, the images produced by the consensus neural network 

aigorithm have value as geological and land-cover databases (compare with the correspondhg 

map of bedrock geology: Figure 4.12). Further discussion is given in Section 5-3 -2.4. 

5.3 -2.4 Evaluation of the Cape Smith Belt Field Area Classified Databases 

The surface-cover classes ofwater and green vegetation were very well discruninated 

in al1 maximum likelihood and neural network classifications of the Cape Smith Belt Field 

Area (and in most of the evidential reasoning classifications as well). This is to be expected 

since these classes have spectral signatures that are distinct fiom those of the other classes. 

Nevertheless, as with the Melville Island Field Area, areas associated with shadows (e-g., the 

steep north-facing slopes of valleys and hills) were commonly contùsed with the water class. 

The best differentiated geological classes in the A Series produced by the evidential 

reasoning aigorithm was the perïdotite class. Athough basalt exposures of the Watts Group 

were generally well discriminated by the evidential reasoning algorithm in the north half of the 

field area, there was considerable confùsion between the basalts of the Watts Group and the 

Chukotat Group in the southem haif. The best dserentiated geologicai classes in the A 

Series produced by the maximum likelihood algorithm were pelite, peridotite, and Chukotat 

basait. Al1 five geological classes were relatively well discriminated by the neural network 

algorithm. In general, the neural network aigorithm produced better results than those of the 

other two algorithms. 
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Many of the lithological classes in the Cape Smith Belt Field Area were contùsed with 

similar classes (e-g., peridotite with C hukotat basalt, and Chukotat basalt with Watts basalt; 

this latter problern is especiaily evident in the results of the evidential reasoning classiner). 

As with the Melville Island Field Area, however, some Lithological classes in the Cape Smith 

Selt Field Area were confùsed with classes with very different lithological characteristics. For 

example, tonalite, pelite, and petidotite were cornmonly confùsed with each other. Reasons 

behind the confusion between disparate lithologies is Wcely related to sirniladies in Lichen 

cover and vegetation. Also, mafic and ultramafic rocks (typically <30 cm across) are 

scattered throughout much of the region (probably as a result of past glaciation); the 

widespread presence of these materials is likely to contribute to confusion between dflerent 

lithologies by making the spectral signatures of classes less distinct. As with the Melville 

Island results, shoncomings in the spectral properties of TM data must have contributed to 

confùsion between classes. 

The land-cover databases produced by the classification algorithms have value for 

geological investigation, despite the limitations noted above. The databases produced by the 

maximum likelihood and neural network classifiers provide specific and generally accurate 

information on the spatial distribution of lithologies in the field area; this Somation 

complements the information provided by the geological map (Figure 4.12) by providing more 

specific information on the surface distribution of lithological classes. The databases 

produced by the consensus neural network, for example, successfuUy depict the distribution 

of pendotite in the field area (the maximum likelihood algorithm also produced a usehl 

peridotite database, although the area of peridotite exposure is believed to have been over 
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estimated). In these images, there is a relatively clear distinction between Chukotat Group 

basalts and other lithologies, including Watts Group basalts. Tonalite is relatively weU 

discriminated in the neural network classifications, but its area of exposure is over estimated 

by the maximum likelihood algorithrn. 

m r i t h m  

Compared to the maximum Likelihood and neural network algonthms, the evidential 

reasoning algorithm did not produce especially usefül surtace-cover databases (Tables 5.4 and 

5 -24; Figures 5 -3 to 5.6, and Figure 5.17). For the Melville Island Field Area, the algorithm 

failed to discriminate between different geological classes and routinely failed to properly 

separate geological classes fiom other spectralIy-distinct classes such as the green vegetation 

and snow and ice classes. The poor results of this study are not consistent with nurnerous 

other studies (Peddle, 1993, 1995; Peddle et al., 1994, Leve~gton  and Duguay, 1996a; 

Duguay and Peddle, 1996), which have found the evidential reasoning algorithm to be a viable 

alternative to the maximum likelihood algonthm for classification of satellite images. Because 

of the unexpected discrepancy between evidential reasoning results and the results of the 

other two classifiers examined here, an investigation into the causes of the poor performance 

of the evidential reasoning algorithrn was conducted, with special emphasis on finding 

programming errors or errors in the handling of training and test data (as with the neural 

network software, the evidential reasoning software used in this research was d e n  by the 

author). 

The investigation c o b e d  the following: 1) the raw training data submitted to the 
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evidential reasoning algorithm is the same as that submitted to the other two algorithms, 2) 

the evidence propagation software (Section 3 -3 -3) properly interpolated and extrapolated this 

raw training data according to the methodology of Peddle [1991, 19951, and 3) the main 

evidential reasoning program properiy utilized the interpolated and extrapolated training data 

as a basis for the classification oftest pixels, using the principles of orthogonal summation as 

described by Richards (1993). No errors of any kind were found at any stage of the 

classiiïcation process, fiom the initial generation of evidence to the final assignment of class 

labels (the valid generation of evidence from training data is demonstrated for the El series 

of tests in Figures 5.21, 5.22, and 5.23). Furthemore, the sarne algorithm (using dEerent 

measures of evidence) was successfùUy appiied in classification tests reported in Chapter 7. 

Thus, the poor performance of the evidential reasoning algorithm as documented in this 

chapter does not appear to be in any way attributable to file-handling or software errors. 

The reason for the large discrepency between the evidential reasoning results of this 

study and those of previous studies (Peddle, 1993, 1995; Peddle et al., 1994; Leverington and 

Duguay, 1996a; Duguay and Peddle, 1996) is unknown, but is presumably related to 

differences in the datasets and images invoIved in the classifications [e-g., the study by 

Leverington and Duguay (1 996a) involved only two classes, and involved the classification 

of satellite image as weli as landcover and geomorphologicd databases]. 

5.5 Operational Considerations 

Each ofthe three classification aigorithms used in this research is unique with respect 

to the exact marner in which it is used to classe satellite images. The most notable 



Figure 5.2 1 Frequency histograms of original (raw) training data for the El  Senes 
of tests. Pixel totals are plotted on the y-axis against DN's on the x-axis. Histograms 
are arranged by source (S) and class (C). 



Figure 5.22 Frequency histograms of interpolated and extrapolated training data for 
the El  Series of tests. These data were derived fiom the data summarized in Figure 
5.2 1 using the methods of Peddle (199 1,  1995). Pixel totals are plotted on the y-axis 
against DN's on the x-axis. Histograms are arranged by source (S) and class (C). 



Figure 5.23 Frequency histograms of interpolated and extrapolated training data for 
the EI Series of tests. These data are the same as those summarized in Figure 5.22, 
but are given in t e m s  of evidential support (i.e., the y-axis values of Figure 5.22 are 
divided by the total number of pixels in the respective histograms). Evidence values 
are plotted on the y-axis against DN's on the x-axis. Histograms are arranged by 
source (S) and class (C). 
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difference in the practicd operation of the algorithms is the relatively long training period 

required of the neurd network software. The three algorithms were otherwise generally 

comparable with regard to the time taken to class* images after training. 

5.5.1 Maximum Likelihood Algorithm 

The commercial "PCI Easi/PaceY' maximum likelihood software was used in this 

research. Because the broad assumptions involved in its parameterization of training data are 

common to ail cases in which the algorithm is applied (Section 3.2), the algorithm does not 

require the user to make crucial decisions regarding algorithm setup (although the user rnay 

choose to define certain classification parameters such as minimum probability threshoids). 

As a result, the algorithm is easy to use, and classified images can be generated relatively 

quickly. Once training data were parameterized, classification of the imageiy used in this 

research took less than one minute on a "Sun SPARCstation 20" workstation. 

5.5 -2 Evidential Reasoning Algorithm 

With the evidentiai reasoning software used in this research, interpolation and 

extrapolation of raw training data is a labourious operation that is completely separate fiom 

the actual classification of satellite images (the labourious nature of this step is a fbnction of 

the custom software used in this research, rather than a necessary element of extrapolation 

itself). A bin size of 5 1 was defined for d l  evidentiai reasoning extrapolations; the user did 

not need to make crucial decisions regarding algorithm setup prior to classification. Once 

training data were processed, classification of the imagery used in this research generally took 



Iess than one minute on a Pentiurn II personai computer. 

5.5 -3 Neural Network Algorithm 

The target tss error to be used for each of the five main series (A to E)  of this research 

was experimentally detennined using several test classifications. Apart from this step, the 

algorithm did not require the user to make any decisions regarding key algonthm properties 

such as network topology [network characteristics were set by standard rules of thumb 

(Section 5 -2.2.1) that are demonstrateci in Chapter 6 to be generally valid for the training and 

test datasets used here]. Training for a single classification typically took about 15 to 80 

minutes (for 2000- to 8000-iteration executions) on "Sun ULTRAS" and "Sun ULTRA10" 

workstations. The classification of satellite imagery using a trained network took less than 

5 minutes on a Pentium II personal computer. Because the consensus neural network routine 

requires the results of 10 different training and ciassification processes, the consensus 

classifier used in this research took considerably longer than the other classiners to produce 

a final image (it is estimated that the generation of 10 difFerent classified images and the final 

consensus image would take about 4 hours if it were to take place using a single "Sun 

ULTRAS" workstation). Thus, although the neural network results were consistently 

superior to those of the other two classifiers, the use of the algonthm requires considerably 

more ofthe user's attention and time to execute, It would not be dficult to automate ail of 

the steps kvolved in consensus neural network classification, eliminating the need of the user 

to monitor al1 stages of the classification. 
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5.6 Chapter Summarv 

Based on fieldwork conducted in the summers of 1998 and 1999, ground-tnith 

databases were constructeci for two study areas: one located on Melville Island, Nunavut, and 

the other in the north-central portion of the Cape Smith Belt of Québec. An evaluation of 

three supervised classifiers (evidential reasoning, maximum Wcelhood, and neural network) 

for lithologicd discrimiriation was performed for these northern study areas using the ground- 

tmth databases, which consist of five sets of surface-cover classes, and six training and test 

databases. Results indicate that the neural network algorithm (which implements a standard 

feedfonvard network that uses backpropagation in training and which combines the results 

of 10 separate classifications by consensus) consistently produced results that are supenor to  

those of the standard maximum-likelihood classifier and the expenmental evidentid-reasoning 

classifier (stnctly speaking, the neural network algorithm produced the best results in d30 

tests reported in this chapter). For the M e l d e  Island Field Area, average overail percentages 

of test pixels correctly labelled ranged fkom 78% (B Series) to 86% (E Series), and were 

typicaily 4 to 7% higher than the percentages ofthe next best classifier (maximum likelihood). 

For the Cape Smith Belt Field Area, the average overall percentage of test pixels correctly 

IabeUed was 89??, and percentages were typically 3 to 6% greater than those of the next best 

classifier (maximum likelihood). The overall lithologicai information content of images 

produced by the neural network algorithm is considered good, although ail images are 

characterized by variable amounts of contùsion between sometimes diverse lithologies. The 

best discrirninated lithological classes were found to  be those with distinctive weathering 

characteristics- 
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Although individual neural network accuracies were found to Vary considerably, the 

consensus neural network resuits were found to consistently be within about one percent of 

overall percentages associated with the highest individual neural network results- This 

suggests that the consensus neural network algorithm can be used to generate usefûl neural 

network results without the need to evaluate the results of multiple individual neural network 

results. The use of a simple rnajority-vote consensus routine to reduce or eliminate the effect 

of variability between individual neural network is supported by these results, although such 

a routine necessariiy extends the length of classification t h e  considerably. 

The maximum k e b d  algorithm produced results that are visually similar to those 

of the neural network, aithough the percentages of dl test pixels correctly ciassified were 

typically about 3 to 20% less than those of the neural network. The evidential reasonîng 

algorithm produced relatively poor results (overall percentages are typically 20 to 30% less 

than those of the maximum iikelihood and neural network classifiers), in contrast to the 

results of prior studies- The results presented in this chapter suggest that the evidential 

reasoning classifier itself, and / or the rnethod for evidence calculation used here (which 

calculates evidence as a function of the proportions of class training data that contain the 

image values being classified) are unsuitable for use in the classification of databases such as 

those used in this research (see Chapter 7 for evaluation of the evidential reasoning classifier 

as a consensus algorithm for combination of neural network results). 
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6 EMPIRICAL NEURAL NETWORK INVESTIGATIONS REGARDIW 

NETWORK TOPOLOGY AND THE USE OF NOISE DURlNG TRAINING 

6.1 In traduction 

In the research presented in this chapter, the feedforward backpropagation neural 

netw ork algorithm is empiricaily evaluated with regard to: 1) over-generalization [Section 

3 -4.5- 81 and the influence of jitter [artificid noise apptied during training] on classification 

results; and 2) the iduence of changes in the number of intermediate layers, and the number 

of nodes used to define these layers, on classification results [Section 3.4.5.53. 

6.2 Noise 

The purpose of the research presented in this section was: 1) to determine ifover- 

generalization occurs d u ~ g  the training of a feedfonvard backpropagation network using the 

satellite image and surface-cover databases assembled for this project [Chapter 51; and 2) to 

determine if additive noise applied during training helps to increase the percentage of test 

pixels successfuliy classified [Section 3.4.5.81; the author is not aware of any prior neural 

network research that has tested the use of jitter in the classification of satellite irnagery. 

Given the small training dataset avaiiable in this study, the potential for over-generalization 

was considered to be relatively high (a larger training dataset, meanwhile, could conceivably 

be les  problematic in this regard, since there would presumably be fewer peculiarities in such 

a dataset for the network weights to adapt to). 



6.2.1 Methodoloa 

6.2.1.1 Training and Test Databases 

Jitter tests were performed using the six D Senes training and testing databases of the 

Melville Island Field Area, and the six A Series training and testing databases of the Cape 

Smith Belt Field Area (Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). The Melville Island D Series databases 

involve 557 training pixels and 294 test pixels representing 9 surface-cover classes (Table 

5.2). The Cape Smith Belt A Series databases involve 449 training pixels and 237 test pixels 

representing 7 surface-cover classes (Table 5 -3). 

6.2.1.2 Classification Methodology 

For non-jitter tests, ten neural network classifications were performed for each of the 

sic training and test databases, for each of the two field areas (D and A Series). The results 

of each set of 10 neural network results were used to generate majority-vote consensus 

results. Thus, 60 neural network classifications were generated for each field area, from 

which 6 consensus results were produced. The number of iterations used in to generate the 

neural network dassifications was 20,000; this figure was chosen since it is sufficiently large 

to ensure the onset of over-generalization, if over-generalization should occur at al1 (recall 

that the number of iterations needed for neural network classifications discussed in Chapter 

5 was typically only about 2000 to 8000). The results produced by the 20,000-iteration non- 

jitter executions were compareci with those of the relevant 2000-8000 iteration non-jitter jobs 

of Chapter 5 to determine if over-generalization is a difficulty for these datasets. 

The sai-ne methodology descnbed above was used for tests with jitter, except the 
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neural network training module had a jitter routine implemented that randomly added noise 

(*4) to all training data d u ~ g  the training stage [strictly speaking the jitter used in the tests 

was actually *4/255 because training data (originally falhg in the 8-bit range of O to 255) is 

normalized to 1.0 prior to submission to the classifier] (note: analyses of values generated 

using the C random number generator implemented in this research demonstrate that the 

frequency distribution of random values approximates a Gaussian distribution, and has a 

standard deviation of about 1-58). The choice of *4 as the noise interval was based on an 

expectation, derived through examination of class histograrns, that a choice of, eg., *1 

would be too low to influence classification results, and a choice of, e-g., *10 would be so 

large as to create significant overlap between certain ccnumerically-adjacent'7 classes; thus, 

statistical methods for the caldation of usefùl noise levels (e.g., Bishop, 1995% pp. 346-349) 

were foregone here in favour of a more ad hoc and intuitive method. Although the use of 

jitter necessarily slowed learning and raised tss errors (Figure 6 .  l), the learning curve of al1 

classifications was essentiaily horizontal well before the 20,000 iterations were completed, 

indicating that the network was trained to (or beyond) its potentiai. TM charnels 3 , 4 ,  5, and 

7 were used as input images. 

6 2 . 2  Result~ 

A comparison of overd classification results for the D and A Senes are given in 

Tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. From these tables, it can be seen that overall classification 

results are similar between classifications executed with about 2000 to 8000 iterations, and 

those executed with 20,000 iterations. This indicates that over-generalization is not a 
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Figure 6.1 Leamhg curves for non-jitter and jitter training (plus I 
minus 4). 



Table 6.1 Cornparison of the D Series overall results (percentage of test pixels correctly 
classified for Melville Island Field Area) for 1) no jitter (2000-8000 iterations), 2) no jitter 
(20,000 iterations), and 3) *4 jitter (20,000 iterations) classifications- Classifications labelled 
as follows NN-B: best individuai neural network result of 10 neural network jobs, NN-M: 
rnajority-vote consensus neural network results. 

Table 6.2 Compatison of the A Senes overall results (percentage of test pixels correctly 
classified for Cape Smith Belt Field Area) for 1) no jitter (2000-8000 iterations), 2) no jitter 
(20,000 iterations), and 3) *4 jitter (20,000 iterations) classifications. Classifications labelled 
as follows W B :  best individual neural network result of 10 neural network jobs, NN-M: 
rnajority-vote consensus neural network results. 

No Jitter 

2-8000 it. 

No Jitter 

20,000 it. 

Jitter i4 

20,000 it, 

NN-B 

PIN-M 

NN-B 

IYN-M 

PIN-B 
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t 

D l  

0.857 1 

0.857 1 

0.8435 

0.8503 

0.8 197 

0.8027 

D4 
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0.8639 

0.8639 
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7- 

Al 

0.9 156 
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0.9072 

0.9030 

0.8945 

No Jitter 

2-8000 it. 

No Jitter 

20,000 it. 

Jitter *J 

20,000 it. 

D2 

0.8469 

0.8537 

0.8537 

0.8537 

0.840 1 

0.840 1 

A2 

0.8776 

0.8776 

0.886 1 

0.8945 

0.8734 

0.8650 

NN-B 

NN-M 

NN-B 

NN-M 
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0-8299 

0.8197 

0.8 163 
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0.8299 

0.8 197 

D3 

0.8367 

0.8435 

0-8435 

0.8435 

0.8639 

0.8469 

Al 

0.8903 

0-8945 

0.8861 

0.88 19 

0.9030 

0.8987 

A3 

0.8987 

0.8987 

0.8987 

0.9030 

0.8692 

0.8650 

D6 
I 

0.8265 

0.8299 

0.8333 

0.8333 

0.840 1 

0.8299 

A5 

0.886 1 

0.8734 

0.8987 

0.9072 

0.8945 

0.8903 

A6 

0.8945 

0.8692 

0.8903 

0.9030 

0.8650 

0.8523 



significant problem for the Melville Island D Series training and test databases and the Cape 

Smith Belt A Senes training and test databases. 

Although some results obtained using *4 jitter are slightly higher than the 

corresponding results obtained without jitter, the results given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 provide 

no consistent evidence that is indicative of a benefit associated with jitter. In fact, some jitter 

results (e-g., those of the Dl ,  A3, and A 6  experiments) are about 3 to 4% below those of the 

corresponding non-jitter classifications, indicating that the use of M jitter can produce results 

that are significantly below those produced without jitter. 

Errors of omission and commission are summarized for the D and A Series in Tables 

6.3 and 6.4. These tables uidicate that 1) the 20,000-iteration non-jitter results are essentially 

the same as the 2000-8000 iteration results, and 2) the *4-jitter 20,000-iteration results are 

essentially the same or worse than the 20,000-iteration non-jitter results. Thus, as with the 

data in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, these data support the hypotheses that 1) over-generalization is 

not a problem with the databases tested, and 2) *4 jitter is not helpfid in improving 

classification success. 

There is no mathematical method for determinhg the optimum network topology for 

solving a particular problem using a feedfonvard backpropagation neural network (Section 

3 -4.5.5). Nevertheless, theoretical and empùical studies have helped to define general 

guidelines for the definition of network topologies. For example, it has been understood since 

the late 1960's that many problems cannot be solved at al1 without at least 



Table 6.3 Summary of the magnitude of errors of omission and commission for B Series 
nonjitter and jitter classifications of the Melville Island Field Area. Classifications are listed 
as follows: NJI: no-jiiter, approxirnately 2000-8000 iterations; NJ2: no jitter, 20000 
iterations; J: *4 jitter, 20000 iterations. The class nurnbering scheme is the same as that used 
in Chapter 5 for the Melville Island Field Area (see Table 5.2). Values are expressed as 
proportions, and may be converted to percentages by multiplying by 100%. 

AVO 
0.15 
0.02 
0,15 
0,20 
0,27 
0,oo 
0,02 
0.00 
0.00 

AVG 
0,lS 
0,02 
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0.20 
0.27 
0,11 
0,01 
o. 00 
0,oo 

AVG 
0,13 
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CCASS 

1 
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7 

A: NJ2 
CLASS 

1 
2 
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5 
6 
7 

A: J 
CLASS 

1 
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7 

Table 6.4 Sumrnary of the magnitude of errors of omission and commission for A Series non- 
jitter and jitter classifications of the Cape Smith Belt Field Area, Classifications are listed as 
follows: NI 1 : no-jitter, approximately 2000-8000 iterations; N12: no jitter, 20000 iterations; 
1: î 4  jitter, 20000 iterationr. The class numbering scheme is the sanie as that uscd in Chapter 
6 for the Cape Smith Belt Field Area (sec Table 5.3). Values are expressed aa proportions, 
and may be convertcd to percentages by multiplying by 1000/0. 
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one hidden layer (Section 3.4.9, and thus the use of a single hidden layer greatly irnproves 

the potential of that network for solving problems. The addition of fùrther hidden layers 

increases the potential ofthe network to solve problems, although this cornes at a price with 

regard to other factors such as training time (Section 3 - 4 3 .  It has been s h o w  that most 

problems can be solved using a 2-layer network, and that virtually any solvable problem can 

be solved with a three-or four-layer network (e-g., Huang and Huang, 1991; Tamura and 

Tateishi, 1997), although in practice it is rarely clear exactly how many nodes must be used 

for each hidden layer in order to solve a particular problem. 

The following general " d e s  of thumb" have been devised regarding the definition of 

network topologies for classifkation purposes: 1) use 1 or 2 hidden layers; and 2) define each 

hidden layer with a number of nodes between the number of nodes used to define the input 

and output layers (Section 3.4.5.5; Richards, 1993). The purpose of the research presented 

in this section was to determine the number of nodes and layers that produced the best overall 

classification results, by progressively varying network topology in a simple manner. Of 

interest was whether or not established rules of thumb would be supported or contradicted 

by empirical tests using the databases assembled for this study. 

6 -3.1 Methodology 

6.3.1.2 Training and Te- 

The tests were performed using the first training and testing database of the Melville 

Island D Series, and the first training and testing database of the Cape Smith Belt A Series 

(see Sections 5 -2.1 and 52.2). The Melville Island D Series involves 5 57 training pixels and 
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294 test pixels representing 9 surface-cover classes. The Cape Smith Belt A Series involves 

449 training pixels and 237 test pixels representing 7 surface-cover classes. 

6.3.1.2 Classification M- 

Two sets of tests were perfonned for each field area- The first set of tests involved 

the use of a single intermediate layer, while the second set of tests involved the use of two 

intermediate layers. The number of nodes used to define the intermediate layers in each of 

these two sets of tests ranged tiom 1 to the maximum number of nodes in the output layer (9 

for the DI database, and 7 for the A l  database). Thus, a series of classifications was 

generated for each set of tests, with each set of 10 neural network classifications and one 

consensus classification corresponding to a different network topology (Figure 6.2). TM 

channels 3, 4, 5, and 7 were used as input images. 

For each classification, training occmed for 20,000 iterations, in order to be sure that 

weights had converged on essentially as good a solution as was possible, given the network 

topoIoa. There is no evidence for a tendency toward over-generalization when using these 

datasets, as shown above in Section 6.2. 

6.3.2 Results 

Plots of overaii consensus results (given as the proportion of test pixels classified 

correctly), and the corresponding average tss error afler 20,000 iterations, are given for one- 

hidden-layer cases in Figures 6.3 and 6.5 (DI and A l  results, respectively), and for two- 

hidden-layer cases in Figures 6.4 and 6.6 (DI and A l  results, respectively). The plots show 
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Figure 6.3 Plot of changes in consensus results, and corresponding 
results in average tss error afier 20000 iterations, with changing number 
of nodes in a network with one hidden layer (DI Series). 
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Figure 6.4 Plot of changes in consensus results, and corresponding 
results in average tss error after 20000 iterations, with changing number 
of nodes in a network with one hidden layer (AI Series). 
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Figure 6.5 Plot of changes in consensus results, and correspondhg 
results in average tss emor after 20000 iterations, with changing number 
of nodes in a network with two hidden layers (DI Series). 
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Figure 6.6 Plot of changes in consensus results, and corresponding 
results in average tss error after 20000 iterations, with changing number 
of nodes in a network with two hidden layers (A l  Series). 
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that overall classification results improve as the number of nodes in the hidden layer(s) 

increase, and that the best overali results are generally associated with the largest 2-hidden- 

layer networks. For each of the four sets of results, classification results approach their 

maximums in a generaliy asymptotic manner. The results presented in Figures 6.3 to 6-6 are 

consistent with recognized "mies of thumb" (Section 3 -4.4.5; Richards, 1993) 

The average tss enor afier 20,000 iterations can continue to &op in instances in which 

changes in consensus percent correct have flattened out (e-g Figure 6.4). This is to be 

expected, since tss error is a measure of how close output values are to desired output values 

(Sections 3 - 4 4  and 3.4.6), rather than a measure of the percentage of test pixels correctly 

classified (Le., output values can continue to approach the idealized target values without 

changing the corresponding classification results). 

When the number of training samples used in a classification problem is srnall relative 

to the dimensionality of the problem at hand, classification results may be unsatisfactory. The 

negative effect that relatively small training datasets and large problem dimensionalities can 

have on classification results is known as the Hughes phenomenon (Section 3.4.5.5). The 

ciassification resuIts presented in Figures 6.3 to 6.6 suggest that a sufficient amount of 

training data was available (relative to the dimensionality of the problems investigated), since, 

in general, classincation results continue to improve with increases in the number of weights 

used in the networks. However, it is conceivable that a larger and more fùlly representative 

training dataset could have produced overall classification results that are superior to those 

given in Figures 6.3 to 6.6 (for the same reasons, a smder and less representative training 

dataset could have produced worse results, possibly even involvùig a decreasing trend in 
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overd classification accuracies with increasing network size (e-g., Shahshahani and 

Landgrebe, 1994). 

6.4 Cha~ter  Summary 

Tests indicate that over-generalization is not present in the training of a feedforward 

backpropagation neural network using databases such as those of the Melville Island and 

Cape Smith Belt Field Areas. Also, given the slow training tirne and generaily poor results 

associated with jitter training, there is no evidence favouring the use of jitter for the 

classification of databases such as those used here- 

Empirical investigations regarding the influence of network topology on overall results 

suggest that two hidden layers should be used in the classification of databases such as those 

used here; each of these layers should be defined by the greatest of the number of nodes in 

the input and output layers. These results are consistent with recognized "rules of thumb" 

(e-g., Richards, 1993)- 
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7 EMPIREAL NEURAL NETWORK LNVESTIGGTIONS REGARDING 

EWDENTIALREASONING CONSENSUS AND THE GENERATION OF 

CONFIDENCE IMAGES 

7.1 Introduction 

The output Iayer of a neural network can consia of any number of nodes. When 

neural networks are applied toward regression problems, there may be as few as one output 

node, and the output activations (or scaled versions of these numbers) are themselves usually 

the values of interest to the investigator. In contrast, when neural networks are applied 

toward classScation problems, the output layer most &en consists of the same number of 

nodes as there are classes. Under this arrangement, each class is assigned a single output 

node, and the predicted class for a given input vector corresponds to the class whose output 

node has the greatest activation [during training, target output activations for correct and 

incorrect class labels are typically high (e-g., 1) and low (e-g., O), respectively; as noted in 

Section 3.4.6, the neural network used in this research used respective target activations of 

0.9 and 0.1 as targets for correct and incorrect class Iabels]. The above arrangement thus 

means that typical neural network classification decisions are based on a simple majority vote 

of output activations. Beyond this, the magnitudes (both absolute and relative) of output 

activations are usually not considered in the classification decision. 

The activations of output nodes have the potentiai to provide information beyond that 

used in majority-vote classifications. Workers have found that output activations, generated 

by a neural network that l ems  by rninimizing tss error (Section 3.4.4), can approximate 
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posterior probabilities (Ruck et al., 2990; Wan, 1990)- This suggests that output activations 

may be used to a greater extent than they are in majonty-vote classifications (e-g., they may 

be used in consensus operations), since they provide a general fiamework for ranking classes 

in tems of the relative likelihood that they are associated with a particular input vector (e-g., 

Rogova, 1994; Benediktsson et a[., 1997a). 

This chapter presents empirical classification resuits involving the utilization of output 

activations for purposes beyond those of majority-vote classifications. Specifically, the 

following are tested: 1) the consensus of neural network classifications by orthogonal 

summation, through the treatment of output activations as measures of evidence, and 2) the 

use of the highest two output activations of neural network output vectors to generate 

"confidence imagesyy (i-e., images whose values reflect the confidence associated with the 

class-labelling decisions of a corresponding classified image). 

7.2 Evidential Reasoninn Consensus 

The evidential reasonuig classification algorithm is desctibed in Section 3 -3. As noted 

in Section 3.3.1, the rnethod for the combination of evidence using orthogonal summation is 

well established, but methods for generating initiai measures of evidence are not (Moon, 

1990, 1993). Peddie (199 1, 1995) has suggested that evidence can be calculated as a fùnction 

of the proportions of class training data that contain the values being classified (Section 

3.3.1). This method of evidence calculation was used in the empirical evaluation of the 

evidential reasoning aigorithm in Chapter 5.  

In the research presented below, the evidential reasoning aigorithm was investigated 
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as a means for improvement of overall neural network results through the consensus of 

multiple sets of neural network output activations (Rugova, 1994). Output activations were 

treated as measures of evidence, and were combined using orthogonal surnrnation as 

described in Section 3.3 (Figure 7.1). The main goals of the evidential reasoning consensus 

tests were: 1) to determine how the evidential reasoning consensus method compares to the 

majority-vote consensus method tested in Chapter 5; 2) to determine if the evidential 

reasoning method can produce results that are superior to aü individual neural network results 

used as input; and 3) to determine if the use of neural network activations as measures of 

evidence improves the utiiity of the evidential reasoning algorithm over that descnbed in 

Chapter 5. This author is not aware of any prior research, apart flom that of Rugova (1994) 

(which focused on the use of neural networks for character recognition), which has examined 

the utiiity of the combination of neural network activations using evidential reasoning as the 

consensus algorithm. 

Recaii that it was found in Chapter 5 that the majority-vote consensus classifications 

produced overaü results that were typicaiiy within I l% of those of the best individual neural 

network results. This was found to be of practical vaiue, since it suggested that the majority- 

vote consensus method can be used to generate consistently strong neural network 

classifications without necessitzting the evaluation of numerous individual neural network 

classifications (Section 5.3.1.3). It was also found in Chapter 5 that the evidential reasoning 

algorithm, employed using a method which calculates evidence as a function of the 

proportions of class training data that contain the image values being classifïed, produced 

poor classification results compared to those of the other classifiers tested (Section 5.4). 
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Figure 7.1 Illustration of the two consensus algorithms used in this research: A) majority 
vote; and B) evidential reasonhg. The majority vote algorithm simply chooses the class 
label most fiequently selected by individual neural networks. The evidential reasoning 
algorithm uses orthogonal surnmation of output activations to assign class labels. 



7.2. Z Methodoloq 

The evidentiai reasonuig consensus tests were performed for the Melville Island Field 

Area using the training and test pixels of the B. C, D and E Series (Section 5 -2.1. l), and for 

the Cape Smith Belt Field Area using the training and test pixels of the A Series (Section 

521.2) (i-e., all training and test databases introduced in Chapter 5 were used). For each of 

the six training and test datasets of the five main Series, the output activations of ten 

individual neural network executions were treated as measures of evidence, and were 

CO rnbined through orthogonal surnmation [note: a modified version of the neural network 

classification software (FmD9E.C: Appendix C) was used to generate the databases of 

output activations for al1 test pixels; a modified version of the main evidential reasonuig 

software (ERl29FXVA13.C: Appendix C) was used in order to accommodate the dïerent 

input requirements involved in these tests]. Because most (or ail) sums of output activations 

exceeded 1 -0, a nonnalization step was typicaliy required pnor to evidence combination [the 

fiame of discemment was also necessarily set to zero in the process; this is in contrast to the 

executions of Chapter 5, where evidence measures were so low (with fiames of discemment 

often as high as -0.95) as to never require this normalization step]. As with al1 evidentiai- 

reasoning classifications discussed in this document, final class labels corresponded to those 

classes whose measures of combined evidence were greatest. Classification results were 

cornpared with those generated in Chapter 5 .  TM channels 3, 4, 5, and 7 were used. 

7.2.2 Results 

Overall evidential reasoning consensus results for the Melville Island Field Area are 
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given in Tables 7.1 (overd proportions) and 7.2 (overall Kappa values). Results for the Cape 

Smith Belt Field Area are given in Tables 7.3 (cverall proportions) and 7.4 (overail Kappa 

values). For the A to D Series, the evidential reasoning results are approximately the same 

as those produced by the majority vote algorithrn. For the E Series, evidential reasoning 

resuits are consistently -3% lower than those produced by the majority-vote algorithm (a 

notable exception to this hding is the evidential reasoning result for E6, which is about 10Y0 

higher than the correspondhg major@-vote result). 

Thus, in general, the results given in TabIes 7.1 to 7-4 show that the evidentiai 

reasoning consensus algorithrn generally performed only slightly worse than the majonty-vote 

consensus aigorithm. The evidential reasoning consensus results compare favourably to the 

maximum likelihood and evidential reasoning results reported in Chapter 5 (Tables 5.4, 5 -5,  

5 -24, and 5.25). Nevertheless, the results suggest that the evidential-reasoning consensus 

algorithrn is not a superior alternative to the simple majority-vote consensus algorithm 

evaluated in Chapter 5 (at least, for training and test data such as those used in this research). 

As noted in Section 3-4-59, the generation of consensus results that are consistently 

superior to those produced by the best individual neural network classification can only be 

performed if individual results are error-independent. The failure of both of the consensus 

algorithms tested in this research (Chapters 5 and 7) to produce results that are consistently 

superior to those of the best individual neural network results suggests that the individual 

results are not sufficiently error-independent. The only differences between the individual 

neural network executions were those related to weight initializations, whereas sorne workers 



Table 7.1 Surnmary of evîdentid-reasoning consensus results for al1 Series of the Melville 
Island Field Area. Values give the proportion of aii test pixels classified correctly, and may 
be converted to percentages by multiplying by 100%. Compare with Table 5-4. 

Table 7.2 Summary of evidential-reasoning consensus results for al1 Series of the Melville 
Island Field Area, expressed as Kappa coefficients. Values give the proportion of all test 
pixels correctly classified, beyond that which is to be expected based on chance alone (see 
Section 2.5.4 for details). Compare with Table 5.5. 
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Table 7.3 Surnmary of evidential reasoning consensus results for the A Series of the Cape 
Smith Belt Field Area. Values give the proportion of al1 test pixels classified correctly, and 
may be converted to percentages by multiplying by 100%. Compare with Table 5.24. 

Table 7.4 Summary of evidential reasoning consensus results for the A Series of the Cape 
Smith Belt Field Area, expressed as Kappa coefficients. Values give the proportion of al1 test 
pixels correctly classified, beyond that which is to be expected based on chance alone (see 
Section 2.5 -4 for details). Compare with Table 5.25. 
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have made use of much more diverse input data sets. For example, Rogova's (1 994) tests of 

the evidential reasoning consensus algonthm for "character recognition" were based on the 

combination of results produced by neural networks with dEerent topologies, leaming 

algorithrns, and training data. 

7.2.2- 1 Implications for the Evidential Reasonïng Algorithm 

The evidential reasoning consensus results presented here validate the contention that 

orthogonal summation of evidence is a useful means for the classification of satellite imagery. 

The only differences between the generaüy strong evidential reasoning consensus executions 

presented here and the poor evidential reasoning classifications presented in Chapter 5 are 

related to the initiai measurement of evidence; the former tests used neural network output 

activations as measures of evidence, while the latter tests calculated evidence as a finction 

of the proportions of class training data that contain the image values being classified (note: 

the evidential reasoning programs used for both groups of classifications are identical, except 

for file-reading and initial data processing routines). Thus, the results presented in this section 

and in Chapter 5 suggest that the latter method for calculating initiai evidence values is no? 

usefùl for the calculation of evidence, at least for classifications involving geological classes 

such as those involved in this research. It is clear that the evidential reasoning algorithm itself 

is applicable for image classification, as long as usefiil measures of evidence are available. 

7.3 Confidence Im- 

Some classification algorithms use specific measures to estimate the c4confidence'' 
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with which individual class labeliings are perfonned. For example, in the use of the evidential 

reasoning classifier, infionnation on the nature and probable success of a classification c m  be 

obtained through examination of the evidential mass aiiocated to particular class propositions 

(the support), the evidential mass aliocated to contradictory class propositions (the 

plaunbility), and the evidential mass aliocated to the set of ali classes (8, or the uncertain~y) 

(Section 3.3.1)- The magnitudes of each of these three variables can be used to produce 

images whose values reflect on the confidence with which IabeUing decisions were made ( e g ,  

Moon, 1990; Richards, 1993). Such images could be of value when evaluating or interpreting 

classZied images. Shahshahmi and Landgrebe (1 994) sùnilarly generated probability maps 

for the EM (expectation maximization) algorithm by gray coding the Mahalanobis distance 

of each pixel for the class to which it was classified. 

In this section, two simple measures of classification confidence are proposed to 

accompany the generation of individuai neural network image classifications. The first 

measure of confidence is the magnitude of the highest output activation in an output vector. 

The second measure of coniïdence is the ciifference between the highest output activation and 

the next-highest output activation. Clearly, the two error measures are not independent, since 

relatively large measures of the highest output activation will tend to be associated with 

relative1 y large measures of the difference between the two highest activations. These 

measures were derived intuitively, based on the concept that the confidence associated with 

pixel classifications should in part be related to the magnitude of and separation between the 

greatest output activations. This intuitive concept is shown below to have a valid empirical 

basis. This author is not the fùst to have proposed these measures of classification confidence 



(e.g., see Wan, 1990, p.303). 

7.3.1 Methodoloq 

Investigations into the validity ofthe use ofthe two proposed measures of confidence 

were performed using the C6 training and test databases of the Melville Island Field Area 

(Section 5.2.2)- A modified version of the main neural network classification module 

( F m 9 E - C :  Appendix C) was used to caicutate the two measures of confidence for al1 test 

pixels in the C6 Senes. These measures were plotted against the success of the corresponding 

classifications (i-e., whether or not the selected class label matched the known class label), in 

order to determine if there is a usefùl and consistent relation between these parameters. 

Sample confidence images were generated for the first of the 10 individual neural network 

~Iassiiications involved in the Cd training and test databases (i.e., the C6N'  execution), using 

each of the proposed measures of confidence. 

7.3.2 Result~ 

Plots of the highest output activations versus classification success are given in Figure 

7.2. The diierences between highest and next-highest output activations are plotted against 

classification success in Figure 7.3. Activation values in both figures are normalized with 

respect to al1 corresponding output activations. It is clear in both sets of plots that there is 

a usefùl and consistent relation between the proposed confidence measures and classification 

success. That is, higher measures of confidence are associated with higher "likelihoods" of 

classification success. Diffierences between highest and next-highest output activations are 
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Figure 7.2 Box-plots showing the association between neural network classification 
success and highest output activations. Box-plots are given for each of the 10 individual 
neural network executions of the Cd Series. Activations are normalized with respect to al1 
output activations. 
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Figure 7.3 Box-plots showing the association between neural network classification 
success and differences between highest and next-highest output activations. Box-plots 
are given for each of the 10 individual ne& network executions of the C6 Series. 
Differences are normaiized with respect to all output activations. 
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in particular a usefül rneasure of confidence, given the generally good separation between the 

distributions of test pixels (the 25th percentile of correct classEcations generally coincides 

with the 75th percentile of incorrect classincations for all 10 neural network classifications) 

(Figure 7.3). 

Sample coddence images, generated for the first of the 10 individual neural network 

classifications involved in the C6 training and test databases (Le., the C6NI execution), are 

given in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. These images, which are highly correlated, show the spatial 

distribution of confidence over the Melville Island Field Area as determined fiom neural 

network output activations. Figure 7.5 is considered to be the most useful of the two images, 

given the slightly better separations shown in Figure 7.3 versus Figure 7.2. The highest 

confidence in Figure 7.5 is generally assigned to the green vegetation class, as well as to good 

exposures of the Bjorn Formation. Somewhat lower (but still high) confidence is assigned 

to well-discruninated geological units, including the Assistance Formation, the pink unit of 

the Canyon Fiord Formation, and portions of the main red-weathering unit of the Canyon 

Fiord Formation. The lowest confidence values are associated with exposed geological 

materials to the north (none of which are represented in the training dataset) as well as 

portions of the Trold Fiord, Great Bear Cape, and other formations. 

The value of a confidence image is debatable, given that a measure of the confidence 

associated with classified images can be obtained simply through the generation of error 

matrices using test pixels (and, in the process, calculating producer's and user's percentages 

for each class - see, e-g., Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994). Thus, perhaps the principal value of 

a confidence image such as that given in Figure 7.5 is that it can provîde a relative measure 



Figure 7.4 An image that gives the greatest output activations for the C6NI neural network execution 
(activations are normalized with respectt O al1 outputa ctivations). This type of image may be useful 
as a "confidence" image for individual neural network classifications,s ince higher activations are 
generally associated with a greater likelihood of classification success (Figure 7.2). r d  



Figure 7.5 An image that gives the difference between highest and next-highest output activations for 
the C6Nl neural network execution (differences are normalized with respect to al1 output activations). 
This type of image may be useful as a "confidence" image for individual neural network 
classifications,~ ince greater differences are more ofien associated with correct classifications,a nd 

N 
smallerd ifferences are more often associated with incorrect classifications (Figure 7.3). 
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of classification confidence without the need to evaluate test pixels [although the evaluation 

of test pixels could not only provide key class-specific information on classification success 

(and thus classification confidence), but could also conceivably calibrate confidence images 

with respect to the likeiihood of classification success]. 

It is important to note that the value ofthe confidence images is limited by the quality 

and representativeness of the training database. For example, the shadowed portion ofthe 

large exposure of the Blue Fiord Formation (in the southeast portion of the region) is 

associated with relatively high confidence, but, because it was not represented in the training 

database, was consistently misclassified as water in al1 tests presented in Chapter 5. p o t e  

fùrther that because such a distinct mismatch between high confidence and error can occur, 

it is arguable that the term "confidence" as used in this chapter should be replaced by a term 

such as "distinctiveness". Thus, the term "confidence measure" might be replaced by 

"distinctiveness index", to avoid the casual use of a statistically meaninml term 

("confidence"), and to make clear to any analyst using the data that image values are simply 

measures of the absolute or relative magnitude of output activations (and thus are indirect 

measures of the spectral "distinctiveness" of a given class assignment)]. 

7.4 Chapter Summary 

Typical neural network classification decisions are based on simple majority votes of 

output activations. The magnitudes (both absolute and relative) of output activations are 

usudy not considered in such classification decisions. Although this is a valid use of output 

activations that can produce worthwhile results (Chapter 5),  the activations of output nodes 
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provide usefbl information beyond that used in majority-vote classifications, and this 

information may be usefiil in the combination of neural network results, and in the generation 

of confidence images. 

Tests involving the consensus of neural network classifications by orthogonal 

summation, performed by treating output activations as measures of evidence, produced 

results i-hat were found to be slightly worse than those produced by the majority-vote 

consensus algorithm (Chapter 5). This, dong with the neural network results of Chapter 5, 

suggests that the individual neural network results used here are not sufficiently error- 

independent for the generation of consensus results that are superior to component results. 

This is likely related to the fact that the only diEerences between the individual neural 

network executions used here were related to weight initializations. Although the evidential 

reasoning consensus results presented in this chapter are not superior to those generated by 

majority-vote consensus, they clearly show that the evîdential reasoning algorithm tested in 

Chapter 5 is a valid algorithm for classification of satellite imagery, as long as it is given good 

initial rneasures of evidence- 

Usefùl measures of classification confidence cm be generated from output activations- 

Plots of highest activations versus classification success, and differences in the two highest 

activations versus classification success, suggest that there is a good empirical basis for the 

use of these particular measures of confidence in the classification of satellite images. 

Relative assignments of confidence in two confidence images for the Melville Island Field 

Area were found to be generally consistent with the class-specific successes of neural network 

classifications presented in Chapter 5. This method could conceivably be adapted for use with 



consensus algonthms by, e-g., averaging individual confidence images. 
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8 A VISUAL EVALUATTON OF RADARSAT. LANDSAT TM. AND XKONOS 

IMAGERY FOR DISCRIMINATING LITHOLOGY 

8.1 Introduction 

Although autornated or serni-automated techniques (such as image classification and 

spectral mixture modeüing) can be usefkl for the generation of geological information nom 

satellite images, a considerable amount of geological information can also be produced 

through direct visual analysis of satellite images. As noted in Section 2.5.4, geological 

information produced through the methods of visual analysis can be superior to that produced 

using other techniques, since these methods allow for the use of visual cues such as size, 

shape, pattern, and context to refine the quality of geological information derived from 

images; such cues are usually not taken into account in per-pixel classification, for example 

(Rïvard, 1996; Costa et ai-, 1998)- 

The potential utility of radar imagery in the discrimination and mapping of Lithology 

and other geological parameters is significant, particularly when radar imagery is analysed 

visually (Costa et al., 1998; Adam et al., 1998; Shimabukuro et al., 1998) (Sections 2.3.2.4 

and 2.4.2), and much work continues to be focussed on evaluating the applicability of radar 

imagery toward geological study (e-g., Mettemicht and Zhck, 1998; Paradella et ai-, 1998; 

Simms and Bel, 1998; Arkin et al., 1999; Rivard et al., 1999; Robinson et al., 1999; Sharma 

et al., 1999; Smith et al., 1999; Haack et ai., 2000; Lepage et al., 2000) (Section 2.3 -2.4). 

Irnagery produced by the recently-launched IKONOS sensor also has considerable potential 

as a visual source of geological uiformation. Although MONOS imagery has a relatively 
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poor spectral resolution (Section 2.4.3), its unprecedented 1 m pixel spacing promises to 

advance terrestrial remote sensing by providing digital hi&-resolution views of sunace 

materials fiom earth orbit. 

In this chapter, in an effort to build on previous research regarding the application of 

radar imagery for lithological discrimination, Radarsat images are evaluated and compared 

with Landsat TM images with regard to their value in discrimhating lithological units in 

selected regions of the Melville Island and Cape Smith Belt study areas (Landsat TM imagery 

has been widely used by the remote sensing cornmunity for more than 15 years, and thus is 

a useful standard against which newer types of imagery may be evaluated). In addition, as 

one of the tint evaluations of IKûNOS imagery, panchromatic and multispectrai IKONOS 

images are evaluated in this chapter for a 4 by 10 lan region of the Melville Island Field Area. 

General information on the Radarsat, Landsat TM, and MONOS sensors is given in Section 

2.4. The Landsat TM and Radarsat images used in this research are described in Sections 

4.2.8 and 4.3 -9, respectively. The two study areas are described in Chapter 4. 

8.2 Methodoloq 

Two regions of interest were selected for the Melville Island study area: 1) the 

Tingmisut Lake region; and 2) the Weatheraü Bay region (Figure 8. la). One region of 

interest was chosen for the Cape Smith Belt study area: the Lac Watts region (Figure 8. lb). 

Ail three regions were selected based on: 1) satellite-image coverage; 2) availability of 

ground-truth information; and 3) the presence and diversity ofgeological features of interest. 

For each ofthe regions, Landsat TM and Radarsat images were evaluated with regard 
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to their visuai information content regarding the nature and extent of exposed lithological 

units. IKONOS imagery was also evaluated for the Tingmisut Lake region on Melville Island- 

In this exercise, emphasis was placed on areas visited and sarnpled in the course of this 

research (see Sections 4.2.7 and 4.3 -8, respectively). Evaluations associated with other areas 

are necessarily more limited, and were based on consultation with aerial photographs and 

relevant sources of geological information. 

8.3 Results 

The results of the evaluation of Radarsat, TM, and IKONOS images are presented 

below for the Tingmisut Lake, Weatheraü Bay, and Lac Watts regions- 

8.3.1 Tingmisut Lake Region CMelville Island) 

The Tingmisut Lake region (Figure 8.2) is 10 by 14 km in dimension and is located 

in the central portion of the Melville Island Field Area (Section 4.2.7). Geological materials 

exposed at the surface are mainly late-Paleozoic north-dipping clastic and carbonate 

sequences of the Sverdrup basin, although Ordovician dolostones (the Tingmisut Wer) and 

a Cretaceous gabbro dike are also present (Figure 8.2; Table 4.1). Geological matenals and 

vegetation cover in the region are documented in Section 4.2.7.1; an overview of this 

information, with reference to aerial photographs of the region, is given below. 

A mosaic of four panchromatic aerial photographs of the Tingmisut Lake region is 

given in Figure 8.3. The aerial photographs were acquired in 1959 from an altitude of about 

9850 m (30000 fi), with solar illumination fiom the northwest. in the mosaic, three 



Tingmisut lniier 
Bjorn Fm 

[7 Trold Fiord Fm 

Degerbols Fm 
Assistance Fm 
Sabine B a y  Fm 

U Great Bear Cape Fm 
Canyon Fiord Fm - - - gobbro 

Figure 8.2 Bedrock geology of the Tingmisut Lake region (after Hamson, 1995). 
Geological units are descnbed in Table 4.1. 



Figure 8.3 Mosaic of aerial photographs of the Tingmisut Lake region (photographs 
A16763-53, -54, -55, and -93). Illumination is fiom the northeast. 
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prominent east-west striking ndge-forming units are visible: 1) the Great Bear Cape 

Formation limestone unit; 2) the Degerbols Formation hestone unit; and 3) the Bjorn 

Formation sandstone unit. These units form the main ridges of the cuesta landforms that 

dorninate the local landscape. Two additional ridge- and hill-fonning units include the gabbro 

dyke and the Tingmisut Inlier dolostone unit (Figure 8.3). Between the ndge-forming units 

are less-resistant units, including the Trold Fiord Formation sandstone, the Assistance 

Formation mudstone, the Sabine Bay Formation sandstone, and the Canyon Fiord Formation 

sandstone. Because the aeriaI photographs were acquired relatively early in the summer 

season, the surfaces of both Tingmkut Lake and Weatherall Bay are covered with ice in the 

mosaic of aerial photographs (Figure 8.3). 

Vegetation cover in the Tingmisut Lake region is generaliy low. The surfaces of most 

geological units are sparsely vegetated by variably-spaced patches (typically 10 to 30 cm 

across) of Saxapaga opposirifoiia (purple saxifrage). Areas of significant vegetation cover 

(consisting mainly of dense accumulations of either black algae or diverse moss-dominated 

tundra cornmunities) are more comrnon in the northem halfof the region, and are generaiiy 

associated with dark tones in the mosaic of aerial photographs (Figure 8.3). 

8 3 1 . 1  Landsat TM Image 

Landsat TM colour composites for the Tingmisut Lake region are given in Figure 8.4 

(channels 3 2 1 :RGB; true colour), Figure 8.5 (channels 543 :RGB), and Figure 8 -6 (channels 

754:RGB). Because the Landsat image was acquired late in the sumrner season (August 8, 

1994), there is no ice cover on Tingmisut Lake in the images, and the portion of Weatherd 



Figure 8.4 TM colour composite (channels 32 1 :RGB; tnie colour) for the Tingmisut Lake 
region. Iliumination is from the south. 



Figure 8.5 TM colour composite (channels 543:RGB) for the Tigmisut Lake region. 
Illumination is fiom the south. 



Figure 8.6 TM colour composite (charnels 754:RGB) for the Tigmisut Lake region. 
Iilumination is fkom the south. 
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Bay within the Tmgmisut Lake region is mainly ice fkee. Soiar illumination is fkom the south, 

and pixel spacing is 30 m. Contrast was enhanced in the TM images using linear histogram 

stretches. 

Using the TM imagery, open water can be easily discriminated fiom other materials 

by its characteristically low reflectance in the visible (Figure 8.4) and negligible reflectance 

in the mid-i&ared (Figure 8.6). Snow patches and sea ice are easily discriminated from other 

materials by their high reflectance in the visible (Figure 8.4) and vety low reflectance in the 

mid-infrared (Figure 8.6). Areas of dense moss and broadleaf vegetation cover are well 

discriminated in the TM images, based on their charactenstically high reflectance in the near- 

infrared and low reflectance in the red portion of the visible spectrurn (vegetated areas are 

shown in shades of green in Figure 8-5). 

Canyon Fiord Formation clastic materials, which are characterized by relatively high 

reflectance in the red portion of the spectrum and relatively low reflectance in the blue and 

green portions (presumably a result of the presence of iron oxides on exposed surfaces; see 

Drus: 1993, p.8), are easily discriminated from other matenals in the region (Canyon Fiord 

Formation materials are shown in shades of brown in Figure 8.4). The TM image can be used 

to fùrther discriminate the pink sub-unit of the Canyon Fiord Formation (shown in very light 

shades of brown in Figure 8.4). The yellow sub-unit (yellow-coloured fines which are ofien 

associated with heterolithic pebble-sized clasts; Table 5.1) of the Canyon Fiord Formation is 

not easily recognized visually, probably because exposures of this sub-unit are generally 

smaller than the TM pixel size (typically resulting in rnixed pixels with other Canyon Fiord 

Formation matenals) (Figure 8.4). The low reflectance of the gabbro dike in the visible 
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portion of the spectmm (Figure 8.4) causes it to contrast well with the surrounding Canyon 

Fiord Formation materials. The mudstones of the Assistance Formation are weU 

discriminated using the red-to-mid-infkared channels (shown in shades of red and pink in 

Figure 8 -5). 

The generdy greater reflectance, in ail three TM colour composites, of the materials 

of the Sabine Bay, Degerbols, and Bjorn formations aids in their visual discrimination fkom 

darker units (e-g., Great Bear Cape and Trold Fiord formations). These units cannot be 

discrirninated fiom each other based strictly on their spectral properties, using the TM images. 

8.3.1 -2 Radarsat Image 

The Radarsat image of the Tingmisut Lake region is given in Figure 8.7. This image 

was acquired fiom the west-southwest, preferentially illuminating slopes oriented toward this 

direction. Because the Radarsat image was acquired in the middle of the brief summer season 

(July 1 7, 1 998), the surfaces of Tingmisut Lake and Weatherall Bay are mostly covered by 

ice in the image. Speckle was reduced in the image by 6iltering original data using a 7 x 7 Lee 

filter. The image has a pixel spacing of 12.5 m. Contrast was enhanced in the Radarsat image 

using a Linear histograrn stretch. 

Open water, which is associated with very low values in the Radarsat image, is easily 

discriminated fiom geological and ice classes in the region (Figure 8.7) (recali that water 

bodies act as specular reflectors under calm conditions - Section 2.3 -2.2)- Sea and lake ice 

are associated with low to rnoderate image values in the Radarsat image. Although lake ice 

is sometimes associated with lower image values compared to sea ice (üiaby et al., 1982, 



Figure 8.7 Radarsat image of the Thgrnisut Lake region. Radar illumination is from 
the southwest. 
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p.9 IO), these two ice types are not visually distinguishable âom each other in the Radarsat 

image; this may be due to the fact that most or ail of the ice in the West Arm of Weatherall 

Bay is, like the ice of Tingmisut Lake, first-year ice. Sea and lake ice in the Tingmisut Lake 

region may generaiiy be distinguished from land materials based on the regularity of the tonal 

variations of these ice classes, although because the image values and texture associated with 

sea and Iake ice are in places similar to those associated with land materials, there is some 

potential for confusion between land and ice classes if additional infiormation on shorehe 

positions and ice presence is not available (note, for example, that ice cover on Tingmisut 

Lake is associated with image values and a texhire similar to those of the surrounding Canyon 

Fiord Formation materiais). 

Snow cover is associated with very low radar backscatter in the Radarsat image, 

making it easy to discriminate from surrounding geoiogical materials, although without 

additional contextual idonnation there is considerable potential for confùsion between snow 

patches and open water. The snow patches in the region were in the process of melting when 

the Radarsat image was acquired, suggesting that the surfaces of the snow patches may have 

been sufficiently smooth and wet to act as specular reflectors (dry snow can typicaliy be 

penetrated easily by microwave radiation, but wet snow can reflect significant amounts of 

incident microwave radiation, causing high or Iow backscatter depending on the roughness 

of the snow surface), or at least to significantly attenuate incident microwave radiation (see, 

e.g., Ulaby et al., 1982; Engeset and Weydahl, 1998; Baghdadi et al., 2000). A panoramic 

view of the immediate Tingmisut Lake area is given in Figure 8.8, showing the extent of ice, 

snow, and water in the area five days before acquisition of the Radarsat image (compare with 



Figure 8.8 View of the immediate Tingmisut Lake area, showing the extent of  ice, snow, and water five days before acquisition of the 
Radarsat image. View is toward the west from the mid-portion of the gabbro dike. Compare with Figure 8.7. Tingmisut Lake is about 2 
km across, from left to right. 
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Figure 8.7). 

As discussed in Section 2.3.2.4, radar can normaily be used for discriminating and 

mapping lithological units only when there is a good correlation between lithology and the 

physical factors to which radar is sensitive: topography, surface roughness, and moisture. 

AIthough no geological unit in Figure 8.7 is uniquely associated with particular image values, 

some units stand out sufficiently well to be visuaily recognized. For exarnple, the gabbro 

dike, which is oriented in places at relatively high angles to the look direction of the radar 

sensor, is weIl iliumhateci on much of its western flank and thus can be visualiy discriminated 

Eom the surrounding materials whose backscatter is generaily lower. Although topography 

appears to be the main factor influencing gabbro image values, image values may also have 

been influenced by the sizes and shapes of gabbro materials. For example, gabbro boulders 

(typically up to about 50 cm across) and bedrock outcrops (which can extend for tens of 

metres horizontally and up to about 8 m verticaliy) may have acted as corner reflectors to 

uicorning microwave radiation (Figure 8.9). Smaller, blocky gabbro materials (many of which 

have dimensions on the order of the radar wavelength of 5-6 cm) may in places produce 

radar-rough surfaces (Figure 8.9). The Canyon Fiord Formation materials that surround 

much of the gabbro dike are typically sand to pebble sized, producing surfaces that will appear 

smooth to the Radarsat sensor (see below). Coarser Canyon Fiord Formation rocks 

associated with srnail drainage gulleys and bedrock exposures may locally produce radar- 

rough surfaces; the larger Canyon Fiord Formation rocks are generally flat, likely reducing 

their contribution to surface roughness (see below). 

The TingMsut Inlier dolomite unit, like the gabbro unit, is associated with high radar 
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backscatter, making it easy to discriminate in the radar image. The high backscatter of the 

dolostone unit is due in large part to the favourable orientation of slopes toward the radar 

sensor (note that the brightest dolostone pixels are associated with south- to west-facing 

slopes). Radar backscatter may have been increased further because of the orientation of 

slopes at about 30 to 40 degrees relative to horizontal [resulting in more direct backscatter 

when imaging at high incidence angles such as those of the S7 Radarsat mode (44.9" to 

49.4") J (Figure 8.10). Also, slope materials are mainly blocky dolostone rocks with 

dimensions close the wavelength of the radar sensor (5.6 cm), and with very little infil1 

between clasts by fines (such materials would be expected to produce radar-rough susaces; 

Figure 8.1 1). The faces of the large and irregularly-shaped dolostone bedrock exposures rnay 

act as corner refiectors (Figure 8.10). It is not clear why the flat and north-east facing slopes 

of the Tingmisut Inlier are characterized by relatively high levels of radar backscatter; this 

may in part be due to factors related to surface roughness (Figure 8.12) or moisture 

conditions. 

Many geological units in the Tingmisut Lake region are not consistently related to 

particular levels of radar backscatter, hindering the discrimination of individual units from 

surrounding materials For example, the Canyon Fiord Formation materials are associated 

with very low radar backscatter irnmediately north of Tingmisut Lake, probably due to: 1) the 

shallow slopes in the area; and 2) the abundance of sand- and pebble-sued fines in these 

locations, which produce a radar-smooth surface (Figure 8.13). Canyon Fiord Formation 

materials are associated with relatively hi@ backscatter West of the gabbro dike, where the 

orientation of local slopes is toward the radar sensor, and where earth materials are variably 



Figure 8.10 Photograph of the south dope of the Thgrnisut Inlier dolostone unit. 
Foreground matenals belong to the Canyon Fiord Formation. mew is toward the 
northeast. 



b 
Figure 8.11 Photographs of talus materials of the south slope of the Tingmisut Inlier 
dolostone unit (Site 1). Location is shown in Figure 8.7. Scale in "a" is divided into 
10 cm increments. Scale in 'Wb" is divided into 1 cm increments. 



Figure 8.12 Photographs of dolostone materials at a location on the summit of the 
Tingrnisut Inlier (Site 5). Location is shown in Figure 8.7. View in "a" is toward the 
West. Scale in "a" is 1 m long and divided into 10 cm increments. Scale in "b" is 
divided into 1 cm increments. 



Figure 8.13 Photographs of small Canyon Fiord Formation materials (red- 
weathering calcareous sandstones and related fines) at a location north of Tingmisut 
Lake (Site 22). Location is shown in Figure 8.7. -ew in "ayy is toward the north. 
Scale in "a" is 1 m long and divided into 10 cm increments. Scale in "b" is divided 
into 1 cm increments. Clast sues shown here are typical of the smaller surficial 
materials of the Canyon Fiord Formation. 
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sized (fiom loose pebble-sized clasts near the sumrnit of the ridge, to sizes between about 2 

and 15 cm at lower elevations and in gulleys; Figure 8.14); localized bedrock exposures, 

typically several metres across and up to about one metre hi& are aiso scattered across the 

dope. 

Like the Canyon Fiord Formation matenals, the Great Bear Cape Formation 

limestones are not consistently associated with particular ranges of image values. Vegetation- 

poor locales are typically associated with low backscatter, regardless of clast sizes (which 

range between about 1 and 20 cm: see Figures 8.15 and 8-16), while locations associated with 

southwest-oriented topography or s ip ikan t  amounts of moss and other vegetation cover 

(Figure 8.17) are associated with greater backscatter. The direct relation noted here between 

vegetated areas and radar backscatter is uncertain, given its seeming incompatibility with the 

clearly poor relation between these variables elsewhere in the region (e-g., at the Trold Fiord 

Formation) as weli as in the Weatherall Bay region (Section 8.3.2.2). 

Although the surficial matenais of the Sabine Bay Formation have variable sizes 

(Figure 8.18), most materials of this unit are pebble-sized or smalier (Figure 8.19). A 

correlation between radar backscatter and clast size is not visually apparent in the Radarsat 

image, and rnost materials of the Sabine Bay Formation are associated with low backscaîter. 

Southwest-facing slopes of large Sabine Bay Formation bedrock outcrops, which are likely 

good corner reflectors, are associated with high backscatter. The surficial materials of the 

Assistance Formation are generaliy stnall (most rocks are less than about 4 cm across; Figure 

8.20), and are associated with Iow backscatter, even on slopes onented at relatively high 

angle to the look direction. The surficial materials of the Degerbols Formation are typically 



Figure 8.14 Photographs of large Canyon Fiord Formation matenals (red- 
weathering calcareous sandstones and related fines) at a location West of the gabbro 
dike (Site 13B). Location is shown in Figure 8.7. View in "a" is toward the 
southwest. Scale in "a" is 1 m long and divided into 10 cm increments. Scale in "b" is 
divided into 1 cm increments. Clast sizes shown in the foreground of "a", and in "b", 
are typical of the larger surficial materials of the Canyon Fiord Formation. 



Figure 8.15 Photographs of large Great Bear Cape Formation matenals (lhestone) 
at a location in the western portion of the Tingmisut Lake region (Site 20). Location 
is shown in Figure 8.7. View in "a" is toward the northwest. Scale in "a" is divided 
into 10 cm increments. Scale in "b" is divided into 1 cm increments. Clast sizes 
shown here are typical of the larger surficial materials of the Great Bear Cape 
Formation. 



Figure 8.16 Photographs of smail Great Bear Cape Formation materials (limestone) 
at a location in the western portion of the Tingrnisut Lake region (Site 2 1). Location 
is shown in Figure 8.7. Note person in ''a" for scale. Scale in "b" is divided into 1 cm 
increments. Clast sizes shown here are typical of the smaller materials of the Great 
Bear Cape Formation. 



Figure 8.17 Photographs of vegetated Great Bear Cape Formation materials 
(limestone) at a location in the central portion of the Tingmisut Lake region (Site 24). 
Location is shown in Figure 8.7. Note that vegetation cover (mostly purple saxifrage, 
mosses, and lichens) is extensive. View in "a" is toward the north. Note person in 
"a" for scale. Scale in "b" is divided into 1 cm increments. 



Figure 8.18 Photographs of large Sabine Bay Formation materials (sandstone) (Site 
35). Location is shown in Figure 8.7. View in "a" is toward the east. Note person in 
"a" for scale. Scale in "b" is divided into 1 cm increments. Clast sizes shown here are 
iypical of the larger surficial materials of the Sabine Bay Formation. 



Figure 8.19 Photographs of srnaIl Sabine Bay Formation materials (mainly fines 
weathered fiom quartz sandstone and pebble conglomerate) (Site 53). Location is 
given in Figure 8.7. View in "ayy is toward the east. Scale in "a" is divided into 10 cm 
increments. Scale in '%" is divided into 1 cm increments. Clast sizes shown here are 
typical of the smaller surficial materials of the Sabine Bay Formation. 



Figure 8.20 Photographs of Assistance Formation materials (red-weathering 
mudstone) (Site 40). Location is given in Figure 8.7. View in "a" is toward the 
southeast. Scale in "a" is divided into 10 cm increments. Scale in 'bb" is divided into 
1 cm increments. The clast sizes shown here are typical of Assistance Formation 
materials in the region. 
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less than 3 cm across (Figure 8-21], although more coarse materials (rocks up to about 50 cm 

across) are common in places (e-g., Site 25). Most surficial materials of the Degerbols 

Formation are associated with low backscatter, regardless of clast size; this may be related 

in part to the gentle slope of Degerbols surfaces away fiom the radar sensor. The suficial 

materials of the Trold Fiord Formation are variable with regard to clast size, although most 

exposures are associated with relatively coarse materials (1 to 15 cm; Figure 8.22); the 

materiais of this unit have variable backscatter which appears to be correlated with 

topography rather than roughness or amount of vegetation cover- The surficial materials of 

the Bjorn Formation are typically pebble-sized or smalier (Figure 8-23), and are rnainiy 

associated with low radar backscatter in the Radarsat image. 

In general, most geological units in the Tingmisut Lake region are associated with 

moderate to low values in the Radarsat image. This may in part be due to the generally small 

clasts typical of many units (e-g., materials of the Sabine Bay, Assistance, and Bjom 

formations), although as noted above, many units c haracterized by variably-sized clast s ( e g  , 

materials of the Canyon Fiord, Great Bear Cape, Degerbols, and Trold Fiord formations) are 

associated with similarly moderate to low values. Overail, topography appears to be the main 

factor responsible for determining the backscatter properties of ground materials in the 

Tingmisut Lake region. Except for perhaps the dolostone (Tmgmisut Inlier) and gabbro units, 

non-topographical factors do not produce sufficiently consistent differences in backscatter to 

be of any practical value (that is, topographical factors appear to dominate the effects of other 

factors, making it difficult to visually extract lithological information in this region). Rocks 

of the dolostone and gabbro units are more massive and therefore more blocky ("equant") 



Figure 8.21 Photographs of Degerbols Formation materials (mainly bioclasts 
weathered fiom lirnestone) (Site 45). Location is given in Figure 8.7. Scale in "a" is 
divided into 10 cm increments. Scale in "b" is divided into 1 cm increments. 



Figure 8.22 Photographs o f  Trold Fiord Formation materials (sandstone and 
limestone) (Site 66). Location is given in Figure 8.7. View in "a" is toward the 
southeast. Scale in "a" is divided into 10 cm increments. Scale in "W7 is divided into 
1 cm incrernents. 



Figure 8.23 Photographs of Bjom Formation materials (mainly sand- and pebble- 
sized clasts weathered fiom sandstone and conglomerate) (Site 70). Location is 
given in Figure 8.7. View in "a" is toward the northeast. Scale in "a" is divided into 
10 cm increments. Scale in "b" is divided into 1 cm increments. The clast sizes 
show here are typical of Bjom Formation materials in the region. 
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than the flat-lying (planar / tabular) rocks typical of the surfaces of other units in the region. 

These difFerences in weathering styie may account for the apparent differences in radar- 

roughness between the dolostone / gabbro units and the other geological units in the region. 

8-3.1.3 IKONOS Images 

The panchromatic IKONOS image of the Tingmisut Lake region is given in Figure 

8 -24, and corresponding colour composites of multispectral IKONOS irnagery are given in 

Figure 8.25 (channels 321:RGB; true colour) and Figure 8.26 (channels 432:RGB; colour 

*ared) (image id: 2ûûOû724O 14858 100000 10000359). The MONOS images, which have 

a smaller areal coverage of the Tingmisut Lake region than the TM and Radarsat images, 

were acquired on July 24, 2000, with solar iilurnination corn the west. The panchromatic 

image has a pixel spacing of 1 m, and the multispectral images have a pixel spacing of 4 m. 

Contrast was enhanced in the IKONOS images using linear histogram stretches. 

The visual information content of the panchromatic IKONOS image (Figure 8.24) is 

remarkably sUnilar to that of the aerial photograph mosaic (Figure 8.3). Although the spectral 

range associated with the panchromatic IKONOS image is far too broad to ailow geological 

units to be uniquely identified spectrally, the image provides sufficient high-resolution visual 

information regarding terrain tone and texture to allow for the recognition of most terrain 

features in the region. Like the aerial photograph mosaic, the panchromatic IKONOS image 

provides sufficient geomorphologicai and surface-cover information to ailow for the visual 

discrimination of moa geological units. While the TM images (Figures 8.4 to 8.6) are usefiil 

sources of spectral information, they provide much less morphological and contextual 



Figure 8.24 Panchromatic IKONOS image of the Tingmisut Lake region. Illumination is 
fiom the West. 



Figure 8.25 IKONOS colour composite (multispectral channels 32 1 :RGB; true colour) 
for the Tingmisut Lake region. Illumination is k m  the west. 



Figure 8.26 IKONOS colour composite (multispectral channels 43 2:RGB ; colour 
infriued) for the Tingmisut Lake region. Iiiumination is from the West. 
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information than the panchromatic IKONOS image, at the sale of the Lake Tingmisut region. 

The multispectral KONOS images (Figures 8.25 and 8.26) also provide detailed 

information on surface materials in the Tingmisut Lake region. Although the spectral 

resolution of the multispectral IKONOS imagery is lirnited to that of the flrst four TM 

channels (Section 2.4.3), the imagery can nevertheless be used to uniquely discriminate the 

materials of certain geologicai units. For exarnple, the Canyon Fiord Formation, as well as 

i t s p ink- and yeliow-coloured su bunits, may be discriminated in the images. Well-exposed 

materials of the Sabine Bay Formation may be identified by their relatively hi$ reflectance 

in aii four multispectral IKONOS channels. High-resolution idormation on the distribution 

of remnant patches of snow is visible in both IKONOS colour composites (Figures 8.25 and 

8-26), and areas where significant vegetation cover is present are identified in reddish hues 

on the colour-infrared IKONOS image (Figure 8.26). Like the panchromatic IKONOS 

image, the multispectral IKONOS images may be used to visually ident* most geological 

units on the basis of their morphologicai and tonal characteristics. 

8.3.1 -4 Evaluation of Satellite Imagery at Three Zones Within the Tingmisut Lake Region 

Aenal photographs and TM, Radarsat, and KONOS imagery are compared below 

for three smaller zones of the Tingmisut Lake region (the "north zone", "central zone", and 

" south zone") whose locations are given in Figure 8.3. Aerial photography for the north 

zone is given in Figure 8.27, and a north-facing ground photograph of the zone is given in 

Figure 8.28. This zone mainly consists of the Degerbols Formation Iimestone, the Assistance 

Formation mudstone, and the Sabine Bay Formation sandstone (Figure 8.27). Although 



Figure 8.27 Aerial photograph of the north zone of the fingrnisut Lake region 
(photog~aphA16763-54). 



Figure 8.28 Ground photograph of the north zone of the Tingmisut Lake region. Vlew is 
across strike toward the north. 
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usefid for visualizing landfonns down to features only metres in dimension, the panchromatic 

aeriaI photograph does not allow for the clear distinction between these lithological units on 

the basis of spectral information (although, in generai, the Sabine Bay sandstone is associated 

with Lighter tones, the Degerbols Formation with darker tones, and the Assistance Formation 

with the darkest tones). Areas of greater vegetation cover are associated with darker tones 

in the aeriai photograph (Figure 8.27). The visual information provided by the TM 543 :RGB 

and Radarsat images (Figures 8.29 and 8.30, respectively) for the north zone is iimited, 

although the TM image does provide sufficient spectral information to discriminate the 

Assistance Formation mudstones fkom the other materials, and areas of particularly dense 

vegetation cover are shown in green hues. Radarsat image values are mainly a function of 

topographie factors (see above), although moisture or roughness factors may also be 

significant at certain locales (e-g., note that the guily in the southeast portion of the zone is 

associated with higher image values than surrounding materïals: Figure 8 -3 0). The 

panchromatic IKONOS image (Figure 8.31) provides an arnount of spatial and tonal 

information that is very similar to that provided by the aenal photograph (compare details in 

Figures 8.32 and 8.33). The colour infiared IKONOS image (Figure 8.34; channels 

432:RGB) does not have suficient spectral resolution to provide clear idormation on the 

discrimination of lithologies in the zone, although well-exposed Sabine Bay materials are 

generally associated with light tones. Areas where vegetation cover is relatively high are 

clearly identified in the colour i&ared IKONOS image by their red colour. 

Aerial photography for the central zone is given in Figure 8.35, and an east-fachg 

ground photograph of a portion of the zone is given in Figure 8.36. The central zone consists 



Figure 8.29 TM colour composite (channels 543:RGB) for the north zone of the 
Tigmisut Lake region. 



Figure 8.30 Radarsat image of the north zone of the Thgrnisut Lake region. 



Figure 8.31 Panchromatic IKONOS image of the north zone of the Tingmisut Lake 
region. 



Figure 8.32 Aenal photograph of the north zone of the Tingmisut Lake region: detail 
(see Figure 8.27 for location). 



Figure 8.33 Panchromatic IKONOS image of the north zone of the Tingmisut Lake 
region: detail (see Figure 8.27 for location). 



Figure 834 IKONOS colour composite (multispectral channels 432:RGB; colour 
infrared) for the north zone of the Tigmisut Lake region. 



Figure 8.35 Aerial photograph of the central zone of the Tingmisut Lake region 
(photographA16763-54). 



Figure 8.36 Ground photograph of the central zone of the Tingmisut Lake region. View 
is along strike toward the east. 
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of the Great Bear Cape Formation limestone and the Canyon Fiord Formation clastics- As 

with the north zone, the panchromatic aerial photography does not ailow for the clear 

distinction between these lithological units on a purely spectral and tonal basis, although 

sufficient geomorphological and contextual uifonnation is provided for discrimination of these 

units. The visual information provided by the TM 543:RGB and Radarsat images (Figures 

8.37 and 8.38, respectively) for the centrai zone is limited, although the TM image provides 

sufficient spectral infornation to easily discruninate between the materials of the two 

formations. Again, topographic factors appear to be the dominant control of image values 

in the Radarsat image [note that the fine-grained Canyon Fiord Formation materiais north of 

Tingmisut Lake have roughly the same backscatter characteristics as the Great Bear Cape 

Formation limestones, which are generdly more coarse (see above)] (Figure 8 -3 8). The 

panchromatic IKONOS image (Figure 8.39) provides an arnount of spatial and tonal 

idormation that is very similar to that provided by the aerial photograph (compare aeriai and 

panchromatic MONOS details in Figures 8.40 and 8.41, and the corresponding east-facing 

ground photograph in Figure 8.36). The true colour MONOS image (Figure 8.42; channels 

321:RGB) provides sufficient uiforrnation for the hi&-resolution discrimination of the 

carbonates and clastics in the zone. 

Aerial photography for the south zone is given in Figure 8.43, and a northeast-facing 

ground photograph of the zone is given in Figure 8.44. This zone mainly consists of the 

clastics of the Canyon Fiord Formation, as well as the gabbro dike. Once again the aenal 

photograph is usefiil for visualizing landfonns at high spatial resolution, but does not allow 

for the clear distinction between lithologicai units on the basis of spectral information. Areas 



Figure 8.37 TM colour composite (channels 543:RGB) for the central zone of the 
Tingmisut Lake region. 



Figure 8.38 Radarsat image ofthe central zone of the Tingmisut Lake region. 



Figure 8.39 Panchromatic IKONOS image of the central zone of the Tingmisut Lake 
region. 



Figure 8.40 Aerial photograph of the centrai zone of the Tingmisut Lake region: 
detail (see Figure 8.35 for location). 



Figure 8.41 Panchromatic KONOS image of the central zone of the Tingmisut Lake 
region: detail (see Figure 8.35 for location). 



Figure 8.42 IKONOS colour composite (multispectral channels 321:RGB; true 
colour) for the central zone of the Tingmisut Lake region. 



Figure 8.43 Aerïal photopph of the south zone of the Tingmisut Lake region 
(photographA16763-54). Structural annotation afier Harrison (1 995, p. 1 14). 



Figure 8.44 Ground photograph of the southern zone of the Tingmisut Lake region. View is across the gabbro dike, toward 
the northeast. The gabbro dike is about 2 km h i 1  the tents in the foreground, which are located outside of the zone. 
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of greater vegetation cover are associated with darker tones, although changes in lighting 

conditions across the zone make such tonal changes inconsistent and difficult to interpret 

(Figure 8 -43). The visual information provided by the TM 543 :RGB and Radarsat images 

(Figures 8.45 and 8.46, respectively) for the south zone is mainly limited to topographie 

features related to the gabbro dike- The panchromatic IKONOS image (Figure 8.47) provides 

an amount of spatial and tonal information that is very similar to that provided by the aerial 

photograph (compare details in Figures 8 -48 and 8.49)- The colour infrared IKONOS image 

(Figure 8-50; channels 432:RGB) has sufficient spectral resolution to clearly discriminate 

between the red-weathering and yeiiow units of the Canyon Fiord Formation. The image also 

provides high-resolution information on the precise position of the gabbro dike (dark brown) 

and black-algae cover (red) on Canyon Fiord Formation materials; this is notable, since it 

could conceivably allow for distinct separation between the algae and gabbro classes in the 

region (as noted in Section 5.3.1.4, the relatively poor spatial resotution of the TM irnagery 

may have caused the training data for the gabbro class to be rnixed with a smdI number of 

pixels dominated by black algae cover, contributing to the confusion between, for example, 

the Canyon Fiord Formation and gabbro classes). 

8.3.2 Weatherall Bav R e o n  Melville Island) 

The WeatheraIl Bay region is about 70 by 100 km in dimension and is located in the 

central portion of eastern Melville Island (Figures 8-1 and 8.51). Geological materials 

exposed at the surface rnainiy consist of units of the Devonian clastic wedge, which represents 

the depositionai record of the Ellesmerian Orogeny (Section 4.2.1 -3). Carboniferous and 



Figure 8.45 TM colour composite (channels 543:RGB) for the south zone of the 
Tingmisut Lake region. 



Figure 8.46 Radarsat image of the south zone of the Tiigmisut Lake region. 



Figure 8.47 Panchromatic MONOS image of the south zone of the Tingmisut Lake 
region. 



Figure 8.48 Aenal photograph of the south zone of the Thgrnisut Lake region: detail 
(see Figure 8.43 for location). 



Figure 8.49 Panchromatic IKONOS image of the south zone of the Tingmisut Lake 
region: detail (see Figure 8.43 for location). 



Figure 8.50 IKONOS colour composite (multispectral channels 432:RGB; colour 
infrared) for the south zone of the Tingmisut Lake region. 



Figure 8.51 Geology of the Weatherall Bay region (after Hamson, 1995). Geological units are described in Table 8.1. 
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Permian units ofthe Sverdrup Basin are exposed in the northwest portion ofthe region [this 

portion of the region includes the Tingmisut Lake region (Section. 8.3. l)] (Figure 8.5 1; Table 

8.1 ; Section 4.2.1.3). 

On Melville Island, the Devonian clastic wedge consists of a 3.3 to 4.6 km thick 

siliciclastic- and mudrock-dominated foreland succession that blankets parts of the shelf and 

deepwater basins of the Franklinean Mobile Belt (Section 4.2.2 -3) (Harrison, 1995). The 

clastic wedge was subjected to southerly-directed deformation during the Ellesmerian 

Orogeny, producing the salt-based fold belt that is exposed over much of the southern portion 

of Melville Island (Sections 4.2.1.3 and 4.2.2.1) (Harrison, 1995). There are three 

unconformity-bounded sequences in the clastic wedge, listed here fiom oldest to youngest: 

1) the Hecla Bay Sequence (on Melviile Island comprising the Blackiey, Cape De Bray, 

Weatherall, and Hecla Bay formations); 2) the Beverley Idet Sequence (on Melville Island 

comprising only the Beverley InIet Formation); and 3) the Pany Islands Sequence (on 

Melville Island comprising five locally mappable units of the Parry Islands Formation) 

(Embry, 1991; Hamson, 1995)- The geological units of the Devonian clastic wedge lie in 

open folds exposed at the surface. Regional-scale folds have wavelengths of 12 to 2 7 km, 

axial planes that dip 80 to 90" north or south, and axial plunge variation that is O to 6 O 

(Harrison, 1995). 

The Sverdrup Basin units in the Weatherall Bay region include the following 

formations, listed fiom oldest to youngest: Canyon Fiord, Great Bear Cape, Sabine Bay, 

Assistance, Degerbols, Trold Fiord, Bjorn, Jameson Bay and Sandy Point, Ringnes, and 

Awingak. Bnef descriptions of the geological units in the Weatherall Bay region are given 
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in Table 8.1. Most of the Weatherall Bay region was not visited for this study, and thus the 

evaluation of TM and Radarsat imagery given below is much more iimited in scope than the 

evaluations for the other two regions- 

8.3 -2.2 Landsat TM Image 

Landsat TM colour composites for the Weatherali Bay region are given in Figure 8.52 

(channels 32 13XGB; true colour), Figure 8.53 (channels 543 SGB), and Figure 8.54 (channels 

754:RGB). Because the Landsat image was acquired late in the surnrner season (August 8, 

1994), ice cover in the east and west arms of Weatherall Bay is substantially reduced 

(although ice cover north of Weatheraü Bay and in Byam Martin Channel is extensive). Solar 

illumination is from the south, and pixel spacing is 30 m. Contrast was enhanced in the TM 

images by using linear histogram stretches. 

As with the Tingmisut Lake region, open water is easily discriminated fkom other 

rnateds in the TM imagery by its low reflectance in the visible (Figure 8.52) and negligible 

reflectance in the mid-infiared (Figure 8.54). Snow patches (e-g., in valleys of the 

northeastern portion of the region) and sea ice are easily discriminated fiom other materials 

by their high reflectance in the visible (Figure 8.52) and very low reflectance in the mid- 

infrared (Figure 8.54). Areas of dense moss and broadIeaf vegetation cover are well 

discriminated by their high reflectance in the near-idkard and low reflectance in the red 

portion of the visible spectrum (these areas are shown in shades of green in Figure 8.53)- 

Geological units that are characterized by relatively extensive vegetation cover include the 

Trold Fiord, Weatherall Bay, Beverly Inlet, and Parry IsIand formations (compare Figures 



Table 8.1 Exposed bedrock units of the Weatherall Bay region (continued on following 
page) (Harrison, 1995). A corresponding map of bedrock geology is given in Figure 8-5 1 - 

Unit Name 

Q u a t e m q  Dcposits 

Awingak Fm. 

Ringnes Fm. 

Jameson Bay ! 
Sandy Point Fms. 

Bjorn Fm. 

Troid Fiord Fm. 

DegerboIs Fm. 

Assistance Fm. 

Sabine Bay Fm. 

Great Bear Cape Fm. 

I 
Canyon Fiord Fm- 

L 

Symbol 

Q 

J A 

JR 

JlS 

TB 

E'TF 

PD 

PA 

PSB 

PG 

Lithology and Interpretation 

Fluvial, deltaic, glacial, and marine beach sediments (mapped only wvhere 
underlying geology cannot be inferred). 

Sandstone, qwutzo= siltstone; minor conglomerate; nearshore marine. 

Shale, dark grey to black weathenng; siltstone; minor find--Med 
sandstone; common dolomitic concretions; offshore marine. 

Shale, light grey and greenish grey weathering sandstone, quartrose, 
glauconitic and fossiiiierouq basal oolitic ironstone and pebble 
conglomerate; marine. 

Sandstone, variably carbonaccous and pebbly, weathers orange, grey-green, 
buff and red; minor shaie; fluvial and deltaic. 

Sandstone, pefoidal and glauconitic, green and red weathering, varïably 
calweous; pebbly bioclastic limestone; spiculitic chert marine- 

Limestone, bioclastic, common brachiopods, crinoids, and bryozoans; 
unrestricted shailow manne. 

Sandstone, grey to grey-green, varîabiy glauconitic, quartzose, and 
wbonaceous; siltstone; fossiliferous ironstone; transgressive marine. 

Sandstone, quartzose, cherty, and variabIy pebbly and wbonaceous; chert- 
pebble conglomerate; siltstone; minor coal; fluvial and marginal marine. 

Limestone, fossiliferous, variably pebbly and arenaceous; calcareous 
sandstone; unrestricted shallow wvater marine. 

- 

CPC 

- - - - - - 

Red-bed sandstone, vanabIy pebbly and caicareous; chert-pebble 
conglomeratc oligomictic conglomerate and brcccia; minor limestone; 
fluviai and shaliow water marine. 



Table 8.1 (continued)- 

1 Pa- Islands Fm. unit 4 

- 

Parry Islands Fm. unit I 

Bevery Inlet Fm. t-- 
1 HecIa Bay Fm. 

Weatherall Fm. Y 
Cape De Bray Fm. I 

Blue Fiord Fm. 

Barlow Inlet Fm. I 
1 Gabbro Intrusion 

DP14 1 Shaie: dark grey, common sideritic nodules; prodeltaic or lacustrine. 

DP13 

DPU 

I Sandstone, pale green and white weathering; siltstone, red and green 
weathering; grey-green shale; minor c d ;  fluvial and marginal manne. 

Sandstone: quarizose, deltaic. 

Cape Fortune Member: Grey-green weatherïng; sandstone, calcareous and 
fossiliferous; shaie; shallow water marine- 

DPI 1 

I Sandstone, micaceous and quartzose, weathers off-white, yellowish grey, 
and light green; siitstone; minor shale and coal; deltaic and marginal marine. 

Burnett Point Memberxsandstone, orange to white weathering; green 
siltstone; minor shaie and biturninous c d ;  deltaic. 

DW 

DCB 

DBF 

Siltstone, grey-green and quartzose; sandstone, variably calcareous and 
fossiliferous; dark grey-green shale; delta front and margin marine. 

S h d q  silty calcareous, and micaceous; minor sandstone, argiIIaceous, silty, 
and thin bedded; siltstone, variably fossiliferous; mudrock gravity flows, 

Limestone, light brown, dark brown, and Iight grey, variably micritic, 
stromatolitic, cryptalgal, fossiliferous, and petroliferous; dolostone; subtidal 
and intertidai- 

SB1 

KG 

Tingmisut Inlier dolostone. 

Near-vertical gabbro intrusion; -123 Ma (Bakwill and Fox, 1982). 
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8 -5 1 and 8.53). There is a good visuai correlation between materials s h o w  in shades of 

green in Figure 8.53 and materials shown in shades of dark brown colours in Figure 8.52. 

Low-level clouds are visible in all three TM colour composites (e-g., Figure 8-52). Thin high- 

level clouds extend in north-south directions over much of the region; contrast is not 

sufficiently high in Figures 8.52 to 8.54 for these clouds to be clearly visible. 

The three TM colour composites provide substantial visual information regarding the 

distribution of iithological units exposed in the Weatherali Bay region. Geological units with 

reiatively distinct spectral properîies include the Canyon Fiord (shades of orange in Figures 

8.52 and 8.54; see also Section 8.3. l), Trold Fiord (shades of light orange in 8.52, light pink 

in 8.5 3, and light green in 8 -54): Blue Fiord (shades of light gray in 8.52, light pink in 8.53, 

and light green in 8-54), and Hecla Bay formations (shades of light gray in 8.52, tight pinkish 

gray in 8.53, and light greenish gray in 8.54). The spectral properties of some units are not 

consistent across the region, presumably because of dflerences in lithological or cover 

characteristics (e-g., materials of the Hecla Bay formation do not have consistent spectral 

properties - compare the generdy Lighter southem exposures to the generally darker northern 

exposures). Because much of the Weatherali Bay region was not visited for this study, the 

specific reasons for these changes in the spectral properties of individual units are uncertain. 

Numerous other geological units in the region can be visually distinguished despite 

their non-unique spectral properties (e.g., individual units of the Parry Islands Formation). 

This appears to be due to the following two factors: 1) these units tend to have signincantly 

Merent spectral properties compared to adjacent units (probably related in part to dflering 

amounts of vegetation cover); and 2) the spectral properties of these units, while not unique, 
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are nevertheless sufficientiy consistent ftom location to location to d o w  for their visual 

recognition.. Large mud and grave1 deposits, which obscure parts of the Hecla Bay, Beverly 

Inlet, Parry Islands, and Weatheraii Bay formations, are visible in the TM colour composites 

(most notably in Figure 8.54; compare to Figure 8.5 1)- 

8 -3 -2.2 Radarsat Image 

The Radarsat image of the Weatherail Bay region is given in Figure 8.55. The image 

was derived fkom the same original data as the image for the Tingrnisut Lake region, and thus 

l m  the sarne basic properties (Le., the image was acquired on July 17, 1998, fiom the west- 

southwest, preferentiaily iliuminating slopes oriented toward this direction; speckle was 

reduced by filtering original data using a 7 x 7 Lee flter; the image has a pixel spacing of 12.5 

m). Contrast was enhanceci in the Radarsat image using a linear histogram stretch. Weatherall 

Bay and Byam Martin Channel are almost entirely covered by ice in the image. 

Open water, which is associated with very low values in the Radarsat image, is easily 

discrirninated fiom geological and ice classes (Figure 8.55). Sea and lake ice are associated 

with low to moderate image values in the Radarsat image. Sea and lake ice are easily 

distingished fiom land matenals based on their low image values and the consistency of their 

texture, although as noted in Section 8.3.1, there is potential for confbsion between ice and 

geological classes in the Tingmisut Lake region (Le., in the northwest corner of the 

Weatherall Bay region). Snow cover is associated with very low radar backscatter in the 

Radarsat image, making it easy to dixriminate from surrounding geologicai matenals when 

not located within valleys. In valleys, there is some potentiai for confusion between snow 
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cover and radar shadow. As noted in Section 8.3.1, there is potential for cofision between 

areas of snow cover and open water. 

The Radarsat image shows three large land areas that are associated with very Iow 

backscattering. The radar-dark areas consist of the area south of the West A m  ofWeatheral1 

Bay, and two large areas in the southwestern corner of the region (Figure 8.55). AU three 

areas are floodplains, and thus it is possible that the areas are dark in the image due to shaliow 

seasonal flooding (the areas are not shown to be flooded in the TM images). However, 

because the channels within the floodplains are associated with greater backscatter, this 

suggests that a simple layer of water cannot have covered the floodpiain at the time of 

imaging (the channels would not have been exposed, and thus woufd have been associated 

with low values). Also, these areas are associated with similarly low values in a dBerent 

Radarsat image (acquired in September, 1997) not used in this research, suggesting that the 

low values associated with the three floodplains are characteristic of the exposed floodpiain 

materials thernselves. It is possible that the materials are sufliciently fine to act as specular 

reflectors under the envirofl~ental conditions that prevail in the region; there is no field data 

available to substantiate this hypothesis. The underlying bedrock of al1 three flooded areas 

Selongs to the Beverly Met Formation, a unit consisting mainly of sandstone, siltstone, and 

shale (Table 8.1). 

The extents of several geological units may be easily recognized on the Radarsat 

image. Some of the most visually distinct units include the Blue Fiord, Barlow Met, Hecla 

Bay, and Weatherall Bay formations, as weU as the second member of the Parry Islands 

Formation (Figure 8.55; compare with Figure 8.5 1). These units are recognizable because 
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of their generally higher image values relative to surrounding materids. Because fieldwork 

was conducted only in the northwest portion of the Weatherall Bay region, it is unknown if 

the materials of most of these formations are radar-bnght as a result of surface-roughness, 

moisture conditions, or other factors. As noted in Section 8 -3-1 -2, dolostone materials of the 

Barlow Inlet formation (Tingmisut Inlier) are bloc@ (equant) and have dimensions on the 

order of the wavelength of the Radarsat sensor (5.6 cm), suggesting that they are radar-bright 

not only because of considerations related to topography and bedrock exposure, but also 

because they produce a surface that is rough. The two main exposures of Blue Fiord 

Formation materials were not visited for this research, but ground and aenal views of the 

western exposure of this formation suggest that sunilar conditions apply [Le., exposures are 

associated with positive topographie feanies with extensive irregular bedrock exposures near 

their sumrnits, and extensive talus deposits of blocky materials flanking their lower slopes 

(Figures 8.56 and 8-57)]. 

Inconsistency with regard to the association of image values to geological units is 

evident in the Radarsat image. For example, materials of the Hecla Bay Formation are 

associated with high image values in the southwestern portion of the region, but are 

associated with low to moderate values in much of the southeastern portion of the region, 

despite the fact that the materials are well exposed in both areas (see TM colour composites: 

Figures 8.52 to 8.54). The cause of this may be related to difTerences in surface roughness; 

given the good exposure of these materials (as is evident in the TM images) it canot be 

related to factors such as vegetation cover or obscuration by surficial deposits. Topographic 



Figure 8.56 Ground view of the western exposure of the Blue Fiord Formation (limestone). Also shown are the Tingmisut Inlier 
(dolostone) and Canyon Fiord Formation materials (red-weatheriiig sandstone). View is toward the east-southeast, from the west shore 
of the West Arm of Weatherall Bay. The width of Weatherall Bay is about 4 kiii in this area. 



b 
Figure 8.57 Photographs of the western exposure of the Blue Fiord Formation. The 
view in "a" is toward the east, and shows the westemmost portion of the exposure. 
The view in 'Wb" is toward the northeast, and shows the central portion of the 
exposure. 
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factors contribute to variabiity in otherwise consistent ranges of image values in the Radarsat 

image. For example, the materiais of the Canyon Fiord Formation are generaily radar dark, 

but are brighter where slopes are more steep and are oriented toward the sensor. 

The Radarsat image cannot be used to discriminate between vegetated and non- 

vegetated areas in the Weatherd Bay region (compare green-shaded areas in the TM colour 

composite in Figure 8.53 with corresponding locations in the Radarsat image - Figure 8.55). 

A clear exampie of this involves the Trold Fiord Formation, where the Radarsat image does 

not distinguish between well-exposed materials in the eastem portion of the formation and 

densely vegetated areas in the western portion- 

Overall, both topography and surface roughness appear to be the most significant 

factors in detennining the overall values in the Radarsat image of the Weatherall Bay region 

(although the evidence for the contribution of surface roughness to image values is very much 

incomplete because of the limited field data available for the region as a whole). Because of 

its characteristically side-lit appearance, the Radarsat image provides considerable visual 

information regarding the general nature of topography throughout the region- Despite 

ïnconsistencies regarding the relation between image values and individual geological units, 

the image may be used to clearly delineate the extent of exposures of numerous Iithological 

units. Further field investigations in the region would aid in the recognition of the key Eictors 

involved in some of the above relations. 

8 3 . 3  Lac Watts Regjon (C 

The Lac Watts region is located in the central portion of the Cape Smith Belt of 
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northem Québec (Figure 8.1). The Lac Watts region has an irregularly shaped boundary, and 

has maximum dimensions of 40 by 40 km Pigure 8.58). From south to north, exposed 

geological materials in the region belong to the Povungnituk, Chukotat, Spartan, and Watts 

groups. The geology of the central portion of the Cape Smith Belt is described in Section 

4.3 -3, and is briefly summarized below. 

The Cape Smith Belt is 20 000 lan' Early Proterozoic greenstone belt that forms a 

portion of the Québec-Bafnn segment of the Trans-Hudson Orogen (Hofhan, 1985; St-Onge 

and Lucas, 1989, 1990a, 1993; St-Onge et al., 1999). The belt consists of east-west trending 

mafic-ultrarnafic t h s t  sheets that were produced by southward-directed thrusting of 

ailochthonous crust ont0 the Superior Province (HofEnan, 1985). The rocks of the southerly 

Povungnituk and Chukotat groups were accumulated in the EarIy Proterozoic on or adjacent 

to a north-facing rifi margin of the Superior Province (St-Onge and Lucas, 1993). There is 

a south-north gradation of Povungnituk Group materials from ironstone and semîpelite to 

mafk volcaniclastic rocks interlayered with basalt Qows. The rocks of the Chukotat Group, 

which is fault-bounded and is interpreted to record the shift fiom the production of 

continentai rift-type volcanic rocks to the formation of transition crust, are almost entirely of 

basaltic composition, and were accumulated in a submarine environment. Both the 

Povungnituk and Chukotat groups are ùitruded by mafic and ultramafic (gabbro and 

peridotite) sills. The Spartan Group is a fault-bounded assemblage of clastic sedimentary 

rocks (including mainly laminated dark pelites and semipelite), and has no known link with 

the rocks of the Superior Province, the Povungnituk Group, or the Chukotat Group (St-Onge 

and Lucas, 1993)- The Watts Group is a fault-bounded assemblage of layered mafic and 



Figure 8.58 Bedrock geology of the Lac Watts region (after St-Onge and Lucas, 1989). 
Geological units are descnbed in Table 4.3. 



ultramafic rocks, massive and pillowed basalt fiows, mafic silis and sheeted dykes, and rare 

plagiogranite intrusions (St-Onge and Lucas, 1993). Like the Spartan Group, there is no 

known iink between the Watts Group and the other units of the region. The rocks of the 

Watts Group have been interpreted to represent the crustal remnants of a tectonically 

dismembered ophiolite suite (e-g., Scott et al., 1989). A summary of the geological units of 

the Lac Watts region is given in Table 4.3 and Figure 8-58. 

Exposure of bedrock is generally excellent in the region, although a discontinuous 

cover of glacial drift is present. Meltwater landforrns associated with glaciation (e-g., eskers) 

are found in the region. Vegetation in the Lac Watts region is mainly characterized by barrens 

cornmunities, including moss (dominantly Rhacomitrium Iam@nosz~m), grass, and sirnilar 

low-growing plants (Section 4.3 -8.1; St-Onge and Lucas, 1993). Most rock exposures are 

partially covered by lichens (Section 4.3 -8.2). 

8.3 -3.1 Landsat TM Image 

Landsat TM colour composites for the Lac Watts region are aven in Figure 8.59 

(channels 32 1 :RGB; true colour), Figure 8.60 (channels 543:RGB), and Figure 8.61 (channels 

754:RGB). TM colour composites for the north and south zones of the region (Figure 8.58) 

are given in Figures 8.62 and 8.63, respectively (channels 543 :RGB). Because the TM image 

was acquired late in the summer season (September 3, 1997), there is essentially no snow or 

ice cover in the region. Solar illumination is fiom the south-southeast, and pixel spacing is 

30 m. Contrast was enhanced in the TM images using linear histogram stretches. 

Using the TM imagery, open water can be easily discriminated h m  other materials 



Figure 8.59 TM colour composite (channels 321 XGB; tnie colour) for the Lac Watts 
region- 



Figure 8.60 TM colour composite (channel s 543 :RGB) for the Lac Watts region. 



Figure 8.61 TM colour composite (channels 754rRGB) for the Lac Watts region. 



Figure 8.62 TM colour composite (charnels 543:RGB) for the north zone of the Lac 
Watts region. Lithological symbols: pe - pendotite; to - tonalite; Wbg - Watîs Group 
basalt.gabbro; Sp - Spartan Group pelite; Cb - Chukotat Group basalt; mu - mafk and 
ultramafic lithologies (mainly basalt/peridotite materials, resting on generally 
unexposed Spartan Group bedrock) (bedrock geology is given in Figure 8.58). 
Lithological Uiformation based on St-Onge and Lucas (1989), and samples collected 
during the 1 999 field season. 



symbols: pe - peridotite;pyx - pyroxenite; Pb - Povungnituk Group basalt; ga - gabbro intmsion(bedrock geoÏogy w 
is given in Figure 8.58). Li tholoyical information afler St-Onge and Lucas (1 989). 4 4 
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by its characteristically low reflectance in the visible (Figure 8.59) and negligible reflectance 

in the mid-initared Figure 8.61). Several lakes are associateci with shades of green in the tnie 

colour image, probably due to their shaliowness, or due to a greater amount of material in 

suspension compareci to other water bodies in the region. Areas of dense moss and broadleaf 

vegetation cover are well discriminated in the TM images, based on their high reflectance in 

the nez-infI-ared and low reflectance in the red portion of the visible spectrum (moist and 

densely-vegetated areas are shown in shades of green in Figure 8.60, whereas drier and 

rockier areas of grass and moss cover are shown in shades of yellow). Vegetation cover is 

relatively extensive over much of the Povungnituk Group semipelite unit, the Povungnituk 

Group basalt unit, the Spartan Group pelite unit, and the Watts Group basait unit (compare 

Figures 8.58 and 8.60). 

The TM colour composites can be used to identie the location and extent of most 

peridotite units in the Lac Watts region. This information is most clear in the red-to-near- 

infkared colour composite (Figures 8.60, 8.62, and 8.63; compare to Figure 8-58), in which 

peridotite units are shown in shades of purple. Although Figures 8.60 and 8.6 1 are usefid for 

distinguishing exposures of other geologicaf units from peridotite and vegetation classes, 

there is insufficient spectral information in the TM images to uniquely discriminate these 

geological units from each other visually (as s h o w  in Section 5.3.2, however, there is 

sufficient numencal information in the TM images for classification algorithms to partially 

separate these classes for the northern portion of the Lac Watts region). 

in the south zone, a good correlation between topography and lithology can be used 

to help distinguish certain units. Povungnituk Group semipelite and basalt units are generally 
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associated with topographic lows in the zone, and are thus characterized by significant 

arnounts of vegetation wver. Gabbro and perïdotite units, by cornparison, are associated with 

weil-exposed positive topographie features characterized by relatively low vegetation cover. 

As a result, the TM image can be used to distinguish most Povungnituk Group materials fiom 

gabbro and pendotite units; peridotite units c m  be fùrther distinguished fiom gabbro units on 

the basis of their spectrai properties (see above). In Figure 8.63, vegetated areas, weil- 

correlated with Powgnituk Group materials, are shown in shades of green; gabbro intrusions 

are generally shown in shades of pi* and peridotite intrusions are generally shown in shades 

of purple. Localized pyroxenite units, as weli as rare exposures of basalt and semipeiite units 

of the Povungnituk Group, are also shown in shades of pi& and are not visually 

distinguishable @om the gabbro nits. Materials that comprise an esker (Figure 8.63) are not 

distinguishable fiom the non-peridotite LithoIogical units. 

8.3 -3 -2 Radarsat image 

The Radarsat image of the Lac Watts region is given in Figure 8.64. Details of the 

Radarsat image for the north and south zones of the region (Figure 8.58) are given in Figures 

8.6 5 and 8.66, respectively. The Radarsat image was acquired fiom the west-southwest, 

preferentidy ilIuminating slopes oriented toward this direction. There is no snow or ice in the 

image, which was acquired in the middle of the summer season on July 30, 2998. Speckle 

was reduced in the image by filtering original data using a 7 x 7 Lee filter. The image has a 

pixel spacing of 12.5 m. Contrast was enhanced in the Radarsat image using a square-root 

histogram stretch. 



Figure 8.64 Radarsat image of the Lac Watts region. 



Figure 8.65 Radarsat image of the north zone ofthe Lac Watts region. 
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Open water, which is associated with very low values in the Radarsat image, is easily 

discriminated from geological classes in the region (Figure 8.62). In general, the Radarsat 

image can be used to distinguish between vegetated and non-vegetated (well-exposed rock) 

areas in the Lac Watts region. By cornparhg Figure 8.60 (which is a TM colour composite 

showing vegetated areas in shades of green and yeliow - see above) with Figure 8.64 (the 

Radarsat image), it can be seen that vegetated areas are generaiiy associated with darker tones 

in the Radarsat image. Well-exposed geological units are generaily associated with Lighter 

tones in the Radarsat image, presumably because of the prevalence of rough surfaces and 

corner reflectors in such environments (see below). In a smali number of places, the relation 

between exposure and Radarsat image values is not consistent; for example, northeast of Lac 

Watts, areas shown to be well exposed in the TM images are associated with low Radarsat 

image values. These particular areas were not visited for this research, so the reasons for 

these discrepancies cannot be exploreci here. It is hypothesized that surface materials in these 

areas are radar-smooth. 

The good relation between well-exposed areas and moderate to high Radarsat image 

values for the Lac Watts region as a whole is valid within the north zone (compare Figures 

5.62 and 8.65). It is clear fiom the Radarsat image of the north zone (Figure 8.65) that the 

highest image values are associated with slopes generally oriented toward the antenna (see 

Figure 8.67, which shows of one of the mmy steep southwest-facing dopes in the zone that 

are associated with high image values)- Moderate values in the Radarsat image are generally 

associated with webexposed blocffields or bedrock. There is no visual correlation between 

Radarsat image values and lithology; this may in part be a result of the lack of clear 



Figure 8.67 Photographs of an area of complete grass and moss cover, on Spartan 
Group pelite (Site 11). Location is shown in Figure 8.65. View in "a" is toward the 
northeast. ScaIe in "b" is divided into 1 cm increments. The slope of the peridotite 
m o u d  in "a" is associated with high values in the Radarsat image; the meadow in "a" 
is associated with relatively low values (Figure 8.65). 
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and unique correlations in the region between lithology and the geometry of rocks. Although 

rock sizes and geDmetry can Vary significantly within individual lithological classes in the 

north zone, the materials of the peridotite, tonalite, and Chukotat Group basalt units are 

generally bloce (quant) with common dimensions of about 15 cm to 1 m (see Figures 8.68 

to 8.70, and Figure 4.14a; these figures are not fidy representative of ail such materials in the 

north zone, but depict cornmon size ranges for geological materials in this zone). Aithough 

some exposures of Watts Group basalts also consist of large, blocky materials Figure 8-71), 

some bedrock exposures of this unit consist of relatively flat matenals (e-g., Site 8.72)- The 

nature of surficial Spartan Group materials is quite variable, but typicaily is characterized by 

both blocky rocffields and generally flat bedrock exposures (e-g., Figure 8.73). In the north 

zone, there is no means for visually dserentiating between lithologies based on Radarsat 

image values, since al1 rock types are associated with comparable image values. 

Although the Radarsat image may not be used in the north zone for the discrimination 

of individual lithologies, the good correlation between topography and lithology in the south 

zone, which was found to be usefùl for distinguishing gabbro and peridotite units fiom 

materials of the Puvungnituk Group using the TM image (Section 8.3.3. l), can similarly be 

used to help distuiguish the same Lithologies using the Radarsat image (Figures 8.64 and 8 -66) 

[t his is consistent with the results of Mustard (1 994), who found that CIRIS HH-polarized 

C- and X-band airborne radar images of the zone, and an area to the south and southwest, to 

be similarly usefùl sources of lithological information]. Powngnituk Group semipelite and 

basalt units, which are topographicdly low and are characterized by significant amounts of 

vegetation cover, are associated with low Radarsat image values. Gabbro and peridotite 



Figure 8.68 Photographs of peridotite materials of the Watts Group (Site 18). 
Location is shown in Figure 8.65). Scale in "a" is divided into 10 cm increments. 
Scale in "b" is divided into 1 cm increments. 



Figure 8.69 Photographs of materials of a tonalite intrusion (Site 3). Location is 
shown in Figure 8.65. View in "a" is toward the northwest. Scale in "a" is divided 
into 10 cm increments. Scale in "b" is divided into 1 cm increments. 



b 

Figure 8.70 Photographs of basalt of the Chukotat Group (Site 50). Location is 
shown in Figure 8.65. Scale in "a" is divided into 10 cm increments. Scale in "b" is 
divided into 1 cm increments. 



Figure 8.71 Photographs of gabbro / basalt of the Watts Group (Site 26).Location is 
shown in Figure 8.65. View in "a" is toward the west. Scale in "a" is divided into 10 
cm increments. Scale in '%" is divided into 1 cm increments. 



Figure 8.72 Photographs of basalts of the Watts Gmup (Site 3 1). Location is shown 
in Figure 8.65. View in "a" is toward the south. Scale in "a" is divided into 10 cm 
increments. Scale in 73'' is divided into 1 cm increments. 



Figure 8.73 Photographs of scattered mafic / ultramaffic rocks resting on a beàrock 
exposure of the Spartan Group (pelite) (Site 14). Location is given in Figure 8.65. 
View in "a" is toward the southeast. Scale in "a" is divided into 10 cm increments. 
Scale in '%" is divided into 1 cm increments. 
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units, which are associated with well-exposai features and are characterized by relatively low 

arnounts of vegetation cover, are associated with higher Radarsat image values. As a result, 

the Radarsat image C= be used to distinguish most Povungnituk Group materials fiom 

gabbro and peridotite units (Figure 8.66). The Radarsat image cannot be used to distinguish 

between peridotite, gabbro, pyroxenite, and other well-exposed units in the zone (compare 

Figures 8.66 and 8.63; see also Section 8-3 -3.1). 

8.4 c h a ~ t e r  Summary and Discussion 

The Landsat TM images were found to be usefùl visual sources of information 

regarding general land cover for al1 three regions examined in this study. Ln addition to 

providing accurate information on the distribution of water, snow, ice, and vegetation in the 

three regions, the TM images were found to provide usefi1 visual idormation on the 

distribution of numerous iithological units (although only a minorïty of such units could be 

clearly and uniquely identifiecl based oniy on the spectral Uiformation contained in the colour 

composites examinai here). The separability of geological classes in the two Melville Island 

regions was limited in varying degrees by lithological, and thus spectral, similarities between 

many of the clastic and carbonate units. The separability of geological classes in the Lac 

Watts region is believed to have been, in part, adversely affected by the extensive lichen cover 

in this region. Such problems are typical of optical imaging in arctic environments (e-g., 

Birnie et al., 1989; Awidson et al., 1993; Cloutis, 199%). The most unambiguous 

lithological information provided by the TM images was for units whose materials are 

characterized by distinctive iron-oxide weathering surfaces; these units include the Assistance 
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Formation mudstone and the Canyon Fiord Formation sandstone on Melville Island, and the 

peridotite units in the Cape Smith Belt. These findings are consistent with previous work, 

which has noted the value of distinctive weathering attributes in rnapping lithology using 

optical satellite imagery (e-g., Harding et al., 1989; Pontual, 1989; Spatz and Taranik, 1989; 

El Rakaiby, 1995; Glikson and Creasey, 1995; Macias, 1995). 

The Radarsat images were found to be usetùl visual sources of information regarding 

the distribution of water, snow, ice, and land classes, aithough this information is somewhat 

more arnbiguous than that provided by the TM imagery- For example, there was found to be 

potential for confusion between water and wet snow classes (since both are associated with 

very low image vaiues in the Radarsat images), and more rarely between ice and land classes 

(since both classes were sometirnes found to be associated with low to moderate image 

values). Of course, pt-ior geographic knowledge of an imaged region (e.g., knowledge of the 

distribution of al1 water bodies) would greatly reduce the potential for confûsion in this 

regard. 

The Radarsat image for the Cape Smith Belt was found to be useful for distinguishing 

vegetated fiom non-vegetated areas in much of the Lac Watts region, probably because of the 

go od correlation between non-vegct ated areas and the presence of variably-sized blocky 

materials (which should act in many cases as corner reflectors and radar-rough surfaces). The 

Radarsat image for Melville Island was generaily found to not be useîùl for mapping 

vegetation cover at the Tingmisut Lake and Weatherall Bay regions, probably because 

unvegetated areas in these regions are not consistently associated with radar-rough surfaces. 

The Radarsat images were found to be usefùl visual sources of information regarding 
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the location and extent of a varïety of geological units on Melville Island, uicluding materials 

of the gabbro class, and the Beverly Met, Blue Fiord, and Hecla Bay formations- The 

materials of the gabbro and Beverly Met (Tigmisut Inlier) units are blocky, with sues on the 

order of the wavelength of the Radarsat sensor, and the spaces between rocks are comrnonly 

not filled by fines or srnalier clasts. These characteristics should produce radar-rough 

surfaces; this would be consistent with the findings of Budkewitsch et a/. (1996), which 

suggest a similar relation between carbonates and radar-rough surfaces on nearby Bathurst 

Island. 

Although distinctions between Werent iithologies could not be made for the northern 

part of the Lac Watts region using the Radarsat image, correlations between lithology and 

both topography and surface roughness in the southern part of the region allowed the 

Radarsat image to be used as a source of information regarding particular groups of 

lithological classes. These results are consistent with the finduigs of Mustard (1994), who 

found that radar and TM imagery can be used in the region for mapping general lithological 

classes. 

The visual evaluation of Radarsat imagery given in this chapter is consistent with 

previous midies carried out in arctic and/or semi-arid environments where rock exposure is 

good (Sections 2.3.2.4 and 2.4.2). The practical importance of topography and surface 

roughness in determinhg the magnitude of radar backscatter, as seen here with regard to the 

Melville Island and Cape Smith Belt regions, is well documented in the literature (e-g., 

Fielding et al., 1986; Lynne and Tayior, 1986; Graham and Grant, 199 1; Da11 et al., 1995; 

Shimabukuro et al., 1998). As McGregor et al. (1999) note, both obvious and subtle 
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geornorphic features are expressed through variation in radar backscatter due to changes in 

dope and aspect across the features; although this information can be very usefùl in detecting 

features and units of interest (e-g., the gabbro die in the Tingmisut Lake region, or the esker 

in the Lac Watts region), it unfortunately can also play an important part in suppressing 

ground-cover information (e-g., tithological classes) (Rudant et al., 1994; Arkin et al., 1999) 

[this problemaic situation is not restricted to geological studies; for example, Malcolm et al. 

(1998) found that changes in topography can greatly compromise the discrimination of forest 

classes]. 

The IKONOS images were found to be excellent sources of high-resolution visual 

information regarding the distribution of general surface classes (water, snow, ice, and land). 

Furthemore, despite their relatively poor spectral resolution, the MONOS images were 

found to be usefiil not only for mapping the extent of vegetation cover, but also the 

distribution of certain lit hological unit s (including, e.g., the pink-, yellow-, and red-coloured 

units of the Canyon Fiord Formation). Althou& IKONOS imagery is necessady Limited with 

regard to its potential for spectrally discrimuiating lithology, both the panchromatic and 

multispeçtral IKONOS images provide a level of visual detail that is similar to that provided 

by aerial photographs, and thus d o w  for the visual discrimination of lithological units on the 

basis of morphological and textural information. Because of the digital and multispectral 

nature of these images, their potential value is considerable for applications such as surface 

mapping. This should not be surprising, given that the value of airbome and planetary optical 

images with similar spatial resolutions is well documented (e-g., Staenz et al., 1999; Carr and 

Mali .  2000), and given the appiicability of optical imaging systems with similady restricted 
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spectral characteristics (e-g., SPOT) toward the mapping of general surface classes (e-g., 

Gastellu-Etchegony etal., 1990; Mekarnia and Chorowicz, 1992). Unfortunately, although 

the visual information content of IKONOS imagery is high, the current cost of MONOS 

imagery per unit area is as much as ten times greater than that of  Radarsat or Landsat 

imagery . 



9 SUMMARY AND CONCJ,USIONS 

9.1 introduction 

This research undertook to 1) investigate the utility of specialized algorithrns and 

processing techniques for the classification of satellite imagery with regard to lithological and 

other surface classes at two northem study areas; and 2) investigate and compare the value 

of Landsat TM, Radarsat, and IKONOS satellite imagery in the visual discrimination of 

lithological and other surface classa at the same two study areas. The results of this research 

are surnrnarized below in Sections 9.2 to 9.6. Research implications are given in Section 9 -7, 

and recommendations for future research are given in Section 9.8. 

9.2 Ground-Truth Da- 

Based on fieldwork conducted in the summers of 1998 and 1999, ground-tmth 

databases were constructed for two field areas in northern Canada: one located on eastem 

Melville Island, Nunavut, and the other in the north-central portion of the Cape Smith Belt 

of Québec. The Melville Island Field Area, located in the vicinity of Tingmisut Lake, is 

characterized by the widespread exposure of Paleozoic clastic and carbonate sequences of the 

Sverdrup Basin. The Melville Island database, constructed using a Landsat TM image with 

a pixel spacing of 30 m, consists of 85 1 pixels whose selection and characterization was based 

mainly on information collected in sihi at 83 field sites. These 85 1 pixels were subdivided into 

surface classes in four different ways ( i i lving 14, 10, 9, and 6 classes, and labelled the B, 

C, D, and E Series, respectively), and were fùrther divided into test and training pixels in six 

different ways (producing a total of 24 separate collections of classification inputs for this 
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field area). 

The Cape Smith Belt Field Area, located in the vicuuty of Lac Watts, is characterized 

by the widespread exposure of mafic and ultrarnafic t h s t  sheets of the Cape Smith Belt, an 

Early Proterozoic greenstone belt. The Cape Smith Belt database, constructed using a 

Landsat TM image with a pixel spacing of 30 m, consists of 686 pixels whose selection and 

characterization was based mainly on information coUected rit siru at 53 field sites. These 686 

pixels were çubdivided into 7 surface classes (labelled the A Senes), and were fiuther divided 

into test and training pixels in six different ways (producing a total of 6 separate collections 

of classification inputs for this field area). 

The two databases described above were used in this research for the ernpincal 

evaluation of s u p e ~ ~ e d  dassification techniques for lithological discrimination using Landsat 

TM images (channels 3,4, 5, and 7). The field data used to construct the databases was also 

used in the visual evaluation of three difEerent types of satellite imagery (Landsat TM, 

Radarsat S7, and IKONOS panchromatic and multispectral images). It is anticipated that the 

databases will also be used in fùture as the basis for the evahation of new image-processing 

algorithms and satellite sensors. 

9.3 Emairical Evaluations of  classifie^ 

An empiricai evaluation ofthree superviseci classifiers (evidentiai reasonïng, maximum 

likelihood, and neural network, as weil as several variants of these algorithms) for lithological 

discrimination was performed using the ground-tnith databases and Landsat TM images noted 

above. AU classification sottware used in this research, except the commercially-available 
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maximum likelihood program, was written by the author and based mainly on established 

principles. 

Classification results indicate that the neural network algorithm (which irnplements 

a standard feedforward network that uses backpropagation in training and which combines 

the results of 10 separate classifications by majority-vote consensus) consistently produced 

overall results that are superior to those of the maximum-likelihood and evidentid-reasoning 

classifiers. For the Melville Island Field Area, average overall percentages of test pixels 

correctly labelled ranged fkom 78% (B Series; 14 classes) to 86% (E Series; 6 classes), and 

were typically 4 to 7% higher than the percentages of the next best classifier (maximum 

Wrelihood). For the Cape Smith Belt Field Area, the average overail percentage of test pixels 

correctly labelled was 89% (A Series; 7 classes), and percentages were typically 3 to 6% 

greater than those of the next best classifier (maximum likelihood). The overall lithological 

information content of classified images produced by the neural network algorith is 

considered useful, although al1 images are characterized by variable amounts of confùsion 

between sornetimes diverse lithologies (complicated in part by factors such shadowing, lichen 

cover, and the spectral limitations of TM imagery). The bea dixriminated lithological classes 

were those with distinctive weathering characteristics. 

Individual neural network result s (i-e., the result s of individual neural network 

executions pnor to consensus) were found to Vary considerably as a consequence of 

differences in weight initializations (uiith variation of up to -1 5% in overail percentages of 

test pixels correctly ciassified), but the majority-vote consensus neural network results were 

found to consistently be within about one percent of overall percentages associated with the 
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best individual neural network results. Aithough the majority-vote consensus methodology 

did not eliminate the need for the generation of multiple neural network results (indeed, it 

clearly can only be appiied ifnumerous neural network results are available), it simplified the 

generation of the final classification image by eliminating the need for the user to select the 

best results based on evaluations of individual neural network results. 

In the empirical evaluation of supervised classifiers discussed above, the maximum 

iikelihood algorithm produced results that are visually sirnilar to those of the neural network, 

dthough the percentages of all test pixels correctly classified were typically about 3 to 10% 

less than those of the neural network The evidential reasoning algorithm produced relatively 

poor results (overail percentages were typicaliy 20 to 30% less than those of the maximum 

likelihood and neural network classifiers), in contrast to the more favourable evidential 

reasoning results of several pnor studies ( e g ,  Peddle, 1993, 1995; Peddle et al., 1994; 

Leverington and Duguay, 1996a; Duguay and Peddle, 1996). Additional results generated 

in this study by the evidential reasoning algorithm, using it as a consensus algorithm for neural 

network results (treating the output activations of 10 sets of neural network results as 

measures of evidence, under the assumption that neural network output activations 

approximate posterior probabilities), were found to approach those of the majority-vote 

consensus algorithm. These additional evidentiai reasoning results confirm that the evidential 

reasoning algorithm itselfis a viable means for classiijing satellite imagery, but that it clearly 

can ody classi@ effectively if initial measures of evidence are valid. This research suggests 

that the measure of evidence as a fûnction of the proportions of extrapolated class training 

data that contain the image values being classified (Peddle, 1991, 1995) is not appropriate 
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when classi@ing databases such as those used in this research- 

The fact that neither the majority-vote nor the evidential-reasoning consensus methods 

produced overall results that were superior to the best individual neural network results 

demonstrates that the individual neural network results used here are not sufficiently error- 

independent for the generation of consensus results that are superior to all component results. 

Thus, although dserences in network weight initializations are sufficient to produce quite 

variable results in individual neural network classifications of sateaite imagery, they are not 

sufficient by themselves for the generation of error-independent results- 

9.4 Over-Generalization and Artificial Noise in Neural Nehvork  classification^ 

The results of neural network classifications involving 20,000 iterations were 

empirically shown to be no worse than those produced by classifications involving much 

fewer iterations (-2000 to 8000). This suggests that over-generalization, the progressive 

incorporation during training of features of the training dataset that are not characteristic of 

the data as a whole, does not characterize the training of a feedforward backpropagation 

neural network using databases such as those used here. The results of neural network 

classifications in which small amounts of random noise was added to input vectors during 

training were empiricaily shown to produce less satisfactory classification results compared 

to classifications without noise- The use of noise was dso shown to increase tss (total-sum- 

O f-squares) error and to extend training times considerably, impairing the classifier' s ability 

to converge upon a solution with an acceptable level of tss error. Thus, the use of random 

noise during training does not appear to be a usefiil means of supplementing sparse training 
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datasets, and its potential use to prevent over-general'ition appears to be precluded by an 

absence of over-generalization in the classifications performed here. 

9.5 in in-I Network Classifications 

Empirical investigations regarding the influence of network topology on overaii 

results, in which topologies were progressively varied from smaller to larger networks, show 

that the use of two hidden (intermediate) layers of a given size produces superior results 

compared with the use of one hidden layer of the same size. Furthemore, classifications in 

which the number of nodes used in each hidden layer were qua1 to the greatest of the number 

of nodes in the input and output layers produced superior results to those using fewer nodes 

to define hidden layers. In plots of 1) average tss error after 20,000 iterations, and 2) overall 

percentage of test pixels correctly classified, against number of nodes used to define hidden 

layers, average tss error was shown to typically continue to drop with increases in number of 

nodes in each hidden layer, while percentage of test pixels correctly classified typicaily 

levelled off as the number of nodes used in each hidden layer approached the maximum 

tested. These results suggest that two hidden layers rather than one should be used in the 

classification of databases such as those used here. Further, each of these layers should be 

defined by the greatest of the number of nodes in the input and output layers. These results 

are consistent with recognized "rules of thumb currently used in the application of neural 

networks toward classification problems (e-g., Richards, 1993). 
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9.6 Confidence Im- G e n e r w  From Output - Laye r Activations 

Plots of maximum output activations versus classification successes, and plots of the 

dserences between the two highest output activations versus classification successes, show 

that higher values ofthese two mesures are generally associated with a greater likehhood of 

classification success. Thus, there is a good empirical basis for the use of these particular 

rneasures of confidence in the generation of "confidence images" to accompany satellite- 

image ciassifications. Relative assignrnents of confidence in two confidence images for the 

Melville Island Field Area were found to be generaliy consistent with the classification success 

associated with correspondhg pixel locations: distinctive tithological units were associated 

with higher measures of classifkation confidence, while certain peripheral units not 

represented in the training database were associated with very low measures of confidence. 

9.7 Visual Evaluation of TM. Radarsat. and IKONOS Imagggy 

Three regions (the Tingmisut Lake and Weatherall Bay regions on Melville Island, and 

the Lac Watts region in the north-central Cape Smith BeIt) were used to visually evaluate 

Landsat TM, Radarsat, and KONOS imagery as sources of lithological information. The 

Landsat TM images were found to be usefbl visu al sources of information regarding general 

land cover for al1 three regions, providing unambiguous information regarding the extent of 

water, snow, ice, and vegetation. Additionally, the TM images were found to provide usefil 

visual information on the distribution of numerous lithological units, especially those with 

distinctive weathering characteristics. The separabiiity of geological classes in the two 

Melde Island regions was limiteci somewhat by lithological similarities between many of the 
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clastic and carbonate units, and spectral limitations associated with the TM sensor itself. The 

separability of geological classes in the Lac Watts region is believed to have been adversely 

affected by the extensive lichen cover in this region, as well as the mixïng of multiple 

lithological classes in certain areas. 

The Radarsat images were found to be usefùl sources of visual information regarding 

the distribution of water, snow, ice, and land classes, although this information is somewhat 

more ambiguous than that provided by the TM imagery (for example, there is potential for 

confiision between water and wet snow in the Radarsat images examined here). The Radarsat 

image for the Cape Smith Belt was found to be usefbl for distïnguishing vegetated fiom 

unvegetated areas in much of the Lac Watts region, probably because of the good correlation 

between non-vegetated areas and the presence of variably-sized blocky materials. The 

Radarsat image for Melville Island was generally found to not be usefùl for mapping 

vegetation cover at the Tingmisut Lake and Weatherall Bay regions, probably because 

unvegetated areas in these regions are not consistently associated with surfaces of a particular 

roughness. 

The Radarsat images were found to be usehl visual sources of information regarding 

the location and extent of a variety of geological units on Melville Island, including materials 

of the gabbro class, and the Beverly Inlet, Blue Fiord, and Hecla Bay formations. Although 

distinctions between different Lithologies could not be made for the northem part of the Lac 

Watts region of the Cape Smith Belt using the Radarsat image, correlations between lithology 

and both topography and surface roughness in the southern part of the region ailowed the 

Radarsat image to be used as a source of information regarding particular groups of 
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Lithological classes. The Msual evaluation of Radarsat imagery given here is consistent with 

previous studies carried out in arctic andor semi-arid environments where rock exposure is 

good. Unfominately, as has been found in previous studies (e.g., McGregor et ai., 1999; 

Rudant et al., 1994; Arkin et al., 1999), the very properties that cause radar imagery to be 

usefùl in detecting geomorphic features of interest also play an important role in suppressing 

ground-cover information 

The IKONOS images, available in this study only for the Tingmisut Lake region of 

Melville Island, were found to be excellent sources of high-resolution visual information 

regarding the distribution of general surface classes (water, snow, ice, land, and vegetated 

land). Furthemore, despite their relatively poor spectral resolution, the IKONOS images 

were found to be usefùl for spectrally ascertainhg the extent of certain Lithological units. 

Although IKONOS imagery is necessarily limited with regard to its potential for spectrally 

discriminat ing lithology, both the panchromatic and multispectral IKONO S images provide 

a level of visual detail that is similar to that provided by aerial photographs, and thus d o w  

for the visual discrimination of lithological units on the basis of morphologicai and textural 

idormation. Because of the digital and multispectral nature of these images, their potential 

value is considerable for sufiace-mapping projects, 

9.8 Research Im~lication~ 

This research has a number of implic~tions for the practice of remote sensing: 

0 The rnajority-vote consensus algorithm, in combination with results produced by multiple 
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feedforward backpropagation neural networks, is capable of consinently producing 

classifkation results that are roughly equal to those produced in the best individual neural 

network execution, and that are superior to those generated by the maximum likelihood and 

evidentiai reasoning classifiers. This neural network consensus algorithm produces 

consistently superior classification results without the variability in final results characteristic 

of typical sets of neural network classifications of sateLite imagery. Thus, this algorithm 

should be considered an appropriate and favoured means for s u p e ~ s e d  classification of 

satellite imagery. 

Like al1 consensus routines, the majority-vote neural network algorithm necessarily 

extends the length of classification time wel beyond that of other classifiers such as maximum 

likelihood and evidential reasoning, precluding its use when timely classifications are 

necessary (consensus classification times of several hours should be expected for moderately- 

sized images) . The consensus routine could be easily automated in neural network software 

such that, ifdesued, the user need only be concemed with final consensus resuIts rather than 

the many individual results generated in support of consensus results. 

The evidential reasoning algorithm is a valid means for c l a s s w g  satellite images, as long 

as initial measures of evidence are appropriate. The caiculation of initial measures of evidence 

as a function of the proportions of extrapolated class training data that contain the image 

values being classified, wiH not necessarily produce satisfactory evidential reasoning 

classification results. The use of neural network output activations as initial measures of 

evidence cm result in evidential reasoning results that approach those associated with the 



majority-vote consensus method- 

Reliance on variation in weight initializations to produce error-independent results for input 

to consensus algorithms is not necessarily appropriate. 

a The training of feedforward backpropagation neural networks for the classification of 

satellite images does not appear to be characterized by over-generalization. The use of smaU 

arnounts of artifid noise during training does not favourably affect neural network 

classification results, 

a There is an empirical basis for the use of confidence measures to supplement neural 

network classifications of satellite imagery. There is a generaüy good correlation between 

correct chssifications and a) the magnitude of the highest output activation in an output layer, 

and b) the dEerence between the highest two activations in an output layer. Confidence 

images are a valid means of evaluating a classified image, in a relative sense, without needing 

to evaluate the classified image using test pixels. Confidence images should not to be 

considered replacements for the use of test pixels in the evaiuation of classification results. 

Landsat TM and Radarsat images are usefùl, and in most cases complementary, tools for 

the visual discrimination of a variety of geological classes. This result is consistent with the 

hdings reported in much of the remote sensing literature over the past decade. In generai, 

Landsat TM images are useful for discrùninating a variety of lithologies, especially those with 
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distinctive weathering characteristics, and Radarsat images are especidy usehl for visually 

highlighting lithological units with good correlations with surface roughness and 

geornorphology. Nevertheless, the value of TM imagery in lithological discrimination is 

iirnited to varying extents by its relatively poor spectral resolution, while Radarsat imagery 

can be Iimited by its often inconsistent retation between image values and lithological classes- 

O Both panchromatic and muitispectrai IKONOS images have a visual information level that 

is s i . a r  to that ofaenal photography taken fiom moderate altitudes. MONOS images can 

be useful for the spectral discrimination of distinct lithological units, and for the visual 

identification of geomorphological features whose maximum dimensions are as smaii as 

several metres. Because of their multispectral, digital, and high-resolution characteristics, 

images such as those generated by the MONOS sensor are expected to become widely 

utilized by remote sensing practitioners. 

9.9 Recommendations for Future Research 

This research suggests that differences in network weight initializations are not 

suficient for the generation of error-independent results for input to consensus routines. 

Thus, methods which are designed to produce error-independent results through the 

employment of a variety of network architectures and leamhg algonthms (e.g., Rugova, 

1994) or through mathematical transforrns of network inputs (e-g., Benediktsson, 1997a) 

should be investigated with regard to their utility in producing consensus results that are 

superior to ail individual component results. 
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This research demonstrates that Peddle' s (1 99 1, 1995) algorithm for caiculating initial 

evidence values for input to the evidential reasoning algorithm rnay not be as wi-dely 

applicable for the classification of satellite imagery as previous studies suggest. Additional 

theoretical and empirical investigations are warranted, for the purpose of refining the 

dgorithm and to further ascertain the lirnits of its applicability- 

Preliminary experiments involving the addition of artificial noise to input vectors 

during the training of neural networks were found in this research to not produce 

improvements in classification results- The utility of the addition of noise in the classification 

of satellite images was also questioned, given an absence of over-generalization. 

Nevertheless, speciaiized algorithms that statistically determine appropriate levels of noise to 

be used in particular classifications have been developed (e-g., Bishop, 199Sa, 1995b) and 

should be tested with regard to their utility in improving neural network classi£îcations nom 

sparse training datasets. 

This research tested neural networks whose topologies are defined in advance of 

network training using rules of thumb; these topologies did not change during training and 

classification. While such algorithms have been shown in this and previous research to be 

effective classiiïers, more adaptable algorithms may ultimately be found to produce superior 

classification resuits. The use of constructive (eg ,  Hirose et al., 299 1; Bartlett, 1994; Kwok 

and Yeung, 1997b; Parekh et al., 2000) and pruning (eg., Sietsma and Dow, 199 1; Reed, 

1 993 ; CasteUano et ai., 1997) algorithms, which augment network topology during training 

in order to improve classification results, should be examined with regard to their utility in 

image ctassification. The use of evolutionary and genetic algorithms (e-g., Odn et al., 1993; 
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Angeline et al., 1994; Manieno, 1994; Sm& and Conrad, 1994; Yao and Liu, 1997; Fogel, 

20001, which are based on simpiitied p~cip les  of biological evolution and which can be used 

to optimize network topology, weights, and overall network behaviour, may also prove to be 

usehl in image classification- 

The current trend toward increased spectral resolution of satellite imagery [e-g., 

ASTER, a 14-channel instrument operational since 2000 (Fujisada, 1998; Abrarns, 2000); 

MODIS, a 36-channel instrument operational since 2000 (Barnes et al., 1998; Justice et al., 

1 998); and ORBVIEW4, a yet-to-be-launched platform with a 200-channel instrument 

(Orbital Irnaging Corporation, 2000)J is expected to increase the importance of computer 

algorithms for extracting lithological and other surface-cover information fiom satellite 

images. In particular, algorithms such as those that perfonn s u p e ~ s e d  and unsupervised 

classification, as weii as spectral mixture modelling, are expected to become essential for this 

purpose. The utility of the maximum likelihood, evidential reasoning, and neural network 

algonthms in the classification of large image databases should be investigated. 

This research found that Landsat TM, Radarsat S7, and KONOS imagery provide 

usefùl visual information regarding the presence and extent of general surface-cover types, 

as welt as information regarding certain lithological units with distinctive weathering 

characteristics, surface roughness, and form. Additional field-based evaluations of the 

Radarsat and IKONOS image types, canied out in diverse regions and under a wide range of 

environmental conditions, will advance the assessrnent of these image types for geoscientific 

research. 
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APPENDIX A: Descrmtions O 
. . f Melville Island Field S i t a  

Introductot-y notes to b e n d i x  4 

2 )  Site Locations are given in Figures 4.6 to 4.8. 

2) Over 300 photographs and seven hours of video tape (on four two-hour tapes) provide 
visual documentation of the Melville Island study area. 

3) Particularly detailed video documentation of the varieties of vegetation that characterize 
the study area is available in the documentation of Sites 8, 15, 36, 39, 46, and 76- 

4) Vegetation Cover Ranks: O 
O-L 

Essentiaily no vegetation of any kind. 
EssentiaUy no vascular vegetation, but lichen varieties 
are present and significant. 
S parsely-scattered vegetation: - 1% to -6% cover 
(Iower boundary de6ned by Site 1 3 4  and upper 
boundary defked by Sites 16 and 30). 
-6% to -15% vegetation cover (lower boundary 
defined by Site 45, and upper boundary defined by 
Sites 18A and 43) 
-1 5% to -25% vegetation cover. 
-25% to -75% vegetat' ion cover. 
>75% vegetation cover (lichen, moss, or vascular) 
(includes, e-g., Site 5 1) 

5) The sizes of rock samples are express4 in terms of their longest dimension. 

6) Carbonate lithoiogies are described using the terminology of Folk (1962) [see summary 
given by Boggs (1987, p. 230)J. 

7) Cornrnon Names for Melville Island Plants: 
Smifroga opposïfzijoIiaa: Purple Saxifrage 
Pqaver radicatum: Arctic Poppy 
Oxyria &na: Mountain Sorrel 
Salk arctica: Arctic Willow 

8) Melville Island lichens collected by the author and identified by P.Y. Wong, Collection 
Division, Canadian Museum of Nature (Ottawa) (dl species but VuIpicida tilesii are very 
common in the study area): 

Thamnolia srrbu21~ormis (Ehrh. ) Culb - 
Lecidea lapici& (Ach.) Ach. 
Lecidea ramulom Th, Fr, 



Vulpiczdz tiIesiz (Ach.) J--E. Mattsson & M. J. Lai 

9) A black vegetative material coats the surfaces of particularly rnoist areas in the Melville 
Island region. A sample ofthk material, coiiected by the author at Site 51, was identified as 
alga by P.Y. Wong, Coiledon Division, Canadian Museum of Nature (Ottawa). Samples of 
dark material collected at Sites 13B and 17 were identified as "füngal tissue with fiuiting 
perithecia" and "filamentous aiga", respectively, by Dr. Michele Piercey-Normore, 
Department of Botany, University of Manitoba The dark material is referred to here simply 
as "black algae". 

10) The list of vegetation varieties in the section "Other Varieties Noted is not meant to be 
a comprehensive listing of al1 varieties present at a site. 

11) The term "srnail bag" refen to a plastic bag with dimensions of approximately 18 cm x 
20 cm. 



Dominant Lithology: 

Site 1 
Photographs: 

Vidco: 

One landsape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #1,42:17 - 43:02. 

G a m l  Information: Site consists of angular dolaone  rocks (Slpicdly 3 to 20 cm) on talus slope. Unconsolidated reddish- 
weatheruig fuies are present (visually-esthteci s u r f i  w r t ï o n r  ClOYo). 

Munslll Colours: Rocks typidly SY WL (yelIowish grey) ancüor 10 YR 616 (darkyellowish orange). Fuies 10 YR 714 
(groyish orange). 

SampIesr 5 rock samples (125 cm, 11 cm, 9 cm. 6.5 cm. 6 cm; reaction wiih HCI is mbdued to moderate for e.vpoxd 
surfaces, and is suMued for 6resh surfaces). 

Thin Section: 
I 

Thin section 1-1: interlocking anhedral dolomite crystals; biniodal qstal -si te dlstriïution (-=O- 1 mm and 
0.5-6.0 mm). Minor calcite fossils and cernent are present 

Weath~ring Stats: 

Site 2 
1 I 1 

Unweaihcred dolostone surfaces are gray- W d e r e d  surfacg are typidly yeilowîsh-ormge. The omge  
fuies may te M v e d  fiom the local dolostonc, or may be wuid-blown Canyon Fiord Formation materials. 

Vegrtation: 

Photognphs: One landscape photo; one cIoseup photo. 
1 I 

Covcr Rank O- 
Signifïcam Varïeties: None. Other Varia-es Noted: None- 

Video: 1 Tape # l,46:35 - 4652- 
I l 

1 Dominant LirhoIogy: 1 DoIostone- 1 
Grnrlnl information: Site consists ofdolostone rocks (typicaily c 5  cm, but Irirger rocks É20 cm are presem)- Unconsolidrited 

reddiih-weathrruig fuies are present (vinially-cstimated sufixe proportion: <lS%), Rock and fuies are 
sorted by size by tiost action, fomiing iucuate ridges and kegular ovoid features. 

Munsell Colours: Rocks typidly N8-N7 ( very [ighrgrayto lightgray) and 5YR 516 (lighr brown). Fuies 10 YR 714 
(grayish orange). 

Sampls: 

I - I 
-- . .- 

Vrgetation: Cowr Rank O. 
Siwificant Varides: None. Othm VYieties Noted: None. 

3 "end-membei' rock samples (ach 4 cm; radon wilh HCI is subdud to vigorous for exposed surfaces, 
and is subdued to moderate on Eesh sufices); m e  small simple of rrddish-weathrring fines (ceaction with 
HCl is vigorous). 

Thin Section: 

Weathering State: 

None. 

Unweathercd doiostons surfaces are gray- Hr+athered surfaces are typidly yellowish-orange. The orange 
fuies m y  be deriveci fiom the local doldone, or rnay be whd-blown Canyon Fiord Formation matm*als. 



Dominant Lithology 

Site 3 

G t n d  Information: 

Photographs 

Video: 

Formation/ünit: 
- 

Dolostone. 

One landsape photo only. 

Tape #1,4352 - 4736. 

Tinpmisut inlier. 

Site consisis of dolostone rocks (typidly CS cm). Unconsolidateci reddish-wcathering fuies are sxposed 
(visually-estünated surface proportion: 40%). in places. rocks and frnes are sortrd by size bv East action 

Thin Section: 

Munsell Colours: 

Srunples: 

Wsathering State: 

- -- 

Rocks typicafly N8-N7 ( very Light gray to lightgruy) and 5YR 516 (lighr brown)- Fines 10 YR 714 
(grcryrsh orange). 

None. 

Vegetation: 

None, 

Unweathefed dolostone surfaces are gray- Weathered d a c e s  are qpically yellowish-orange- The orange 
fuies may be deriveci h m  the local dolostone, or may be wuid-blown Canyon Fiord Formation mtmiais 

Cover Rank O. 
Signifiant Varieties: None. 0th- Varieiies Notd: None- 

Site 4 
Photographs: 

Video: 

Formâtion/Unit: 

Dominant Lithology: 

None taken 

Tape # 1,4752 - 49:ûû. 

rigrnisut Inlier. 

Dolostone. 

Grneml Information: Site consists of dolostone rocks (hrpically -3 cm). Unconsolidated reddish-weaihering fines are prescrit 
Rocks and fuies are sortcd by size in places by action 

.Uunsell CoIours: Rocks typically N8-N7 ( very Iighr gray to Lighr gray) and 5YR 5 6  (lighr brown). Fuies 10 YR 7/4 
(gruyish orange). 

Smples: 

Thin Section: 

None- 

None. 

Weathering Strite: Unweathered dolostone su~aces  are gray- Weathered surfaces are typicalIy yellouish-orange. The orange 
fuies may bc dzrived fiom the I d  dolastone, or may 'os wind-blowit Canyon Fiord Formation mtcrials. 

Vegetation: Cover R a r k  O. 
Significant Van'etis: None. 0th- Varietics Notai: None. 



Photograpk 

Video: 

Formatioflnit: 

Dominant Litholow 

Grrierai Information: 

Thin Section: 

Site 5 
One land.icape photo; une closeup photo. 

Tape #1, SO:28 -5l:l3- 

Site consists of dolostone rocks (typically c l 0  anj. Unconsolidated reddish-weathrruig fuies are p r m t  
(visuallycstimated surface pmportion: <5%). 

Rocks typ id ly  NI (lighrgray) to 10 YR 714 (groyrsh orange). Fuies 10 YI€ 714 (grcryish orange). 

1 rock sarnple (1 1.5 cm: don with HCL is subdued for both exposai and fiesh surfaces); one s d  
sample ofreddii-weaLheruig fuies (reaction with HCI is vigorous). 

Noue- 

Unweathered dolostone surfacg are gray. Weathered surfaces are typidIy yellowish-orange. The orange 
fuies may be denved h m  the local dolostone. o r  may be wuid-blow Canyon Fiord F o m - o n  materi&. 
- -  - .- 

Cover Rank O. 
Signif?cant Varieties: None. Other Varides N o W  hrone. 

Site 6 
I 1 

FomationWnit: Canyon Fiord Formation 

Photographs: 

Video: 

1 Dominant Lithology: ( Red-weathering and yellow sanâs and related non4careous rancistones. 

One landscape photo; one c l w u p  photo. 

Tape #1,53:05 - 54:17. 

1 1,fumll Colours: 1 Fines 10 YR 616 (drrrkyellowish orange) and yellowish orange- 

Grneml Information: 

l Simples: 

.- - 

Most materi& at this site are unconsolidated and poorlyconsoIidat+d fuies (typically <2 mm), although 
rocks with dimensions of up 10 -20 cm are al- found Rounded quartz cl;rsts are the most domuWn~ 
component of the fuies and rocks. 

I One srnall bag containing red-weatheting clasts (no reaction with HCI); one srnail bag containing yellow- 
rveaîhering fmes (no readon wiih HCI). 

Werithcring Statr: These materials appear to have ben dzrivd tiom wathered Canyon Fiord sandstonis. 

- - - - - - - 

Thin Section: 

-- - 

None. 

Vegetation: Cover Rank: O. 
SignitScant Varktirs: None. Other Varietirs Notrd: None. 



Site 7 

Dominant Lithology: 1 H~cmli th ic  cl- set h u n c ~ ~ ~ l i d a t e d  yeUow. red, and gray fna. 

Photognphs: 

%dm: 
I - 

Fomiation/trnit: 

G e n d  uzfomiation: Site consisis of munâeâ hderolithic clasts (typically cl3 cm) set in unmnsolidafd yellow, red, and 
unconsolidaied gray fines (typicaily c2 mm). 

One landscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #1,5534 - 5635- 
- - -  

Canyon Fiord Fmoa 

Wea~hering Statr: These matmiais appear to have hem &ved h m  w & d  Canyon Fiord sandstones and conglomerata. 

- 

Siunples: 

-- - - - 

One small bag of yellowishlwhitish Einedciasts (fine- to coarse-grahed quartz grains coatd  with whitish- 
gray malenal; reactïon with HCl is vigorous): one d l  bag of reddish fuigclasts (mix of unïdrntified 
elongate and rounded grains Ïnduding qwra; reacti-on with HCI is subdued to moderate). 

Vegrtationr Cover R i u k  O. 
Significant Varictictiesr None- Other Vyirties Noted: None. 

Site 8 
Photographs: 

Vidzo: 

Formation/Unit: 

Dominant Lithology 

- 

One landrcape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape d l ,  59:29 - 1:00:22. 

Unnameci gabbro intnision 

Gabbro. 

G m m l  information: Site mainly consists of angular gabbro rocks (typiully 0.5 to 10 cm), uncorwlidatcd reddish fmes 
(rinially-mated surface proportionr <10%). and scattercd gabbro brdrock outcrops (individuai outcrops 
are typically -3 m acfoss). 

Munsell Colours: 

Samplçs: 

Thin Section: 

Rocks -N2 (graysh black) to -5YR 414 (moderare brown). Fines yellow-brown 

Three gabbro rocks: 9.5 cm 6.5 cm. 2.5 cm VegetAon was samplcd 

None. 

Weathaïng Stare: Unweathered gabbro surfaces are gray-black Wsathered surfaces are typically brown The yellow-brown 
fuies appear to be wind-blown Canyon Fiord Formation materïals. 

Vegetation: Cover Ryik: O-L 
Siflcant Cover Thamnolia subulrformrs. Lecrdea spp. mer Cover: Saxifraga opposrrifoifa. 
Vilpicida rilesii. 



Site 9 

Dominant Lithology: 1 Red-wcltbamg fine-grain4 dcafe~us sandstom, a d  fmu.. 
I 

Photogmphs: 

Vidro: 

FormationNnit: 

One landscqe photo; one closeup photo. 

Nonc (refer to video of n e h y  Sites 5.8. IO. and 1 1). 
-- - 

Canyon Fiord Fomatioll 

I 5 srnail rocks (al! C 6 cm): four sandstones (readon wirh HCI subdued to modrrate for exposai surfaces. 
and moderate to vigorous for fi& surfaces). and one gabbro. One -11 bag of r d  fu~s (composed of 
fuie-graineci quartz set loosely in a red-weathering silty d u ;  reactïcm of Gnes to HCI vlgomus). 

Grnrral Information: 

hfunsell Colours: 

Site consists of red-weathrring fm-grained calcareous sandstones (rocks Qpically C l 5  cm). d a t a i  
unconsolidatrd r e d - w d & g  fines and d l  (typiuily C5 cm) gabbro clam dendenved h m  the upslope 
gabbro dike. The dominant M11Stituents of ths  SandStones and fmes are rounded fie-grainai quartz pins -  

Sandstones -5YR 414 (moderare brown); fksh surfaces -5Y 811 (yeifowish gray). Gabbro N2 (graysh 
b iack). 

- 

Thin Section: 

Wcathering Shte: 

Vegetation: 

1 Formatioflnit: 1 Canyon Fiord Formation 

- 

Vone- 

Most e-uposed sandstone surfaces are weahred  mi. while Besh sandstoiie surfaces are yellowish-gray- 
Unweaîhereà gabbro surfaces are gray-bl& Weathered gabbro surfaces are srpicaily brown 

COVW Rank- O- 
SignitScant Varïeties: None. 0th- Varieties N d :  None. 

Photogmphs: 

Vidco: 

One lmdsupe photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #1, 1 :O0122 - 1:02: 10. 

Dominant Lithology: 

- - -- 

Rrd-weatherhg fuie-grained calureous sandstones. and associatrd fuies. 

Genml  Information: Site consists of red-weatherhg fie-grained calcareous sandstones (rocks typically cl5 cm), associateci 
unconsolidated red-weathering fines, and nnall (typidly CS cm) gabbro cl- drrived €rom the upslope 
gabbro dike. The dominant consrituents of the sandstones and fuies are round& fuie-grained q u m  grains- 

Muml1 Coiours: 

Thin Section: Nonc 
I 

Sandstones -5YR 414 (moderare brown); fi& surfaces -5Y 8/ t (yeliowish gray). Gabbro N2 Qrayish 
black). 

Smpics: Six small rocks (dl -3 .5  cm): five sandstones (reaction with HCI is absent to subdurd for e.xposed surfaces, 
and moderate to vigorous for fie& surfaces) and one gabbro. One small bag of red fuies (composed of fuie- 
graincd quartz set lamly in a red-wzathering siIty matrï?c; reaaion of fmes to HCI subdued)- 

l Vegetation: 

Wrathcring State: 

I Cover Rank: O. 
Significant Variaies: None. mer Varieties Noted: None. 

hbst  e.vposed sandstone surfaces are weathered red, while fie& sandstone surfaces are yellowish-gny.. 
Unweathered gabbro surfaces are gray-black tiCreathered gabbro surfaces are typically brown 



Site 11 
Photogaphs: 

Dominant Lihology: 1 Gray- and orange-weathering uncolaolidateb non-caicrreous, finegrainai q u n r  
1 

One Iandrcape photo only (photo is of poor quaiity due to camera mafindon)- 

Video: 

ForrnationA-iit: 

Grneriil Mormation: Site consists rntirely of  gray- anci omge-weath&ng unconsoli&te& non-calcareous. fm-grainecl quartr 
I 

Tape #1, 1:0030 - 1:00:4û (tapedfirom Site 10). 

Canyon Fiord Formation 

F i e s  e i t k  5Y 8/1 @ellowish gray) or  y1Iowlsh orange [spedicaily, a cross betwm IOYR 8/6 @ale 
yellow orange) and lOYR 616 (dark yellow orange)]. 
- - - - - - - - - -- - 

One d l  bag of orange fuies (frne-grruned quariz coami in piut with orange-weathtxhg matmiril; no 
reaction with fiCl); one srnaIl bag of gray fuies (fuie-graïned no r-on with HCI); one fiable 
gray calcamus sandstone sample (6 cm; with HCI vigorous, this is a m p l e  of the cd~;i~eous 
sandstone unit îiom which these fines may have been dcrived, and w-as triken fiom a d l  bedrock 
exposwe localed at îhe creek-ward e k t y  of this site.). 

Watherïng Smte: These materials appear to have becn derived from w e a t h d  Canyon Fiord sandstones. 
I 

Thin Section: 

Cover Rank: O. 
S i d c a n t  Varirtizs: None Oîher Varidies Notai: None- 

- . - 

None. 

Dominant Lithologyr Rd-weathering fuie- to coiuse-grained calcareous sandstone. 
I 

Site 12 
Photographs: 

Vidso: 

FormatiodUnit: 

None (due to cana- malfiinction). 

Tape #1, 1:03:03 - 1:03:56- 

Canyon Fiord Formation 

Grnerd Information: 

Thin Section: 1 None. 

Site rnainiy consists of materials of three s u e  groups: 1) red-weathrruig silty fuies, 2) smaller clasts 
(typically 0.1 to 3 cm): gabbro and red-weathering sandstone / ~onglomerate~ and 3) larger clasts (typidly 
10-50 cm across): red-weathering sandstone. and gabbro. The dominant constituent ofthc sandstone / 
conglornerate clasts is round& fuie-grain& q u u ~ ~  Linestone seen in the vicïnity of the site rnay he part of 
the Iimestone marker unit that occurs midway in the Canyon Fiord sequmce, and that has b previously 
rnapped at this site (Harrison, 1995). 

Sandstone either -5Y 8/1 (yeflowish gray. fiesh surfaces) or SYR 9 6  (lighr brown) to drrp reddish brown 
(weathered surfaces). Gabbro N2 (graysh bfack). 

Samplrs: 

Wcratherîng Statr: I Most e-sposed sandstone surfaca are weathered re4 while t k h  sandstone surfaces are yellowish-gray. 
Unweathered gabbro d a c e s  are gay-black Weathered gabbro surfaces are typicallv brown 

Sarnples were taken of each of the uirer size m g e s  noted above: 1) one small bag conminhg fimes (mution 
with HCI subdud, mhly  fie-graineci rounded quartz grains); 2) one small bag contaking small cl- 
(C4 rm; includimg several gabbro clasts), and 3) five lvger clasts (siunples broken off of larger rocks: 63 
cm, 6 cm, 5.5 cm, 5.5 cm, 45 cm). ALI rock simples react vigorously with HCI. 

Cover Rank: O. 
Significant Varieties: None. Other Varieties hroted: Sone. 



- -- - 

Video: 

ForrnationKJnit: 

GeneraI information: 

Sites 13A and 13B 
One landsape photo and one c l o ~ u p  phdo for each of A and B (four photos total). 

Tape $1, 1:04:16 - 1:06:26. 

Canyon Fiord Focmation 

tlacorrsolidated sandy and silty fuies, pebble-sïzed heterolithic clasts, and ulcareous sandstoiws. 

Site cons* o f  two cotnponentsr A) Consists mainly o f  roundrd to subangular heterolirhic clasts (typically 
c2.5 cm) in uncwrolidated red fines. No gabbro fiom nearby dike is presrnt B) Consists mainly of 
angularconsotidated clasts with sizes up to 25 cm (tqpically cl0 cm), in unconsolidatÈd red fines This 
material (consistulg of calcareous qua* sandstone, congiomerate, gabbro. and fmes) has waîhaed h m  
upslope, and erdends downslope dong topographie lows. 

A) Pebbles v a y  pale yellowish to madrra1~ rcddikh-brown; fuies reddish brown B) Prbbles -SYR 516 
(light brown); sruidstones -5YR 314 (moderare brown; e.vposed surface) and -SY 8/L CyeIlowrsh gray, 
fresh surface); fuies reddish b r o m  

One smaii bag concairiuig pebbles 1 fuies of A (reaction with HCI subdued); one srnall bag contahing 
pebbles I fuies of B (rwction with HCI vigorous); four d rocksampla corn B (9 c m  to 4.5 crw two 
samples are dca reous  SaadStones. one sample is calcareous pebblr conglornerate, and one sample is 
gabbro) (sandstones and conglomerate: r d o n  with HCI absent to moderate for exposed surfaces, and 
moderate to vigonwis for fiesh sudices). Vegetation was sampled at 13B. 

Most e-vposed sandstone surfaces weathered red, while fiesh sandstone surfaces yellowish gray- 
Unweathered gabbro surfaces gray-black Weathered gabbro surfaces are typically b r o m  

Cover Rank: 1- 
SigNf~cant Cover. S m ~ o g a  oppozihfolïa (sp~sely s c a î î d  -?cm mounds). Other Coverr None. 
Notes: Small priions of 13B are covered *th black algae 

Photognphs: None 

Dominant Lithology 1 Red-weaIherùig dureous sandaar and conglomente. and unumolidated red-weathering fuia. 
I 

Video: 

FomationlLinit: 

I Gmmal Momation: Site consists of red-wesrîhecing calweous sandstones (typically cl0  cm), and unconsolidated r d -  1 wathering f m s .  Meue-scale be&ock outcrops and rocks are present Unmediatrly downslope fiorn site, 

Tape $1, 1 :O635 - 1:0938 (note: on video- Site 15 is mneous ly  referred to as Site 14). 

Canyon Fiord Formation 

Bath exposed and fiesh rock surfaces are -10R 4/6 (moderate reddish brown) and SY 811 (yeIIowrlsh 
gray). Fines weather to -1OR 4/6 (moderote reddish brown). 

Sevrn rock samples (8 cm to 5 cm; calcareous san&one and congiomrrate): ( r a d o n  with HCI m o h t t  
to vig- for both exposed and fresh surfaces); one small h g  containing red silt- and clay-sird fuirs. 

Quartz grains are the main constituent of the sandstones and connlomeratrs. 

1 Wearithaing Statc: 1 Most exposed &one surfaces are weauiered r d ,  while fiesh sandstone n u f i  are yellowish gray. 

Vegetation: Cover Rank: O. 
Signüicant CovC None- m e r  Cover: None- 
Nots: Black al- is present. 



Site 15 
r 1 1 

1 Dominant lithology: 1 Gabbro. 1 

Photognphs: 

Vidro: 

- - - - 

Site consists dominantly of angulv gabbro rocks (typicaify 2-30 cm). Both gray and red-weath~ing sand 
pebble fuies are present; the red fuies appear to be wind-blown Canyon Fiord mateds. 1 

Two landrape photos (SW side; NE side) and one closeup photo on SW side- 

Tape #1, 1:09:38 - 1:12:50- 

mnsell colours: Rocks N3  (darkgray) to SYR 411 (brownish gray) to minor 5YR 516 (light brown). Fînes reddish brom 

Sarnples: 

Wathering State: Unweathered gabbro surfaces gray-black W&ed gabbro surfaces are typically brown 
I I 

Two gabbro samples (14 cm and 7.5 cm); one d l  bag containhg dark fuies. The surfaces of  the rodc 
samples are fepresentative of îhe local rocks, king variably covered by Iichcns. Vegetation was s ~ n p l e d  

Thh Srctionr 

Dominant Lithology: 

Thin I l l :  Medium- to fme-graïned phcaaxym of plagioclase and mgnrtitt  set in fme-gnined 
grwndmass of p lag ioc te  pyroxene, and miROcryStajline hematite- 

Vegebtion: 

Thin Section: 

\ 

Cover Ranlc- O-L 
Significant Varieties: Thamnolia subulifonnrs. Lecrdea spp- Other Variaïes Notai: Sanfrga 
opposrtr~oIiu, Papaver radicaturn. 

Site 16 
One landscape photo; one c l e u p  photo. 

Tape $1, I:I9:21 - 1:20:40. 

Great Ekar Cap Formation 

Lhestone and calcamus sandstone- 

Site consists of limestona and calcareous sandstones (typically (I cm ). Sparry calcite, bioclasts (up to at 
Ieast 2 cm), and subangular to subrounckd quartz grains (C0.4 mm) are the three dominant wmponents of 
the limestones. The presence of a signifiunt proportion of quartz grains in the wlcareous sandstone clasts 
(<0.4 mm) was v d e d  by HCI dissolution tests. Reddish-brown fuies are present at this site. 

Rocks -N7 (lighrgray) to 10YR 616 (darkyellowish orange) and IOYR 5!4 (moderare yellowrsh 
brown). Fuies reddish-brown 

One 8 cm calcareous sandstone s~nple: reaction with IiCl vigorous for both clcposed and b h  nirfaces; 
one small bag contaihg mialler clam (incIuding biospiuites): ( 4  cm; reaction wiih HCI vigorous for both 
e.xposed and nesh surfaces. 

Most expased Iïmestonc and calcareous sandstone sudaces wathered orange / brown; fi& surfaces 
yellowish-gray- 

- - 

Cover Rank: 1. 
Signgnificant C o v c  SmiJroga opposirrfolia (scatterai, -1 2 cm mounds). Other Covrrr Papwer radicafum, 
Vilpicida blesti. Thamnolio subuliformis. Lecidea spp. (on fmcs, not rocks), biack algie- 
Notes: Analysis of digitized closeup photo (s;urifiage value: hand-digitized results; oîhers: classifcatïon 
results): 6% s a . . g e ;  0.06% yellow lichen, 2% white Iichen (maidy antler lichen; is an o v ~ t i o n ,  
since some white rock surfam counted); dYk shadows or dark lichen: 9% ( rnostly shadow)- 



Photographs: 

Video: 

Fonnat io~ni t r  

Dominant Lithology: 

Genent information: 

Thin Section: 

One landscape photo; one doseup photo. 

Tape #1, 1:22::25 - 1:23:44- 

Great Bear Cape F o d o n  

L d o n e  and calcarews sandstone. 
- - - . . - - 

Site consists of Ibnestones and calcareous sandstones (typically C7 cm ). Sparry calcite, bioclasts (up to aL 
least 2 cm), and subangutar to submunded quartz grains (C0.25 mm) are the three dominant components of 
îhe hnestones. Thr presence of a significant promon of quartz graim in the calcareous -one clasrs 
( ~ i d l y  s u ~ g u l u  to subrounded; c0.25 mm) was v d e d  by HCI dissolution tests. 

Rocks -1OYR 7/4 (grayish orange) to yellowish brown Fresh rock d a c e s  N7 to N8 (lighrgrq to very 
Iighr gray). 

One 7.5 c m  di-crite sample; one d l  bag fiIl of d l  clasts (c 4.5 rm; includes dismicrites; reaction 
with HCI vigorous for bath exposed and ûesh surfaces); vegetatim was sampld 

None 

Most exposed Iimestone d a c e s  are weathered orange-bro- while k h  Ihestone surfaces are gray- 

Cover Rank; 1 - 
Significant Varieties: S e a g a  oppsirfolia (sparsely scatter4 -10 cm mounds). O h r  Varietics Notrd: 
Thamnolia subuliformis. Lecidea spp, (on fines, not rocks), Vulpicida tilesii. black a l w -  

Sites 18A and 18B 
1 . 
1 Photognphs: 1 One landscape photo for A/B; one closrup photo for each of A and B. 

Vidro: 

Fortnation/Unit: 

Thin Section: I 

Tripe #I,  1:23:4 - 1:25:24. 

Great Bear Cape Formation 

Genrral Information: 

kfunseli Colours: 

One d l  bag coniaining mainly biosparite clasts (CS cm; reaction with HCL vigorous for both exposai and 
fissh surfaces), and a small amounL of grey fies. Vegetation ws sampled at 18X 

Site consists of limestones (typically <7 cm ) ù: which sparry calcite is typicûily 3 major constituent 
(bi-tes are most notable in the rodcs sampled); rounded glauconite grains are vcry sparxly distributeci 
in some clasts. Sites 18A and 188 are diamentialeci mainly based on ?heu vegetation characterislia: 18B 
hm a greaîer vegetation cover compared to 1 8 k  

Rocks N6 to N8 (medium Iighr gray to very lighr gray), to 5Y 8/1 (yellowrsh gray), to I OYR 714 (grayrsh 
orange) to IOYR 616 (darkyellowsh orange) to lOYR 514 (moderare yellowsh brown). 

Weathrring State: 

Vegetation: 

Most exposed l imaone surfaces are either gray, or are weatherrd orange-brown. Fresh limestone surfaes 
are gray- 

Cover Ranks: 2 (Site 18A) to 3 (Site 18B)- 
Significant Varides: Sïmfiaga ooppartifolia (scatmeci to &msely scatterd 10-20 cm mounds). m e r  
Varkties Noted: Thamnolia subul~~onnis. Lecidea spp. (on fmes, not rocks), Vulpicida rilesii. black 
algae- 



Video: 

FormationAJnit: 

Dominant Litholow 

Genml  information: 

Samples: 

Wrzithering Statc: 

Site 19 
One 1- photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape gl, 1 QS:Z4 - 1:26:50, 
p- -- .- 

Great Bar Cape Formation 

Site consists of luneStones (typically c l 5  cm ) in which spars. calcite is typicdly a major constituent 
(essentially al1 rodc samples are biosparites); mundd glauconite grains are very sparsely dibuteci  in 
some clasts. 

Rocks SY 811 ~ellowish gray) to IOYR 812 (very pale orange) to LOYR 616 (darkyellowsh orange) <O 

N8 (very lighr gray). 

Numerous bi-te rocks, încluding 22 J cm, 15 cm 1 O mi, and a cloth bag mntaiaing d l e r  bioSpanfe 
clasts (C9 cm). 

Thin 19-1: Biospante consishg predominady of calcite bioclais and pore-filling calcite cernent 
Submgularto sribrounded quark grains ( h r p i 4 y  <O-5 mm) are present. 

M a  exposed Limes<one surfaces are either gray, or are weathered orange-hwn. Fresh limestone surfaces 
= gray- 

Cover - 3. 
Significant Vm-des: Smpaga oppositifolia (densel-scattcred -10-50 cm rnounds). mer Vmkties 
Noted: Thamnolia subulifonn~s. Lecidea spp. (on fies, not rocks), Vulpicida rilesri. black algae 

Site 20 
1 

Photognphs: 1 one landscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Dominant Lithology 

Tape $1, 1:26:50 - 1:2937. 

Great Bear Cape Formation 

Grnetal Infomtion: Site consists of lhestones (typiuily <S5 cm ) in which sparry caicite is typically a major constituent 
[essmtially al1 rock samplrs are biûsparites that are notably indurated relative to certain other limedones in 
the region (e-g, Site 16)l. 

Slunsell Colours: 

Weathering State: 

Rocks N8 (lighrgray) io 5YR 516 (light brown) to SYR 414 (moderare brown) to lOYR 714 Cgrayish 
orange) to lOYR 514 (moderate yellowish brown). Some rock u n b i d e s  are weathered to SG 811 (lighr 
greenish gray). Fresh d a c e s  are -10YR 612 @aie yellowish brown). 

Samplu: 

Thin Section: 

Most exposed hestonr  surfaces are weathered orange-brown; the undersides of a muiority of rocks are 
weathered to greenish gray. Fr& limestone surfaces are gray- 

Numerous biosparïte rocks, includuig 25 cm. 13 cm, and one cloth bag containhg smalla biosparite clasts 
(< 6 cm). Reaction wiih HCI moderate to vigorous for both e?rposed and f i t&  surfaces- Vegetation was 
sampIed- 

None 

Vegetation: Cover Rank: -1. 
Significant VYieties: Sm;fraga opposin~olia (sparsely scatterd -6 cm mounds)- mer Vyieties Notui: 
Thamnolia subuliformis. Lecidea spp, (on fmes, not rocks), Vulpicida tilesii. black 



P hotograp hs: 

Vidro: 

Dominant Lithologqr 

Genml Information: 

Thin Section: 

Wcrrtherïng State: 

Photogri~phs: 

Video: 

FormationAJnit: 

Dominant Lithologyr 

Gm<ml Information: 

Xfunsrll Colours: 

Wçathaing State: 

Site 21 
One fandscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #l, 1:30:22 - Lg l:@. 

Great Bear Cape Formation 

Lïmestcme and calcareous sancktone. 

Site consists of boîh biosparite and calcareous sandrtone dasts (typically -3 cm). Rounded fuie- to 
medium-gainrd quartz is the dominant COllStl*tuent of the SandStOneSandStOne 

Rodcs 5Y û/L (yelZowsh gray) to IOYR 816 @alz yeilowîsh orange) to LOYR 616 (dorkyellon7sh 
orange) to IOYR 612 @ale yeilo)c?'sh brown). Somc rock u n h i d e s  are wrathurd to SG 811 (lighr 
greenrsh gray). Fuies brown- 

One s d l  bag containing grey-brown biosparite ruid uicareous sandstone clvts (al1 c 3.5 cm; readon 
with HCI vigorous for both e-vposed and fksh surfaces), and bmwn fines, Vegetation was sampld 

Most exposed Iimestone surfaces are weaihered orange, and are characterizrd by -1rnm pedrstal-like 
feanires chat impart a highiy variable surface relieE The undasides of a muiority of rocks are waihered to 
greenish gray. Fr41 rock s u r f k a  are gray-brown- 

Cover Rank 2. 
Significant Vafieties: Srmpaga opposilifolia (scanerrb -15 cm mounds). m e r  Varidies Noted: 
Thamnolia subulifirmis. Lecidea spp. (on fu~s,  not rocks), ~u'ulpicidu tilesii. black algae.. 

Site 22 
One landscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #1. 1:3530 - 136:49. 

Canyon Fiord Formation 

Cdcarwus sandstone and limestone- 

Site consists of rd-weaîherïng calcareous sandstone and limestone clasts (typidly CS cm), in red- 
weathering unconsolidated fuies. Rounded fine- to medium-grained q u a  and rounded lithic clasts. are 
significant condhienfs of b t h  rock types. 

Rocks 5YR 516 (light brown) to light reddish brown to modrrate gray b r o w  Fresh surfaces N8 (very 
lightgray) to IOYR 612 (pale yellowsh brown). Fines reddïish brown. 

Calcareous sandstone and impure limestone clasts ( 4 0  cm; reaction with HC1 vigorous for exposed and 
frcsh surfaces). inciudhg one malt bag conuining clasts s m a k  than 6.5 cm and h o  containhg red 
w d y  and silty fmes (reaction with HCI vigorous). Vrgehtion was sampld  

- - - p. 

Most exposed rock surfiices are weathered r d ,  while k h  surfaces are gray to brown 

Cover R a I k  2. 
SigniîÏcant Varides: Sur.if?aga oppositifolia (sparsel y scanerrd, 10 cm mounds), Sul& arcticu (scanerd 
10-30 cm mounds). Oiher Vanecies Noteci: Thcrmnoiia subuliformis, Lecidea spp. (on fmes, not rocks), 
tirlprcida tilesii. black algae. 



Photographs: 

Vidro: 

FormationKinit: 

Dominam Litholow 

G m d  Information: 

Vrgrtation: 

Video: 

- .- 

Dominant Lithology: 

G m m l  idonnation: 

Thin Section: 

Vegetation: 

Site 23 
One landscape photo; one ciosrup photo. 

Tape #l ,  1 3 7 5 1  - 1:40:23. 

Site consisis of limeStones (typically c l 2  cm) Ïn  which bioclasts, spmy calcite, and f w t o  medium-grain& 
quartz are important c-tu- (most rocks are impure biosparites). Red-weatheruig fuies are present 
. m a t e  and ciccular zones (typically CS0 c m  accoss), containhg somewhat d l e r  clasts and a greater 
proponion of fm appear to have been poduced by fia action 

Rocks N 8  (very fïght gray) to lOYR 6/6 (dnrk orangish grq) to medium orangish gray- Fresh rock 
surfices lOYR 612 (paleyelfowsh brown) to orangish gray- Fines medium orangish gray. 

Impure biosparite sarnples ( 4  1 cm; ceaction with HCI vigorous for both exposecl and f k h  Maces); one 
d l  bag cmtaining clasts (<4 cm reaaion with HCI vigorous for both exposed and fi& d a n s ) ,  as 
well as brown fines (reaction with HCI vigomus). Vegetation was sampld 

Most exposed Iîmestone d a c e s  are weathered orange. Fresh rock surfa-es are gray-brown The 
undersides of a mïnority of rocks are weattiered to greenish gray- 

Cover Rank- -2. 
Significant Varides: Samfraga opposirifolia (scatterd -10-20 cm mounds). Other Va-eties Notrd: 
Papaver radicarunt. Thamnolia subuliformrs. Vilpicida tilesii. unidentifiecl mosses. 

Site 24 
One landscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape $1, 1:41:51 - I:45:28. 

Great Bear Cape Formation 

Site consists of limestones (typically <6 cm) in which sparry calcite is typically a major constituent 
(dally ail rock samples are impure biosparites). Rzd/btown-weauieruig fuies are present 

Rocks N8 (very lighr gray) to SY 8/ 1 (yelfawrsh gray) to lOYR 61'2 @ale yeflowish brown) to lOYR 714 
(grayzsh orange). Fines medium grayish brown. 

Three impure biosparite samples: 8 3  cm, 8 cm, 5.5 cm (reacrion 4 t h  HCI vigorous for both exposeci and 
fiesh surfaces); one srnaIl bag containing Iimestonr clasis (c 4.5 cm; reaction with HCI vigomus for both 
exposed and fi& surfaces) and fuies (reaaion with HCl vigorous). Vegetation was sarnplcd 

None- 

Most exposed limestone sunaces are w e a t h d  orange. Fresh rock surfaces are gray-brown The 
undmides of a minority of rocks are weaibered to gremkh gray- 

Cover Rank: 3. 
Signifiont Vilflilfletirs: Sanfraga opposirrfolia (arcs, and densely-scatteced, -10-50 cm mounds). 0th- 
VarieCies Note& Thamnolia subuliformzs. Lecidea spp., Vulpicida filesii. black aIpe.  



Photognphs: 

FormationNni~ 

Dominant Lithology: 

Gcneral Information: 

bfunsell Colours: 

Thin Section: 

Weath&g State: 

Vegetation: 

Site 25 
One laildscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #1, 1:49:05 - 1:50:43- 

- - 

Site wnsists pedominantiy of limestone (typically a 0  cm, but rocks up to -60 cm are present rarely) in 
which sparry calcite is typicaily a major MllStituen~ A smaller proportion of rocks are fuie-grained 
calcarcous sandstones (the presence of a signitscant proportion of q u a  grains in these rocks was verified 
by HCl dissolution tests). Yellow-gray fm are present but minor. 
-- - - - - - - -  - - 

Rocks 5Y 8/1 (yellowish gray) to 5GY 811 (lightgreenrsh gray) to lOYR 514 (moderare yellomish 
brown) to medium h w n i s h  gray- Fresb rock surfaces are -37 (light gray) and bmwnish gray. Fines 
yellow-gray- 

Biosparites, dismicrites, and minor calureous sandstones (dl G . 5  rm, reaction with HCI vigorous f i  both 
exposeci and fiesh surfaces of lhestone; ~alcareous s~idstons: readon with HCI absent to modemte for 
e.vposed surfkas. and subdued for îkh  surfaces). Vegctation was sampid 

Most exposcd rock surfaces are weathered brown Fr& rock surfaces are gray-brotvn The undersides of a 
min& of rocks are weihxed greenish gray- 

Cover Rank: 2. 
Signifiant Varietia: Smrfraga opposit~~olia (arcs, and scanerecf, -20 cm mounds). Olha Varieties 
Notçd: Vilpicida tilesii. black algie. 

Site 26 
Photognphs: Two landscape photos; one ciosrup photo- 

Vidro: Tape #2,0:00:35 - 0:04:50. 

Formationl[Jnit: Canyon Fiord Fomt ion  [Note: mapped as Great &ar Cape Formation by Harrison (1995)l. 
1 

Dominant Lithologyr 1 Rd-weatheruig fuie-grained caicareous sandstone. 

Grneral Information: Site consists of red-weathdg fme-graincd calcareous sandstone clam (typically c l 5  cm, with a slight 
incrase in size toward the nearby cïdge). ï h e  preseme oTa significant proportion of quartz grains 
( ~ i c a l l y  CO3 mm) in these rocks was verifid by HCI dissolution tests. The Iithological charactmidcs of 
ths site dong with those of Site 28, are very similm to the chder i s t i c s  of Cmyon Fiord Formation 
rnataials. whilr they contrast with lithological characteristics seen at a11 Great E3ar Cape Formation sites 
visitd 

Rocks -5Y 7/2 Cyellowish gray) to d i s h  brown: fiesh rock surfaces are -5Y 6/4 (d~sky yellow) to 5Y 
716 (moderare yellow). Fuies -5YR 4/4 (moderate brown). 

Samplcs: Seven fine-gaincd ulureous sandstone samples (<9 cm; ceaction with HCL vigorous for both çxposed and 
fiesh surfaces); one small bag containing d l e r  cl* (C2-5 cm), and fmes- Vzgetion was sampled 

Thin Section: 1 None. 
. -  -- - - -. -- - -- - 

Weathrring State: Most ex;posed rock surfaces are weatherd reddish brown. Fr& rock surfaces are yellowisk 

Vegetation: Cover Rank: 1. 
Significant Varietiar Srmfiaga oppasrnfol~a (sparsely scattered. 10 cm rnounds), 0th- VarieLies Notd: 
Thamnolia subuli/omis. 



- - pp 

Dominant Litholog- 

Site 27 

UniiYnedgabbro uitnision, 

Gabbro. 

Photognphs: 

Video: 

Site ccmiçts of gabbro, exposed as bath bdrock and as individuai rocks (typïdly 2 to 30 cm). Rd- 
weathcruig fmes are present. and are likely weatherïng poducts of the Canyon Fiord Formation 

Two landscape phdos, no closeup photo. 

Tape #2,0:043O - 0:0734. 

MunselI Colours: Rocks 33 (darkgray), 5YR 516 (light brown). Füies reddish ùroum 

Smples: 

Thin Section: 

Photographs: 

Gabbro clasts f<8 cm)- Vegetatïon was sampled 

None- 

Weatherïng State: 

Vegetation: 

Dominant LithoIogy 

Many of the upper exposed surfaces of gabbro are wea!hered slightly red, while the bottom surfaces of 
coated with the red (Fe-mi&?) material that bas ken noted at many other sites of varying lithologies- 

Cover Rankïng: O-L to 2. 
Signjficant Vananetjesr Samyraga oppositifolia. Lecrdea spp. Oiher Vananetieties Notai: Papaver mdicatum, 
Oxyrïa digyna., Thamnolia subuliformis.. black algae, unidentifiecl masses- 
Notes: Black algae rd& downsiope fiom the gabbro ridge. 

-- 

Grneral Information: 

Munsell Colours: 

Thin Section: 

Site 28 
One landscape photo: one closeup photo. 

Tape 2, & O 7 3 4  - 0:09:04- 

Canyon Fiord Foniirition [Noter mappd as Great &ar Cape F o d m  by Hamson (1995)l. 

Site consists of red-weatherïng fuie- to medium-graineci calcareous sandsone (typicaily <5 cm). The 
presence of a signit?mnt proportion o f q u e  grains in t h e  rocks w;rs v d d  by HCI dissolution tests. 
Unconsolidated. hetlrrolithic. round& pebblcs (typically <2 cm) are -1- The lithologiul chder i s t i c s  
of this site, dong with those of Site 28, are similar to the chara&-cs of Canyon Fiord Formation 
mate~ials, while th- contrast with lithologid chuacteristics sern at al1 Great &ar Cape Formation sites 
Wited. 

- - - - -  

Rocks IOYR 8i2 ( v q  pale orange) to 5Y 811 (yellowish gray), and 5YR 114 (moderate brown)- Fines 
reddish brown. 

Six calureous sandstone sarnples (C9 cm; r-on with KCl vigorous for both espoxd and k h  surfaces); 
one small bag containkg caicueous sandstone clasts ( G . 5  cm), and red fmes. 

Most expoeà rock surfaces are weath~ed ieddish brown. Fresh rock sudaces are yellowish gray- 

Cover Rank 2. 
Significant Varicties: SmYraga oppositi~olia (scatterrd. 10 cm mounds). Orha Varieties Notcd: 
Thamnolia subulitônnis. 



Formation/Unit: 

Dominant Lithology 

General Information: 

Site 29 
Two landscape photos- no closeup photo, 

Tape 32,0:09:04 - 0:10:49. 

Site consists predomuiantly of grey fuia (fme- to medium-graineci materials conslstuig predominantly of 
quariz). Also present are scanered rocks (mainly fossil fragments and biosparitr; typically cm), and 
unconsolidated pebble-sid he<erolithic clasts. The absence of a signitiunt don of quartz grains in 
the IUiKstones was venfied by HCI dissolution tests 

Fines -1OYR 612 @ale yellowish brown). Rocks 5Y 811 (yellowrsh g r q )  to -IOYR 6/2 (paleyellowsh 
brown). 

- - - - 

Six Iimestone sampls  (c9.5 cm; ceaction with HCI vigorous for boch e.uposed and fie& s u r f i ;  there are 
rounded green grains pesent Uiat may be glauconite); one smaii bag contiünïng mialla clasts ((3 cm). 
including mundzd heteroliihic cl- one smal1 bag containing brown fuies (radon witti HCl vigorous). 

Most exposai rock surfaces are wrathcird brown Fresh rock surfaces are yellowish gray. 

Cover Rank: 3. 
Signifiant Varieties: Sm?fiagu opposrrifolia (densely sattrred, 15 cm mounds), Lecidea ~ p p .  Other 
Vm-etiçs N o t d  None. 

Site 30 
Phoiogmphs: One luidscape photo; one closeup photo. 

G ~ L ~ I  Information: 

- - - 

Video: 

FonnationNnit: 

Dominant Lithology: 
- - 

Site consists of both impure biosparite and fme-grained calcareous sandrtone clasts (typically c6 cm). 
Bioclasts of at Ieast 1 cm have been noted in the Ihrstolws.  Subangular to roundai quam gnins are 
dominant in the sandstones; the presence of a signifiunt proportion of quartz grains in the Iimestones was 
v d e d  by HCI dissoiution tesls. Brown fuies are presenL Materials are sortrd by sizr through fiost action, 
into irregular armate patterns whose widh  are lypically <50 cm. 

-. - . - - - - - - - - -- 

Tape #2,0:10:49 -0:13:LS. 

Great B a r  Cape Formation 

Limestont and calcareous sandstone- 

SeveraI impure biospanante and c a l ~ ; ~ ~ e o u s  sandstone srunples (Cl0 aq teadon with HCI vigorous for 
expasrd surfaces, and modente for fiesh surfaces); one srnaII bag containhg smaller clasts (<4 cm), and 
brown fus. 

blunxll CoIours: 

- -- -- - -- 

Rocks N5 (medium gray), IOYR 616 (darkyelluwish orange), lOYR 714 Cgrayish orange), and lOYR 
612 @ale yellowsh brown). Fuies brown 

Weadiering State: 1 Most rxposed rock surf- are weathered brown. Fresh rock surfaces are gray- 

Thin Section: 

Vegetation: l Cover RYikr 1, 
SigiÜkant Varicties: Smfiaga opposihfolia (sparsely scattmed, 15 cm mouds). Chha Viuïeties Notedr 

- - -- 

None. 

1 Papaver radicanrm, Thonnolia m b u l ~ ~ o m i s .  Lecidea spp. (on fuies, not rocks), black algje. 



Photographs: 
- 

Video: 

FormationNnit: 

Dominant Lithologyr 

Gmrnl Information: 

Site 31 
Onc 1- photos. one closeup photo. 
- -- -- 

Tape #2, O:! 4 2 1  - 0:16:08. 

Canyon Fiord Fodm 

Red-weaUurllig and -y calcareous f i .  
-- -- - 

Site consists of red-weathaïng anci gray calcareous fuies ( q m  grains, typiuIIy <O-1 mm) that malce up a 
hard cnrst Red-weathering fuie-grainai cakareous syidstones make up a mial1 proportion of the surface 
matmm& <typidly CL ~m; up to -10 cm). 

Fm- es N8 ( v e v  light gray) and -5YR 7!2 (grayish orangeprnk). Rodcs -10R 5/3 @ale reddrsh brown) 
to 10R 314 (dork reddish brown); fiesh surfaces medium reddish brown 

One d l  bag containhg fuies (reaction with WC1 vïgorous) and d l  caiureous sandstone clasts; four 
rock samples (C9.5 cm) and small rock fragments (O cm) are loase in the cloih sample bag (reaclion of 
rocks with HCI subdued to modrrate for boih e.xposed and fi& d a c e s ) .  

--- 

Most eqmeâ rock d a c e s ,  and a significant proportion ofthe fuies, are weathered r d  Fresh rock 
surfaces are brown. 

Cover Rank: O. 
Signifïcant Varieties: None, 0th- Varietics Noted: gnss (isdated mounds of c l 2  cm). 

Site 32 
Photographs: 

Video: 

FormationlLlnit: 

Weathe~g  Staic: I Most cxposed rock surfaces, and a significant proportion of the fuies, are weathered r d  Frcsh rock 
surfaces are gray. 

One landsupe photo; one closrup photo. 

Tape m. 0:16:08 -0:21:28. 

Canyon Fiord Formation 
l - - -  

- - - --- 

I Dominant Lithology: Unconsolidated heterotithic ci- and rd-wathering unconsolidated fuies. 

Grneml Information: 

lfunsrlI Colours: 

Smpl~s: 

Thin Stxtion: 

Site consisls of unconsoIidatrd hetmlithic clasts ((1.5 cm) and red-wathering fme. Small bedrock 
outcrops of red-weûthering dcareous syidstone (grains minly quartz: e0.5 mm) are present 

Hetmolithic clasts: variable. Fuies reddish brown Calureous sandstone -moderate orange brown to 10R 
416 (moderare reddrsh brown); fksh rock surfaces N8 (very Iight gray) and reddish brown 

One small bag of rnauily pebblesized cl-; three calcareous sandstone sarnplrs taken biom bedrock 
exposures (< 14.5 cm). 

None. 

Vegctation: Cover Rank: O- 
Sigficant Varieties: None. Other Varietirs Noted: SunfFaga opposinfolfa (isolated mounds of-10 cm). 



Dominant Lithology ( Calcarmus, r e d - w e g  fme- to medium-grained sandstme, and red-weathrring fuies. 
I 

Site 33 
Photoppbs: 

Vidror 

Formatîom'Unitr 

MunseIl Colours: F k  reddish brown. Rocks reddish brown; fresh surfaces -N8 (very lighr groy). 

One landscape photo; one closeup photo- 

Tape #2,0:21:28 - 0:23:18. 

Canyon Fiord Formation 

Grneml Monnation: Site cons& of calcamus, rd-weathaing, sandstone clasts (typically c l 0  cm; m;unly c o q o s a i  of quartz 
p u i s  fhat are typically c0.6 mm). Also present are notable propottions ofred-weathering fmes. and 
heterolithic pebbles. 

/ Wrathering Siatr: ( FÏnes are weaihcied reddish brown. and mosî exposed rodc surfzes are wmthered re& Fresh rock surfaces 

Smplzs: One mail  bag contaïnïng calcarews sandstone ciasts (C4 cm; reaction with HC1 subdued to vigorous for 
exposed surfaces, and vigorous for Eesh d a c e s )  and r d - w d e r i n g  fuies (reaction with HC1 vigorous): 
one d l  bag conraining iarger rocks (cl0 cm; reaction with HCl a that of smaller clasts). 

Site 34 
I 

1 

Vegetation: 

Photognphs: 1 One landsape photo; one panoriunic photo; one wi&-angIe photo. 

Cover Rank O. 
Significant Varirties: None Other Varietiïs Noîed: Salir arcn'ca, Sarifiaga oppositifolia. Thamnolia 
subuliformnr. 

Dominant L i h o l o s  Uncemmted, non-calcareous, gray sandstone. 

Video: 

Formation/Lrnitr 

Tape g2,0:2533 - 0:28:59. and Tape a 0 3  1:30 - 032:15- 

Sabine Bay Formation. 

I One srnail bag fil1 of medium-sized sandstone / conglomera~r clasis (-7 cm). and a s d l  amount of sandy 
fuies; numaous medium-sued s~idstone / conglommte c lam (4 1 cm). None of the samplod materials 
reaa with HC1. 

Gmcd Information: 

hiunsell Colours: 

Site consists of a large bedrock outcrop (uncementrd non-calcareow gray smdstone and conglommte) 
and an -ated apron of debris ext~nding downsfope to a neiuby stream The dominant sandstone 
c o ~ - t u e n t  is fuie- to coarse-grained quartz Conglommtes are composeci of rounded clasts (typically c 
1 .S cm; most are cherr) set in quartz sands. 

Rocks N8 (very lightgray) CO 5Y 8/1 Cyellowish gray), lOYR 714 (grayish orange) to N4 (medium dark 
gray)- 

Thin Section: 

Wrathering State: 

Vrgetation: 

- - - - 

None. 

Some rock surfaces are weathered brownish or dark gray, but many surfaces are unweathered (gray). 

Cover RYikr O. 
Sificant Varides: black algae (dhnt inuous cover). 0th- Varietirs Noted: unihtific-d grasses 
(isolated mounàs), 
Notes: Black algae is found in the more moist portions of the id debris apron. sxtmdiig downslope 
toward the local Stream- 



Photographs: 

Vidco: 

Dominant LithoIogyr 

Thin Section: 

Weathaing State: 

Site 35 
One 1- photo; one closeup phofo. 

Tape #2,0:2533 - 0:28:59; and Tape if2,03 Ir40 - 032:lS. 

Sabine Bay Fomahn. 

Uncemenle4 noncalcareous, gray sandsîone. 

Site consists pedomuiantly of uncementeci non-calcareous sandstone and conglomerate (typically <6 cm; 
rocks with dimensions of up to 40 cxn are sparsely scmered). Brownish gray sancSy fuies are present 

Rocks N8 (ves, lightgray) to SY 811 (yellon~sh gray), LOYR 714 (grayfsh orange) to N4 (medium dark 
n w ) -  

One s d l  bag of sandy fuirs and d l  clasts; one d l  bag of clasts (cg cm); one plastic bag of larger 
cl- (<9 cm). None of the sampled mahais react with HC1. 

Some rock surfaces are weathefed brownish or  dark gray, but many data are unweathered (gray). 

Cover Rank: 2. 
Significant Varielies: Smifrga opposit~folia~ Other Varietics Noted: Papaver radicafum. 
Notes: Black algie seen in moist environs at oihersites does not adapt well to surfaces prsxnt at Site 35, 
perhaps b u s e  the Sabine Bay materials are beüer drauieb T k  is a cl- contr;ist between the aIgd 
coverage of the Great Ekar Cape Formation lunestones versus the algae-fie surfaces oCthe Sabine Bay 
Formation non-calcareous clastia (m. e-g, Tape ~2.0:41:00). 

Lirnestones typically weathered orange h m  gray; Trold Fiord rocks typically unweaihered (gray) or 
wealhered yeIlowish gray; .4ssistance mudstones typidly weathered orange-broun 

Site 36 

Vrgetation: Cover Rank 2-3. 
Sigdïcant Vmieties: Srmfraga opposit~fol~u. Other Vananeties Notai: Oxyna digyna, Pupaver radicutum, 
Thamnolia szibuli/ormis. unidentified mosses, black algae. 

Photognphs: 

Vidro: 

FormatiodUni~ 

Dominant Litholow 

G m m l  Information: 

Munsell Coloirrs: 

SmpIcs: 

One Iandscape photo; one closeup photo- 

Tape #2,0:41:47 - 0:4432, 

da 

Mk of Drgerbols Iimestone, Trold Fiord clasti*a, and minor Assistance mudstonr. 

Site consists of a mix of Degerbols lirnestone, Trold Fiord c l a s h ,  and minor his tance rnudstonr- 

Lhestonc: 5Y 712 (yellowsh gray) to lOkX 616 (darkyellowish orange), N7 (light gray) (fiesh surface). 
"Trold Fiord" rocks: 5Y4 811 (yellowrsh gruy) to 5Y 712 (yellowzsh gray), N5 (medium gray) (for both 
e'rposed and f k h  surfaces). Mudstone: IOYR 514 (moderate yellow brown) to IOYR 6/6 (darkyellowish 
orange) to 10YR 714 (grayish orange). Fuies 5Y 712 Cyel!owsh gray). 

Severai baggis containhg a variety of lithologies [cl&- <8 cm; r a d o n  to HCI ngorous (limcrstones) to 
absent (Trold Fiord and rnudstone rocks); one small bag containing rnainly fines (mction to HCL subdued 
to moderate)]. Vcgetation was sampled 



Vidco: 

- - 

Dominant Lithology: 

Munsrll Colours: 

Thin Section: 

Dominant Lithology: 

Gmml Information: 

MumeII Colours: 

Thin Section: 

Vegetation: 

- -- 

Three lmdscape photos; one closeup photo- 

Red-weathering rnudstone and associated fuies. 

Site corrsists of reâ-weathering fossiliferws mudstone clam (typically C2 cm), and red- 
weaIhering f i n a  Thete is a gray calcateous maidal b e e n  the two red topognphic hi& that d e  up 
this site- 

Rocks SR 4/2 (grayish red) to orangish olive to -1OYR 514 (moderate yellowish brown). Fies reddish 
b r o m  

One d l  bag contaùiùig fines and small mudstone clasis (-3 cm); t h e  larger clasts ( 4  1.5 cm). None of  
the site materials react with HCI. Vegetation was sampld 

None- Refer to thin section AS-1: Subangular mono and polyqst;llline quartz grains (-0-1 mm) set in 
reddned (Fe-o'ode) fines or cemerit (grains -0.0 1 mm). 

.- -- - 

E.'rposcd and fi& mudrock surfaces are weaihered red 

Cover Ryik- O. 
Significant Varkîk: None. Orher Varides Noted: Papaver radrcarum. Thamnolia sribuliformis. 
Lecidea spp. (on fmes, not rocks), unidentifid mosses. 

Site 38 
None. 

- - - -  

Now (refrr to h i d e o  ofnearby Site 37). 

da. 

Trold Fiord sandstone- 
- -- 

Site louted just upslope fiom the Iower mound of Site 37- Site cons* of vuiably-sizrd materials with 
charactrristics similar to those of materials of the Trold Fiord Formation: 1) elongate silicic p i n s ,  2) 
unique trace fossils, and 3) sunilar or identical lichen cover- Some sampla are lithologically identical to 
known Trold Fiord samples taken fiom sites to the no& 

Rocks IOYR 8/6 (pale yelbwish orange), IOYR 612 @ale yellowish brown), and 5Y 712 Cyellowsh 
gray). Fines SY 7/2 (yellowrsh gray). 

Small bag containing srnaller clasts (<5 cm) and fuies; four rock samplcs (Cl 1 cm). Nonc of the site 
materials read with HCI. Vegetation wiu siunplal. 

- -- - 

Exposed rock surfaces are weathered to yeIlowish gray- 

Cover Rank: O. 
Significant Vari&*es: None Other Varieties N o t d  Lecrdea spp. 



1 
- 

Video: 

FormationNnii: 

Dominant Lithologyr 

Grnrral Information: 

. C i u ~ l l  Colours: 

S m p l s :  F 
Thin Section: I 

G s n z d  information: 

Thin Section: r 

Site 39 
N u f l ~ ~ o u s  t a n b p e  photographs- 

- - - - - - . - - 

Tape #2,0:4939 - 0 5 2 3 3 .  

Canyon Fiord Fommïon 

Red-weatherùig caicareous samidone and conglomerate, and a n d a t e d  fines and hetemlithk pebbles. 

Site ccmsists of red-wcathenng calcareous sanckionc and congIomerate (~lpicaily <Z cm, but up to 50 cm), 
and -ated sandy fmes 1 hetmlithic pebbles. The predominant c0n.stituents of the sandstarurs are quark 
grains (typically C 1 mm). 

Rocks modemte orangish red, N8 (very Iight gray). f i e s  moderate orangish r d  

Small bag containing heterolithic clasts (c4.5 cm) and r d  sandy fines; sandstons and conglomerate clasts 
(< 13 cm), two of which were samplcd h m  large boulders e.xposed dong a n h y  Stream NI site 
materials react with HCl vigomusly- Vegetation was s a m p l d  

'Ihin d o n  39-1: Subangular to subrounded q u a r ~  crystais, and roundrd to subroundsd po1ycryst;illine 
quartr and lithic grains, with porc space fd1ed wiih caicite cement Quartz gnins typically 0.2-0.6 mm: 
polycrystaliii q ~ r a  and Iiihic graiiis typically 03-02 mm. 

Exposed sandstone and conglomerate surfa- are weaihaed r d  Fresh rodc surfaces gray- 

Cover Rank: 1- 
Significant Varieties: Surifiaga opposrrrfolia (scattend, IO cm mounds), Salk arctica. 0 t h ~ ~  Vm-etk 
Noted: Papaver radicarum. 

Site 40 
I 

ûnc landscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape &2,0:54:20 - 0:58:40; brief footage at 0:5938 and at 1:09:46- 

Red-weatheruig rnudstone, and associated fuies. I 
Site consists of red-weathcrhg rnudstone (typicaily e . 5  cm; m l y  larger than 5 cm), and associated r d -  
weatherïng f i .  

Rock SR 412 (grayrsh red) to orangish olive to -1OYR 514 (moderate yellowsh brown). Fines r~ddish 
brown 

SrnaII bag containhg rnudsione clam (CS cm) and fines; nurnerous larger rnudstone cl& (-4 1 cm). None 
of the site ma t~ ia l s  react wiih HCI. 

None Refer to thin section AS-1: Subanguliu mono and polycrysiiiiline quartz grains (-0.1 mm) set in 
red-siakd (Fesxide) fines o r  cernent ( p i n s  -0.0 1 mm). 

Exposed and Gesh rnudrock surfaces are wathered r d  1 
-- -- - 

Cover Rank: O. 
Significant Varieties: None ahrr Varktis  Noted: Thamnolia subirl~formis. Lec~dea spp. 



Site 41 
r 

Vidro: 

~ o I T I I ~ ~ o ~ ~ N ~ :  

One luidmpe photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #2.0:59:15 - 1:01:51. 
- -  - 

Sabine Bay Formation 

Dominant Lithology: Heterolithic cl- and unmmolidated sanây fines- 

I 

Site roirsists of a mïx of lithologies (clasts typically -45 cm. but occur up to 5 cm), and unconsoIi&ted 
yellowish-gay sandy quartz fu>es (grains typically CL mm). Lithologia uiclu& L) rounded hetrrolithic 
pebbtes, 2) Assistance F d o n  mudstmes, and 3) 0th- includiig calureous quartz sandstom @ossiMy 
Sabine Bay Fodon sandstones), biosparïtr, and glauconitic sandstone (pwibly Trold Fiord mterials). 
There are sparsely-distributeci bedrock outcrops (typicaily -3 m across) of fme- to medium-ghed 
sandstone- 

~Munsell Colours: 

( Thin Section: 1 Xone. 

Fines 5Y 712 (yellowsh gray). Rocks variable. uicIuàïng 5Y 7/2 Cyellawtsh gray), N8 (vely Iighr gray), 
-1OYR 4/2 (darkyellowfsh brown), and 10R Si4 @ale reddsh brown). 

Smples: Small bag containhg snaller hrtaolithîc clarts (a cm) and brown fuirs (readon of fmzs with HCI 
niWued); gven rock samples (c9 cm; r a d o n  with HCI absent to vigorous. dependhg on lithology), 

I?hotognphs: 

Video: 

- -  - 

Weathrring Stats: 

Vegebtion: 

Dominant Lithology: 

- - -- 

Expod rock surfaces MnabIy weatherd 

Cover Rank: O- 
Significant Varielies: None. Oiher Varî&es Noted: None. 

.- 

Thin Section: 

Wealhcring Stater 

Site 42 
One landscape photo only. 

Tape a. I:O l:51 - 1:07:58. 

Sabine Bay Formation. 
- - - - - - . - -- - -- - 

Hrterolithic ~ las& quartz sandstone, and unconsolidatd sandy fuis~, 

Site consists of heterolithic clasl~, and unconsolidated fmes ( m d y  quartz grains, typidly c0.5 mm). 
iUso present are larger clasts (typically 5 10 15 cm) of fme- to medium-grained quam sandstone (non- 
calcareous and uncemente& quartz grains dominan5 and chert grains prssrnt), Luge localized b o u l k  
and bedrock outcrops are pfesent (typically 1 to 4 m acres). 
-- -- - -- 

F-mes -5Y 712 Orellowish gray)- Rocks -N8 (very lighrgray), N4 (medium darkgray), IOYR 6/16 (da& 
yellowizh orange) to yellowish brown. 

Smali bag contaîning smaller clam ( a . 5  cm) and gray sands; small bag containing r d i s h  sands and 
sandstone clasts (<6 cm); several sandstone clas& loose Ui cloth bag ((7 cm). None of the site mterîals 
react with HCL 

E.qmsed sandstonr surfaces are weathered yellow-kh b r o w ~  

Cover Rank: O. 
Significant Varïeties: None. m e r  Varirties Notai: None. 



Site 43 

Dominant Lithology: 
I 

P hotograp hs: 

Video: 

One l a d s a p e  photo; one closlrup photo, 

Tape m, 1:07:58 - 1:10:19- 

lLiunsrll Colours: Rocks and bioclasts 5Y 7/2 (yellowrsh gray) to 5Y 6/11 (fight olive gray) to N8 (very light gray). Fines 

Grneml riiformation: 

Srnail bag containing gray limestone clasts (c4 cm) and gray fus. Al1 materials react m ~ r l y  to 
vigorously with HCL Vegetation was samplzd 

Site comists of biosparïte clasîs (typically (3 cm; rarely >6 cm), as well as Ioose bioclasTs (brachiopod and 
bryozoan clasts are mcnmon, with si= up to at 1- 4 cm). Gray £Ïnes are ptesent as a minor component- 

Wrjathaing S e  1 Some eqosed Iimestotte sudaces are weathered yellowisfi or brounish gray. 

Photopphsr 

Vegetation: 

Video: 

Cover Rank 2- 
Significant V M - ~ ~ S :  Smrfiaga opposi~j?oiia (scatter&, 5-25 cm mounds)- 0th- Varieties N d -  
Popver mdÏcatum, O r n a  digyna. Thomnoiia subul~~ormis, black algae- 

Formation/Cinit: 

Dominant Lithology- 

G e n d  information: 

Munxll Coiours: 

Wrathmng State: 

Vegetation: 

Site 44 
One Iandscape photo: one closeup photo. 

Tape i?2, 1:10:19 - 1:13:40. 
- 

Degerbols Forni;itim 

Limestone and caIcareous sandstone. 

Site consists of both biosparite (impure, and containhg bioclasts with dimensions >5 cm) and cal~;i~eous 
sandstone ( q u a  grains dominate; grains typically c0.3 mm). Gray fmes are pesent 

Rocks 5Y 712 (yellowish gray) to -1OYR 714 ( p w h  orange), and N8 ( v q  light gray) to N 7  (figh~ gay) 
(fresh surfaces). Fines gray. 

S d l  bag containing gray biospyite clas& (q cm) and gray fmes; cloth bag contaking numerous clasts 
(c7.5 cm; severai sarnples are notably coated by caustose Iich~ns); plastic bag contaking numerous Iarger 
clam (<20 cm). R a d o n  with HCI subdued to modemte for e.'rposed biosparite surfaces. and moderate to 
vigorous for Gesh surfaces, Reaction with HCI absent to moihate for exposai smdstonr surfacrts, and 
subdued for fiesh surfaces. Vegetatiort was samplrd 

Thin d o n  44- I :  impure biosparite consisting rnauily of bioclasis (mmy cl cm, but larger cl& are 
praent). Subangular to subruunded monocrystalline quartz grains (typically -0.1 mm) are present. 
niin seaion 44-2: Mainly subanguliu to subrounded mono and polycrystaliime quartz p i n s ,  and minor 
lithic clasts (al1 typically CO-1 mm). Voids tilled by calcite ciment, which bas weathrred orange. 

A proportion of egosed Iimestone surfaces are weathered yellowish or brownish gmy- 

Cover Rank: 2. 
Significant Viuicties: Smrrpaga opposirifoo[ia (scattaed, 10-20 cm mounds), Lecidea fapicida- Orher 
Varïeties Noted: Thamnolia subul~fonnrs. 



Site 45 
Photographsr 

Video: 

Formatioflnir: 

Domuiuit Lithology: 

Gmenl  Infontution: 

1 Miluossll Colours: 

W e a t h h g  State: A proportion of clast surfaces iue weathered yellowish or broumi& gray. 

One landscape photo; one cIoseup photo. 

Tape +Zc 1:13:40 - lrl536- 
DcgerWls Formation. 

Limestow @redomuiantly loose bioclasts). 

Site coasists pdomïmntiy of loose bioclasts (typically a cm- m d y  tmachï~pods and bryozoans). 
Biosparite clasts are pesent but minor. Brownish gray fines are prsent  

Biospariwôimlasls 5Y 712 (yellowish gruy), -5YR 811 (pinkish gray), 4 6  (medium light gray). Fines 
SY 712 (yeIIowish gray). 

Samplrs: 
1 

One d l  bag containing -y bioclasts and fms. three limestone samples ( ~ 9  cm). Al1 materials at  this 
site read moderateiy Io vigorousiy with HCI. Vegebtion was sampied. 

Dominant Litholog- 

Vrgetation: 

Grnrral Information: 

Cover Rank 2. 
Significmt Varieties: Saxzfraga opposinfolia (suttered. 10 cm mounds). 0th- Varidies Notrd: 
Thamnolia mbuliformis. 

Site 46 
No photos, because of fog. 

Tape X2.1:15:36 - 1: 18:08- 
- . -- - - - - 

kgertiols Formation 

Limestone @redomùiantly 10- bioclas~~). 

Site consisls predominantly of l m  bioclasts (typidly <4 cm rnostly brachiopûds and bryozouis); 
biosparïte clasts are present but minor- Brownish gray fmcs are presmt 

Bioclastsmiosparite SY 712 (yellowrsh gray) to IOYR 714 (grayrih orange). Fuies SY 7/2 0.elfowish 
o'=Y)- 

Sm11 bag containhg bioclasts and Iünatone ciasts (al1 <4 cm). A1 site materï& read vigorously to HCI. 
Vegetation was sampld 

A proportion of dast surfaces are weathered yellowish or b r o u ~ s h  gray- 1 
- - - - - - 

Cover RYik- 2. 
Significant Viuides: Soxrfragu opposrrrfolia- 0 t h ~  Varietirs Notai: Papaver radicorum, Thamnolia 
subu~ifomis, black algas. 



Pclunsell Colours: 

Vegetation: 

Video: 

G e n d  Information: 

Munse11 Coioun: I 
Thin Section: I 
Vegetation: I 

Site 47 
1 

o n e  landscape photo; one c~oseup photo. i 
Tape #2, Lrl8:OS - I:19:00 

-- -p -- - - .- . -- 

LimeStoneone 

Sits corrsists of biosparite and loose bioclasts (cl- typically CS cm). Brownish gray fuies are pcrsent 

Rocks 5Y 712 Cyellowïsh gray), LOYR 7 4  (grqisk orange). LOYR 6//6 (dark yellowish orange), N8 
(vety light gray) to N7 (lighr gray). 

One small bag containhg bioclasts and rock hgrnents (al1 <2-5 cm); severai biosparite samples (c8.5 cm). 
AU m-ais react vigorousiy to HC1. I 

- -- - 

None. 

A proportion o f  clast surfaces are weathmed yellowisti or brownish gras fi& surfaces are gray- 

Cover Rank: 2. 
Signifiant Varides: S m p a g a  oppositifolia- Oîher Viuieties No& Papaver rudicancrn. Thamnolia 
sr<bulifannis, black aigae. 

Site 48 
Onc landscape photo only. 

Tape #2, I:L9:00 - 1 :îO:O3. 

.bistarice Formation 

Red-watheruig mudstone, and associated fmes. 

Site consisis of red-wearhering mudaone ci- (typically <4 cm, but as large as -1 1 cm), and associated 
fuies. A small proportion of clasts are yellowish gray biosparite- 

Mudstonc -10YR 616 (darkyellowish orange) to LOYR 514 (moderate yeflowish brown) to reddiih 
orange. 

One srna11 bag containhg reddish-brown mudstone (c4.5 cm; reaction to HCI absent) and rrddii-brown 
fms.  A vety s m l l  proportion ofsampled c l w  arc yeIIowish gray biospiuite. Vegetation was sampled 

None. Refcr to ihïn xction AS-1: Subangular mono and poIycrystallïne quartz p i n s  set in red-stjined 
(Fooside) fuirs or cernent (grains -0.0 1 mm). 

Exposrd and b h  rnudrock surfaces are wathrred red 
- -  -- 

Cover R&- O. 
SignificYit Vacirtirs: Nonc Otha Vaïeties Nolrd: Papaver radicutum, Thamnofia subulifomis. 
Lecidea spp. 



Site 49 
I 

Photograph.: One landscape photo d y -  

Vidro: Tape #Z 120:03 - 1:21:16. 

Domiiiuit LilhoIogy: 1 Gray, non-caisucous, quartz sandstone., and asmciated f w .  
I 

Formation/Unit: Sabine Bay Formation. 

Genrral information: 

One d l  bag containing gray sandstme clasts (a cm) and gray fmies; four oihrr ssndstone clasts wrre 
sampted ( 4  cm). No site mamiais reaa to HCI. 

Site consists of gray, non-calcareous sandstone (rocks typically <10 cm); predominantly composeci of 
quartz grah. typically CO 5 mm). and -ated fuies (quartz, typically c0.5 mm). 

MunsrIl Colours: 

1 Thin Section: 1 None. 

Rocks -SY 712 @eIIowish gray) to IOYR 714 (grayrsh orange) to IOYR 616 (Cark yellowxsh orange). 
Fresh d a c e s  -X8 (very lighrgroy). 

I Wtarhering State: I A proportion of clast surfaces are weathered yellouish or oraagish grax fiesh surfaces are gray- ChenÜsUy 
of ihc materid typical of weathered surfaces has not yet been idaitifid 

Site 50 
Photognphs: One landsape photo: m e  closeup photo. 

Vegrbtion: Cover Rank O. 
Signiîïcant VmMeties: None. aber Varieties Noted: Smifraga oppositifalia, Papaver radicarum, 
Thamnolia subulr~onnis, black algae- 

Formation/Unit: bfs of ~mkdsrils UicIuding Great Bear Cape Formation rocks. 
1 

Video: 

Dominant Lithology: Brown fus, lhestone, and red-weatherïng calcareous sandnone. 
1 

Tripe a, 1 LW23 - 1:42:26. 

Grnml Information: Site consists of brown. fuie-gnind sands, gray bi-te clasts, and rd-weathcring calcareous sandstons. I The red-weathering sanàstone may be related to Assistance Formation materiais, such as those found ak 
e-g, Site 54. Clasts at UUs site are typically <5 cm, and only rarely >7 cm- 

- - 

Munsell Colours: 

-- -- - - 

Fines -1OYR 514 (moderare yelIowish brown). Biosparïte -10YR 6t2 @ d e  yeilowish brown) to -10YR 
SI4 (moderare yellowish brown) to -N7 (lighr gray); fi& surfaces 5GY 811 (light greenish gray) to N8 
( v e ~  Zight gray)- Calcareous sandstone reddish brown to IOYR 6l2 @ale yeilowish brown). 

1 sampls: 1 One -11 bag rmtaining h u m  Tues (reanioti to HCI absent to subdurd). and m m c  lichens. Numerous 
biosparite and calcareous sandstone clasts (c7.5 rm; readion to HCl vigorous for biosparite, and abseat to 
subdued for sandstone), some of which are covered wifh whitehfack c r u s t e  Lichens. Vegetatïon was 
sampled. 

Thin Section: None- 

Cover Rank3. 
Significant VarieLies: Saxipaga opposirifci~a (densely suttered, -10 - 40 cm mounds). Other Varîeties 
Noted: Papaver radicatum, & y n a  digyna. unidentifid gases, Thamnolia subulifonnzs. Leciàea spp. 
on fuies not rocks), black algae 
Notes: Analysis of digitized closeup photo: Saxipaga opposiriYoIia: 22% Papaver radicah~n: O S %  
Oxyrïa digyna 0.5% 

Weathering Statz: Biqar i te  surfaces typically weathmsd yellowish or orangish gras fiesh surf'aces gray- E-upoxd and eesh 
sandstone surfaces typicaily r d i s h  brown 



Dominant Lithology: Bmun fuies and limeStone- 
1 

Photognphs: 

Vidco: 

One lmdscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape g2- 1:42:26 - 1:44:12. 

G t n d  Mortnation: 

I 
-- 

One s d l  bag contaÜÜng brounish gray sandy f i  (quartz grains <O3 mm). Biosparite clasts (C8 cm: 
rdon with HCI vigorous). Vegetation was sampled. 

Site consists of brown sandy fuies (quara grains typically <O J mm) covered by black algae. Biosearïte 
clasts are present but minor- 

Munxll Colours: Fm= brownish gray. Biospade -1OYR 714 (grayish orange) to -1OYR 5/4 (moderare yellowrsh bmwn 
to N8 (very &ht gray); fiesh surfaces N8 (very Iighr gray) to -1OYR 6/2 @ale yeliowish brawn). 

Thin Sedon: 

Weathaing Shter 

Vegetation: 

None 

Biospatite d a c e s  typicaify wed~rred yellowish or oruigish gray; fiesh surfaces gray- 

Covef Rank: s. 
Significant Varides: bIa& algae. O ~ ~ K C  Vacieties Notai: SLmfrga oppositrfolia. Papaver radicat~cni, 
Thamnolia subuliformis. 
Notes: Site almost entireIy c o v d  by black algae. 

Site 52 
Photographs 

Video: 

Fomation/LInit: 

Dotninant Lithology: 

GenmI Information: 

%funszll Colours: 

Weatherïng Statr: 1 Biosparite surfaces typiully w w h m d  h u m ;  fieh surfaces gray. 

One Iandscape photo; one closeup photo, 

Tape $2, 1 :44: 13 - 1:46:00- 

Sabine Bay Formation. 

Brownish gray fines and scattcred heterolithic pebble-si& clasts. 

Site domui;iteâ by brownish gray fuies (quartz e, t y p i  eO.2 mm). Pebblr-sizcd clasts of -able 
Iithology are present (typicaIly <3 cm; rarely >10 cm), hcluding g a y  biosparïte, gray sandstone, and red- 
wathering sandstme (quartz grains dominant; typiuily <O3 mm; materials resemble -4ssistance 
Formation materials found at. r-g, Site 54). Rocks ofthe Sabine Bay Formation are not found at this site; 
the brown fmes may be daïved fiom this formation 
- -  

Fies -yellowish gray. Biosparïte -5Y 712 (yellowsh gray) to -pale yrllowish brown Rd-weathering 
sandstone -5YR 5/6 (lighr brown) to -SYR 3/2 (grayish brown). 

Smplesr 

Thin Section: 

Vegrtation: 

One snall bag conminhg gny fmes (rcaaion wiüi HCI subdued)- Numerous rock srunples (cl cm; 
reaction wiUi HCl vigorous for biosparite clasts, and absent to subdued for red-weathering sandstonr). 

None- 

I Cover R;uik: 2-3- 
Significant Vananetk: Smrfrga oppositifol~a. OUM Va-&es N o W  Papaver radicanim, Oxyria digyna, 
Thamnolia subulifonnrs- 



Dominant Litholow 

Gmeral Information: 

MunselI Coloursr 

Smples: 

Thin Section: 

Weathcrïng Statr: 

-- - - -  

One landscape photo; one c l m p  photo. 

Tape #2, 1 :46:00 - l:S L:2S. 

Sabine Bay Formation 

Brown sandy fmes and hetmlithic clasts. 
- - -- - - - - - --- 

Site consists of brown sandy fines (quartz grains, typ id ly  CO.5 mm), and roundrd hrterolithic ~~~ISIS 
(typically c 4  cm; mainly gay chat. although red-weatherhg Assistance Formation mudstones are a h  
pr-t)- 

FÏÏes -10YR 714 (gruyzsh orange). Chert pllowish gray- Assistarice Formation mudstones - 5 ï R  312 
(gruyish brown) to midi* brown. 

One d l  bag comallillig pebblc-sized (C2 cm) chat cl- and brown sandy fmes; one small bag 
containing rounded to angular kterolithic clas& (4 cm7 some are Assistance Fom&on red-wc3thering 
rnudstones). and brown sandy k None ofthe mate"aIs react with HCL 

The chert clasîs are not wsathered Assistance Formation mudstones are weathaed reddish brown. 

Cover Rank: O- 
Signifiant VmMeties: None m e r  Varieties Notd- None. 

Site 54 
t I 

Photographs: One landscapr photo only. 
I 

Video: Tape $2, 1 :5 1:25 - 1:58:32. 
1 

Formation/Linit: Assistance Formation 
I 

Dominant Lithology Red-weathering rnudstone. 

G m m l  Information: Site consists predominantiy of red-weatherïng mudstone ci&s (typically <i cm; fsw >5 cm); some of the 
mudstone samples resemble the red-wealhering sandstones oÇ cg, crrtain Sabine Bay Formation sites. 
Brown fuies (fuie quartz sands) arc present. LUso present are muior yellowish gray biWte clasts. 

Munsrll Colours: 

1 

Mudsione reddish brown and yellowish gray. Fies IOYR SI4 (moderute yellowish brown). Biospiuitr 
-N6 (medium lighr gray) to -yellowish gray. 

SampIes: 

Thin Section: 

I Covrr Rank: O- 
Signitïcant Varieties: None. W e r  Varieties Notd: Smofrga opposirifolia, Papaver radicatum, Oxyriu 
digyna, unidentifid grases, Thamnolia subulifonnis, unidc?itified rnows. 

One small bag containhg mucktone and bi-te cl- (<4 cm), and brown sandy quartz fuies. Four 
mudstone 1 biospanospante saniples (C8 cm). R a d o n  wiîh HCl absent for mudstone, absent to v q  subdued for 
f m s ,  and vigorous for biosparite- 

None 

We;lthering Statr: .&sistance Formation mudstones arc weathered ruidish brown. Biosparîtes wcathrred yellowish gray. 



Site 55 
1 

Photographs: One landrape photo; one closeup photo- 
r 

Video: Tape #3,0:00:00 - 0:02:12, 
I 

FormationKinit: Sabine Bay Fomiatioa. 
1 

Dominant Lithology: 1 Yellowkh gray slrndy fuies, and hetemlithic clasts- 

Genrral Infornilition: Site consis& rnainly of yellowish p y  fines (quartz gains, typically <O3 m), and pebble-sized 
h e t e r ~ l i ~ c  clasts that predomiaantly înclude red-weatherütg Asslstance Fomiation mudstonw. chat 
pebbles. and uncernemed Sabine Bay Formation quartz sandstones (quariz grains typicrilly ~0.5 mm). 
SrnaIl bsdrock outcrops (uncemerued sandstone) are presmt 

.Cfunsell Colours: Fuies -5Y 712 (yellowish gray). Sandstone SY 8/1 (yellowish gray). Chen yellowish gray. 
I 

Samplcs: One maIl bag containhg a variety of lithologies (< 3 3  cm), and yellowish gray fuis. One rock samplr 
has the ~Axuacteristics of Trold Fiord Formation Small bedrock rocks wsre sampld (c5 cxn). 
Except for the single Tmld Fiord sample noted, the materials do noL react with HCL 

Weahxing State: Sandstones generally weaihered yellowish gray h m  gray- Assistance Formation mudstonrs weathrred 
r2ddi-sh brown. 

Vegetation: Cover Rank: O. 
Signirrcant Va"des: black a l p .  Oiher Varietirs Notai: None- 

Site 56 
I 

Photographs: One landscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Vidro: Tape #3,0:02:12 -0:0459. 

FonnationNnit: Sabine Bay Formation or Assistance F o m t i o n  

Dominant Litholog- d a  

Gcnml Information: ( No rocks are e q m d  at tbis site. Vegetation covmge k almost lOO?& 
1 

Munsell CoIoursr d a  

Samples: None. 

Thin Section: da 

Vrgetation: Cover Rank: 5. 
SignifScant Van'eties: Srnifiaga opposinrolia. unidcntified rnosw. Olher Vaïeties Noted: Papaver 
rodicaium, unideatiiied grasses Thamnolia subufifimis. Leciàeu spp. 



Photographs: 

Dominant Lithology: 

Thin Section: 

Photographs: 

Vidco: 

- - 

Dominant Lithologyr 

GenmI Information: 

Thin Section: 

Weathrring Stritr: 

Site 57 
One laiidscape photo d y .  

Tape #3,0:0439 - Or1 538. 

Sabine Bay Formation. 

YelIowish gray sandy fuies, and anderolithic clasts 

Site consists mainiy of yellowish gray fines (quartz grains. typically ~ 0 . 5  mm), and pebble-sizui 
heterolithic clasts that p d o m h d y  include rd-weatheruig Assistance F o d o n  rnudstona, c h a t  
pebbles, and uricemented Sabine Bay Formation quartz sandstones (quartz grains typically C0.5 mm). 
Large bedrofk outmops (10's of nwtres of exposai uncementrd s~idrtone) are p r e s m ~  

Fine  yellowish -y. Uncemenid sandstone yeiiowish gray- Citeri SY 8/1 (yelfowish gray). Crmmted 
sandstone IOYR 616 (durkyeliowish orange). 

Onc small bag containùlg hetrrolithic clasts (C4.5 cm) and brown sandy  fuie^, three d l  gray brdrock 
samples (uncememed sancktoae, C6.5 cm). A nm-caiçueous. orange. cerncnted sandstone was s a m p l d  
No site matetï& ma with HCI. 

Sandstones grnrrally weathçfai yellowish gray f?om gray. Assisbncc Fomtion mudstonrs weathrred 
r d i s h  brown 

Cover Rank O, 
Signifiunt Varides: None. Oiher Varîeties Notai: None 

Site 58 
No photo. 

Tape #3.0:1538 - 0:18:54. 

Sabine Bay Fornation 

Non-czilareous sandstones. condomerates, and brown sandy fies- 

Site consis& of brown sandy fies. pebbleskd heterolithic clasts (typidly cm; including ch&), and 
reddish brown cemmted sandstom and conglometate (typically c l 2  cm; although cementrd the sandstonc 
is not difkult  to break by hand). The sandstone is similar to other reddish sandstone clasts noted at other 
Sabine Bay Formation sites- A srnall sandstone outcrop is present Patch-like variations in surface 
matenen& occur on scale of 5- 10 m 

F i e s  brown Chat 5Y 8/1 (yeilowish gray). Cemented sandstone 5YR 314 (grayish brown) to yellowish 
browa 

One srnaIl bag conhining heterolithic clasts (<2 cm) and brown sandstone ciasts (c5 cm); one reddish- 
brown conglomerate samplc: 6 c m  several brown sandstone samples (<9 cm). No site materials rmct with 
HCI. 

Sandstones generally weathered reddish brown or yellowish gray, fiom gny. 

Cover R a a k  O- 
Sigrdifant Varieties: None. Orher VarÎrties Noted: None. 



Dominant Lithologyr 
- -  - 

Grneml information: 

Dominant Lithology: 

1 -  - Gmeral Information: 

Site 59 

Tape #3,0:18:54 - 02L-34- 
Sabine Bay Fotmatioh 

Red-wealheruig ll~~lcalcareous &ne, a d  brown fines 

Site consists of red-weathering quartz sandstm, in brown sandy fi. (quartz grains typidly c0.5 mm). 
The sandstone clasts are Iocally present in one of two general s b  classes (-3 cm. and CI5 cm); fiost action 
has sorted site matmmals by sue  ïnto polygon and fea~ures. ïk weathereâout conglomrrate 
mtm-als seen at nearby Sabine Bay Formation sites are not present here. 

Fies -10YR 616 (durk yellow brown). Sandsîone lOYR 616 (dark yellowrsh orange) and -1ight gray- 

One srmrll bag containing d l  h w n  sandstone clasts ((3.5 cm), and brown sandy fuies; five d l  
sanâstone samples (c6.5 cm). N o  site materi& react with HCL 

Covrt Rank O- 
Signitic~it Varieth: None. Orha Varkties Notedr Lecidea spp. 

Site 60 
One landsupe photo only. 

Tape #3,0:2 l:34 - 0:23:48. 

Sabine Bay F o d o n  

Noncalc;ueous fine-gnined quartz sandstone. and yellowish gray sandy fmes. 

Site consists of yellowish gray sandy fuies (quartz grains, typically <O3 mm), and two size classes of 
smdstorie ( ~ 2  cm and 4 - 1 5  cm). The site is divided into Sections A and B. with B being c h a m d ~  a 
slighiiy greater cover of vegetation 

Fina SY 712 Qellowish gray). Two sandstone mdmemtilrrs: 5YR 312 (grayïsh brown) and SY 712 
(vellowish gray). 

One -11 h g  containhg sandstone cl- (<3 cm) and yellowish gray sandy fines; fiw quartz sandstones 
(<8 cm). No site mam-ds r e a d  with HCI. 

--- . -- - -- . - - - 

Ncne. 

Sandstones generally weathered yellowish gray or pyish bmwn. f?om gray- 

Cover Rank 1. 
Signif~cant Varieties: None- Chhm Varietirs Noied: Scrxrfraga oppositifoiia. Papaver radicantm. Oxyria 
digyna, Thamnolia srrbul~~onnrs- 



Sites 61A and 61B 
1 1 1 

1 Dominant Lilhology 1 Trold Fiord sandstone and h w n  fuiesfS 1 

Photographsr 

Video: 

FormationNnit: 

OncE landscape photo; one closeup for each of Sites 6 1 A and 61B- 

Tape i%3,003:07 -037-35- 

Trold Fiord Formation- 
, 

Grrnerril Mortnation: 

- 

Site consists of Trold Fiord sandstone clasts (typicdly C l 5  cm and most -3 cm), and assaciad gray fuirs. 
6 1 B is characterizai by a greater ptoportion ofvegetation and fues covcrage. c0mparc-d to 6 1.4 

hlunsell Coloun: 

1 Thin Section: None 

Fis  yellowish brown TroId Fiord sandstones weathered SY 712 (yeiloivlsh gray) and grayish orange: 
Gesh surfaces Nb (medium lighr gray) to N8 (very Irghr gray). 

Samplsr 

W e d ~ m î n g  Siate: Trold Fiord sandstones generally wathrred yellowish gray Eom gray- 
I I 

One small bag contauung small clasts (most Q cm) and gray fuies ( d o n  wilh HCI subdued; some fies 
mate"& wcre cleariy deciveci h m  Trold Fiord sandstones); six Trold Fiord sandstone clasts (c10.5 cm; 
surfaces are notably covered by clustose lichen). R d w  of Trold Fiord sandston<s to HCI vrry subdued 

Site 62 
1 1 3 

Vegetation: Cover Rank: I - 
SigÜfkmt Varieties: Smr/rga oppositifolia, Lecidea spp. 0th Varieties Note& Papaver rodicotum, 
Thamnolia subulijhtntts- 

f hotographs: 

Vidm: 

Formation/Wnit: 

Munsell Colours: Fines yellowish brown. TroId Fiord sandstones -5Y 81 1 (yellawish gray) and otangish gray I 

One landscape phoco; one closeup photo. 

Tape F3,03735 -0:41:47. 

Trold Fiord Formation, 

Dominant Li-Jiologyr 

Gen-1 InTonnation: 

- -- 

Trold Fiord sandsione and brown fuies. 

Site consists of Trold Fiord sandsîone CI- (typically (I cm), and m - a t e d  gray fuies. 

Samples: One m l 1  bag contauiuig clasts (c2.5 cm) and brown fuies; sis rock samplrs (c8 cm; surfaces are notably 
covered by  ENstose lichen). No site materials reaa with HCL 

Weatheruig State: 

Vegetation: 

- - -- 

Trold Fiord sandstones generally w s r i t h d  yellowish gray h m  gray- 

Cover Ra& 1. 
Significant Va"eties: Saxrpaga oppositifolia- 0 t h  Varitties Notai: Papaver radicarum, Lecrdea spp. 



Site 63 
Photoppk: 

Video: 

Dominant Lithology: 1 Tmld Fiord sandstone and browri f-. 

One landscape photo d y -  

Tape #3,0:43:26 - 0:45:22. 
FormationKJnit: 

Wonnation: Site consists of Tmld Fiord &one clasts (typically -3 cm), as well as clam h t  Iook s d r i r  to the I common type of Tmld Fiord sandstone. but lack the elongate grains (ql-cal voids in ihese materiais 
have been mtd, suggestütg rhat the c-c Trold fiord elongate grains were once present). Also 

TmId Fiord Fonnath. 

Munsell Colours: 1 Fhes -5Y 512 (lighr olive gray)- Rocks 5Y 7/2 (yelfowish gray) to pale yellow to -5Y 512 (lighr ofrve 

I One small bag containhg brown fm; eight sandstone samples (c8 cm; some samples are cleacly rrold 
Fiord sandstones. f i l e  o h  are Tmld Fiord clasts that lack the elongate grÛurs and have cylinficai 
voids). No site matm-als react with HCL Vegetation was sampld 

Site 64 

Thïn Section: 

Wcathcring State: 

Vcgetation: 

None 

Trotd Fiord sandstones and other variations generally wehercd ycllowish gray fkom gray. 

Cover Rank- 4. 
Significuit Varietirs: Saxiifroga opposirrfolia. unidentified mossa. Othrr Varietiles Noted: Papaver 
radicaium. Thamnolia nibulifomis. Lecidea spp. 

Forrnatioflnit: 1 Trold Fiord Formatioh 

Photogfaphs: 

Video: 

One landscape photo only. 

Tape #3.0:47:40 - 0:49:27- 

Dominant Lithology: Trold Fiord sandstone and brown fuies- 

i e r d  Infornirition: Site consisis of Trold Fiord sandstone ciam (typically <7 cm), as well as clam rhat Iook similar to the 
common type of Trold Fiord sandstone, but lack the elongate grains ( ~ y l ï n ~ c a l  voids in these mixterials 
have tuen noted, suggesthg thai the characteristic Trold Fiord elongate grains were once p r m t ) .  Some 
samples contain a significuit proportion of rounded glauconite grains- Also prrxnt at the site are 

Munsrll Coiours: Fines brtween yellowish gray and olive gray- Rocks SY 7/2 Cyellowish gray) to pale yellow to -5Y 512 
(fight olive gray). 

Thin Section: 

Cover RYik: 34. 
Signifiant Varirties: Simfraga opposinfolia, unidentified rnosss- 0th- Varieties Nota& Papaver 
radicatum, Thamnolia subulifonnrs. Lecidea spp, 

One mail bag containing cl- (a cm) and gray fmes; sevrn rock samples (c9 cm; one rock contains a 
notable proportion of giauconite grains), No site materials reaa with HCL 

None. 

Weathèring Stare: Trold Fiord sandstones and other variations generally weathered yellowish gray Grom gray. 



Site 65 
Photographs: 

Video: 

Fomiatioflnit: 

Dominant Lithology: 

One ladscape photo d y .  

Tape #3.0:46: 10 - 0:47:40. 
- - -  

Trold Fiord Formatim 

Trold Fiord samisone d bmwn fuies. 

Grneral uiformation: Site consisis of Trold Fiord sandstone cl- (typically -0 cm), as well a s  clam that look similar to the 
common type of Trold Fiord sandstonc. but lack the elongate gcüm (cyluidricai voids in thse materials 
have been n o t d  suggesting that the characteristic Trold Fiord elongate grains were once present). &O 

present are associateci gray sandy fines. This site is located between Sites 63 and 64. 

Munsrll Colours: 

Samples: 

Site 66 
I I 

- -- 

F k  between yellowish gray and olive gray- Rodcs  5Y 712 Cvellowrsh gray) to paie yellow to -5Y 512 
(light olive gray). 

One srnall bag containing TmId Fiord ciasts (<S cm) and gray fiws; six Trold Fiord sandstone clasts (<IO 
cm). No site materials react with HCI. Vegemion was sampled. 

-- 

Thin Section: 

Wathaïng State: 

Vegetation: 

--- - - 

None- 

Trold Fiord sandstones and other -ations generaily weaîhered yellowisti gray fiom gray. Chemisvy of 
the matetial Spical of weathered surfaces has not yet been ickniificb 

Cover Rank 3-4. 
Significant Varkties: Smfiaga oppsitifolia, Lecrdea spp- mer Varietics Noted: None. 

) FomationNnit: 1 Trold Fiord Forniauon 

Photognphs: 

Video: 

O i e  landsupe photo; one cioseup photo- 

Tape #3,0:50:29 -05533-  

Genrral Information: 

A 
Dominant Lithology: 

Site consists of Trold Fiord sandstone c lam (typically 4 5  cm), well as clasts thrir look similar to the 
common type of Trold Fiord sandstone. but lack the eiongate grains (cyluih~ui  voids in these mtrriais 
have &en noted, suggesting that the characteristic Trold Fiord elongate grains ~ v w e  once present). A 
minority of Trold Fiord sandstones are calcarmus- Also present are asociakd gray sandy f m a  
(predomïwntly quartz) 

-- - - - -- 

Trold Fiord sandstone (including a calcareous v a r i a ~ )  and h n  fma. 

h.Iunsell Coloun: Fines -5Y 92 (lighr olive gray). Rocks SY 712 (yellowish gray) to pale yellow to -5Y 5/2 {light olive 
gray)- 

Sampla: 

1 W~athering State: 1 Tmld Fiord sandstones and o h  variations generally weathered yellouish gray 60" gray. 

One m l 1  bag containing clasts (<4 cm) ruid gray fmw (fuies react vigorously to HCl); three s m l l  rock 
samples (4 cm; at least one srunple is calcareous. reacting vigorousiy with HCl); two larger rock samples 
(cl6 cm). 

Thin Section: 

Cover R d  -2 
signit?cant Va"eties: sawfraga opposih~oiia (scaaered. 10-20 cm mounds). Lecidea spp. OIher vandies 
Noted. Thamnolia subulifônnis. 

Thin 66 I :  Sandstone consistïng mainly of anhahi quYa grains (most <O. 1 mm), elongate 
recrystallized quartz grains (tqpicaily cl 3 mm; very compkx undulatory extinction; shapes and textures 
suggcst that the gains are biogenic but that original crystaIs have recrystallized or have bezn replaced), 
roundrd lithic cl- (typically ~ 0 . 1  mm), scanered opaques (typidly c0.04 mi), and scancred calcite 
grains that appw biogen-c- 



Photographs: 

Vidro: 

Dominant Lithology 

G m m l  Information: 

Munsell Coloun: 

'Ihin Seaion: 

kgetrit ion: 

Site 67 
One 1;uidscape photo only. 

Tape #3,0:5533 - 1:0036. 

Trold Fiord F d o n  

Trold Fiord sandstone (kluding a calcareous -ety). Trold Fiord limestone. and brown fuies- 

Site consists of TmId Fiord sandstonr clasts (typically Cl5  cm), a s  well as clasts ui3t look similar to the 
conunon type of Trold Fiord sandstonq but lack the elongate p i n s  (cyiindncal voi& in these materials 
have been noîed, suggesting rhar the diaraaeaûtïc TroId Fiord elongaie grab were once present). A 
minority of Trold Fiord s~idstones are calcareous- A h  present are Iimestone clas&+ some of which rire 
fossiliferous- B r o ~ n  fures are present 

Fines 5Y 512 (Iighr olive gray). Rocks SY 7/2 Cyellowsh gray) to paie pllow to IOY 812 @ale greemsh 
yellow) to SY 611 (lighr olive gray) to -N7 (Li& gray)- 

- 

One srnaIl bag containhg clasis (a cm). and brownish-gay fuies. Six rock samples (<9 c m  sandstone 
clasis, including one fossiliferous sarnple). Reaction with HCl moderate for fmes, absent for most 
sanaones, and moderate to vigorous for calcareous and fmilifmus Iithologk Vegm-on was sampld 

None- 
- 

Trold Fiord sandstones and other va"ations generaily weathered yellowish gray f?om gray. 

Cover Rank: O. 
Signif~cant Varietirsr None- Oiher Varicties Noted: Lecrdea spp. 

Site 68 
( Photognphs: 1 One landscape photo only. 1 

a 

Video: Tape iY3, 1:00:36 - 1:03:40- 1 

Domùimt Lithology: 

Grneml Information: 

-- - - , Trold Fiord Fotmation, 
P 

Vegetation cover is at least 50% 

Vegetation cover is at Ieast 50%. The remainder of the site consists of fkost-sorted mounds of brown fuis 
(mounds are typically <4û cm across). 

da-  

Sarnples: Vegetation was s u n p l d  

Vegctation: Cover Rank: 4-5. 
SignifTcant Varieties: Unidentif~ed rnosses. m e r  Varietics Noted: Papaver radicatum. unidrnlified 
gnsses, Thamnolia subulfonnis. Lecidea spp. 



Photognphs: 

Video: 

FomtioniUnit: 

Dominant Lithology: 

Grnerd Monnation: 

ïhin Section: 

Onc iandscape photo; one closeup photo. 

~~~~~~ 

Bjom Formation 

Fine- to Hum-grained sandrtone, and &ated sandy fies. 

Site consists o f  btown sandy clasts composed of a van-able number of individual darlc brown and sandy 
uspheres" (d sphere is typically 1.5 cm acrws, and is CO& of < O 5  mm quartz grains), separafai 
fimm each 0 t h  by a lightet brown sandy matri. (this maàu is vacïably caicareous, with somc quariz 
grains &mg coa!ed by calcite). Relateci unco~olidakd brown sandy fuies are present &drock outcrops 
consining entirely of these mamiais are sparsely scanered in the area 

Fuies -.mange b r o m  Spheres 5YR 312 (gra)?sh brown).   mat ri^ -orange b r o w  

Ont srnaIl bag containhg both individuai and thx i  brown sph&cal cl- (clasis c l0  cm); othrr clasts 
(cl 1 cm). R a d o n  with HCI absent fot fines, and vigorous for the Iighter brown sandy tnaLn.. 

- - 

Spheres gerierally wrarhered diuk brown 

Cover Ra& O. 
SiPnificant Varieti=: None- Oiher Var*des Noted: None. 

Site 70 
1 

Photognphs: One landscape photo; one closeup photo, 

Vidzo: Tape $3, I:10:26 - 1:13:29- 

FormationNd: Bjorn Formation 

Dominant Lithology: 
- 

Gmml Information: 

HeteroIithic clasts and brown sandy fuies. 

Site consists of roundcd to subangular hetrrolithic cl* (typically c l  -5 cm) in unconsolidated brown s;uidy 
fuies (quartz grains dorninan1; typically <1 mm), Lighter-appeuuig surfaces are chvacierized by g r a t m  
amounts o f  pebble-sud clasis7 whiIe darker-a-ng surfaces are chanctrrized by a grrata cover of 
sand-sized mcles. 

h.luwll Colours: Fines -10YR 5/4 (moderare yellow brown). Colours of hcterolithic clasts variable. 
I 

Samplrç: One small bag containhg hetrroliihic rounded to subangular ckists ( 0 . 5  cm) and brown m d y  fmes 
( q u a  grains (1 mm). 

Thin Section: None. 

Cover Rank: O. 
Signiîkant Varicties: Nonr. Other Varieties Notrd: Sacïpaga oppositifolia (sparsely s u i i d ) .  



Site 71 

FomtionNni  t: Bjorn Formation- 
I 

Dominant Lithology 1 Fm- to medium-- sandstone, -ated sandy frnes, anâ hÊterolithic clasts 

Site consists of rounded heterolithic clasts (typically 4 . 5  cm) and brown sandy cl& wmposed of i 
number o f  individual dark brown and sandy "spheres" ( e d  sphere is typically 1 J cm across, and 

is compcsed of <O J mm quartz grains). separated h m  mit o h m  by a lighter brown sandy matrïx (this 
rnatrïx is variably calcareous, with some quartz grains king coated by calcite). Rrlated unconsolidatrd 
brown sandy fimes are present 

- 

Munsell CoIoursr Fies -orange brown Spheres 5YR 312 (grayish brown) and -orange browh Heteroiithic clasts variable 

SampIs: One small bag containhg brown sandy spheres. weathsred-out helmlithic clasts, and brown sandy fins; 
one rock sample (7 rm; a combination o f  browtz spheres. much like samples of Site 69). Radon with HCI 
vigorous for most bmwn sandy materials- 

Thin Section: None- 
- - - -- 

Wratherùig Stzite: Sphere-related mate"* sometùnes weathered dark brown Heiaolithic cfasts M a b l y  w a t k e d .  

Vegeration: Cover Rank: O- 
Significant Varies: None. m e r  V&eties Sot& Saazfiaga opposinfolin, Lecidea spp. 

Photognphs: 

Vidro: 

One closrup photo only. 

Tape #3, 1:28:42 - L30:56. 

Bjorn Formation. I 
Dominant Lithology: ( Fine- to medium-grained sandstone, sandy fines, and heterotithic clastsasts 1 
G r n d  Information: Site consisis of round& heterolithk clasts (typically C I 3  cm) and bmwn sandy clasts composed of a 

variable n u m k  of individuai da& brown and sandy ''sphmes" (each sphere is typically 1-5 cm il~TOss, and 
is cornposeci of cO.5 mm qurvtt grains), srparated 6om each 0th- by a Iighta brown sandy matnx (this 
matrix is variably calcareous, wnh some quarcz grains king coated by calcite)- R e l u  unconsolidated 
brown sandy fuies are present. The site is unique in that relatively large (typically c l 5  cm) sandy "Fe- 
concretions" are locally abundant. 

MunsrII CoIours: Fines -orange b r o w  Spheres 5YR 312 (gra~ish brown) and -orange broun Heterolih-c clasts variable. 
I 

Smplrs: One mirtll bag containing clasts (c4.5 cm; many are sandy "Feconcretions"') and brown sandy fines; two 
rock samples(C9.5 cm). One rusty mndstonr clasts notably resrmbles the red-weathcring sandstone of 
certain Sabine Bay Formation sites. Smdstone minerals and cemerit are not magnetic. 

Thin Section: None. 

Weatitrring Statto: Sphere-related materials somctimes wraîherd dark brown Heterolithic clasts variably wcathered 
I I 

Vegetation: Covm Rank: O. 
SignïîÏcant Vmieties: None- 0 t h  Varietirs N o t d  Lecidea lapicida- - 



Dominant Lithologl 

\VeatheNig State: 

Vegetation: t-- 

Site 73 
One landscape photo d y .  

Tape $3, 1:30:56 - 136:49. 

Trold Fiord Fonnarion 

Trold Fiord sandstone, Trold Fiord biospade, and brown fmes. 

Site consists oftiiree surface types: A) light-shaded fiost-socted circles P o l d  Fiord sandstone and minor 
Trold Fiord calcarews sandstanc/Iimatone (typidly Q cm), brown fmes, and esGnated <IO% 
vegemionl, B) darker areas outsi& of &les (as "A", but vegetation <15%), and C) zone dong creek IO 

the n o f i  of site (dominantly corisists of mw cover, estimaestimated vegetation <40 % - <100?6)- Cides  of "A" 
cvidmt in amal p h o t o g q k  The biosparite mrïety of Trold Fiord materials consists almost e l y  of 
calcite, but contains a very mincir amount of c y I i c a i ,  noncarbonak gains. 

- - pp -- 

Fines -10YR 5/4 (moderare yellowish brown)- TF-sandsiones 5Y 8/1 &ellowrsh gray) to -5YR 512 
@ale brown). Biosparïte -paie yellowish bmwn 

One small bag maùily comainuig Trold Fiord sandstones ((3.5 cm) and m d y  brown fuies (quariz grains 
t-pically <O J mm; subdued rdon with HCl); four TroId Fiord samplts (c9 cm); srveral biosparitr 
samples (<9 cm). Reaction with HCl absent for al1 Trold Fiord sandstones (except for whitish fuies on the 
surfaces of some of these clasts) and vigorous for the biosparïte samples. 

None 
- - - - - - - - - - 

Trold Fiord &ones and limeStones gneraily weathrred yellowish gay  tiom gray. 

Cover Rank: 34. 
Significant Varich: Sanfioga opposirfolio (drrwlyscatt~ed mounds and arcs)- Other Viuïeties Notrul: 
Papaver radicatum, Salix spp., unihtiiied mornes, Thamnolia subulifonnzs. Lecidea rpp. 

Site 74 
Photognphs: 

Video: 

One landsape photo only. 

Tape tt3, 1:40:57 - 1:46:10- 

F o m a i i o ~ n i t :  

Dominant Lithology: 

1 Munxll Colours: 1 Trotd Fiord sYKLstones 5Y 811 (yellowish gray), N8 (very ligiirgray), and orangish gray. Fines brown 

-- - -  

Trold Fiord Formation. 

Variably calcarrous Trold Fiord sandstone and brown fmss. 

Gmeral Information: Site consists of Trold Fiord sandsione clasts (typically c l 0  cm; varïably mlcarrous). and &ated gray 
fuies 

- - -- - 

Trold Fiord sandstones generally weathered yellowish gray fiom gray- 

Samples: 

Thin Section: 

Cover Riulk: 2. 
Signif?cant Vatides: Saxifroga oppost~~olio (scatterd 20 cm mounds). Other Varieties Notai: Lectdea 
SPP- 
Notes: On ncarby slopes, vegetation found in elongami strips which foUow local surface gradient. 

One srnall bag containhg clasts (c3 cm) and brown sandy fuies (quariz grains typidly c0.5 mm; readon 
witb HCl subdued); six sandstone samplcs (<8 cm; radon with HCI abwnt to modrrate for rxposed 
surfaces. and very subdued to moderate for fi& d a c e s ) .  

None. 



Photographs: 

Video: 

Dominant Liihologyr 

G r n d  Information: 

Thin Seaion: 

WeaLhering State: 

One landscape photo only- 

Tape M. Or10:08 -0:1235. 

Great Bear Cape Formation 

Site consists of impure biosparite (typicrtlly <6 cm) and unconsolidated calunsus brow fines (quartz 
grains typically COA mm). 

Limestone -1OYR 7/4 (grayrsh orange) to 5Y 712 (yellowish gray) to N8 (very !ight gray). Fines 
rnoderate yellouish brown 

One d i  bag contaîning brown sandy tïnes ( q u e  grains typically c0.4 mm; readon with HCI 
vigorous); six Iimestone samples (c6.5 cm), and srnalier clasts (reacîïon with HCI vigorous for both 
e-'cposed and fiesh surfaces). 

Lhestona generaily wcathered yellowish gray h m  gray- 

Cover Rank- 3- 
Significant Varides: Smfraga oppositifoiïa (scatîed, 20 cm mounds). Oiher Varietiks Notrd: Papaver 
radicarum, Oxyria digyna, unidedfied mosses, Thamnolia ,cubulifomis. Lecrdea s p p  

Site 76 
1 

Photographs: One Iandsuv photo only. 

Great &Y Cape Fonnation 

Dominant Lithologyr LimeStone. 

Grnsrai Information: Site consists of impure ~~~~te (typically c 4  cm) and unconsotidated calureous brown sandy fmcs 
(quartz grains typicaily CO3 mm). 

XIunsell Colours: Limestonc -yellowish gny  to N7 (lightgray) to IOYR 7/4 (gray.sh orange) to lOYR 616 (darkyeltowish 
orange). Fines -yellowish brown. 

Ont small bag containhg clasts and brown sandy fuies (reactïon with HCl vigorous; quartz grains typically 
cO.3 mm); sevm lhestonc samples (CS cm; d l  bi+tes; ceaction with HCI vigomus for both e.xposed 
and Eresh surfaces). 

- 

Thin Section: None- 

Werithrring State: Limaones generally wdhered yellowish gray fiom gray. 

Vegetationr Cover Ranlc- 23, 
Sigrdiant Vmcanetr*es: Saf iaga  oppositifolia (scanered 10-20 cm mounds). Otha Viuietïes Noted: 
Papaver radiccftum, Oxyna digyna. mcfdentit?ed rnosses. Thamnolia subutiformis. Lecidea spp. 



Site 77 
Photographs: 1 None. 

Video: Tape &, 012234 - O:î8:4 1- 

FormatiodUnit: 1 Great Ekar Cape F o m t i o n  

Dominant LithoIogr Limestone and d u r e o u s  sandstone. 
I 

Site comists of impure bi-te and calcareous sandstone (typically <I cm). rounded heterolithïc cl- 
(~p ica i ly  < 1.5 cm), and uncoirsolidated caicareous brown sandy fuies (quartz grains typicdly < 1 mm). 

Rocks -yellouish bmwn to lOYR 714 Cgrqyrsh orange) to IOYR 616 (darkyelCowish orange)- Fm= 
l O Y R  9 4  (moderate yeiiowrsh brown). 

One ~10th bag containing biosparïte d calcareous sandstone, brown s~idy f i n e  and roundrd heterolithic 
clam- Reaction with HCI vigorous for fmes, biosparïte and czilcareous sandstone. 

Nonc 

Weath-g Statç: 1 Limestones and calcareous sandstoi~s g e n a l l y  weathered ~.2llowish gray or orange h m  gay- 

Vegetation: Cover Rank O in vî-ty of hilltop, 
Signiticant Varieties: Sanfruga opposinfoiia- O i k  Varieties NOM: Lecidea spp- 
Notes: Vegetation very spane at summït of hiII, increasuig in Qrisïty at hiIl si& vegetation especidly 
dense at far margins of hill. At &y creek (ouiside site). black algae covers moist locales. 

- - 

Site 78 
P hotograpk 1 One landsape photo oniy. 

I 

1 Videor 1 Tape 34,0:28:41 - 0:3 1:OO. 

Dominant Lithology: I 

. -- - - 

FomatiodUnit: 

Impure limedone, dcareous sandstone, and brown s ~ i d y  fmes. 

- 

Great B a r  Cape Formation 

I bfunszll Colours: 

Grnrnt Information: 

Rocks -1OYR 812 (verypak orange) to I O Y R  714 (grayish orange) to LOYR 6/6 (darkyellowish 
orange) to N8 (very Iighr gray). Fines yellowish browt. 

Site consists of prbbly calweous sadstone and impure biosparitr (qpically c4 cm), and brown s ~ i d y  
fmes 

Thin Section: None. 
I 

Smplcs: 

Wrathrring Statc: Limmonw and calweous sandstones g e n d l y  weathsed yellowish gay or orange nom gray- 
I 

-- 

Onç papa  bag concaining calcareous sanàstone clasts and b r o w  sandy fuics (reaaion wiui HCI vigorous); 
five impure biosparite and pebbly calcareoos sandstone sampla ( c l0  cm; rraction with HCI vigorous for 
both exposed and 6resh surfaces). 

Vrgetation: Cover Rank: 3. 
Signit?cant Vegstation: San/Tagu opposinfoliu (scanered 1040  cm mounds). Oiher Varietics Notai: 
Thurnnolh subrd~~omts.  Lecidea spp- 



Photogrrtphs: One tandsclipe photo oniy. I 

1 Formatioflnit: 1 Great Bear Cape Fomatim 1 
Video: 

Domirilint Lithology Pebbly calcarews sandstone and brown sandy €mes. 
I I 

Tape X4-Or3 1:OO - 034:OO. 
1 

Grnerai M o m t i o n r  

hlunsell CoIours: 

Thin Section: 

Site consists of pebbly calcûfeous sandstow clas& (typically <12 cm; quutz grains typicaily < O 5  mm). and 
sandy brown fines. 

Rocks -1 OYR 8îî (very pale orange) IO 10YR 7f4 (grrzyish orange) to 10YR 6/6 (darkyeilowrsh 
orange) to NB (very Iighrgray). Fuies yellowish brown 

Samplzs: 

I Thin srction 79-Ir Impure bi-te comiaïng ofcalcite bioclasts, pore-filling caicitr cement. mbrounded 
to rounded monocrystaIIïne quartz gains (typically 0.5 mm), and subrounded to rounded polycrystalIine 
quartz grains and lithic grains 1 
One paper bag containhg d l  calcareous sadaone clam and brown sandy fines (radon with KCI 
vigorous); six calcareous sandstone samples (c l  1 cm). 

1 Dominant L i f h a l o ~  

Weafhering Statr: 

Vegetrition: 

Thin Section: 

Calcareous sandsiones generally weathered yellowish gray or orange h m  gray- 

Cover Rank-- 2- 
Significant Var-etieties: Saxipaga opposinfilio. O h r  Varkties Noted: Thamnolia subuli/ormis. Lecidea 
SPP- 

W e a t h e ~ g  State: 

Vegetation: 

- -  - -  - - - - . - - - 

One landscape photo only. 

Tape X3,034:00 - 0:37:40- 

Great i3c?ar Cape Formation 

Site consists of biosparite cl- (typically c l 0  cm) and brown sandy fies. A red-weathering, dcarcous, 
fbsilifemus rnudstone clast was sampled, and may be Assisiance Formation materid. 

Biosparite 5Y 712 ~e l lowish  gray) to lOYR 714 (graytsh orange) to LOYR 616 (dark yellowish orange). 
N6 (medium light gray). Fines brown, Mudstone reddish-brown 

One paper bag containhg clasts and brown sandy fma: numerous biospanle siunples ( c l 2 3  cm). a d  one 
red-weatherïng, calcaeous, fossilifirous mudstone. -411 biospm-tes react vigorously with HCI. Vegetation 
was s a m p l d  I 
Thin section 80-1: impure biosparite consisting maütiy of bioclasts ( typidly  CO-7 mm) and calcite canent. 
Subanguiar to rounded mono and polycrystalline quartz grains- Rounded gr- minml (glauconite?) 
present. 

Limestones generally weathered yellowish gray or orange fiom gray. I 
Cover Rank: 3. 
Signifimnt VarieLies: Sonfiaga opposin~olia (scattered 10-20 cm mounds). aher V ~ ~ e t k s  N0tbw.k 
Papaver radicarum, unideniif~ed mosses, Thamnolia subvliformis. Lecidea spp., Vuipicida tilesii. 



Site 81 

Dominani Lithology: 1 Heindithic clasts and unconsoli&ted rd-weatherhg sanciy f111es 
I 

Photographs: 

Vidco: 

FomationNnit: 

One l a m k q e  photo d y .  
4 

Nonc (banaies dead), 
.- - - -- 

Canyon Fiord For--on 

Sandstones ;uid congiomeratesr -5YR 6/4 (Iighr brown) to 5YR 96 (iighr brown), Fies brown 
Hrtemliihic pebbles variably coloured 

G r n ~ n l  Inhnnation: Site consists of rounded heterolithic clasts (hpically cm) and unconsoIidated red sandy fu~s (quartz 
grains typically <0.5 mm). Pebbly calcareous sandstone and calcamus pebble conglomerate clasts are 
presen'- 

Weathrring State: 1 Suidaones and congiomerats g d l y  weathered h o w n  
I 

Samples: Cloth bag contauiuig r d  sady fuizs ( q ~  domuian~ grains typically c0.5 mm; reaction with HCl very 
subdued), and heterolithk clasts (C4 cm); one conglomerate clast (7.5 cm; reaction with HCl vîgorous), 
which represents the source mam-al of  the pebblesized casts. 

Vegetation: Cover Rank: O. 
Signiîïcant Variaies: None. m e r  Varielies Noted: None. 

Site 82 

Weathtrùlg State: Sandstones and congIomeratzs gcnzrally weathered reddish brown. 

Photogrciphs: 

Video: 

Formatioflnit: 

Dominant L i t h o l o ~  

G~neral Information: 

Sampla: 

Thin Section: 

One landscape photo only. 

None (batteries dead). 

Canyon Fiord Formation. 

Red-watherhg fmr-grainai ulcareous sandstone a d  conglornrrate, and red-weathcxing m d y  fmes. 

Site consists of red-weathering fuiz-grained dcareous sandstone clasts (quartz gains typidly  C0.5 mm) 
and red-wrathering unconsolidatrd sandy fvizs, 

(210th bag comaining red sandy fuirs, and caicareous sanâstone (G cm). 

None- 

Vrgetation: Cover R a k  O. 
Signifiant Varïeties: None Other Varietics Noted. None. 



Site 83 

Vidco: 

FormationNnit: 

Dominuit Lithology: 

G m m l  Wonnationr 

Canyon Fiord Formation 

Calcamus conglomerate and assoc~*ated wrathering products. 

Site consists o f  a tightcoloured mound with a m a l 1  bedrock exposure (oniy rnctres in 
dimension; seen in the photogr;iph takm of Site 82). E x -  are prbbly calcueous syidstones, and pebbie 
congiornerates (these materials are ihe source of the Iighter-&adcd ('iellow") mteririls on the western 
dopes of  the gabbro dike). 

Rocks -5YR 614 (l~gfit  brown) to 5Y 811 Cyellowish gruy). Heterolithic pebbles variably coloured 

One cloîh bag containing calcarmus sandstone and conglomerate clasts (< 3 5 cm), and one larger 
congiomerate cl& (c8 cm)- Reaction of sandstones and coiigiomerates with HC1 vigorous for both 
exposed and fiesh surfàœ~ 

None. 

Conglomcrates generally weathcred yellowish gray. 

Cover Rank: O. 
Significant VM*&~S:  Eione. Oiher Varides Noted: None. 



APPENDIX B: Describtions of Cane Smith Belt Field S i te  

Introductorv notes to Appendix B 

1) Site Locations are given in Figures 4.15 to 4.18. 

2) Over 250 photographs and five hours of video tape (on three two-hour tapes) provide 
visual documentation of the Cape Smith Belt study area. 

3) Particularly detailed video documentation of the varieties of vegetation that characterize 
the study area is available in the documentation of Site 46. 

4) Vegetation Cover Ranks: O Essentiaiiy no vegetation except lichens. 
1 Sparsely-scattered vegetation: - 1 % to -5% cover 

(e-g., Sites 2 and 9). 
2 -5% to 15% vegetation cover (e-g., Site 10). 
3 -15% to -55% vegetation cover (e.g., Sites 22 and 

23). 
4 -55% to -80% vegetation cover. 
5 >80% vegetation cover (lichen, moss, or vascular) 

(e.g., Sites 4, 5, 6, and 11) 

5) The sizes of rock samples are generaliy expressed in terms of their longest dimension. 

7) Common Narnes for Cape Smith Belt Plants: 
Casii'ope tetragom: White Arctic Bell-heather, or Four-angled 

Mountain-heather, 
Betula sp. : Birches 
Papaver radicatum Arctic Poppy 
Olcyria digyna: Mountain Sorrel 
SaIix spp. : Willows 

8) Lichen cover is very prevalent on rocks in the Cape Smith Belt region. Cape Smith Belt 
lichens collected by the author and identified by P.Y. Wong, Collection Division, Canadian 
Museum of Nature (Ottawa) inctude the following: 

Orphniosporu morzopsis (A. Massal.) D. Hawksw. 
Allantopannelia aipicola (Th. Fr.) Essl. 
Rhizocapn geographicum (L-) DC. 
Lecidella sp. 
A~picilia sp. 
Sfereocaulon arenarium (Savicz) Lamb 
Pertusaria sp. 



9) S p d c  lichen varieties are not identified below except where materials were classified by 
a speciahst (P.Y. Wong - see above). Generalized terms ( e g ,  "green/black Lichens7') are used 
below to describe varieties which have not been conclusively identified. 

10) The most common variety of moss in the in the field area is Rhacomitriznn lanugïnosz~m 
(identification performed by Dr. Michele Piercey-Nomore, Department of Botany, University 
of Manitoba). 

1 1) The iist of vegetation varieties in the section "Other Varieties Noted" is not meant to be 
a comprehensive listing of al1 varieties present at a site. 

12) The prefix "meta7' precedes al1 Iithological determinations for the Cape Smith Belt Field 
Area (thus, a "pelite" is actually a "rnetapelitey') (see Chapter 4; St-Onge and Lucas, 1989). 



Site 1 
I 

Photognphs: One landsape photo; one closeup photo. 

Dominant Lilhologyr 
I 

Video: 

FormiitionlLTnit: 

1 G m m l  Monnation: 1 Prridotite rocks (typically up to 50 cm) dominant Orher ultmmdïcs or rnafics may be present 

Tape #1, 0:f 7:SO - 024:II. 

Unnamed @dotite intrusion 

I Munsell Colours: I Fresh and w&ered d a c e s  typically paie green (10G 6/2) to gnyish green (10G 412). Wrathered 
d a c e s  also commonly -moderate reddish brown (10R 4/6). 

Samples: 
--- - 

6 ultramafic sarnples (13 cm, 1 1 cm, 1 1 cm, 9 cm, 7 cm. 6.5 cm). Vegetation s;unplod 

Thin Section: 

Wmthering Statr: 

Site 2 
I 

Thïn Seaion I-1: Sample mainiy Eomposed of augite ( ~ p i a l i y  -2 mm; have larnelli - "exolved p h " ) .  
Original orhqymxene bas been replaced by carbonate and dori te  (this is seen most easily dong the left- 
hand edge of the thin -onb 

Many expwed surfaces weathefed reddish brown h m  green- 

Vegetrition: Covef Rank 1-2 (stn-ps of vegetaîion 4 m across are locally -)- 
Signiiïcant Varieriesr BlacWgreen lichens, gms, moss @redomimtly Rhacomitnlrm ianuginosum)- 
Oiha Varieties Noted: None- 

Dominant Lithology. 
1 

Photographs: 

Vidzo: 

G m m l  Information: Tonalita r& (typically up to 70 cm). Very scattered tan-weathering rocks are present (typically 4 0  cm). 
1 

One landsupe photo; one closrup photo. 

Tape # 1,0:25:37 - 0:27:54. 

Slunsell Colours: ( Fresh and weathsted surfaces typically medium gray ( N S )  IO medium dark gray (N4). 

Samplrs: 3 tondite samplrs (10,8, 7 cm). Vagetation samplrd 
1 

Thin Section: ( Thin Section 2-1: Samplr has a rnortar terdure (grain-süe reduction / rctcrystallizatioa around dges of 
larger aystals). Sample mainly c o m p o d  of qucirlz (typically É1.5 mrn),~p~agioclase frldspar (typically 
C1.S mm). and epidote. Also present are srricite and radiating / fibrous chlorite (anomalous blue 
bireîibgznce nomi). 

Wmthering State: 1 Surface minetals not appreciably a l t r r d  

Vegetat ion: I Cover Rank: 1 - 
Significant Viuieties: G r d l a c k  lichens (hcluding Orphniospora moriopsis). Otha Varktia Noted: 



Site 4 
Photognphs: One landscape photo: one closeup p h o .  

Site 3 
Photognphs: 

Video: 

FormationlLTNt: 

Dominant Lithology 

G r n d  Information: 

M u t l ~ l l  Colours: 

Samplrs: 

Thin Section: 

Weathaing State: 

Vegetrition: 

Dominant Lithology: Vrgc~ation cover is at I d  80% Most txposrd rocks are pelites (schists). 
I 

One landscape photo; one cioseup photo. 

Tape #1,027:54 - 0 3  1:Ol- 

Unnamed tooalite intnision. 

Tonalite. 

Tonalite racks (typically up to 70 cm). BeQock is Iocally exposed Tan-weathkg mafic and ul t runak 
rocks (typically <20 cm) are present but minor- 

Fresh and weathered tonalite surfaces typically medium gray (NS) to medium dark gray (N4)- 

5 rock s~npies: 3 tonaiite rodcs (9 cm, 9 cm, 8 cm), and 2 tan-weatherïng rocks (1 I cm, 8 cm). 

None. Rrfsr to section 2-1. 

Surfkce mùiemls of tonalite rocks not appreciably aitrred. 

Cover Rank- O. 
Signifiant Varïet.ia: Green~black lichens (includuig Orphntospora monopsrs). Orher Varirtis Noted: 
None, 

Vidro: 
.- - - 

Tape #1.032:14 - 0 3 3 3  1. 

1 Munsell Colours: 1 Schists medium gray (NS) to medium dark gray (34). 

Gmeral Information: Site is a relatively poorly ddned, gtassy meadow, with very linle e-uposure of rock (rocks typiuily <30 
cm). hfost e.uposed rocks are schists; tan-weatheruig d c  and uluamafic rocks are prxnt but minor- 

- 

Samples: 

Thin Section: 

Vegrtation: Cover Ra& 5. 
SignScant Vaïeties: grern/black Lchrns, gnss, and scattered Salk spp. Other Van'etiss 'lotrd: None. 

- - -  - - 

2 schist samples (8 an 7 cm). Vegetation sampld 

None. 

Weaihcrïng State: Surface minerais of schist not appreciably altered. 



Dominant Litholow 

G c n a l  Information: t- 

Site 5 

One iandscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #1.036:02 - O:38:4O. 

Photogrriphsr 

Vidco: 

Formation/Unit: 

Dominant Litholow 

Gmznl information: 

bfunsell CoIours: 

SmpIes: 

Thin Srdon: 

Wathe~ülg State: 

Vègetation: 

Vegetation cover is at least 90?& l 

One landscape photo; a l e  closeup photo. 

Tape #1.034:07 -036:02. 

Spartan Group. 

Vegetation mver is at least 90% 

Site is a relatively poorly rirain* grassy, vegetatïonally diverse meadow, with asentidly no e-uposure of 
rock Small pools of standing water are prisent but minoc- 

rila 

Vegetation sampled 

None 

d a  

Covcr Rank- 5. 
Sigdkant Vmaneties; gray scartered Safix spp.. and moss (predominantiy Rhacomirriurn lanuginosum). 
Oiher Varieties NOM: couon 

Site is a relatjvely well drain& meadow consistuig d y  of gras and mas- Rock e.qmures uith 
dimensions ofup to -5 m are present but minor. Fra-sor id  circls consishg of smalla rocks (typically 
<7 cm) are pr-t but minor- 

d a  

Nonr. 

d a  

Cover Rank: S. 
Significant Varirties: moss ipredominuitly Rhacomrtrium lanuginosum) and scattered gras- 0th- 
Vm-des Notrd. Salk  SDW. 



1 Dominant Lithology: 1 Pelite. 

Site 7 
Photographs: 

Video: 

FormationiUnitr 

One landscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #1.038:40 - 0:42:57. 

Spartan Group, 

Grnrnl Information: 

Thin Section: None- 

Site dominateci by schist (rocks typicaliy up to 30  cm fiost-socted circlts consisting of d e r  rocks 
(typically -3 cm) are presem Tan-weathering mafic and uftramafic rocks (~pical ly  <20 cm) are present in 
significant arnounts. 

SIunsell Colours: 

Weatherùig State: Sorne schist surfaces w&ed grernish or brownish gray fiom gray- 
I 

Schisls g n y  (N5) to medium dark gray (N4) to brownish gray (5YR 4/1) to greenish gray (5GY 
4'1). Fresh surfaces oftan-wveathcring rocks & r d  gray (SGY 6/1); weathered surfaces -moderate 
brown ( S m  4/1)- 

Site 8 
I I 1 

Vegrtation: Cover R a r k  3- 
Significant Varieties: rnoss (predomuiantly Rhacomim'um lanuginosurn), grmi-black lichens, Cassiope 
terragona. Other Varielies Notedr grass. 

Gmtral uiformation: Site is a poorly drainai grassy meadow with sent ia l ly  no rock eCvposure. 
I 

Photognphs: 

Video: 

Formatiodünit: 

Dominant Lithology: 
: 

Munsell Colours: nia 
I 

One luidscape photo only. 

Tape #1.0:42:57 -0:43:48. 

Spartan Group. 

Vegetation cover is at least 95%. 

Synplrs: / Vegetation samplrd 
1 

Thin Section: Nonr. 
I 

Vegetation: Cover Rank: 5. 
Signifiant Varieticsr gnss. Oîhrr Varietirs Notedr Cotton 



Xfunsell Colours: I 

Vegetation: I 

Gsneral Information: 

Thin Section: 

Weathering State: 

Vegetation: I 

Site 9 
1 

o n e  ~ands~ape  photo; one c~oseup photo. I 
Tape #L, 0:4430 - 0 ~ 4 8 3 3 -  

Spartan Group. 

Pelite. 

Site comists of dominant schh (rocks Qpically up to 1 10 cm), and scanmd tan-weaihZnng matIc and 
ultramatic rocks (typically up to 30 cm). 
. --- -- -- - - -- 

Schist light gray (N7) to dark gray (N4). Tan-weahaing rocks da& yellowish orange (lOYR 6%) to 
medium brown (5YR 414); fi.esh surfaces greenish gray (SG 611) to medium d;irk gay (N4). 1 
- - 

Ssfhistsamples(ll cm.9 cm,9 cm. 5 m);Ztan-weatheruigsynpl~(8cm. 8 cm). 

None- 

Surface minerals of schist are not a-ably a l W  Surface coating of schists by greenlblack lichen is 
significant Tan rocks wealhered reddish bmwn fiom green. 

Cover Rank i (but is a thin. long site, surroundd by grasses. so prripkd pivels will be mixai)- 
Significmt Varietks: m t a c k  lichens. scattered Cassiope terragona and moss (predominantly 
Rhacomirnum lanuginosum)- Other Varietia Noleci: None. 

Site 10 
i 

One luidscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #1.0:4833 - 0.:48:56. 

Petite. 

Site consïsts ofdomhant schist (rocks Qpically up to 60 cm, and >120 cm in places), md signifiunt tan- 
wrathering mafic and ultramafic r& (typically up to 30 cm). 

Schïst light gray (N7) to dark gray (Na). Tan-wealhering rocks dark yellowish orange (LOYR 6/6) to 
medium b r o w  (5\X 414); fie& surfaces greenish g a y  (SG 6!1 J to medium dark gray (N4). 

4schistsamples(9cm,9 cm.Scm.6cm); 5tan-~eatheringsamples(9cm,9cm, 7cm,7an, Scm). 
Vegetation siunplai. 

None. 

Surface min& of schist not appreciably alterd Surface c o h g  ofschiçts by gernlblack lichen is 
signiticant Tan rocks wetheted reddkh brown h m  green 

Cover Rank: 2 . 1 
Signifiant Varieties: Cassiope terrugona and moss (prdomuiantly Rhacomitnum lanug~nosum). 0 t h ~  
Varirties Noteâ: None. 



One landxape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #1,0:48:56 - 0149:07, 

Dominant Lithology: 1 Vegetation cover at least 9536. 

Gcnml Information: Site is a well draineci grassy meadow. 

Vegetation sampled. 

Thin Section: Norie, 
1 

Significant Varïeties: dry gras. Soi& spp., a d  moss (predomütantly Rhuconrrtnztm fanug~nosrcm). aher 
Varietics N o t d  None. 

P hotognphs: 

Video: 

Forrnatio~unit: 

Dominant Lithoiogy: 

Gened Monnation: 

Thin Section: 

Vegetation: 

Site 12 
One landscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape XL,0:49:07 - 0:49:21 (baüer power low). 

Watts Group. 

Prridotite and pelite. 

Surface covmed mainly with ultramafic materiais daïved h m  adjacent peridotitc mound, Splircan Group 
schist is dso present in signiiïcant amounts. 

- - - - - - - - - 

Fr& surfaces of paidotite: dusky yellow green (SGY 512) to d x k  gromkh gay (5GY 411) to dYlc gray 
(N3). Weathered surfa- of peri&tit~: light brown (SYR 516) to modrrate brown (5YR 414). 

- - - -- 

10 rocks (cl  1 cm); schist and mat?dultramafic ~amples. 

None- 

Many petidotite rocks w e a t h d  reddish brown h m  green 

Cover Rank 3 overalI (1-4). 
Significant Varietiesr moss (predominantly Rhacornirr?unt Canuginosum), gras. m e r  Varïetks 'Tot&: 
Cassrope terrugona. 



Site 13 
I 

Photopphs: landscape phdo; closeup photo- 

Vidto: Tape #L, 0:4921 - 0:4937 (banery powerlow). 

Dominant Lithology: 
I 

C e n a a l  Womtion: ( Rocks and bedruck e.qmsures typially up to 3 m across, qameù by areas o f m a n  and -ver- 
I 

Munsell Colours: 1 Schk  light gay <N7) to darlc gray (N3). 
1 

Weathhg Statr: 1 Sudice mmolls of schÏst not a l t d  

Samplzs: 

Thin Srction: 

2 schist samples (14 cm, 13 cm). Vegetation sampld 

None. 

Site 14 
I 

Vegctation: 

Photopphs: 1 Two I a n c i s c a ~  photor: one closeup photo. 
1 

Cover 3 overall. 
Signïficant V~ktikS: grerniblack lichens (inciuding AllantoparmeIia alpicola), moss (predominantly 
Rhacomim~um lanrrginosum). gras, Cuss~ope retragona. M e r  Varietics Noteci: Noue- 

Vidro: Tape #1.0:49-37 - 0:49:47. 

FormationlUnit: 

Dominant Lilhologyr 

Thin Section: None. 
I 

Spartan Group. 

Priite. 

Grnaal Information: 

Xf unsrfl Coiours: 

Weathzring State: Surface m î n d  of schist not a l t e r d  
1 

Pelite is exposed mainly in the form of bedrock ndges -2040 m across; ridge lengths c m  cxceed 100 m 
Bedrock ndges are separated by m-able cXknb of rnoss and gniss cover- Individuai rocks are typically 
4 rn 

Schist light gray (Ni) to dark gray (N3)- 

I Cover rank -3 overall (lower at bedrock ridges, and higha W e e n  bcdrock ridges). 
Siflcant Varielis: grm'black lichens (~cludmgitl lan~opamelia aipicola), moss (predominantly 
Rhacamrtnurn lanuglnosum), gnss. Oiher Viuieties Notrd: None- 



Site 15 

I GrnmI  lnforrnation: Lntramafic rocks are tjpicaily cZO cm (note: these rocks are generaiiy much smallalhyi in surrounding 1 areas, where ihe dim~a iora  ofmclu can typicaiiy exceed m metre). 

Photographs: 

Video: 

FomationlLlnit: 

Dominant Litholow 
t 

One landscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape K1,0:5130 - 05330 .  

Watts Group. 
-. 

Peridotjtn 

Samples: 10 peridotite samples (al1 c8 cm). 
I 

Munsell Colours: 

1 Thin Section: 1 None. 

Fresh +dotite surfhcs: medium light gray (N6) to medium daAc gray (N4) to greenish Wdered  
perïdotite surfaces cornmonly pale yellowish orange (IOYR 816) to daric yellowish o m g e  (LOYR 66) to 
Iight brown (5YR 516). 

Site 16 

Weathrruig Statr: 

Vegetation: 

- - -- 

Rocks weather orangehonn h m  gray and greenisfi gay- 

Cover Rank O. 
Signifiunt Variecies: greenlblack lichens (including Orphnrospora moriopxrs). 0th- Viuï&*es Notai: 
None. 

Photogmphs: 

Video: 

I 
- - - 

Cover Rank: O. 
Signifiant Varietirsr g r e d l a c k  lichens (including Orphnrospora monopsis). 0 t h ~  Varieiiu Notd: 
None- 

One landscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #L, 05330 - 0:56:09- 

FormationLinit: 

Dominant Lithology: 

Gènsral Information: 

hiunseIl Colours: 

Samples: 

Thin Section: 

W e a t h k g  Stata: 

- -- - -  

Watts Group. 

Païdotite. 

Surfaces of rocks are mostly darker (drirk gray) than surrounding materïals, which are more r d o m g e  (or. 
at Site 15. lighter gray). Individual rocks typidly  cl m; some tdrock e.vposures Iarger. 

Fresh perïdotite surfaces: medium dark gray (N4). Exposeci peridotite surfaces: darlc greenish gray (SG 
411) and d;uk gray (N3; possibly fiom lichen covec) and moderate brown (SYR 4i4 and 5YR 314). 

6 perïdotite samples (dl <8 cm). 

None. 

Rocks weather brown and gray fÎom gray- 



Video: 

Formation/L:nit: 

Site 17 

Dominant Lithology 

Photographs: 

Video: 

Fomatioflnit:  

Dominant Lithologyr 

Gmeral Information: 

Murml1 Colours: 

S m p l a :  

Thin Sedon: 

Grnaal Information: 

One Iandscape photo; ocie clo!ieup photo. 

Tape #1,0:56:09 - 0:58:16. 
Watts Group. 

Peridotite 

Rd- luid orange-weaihering boulderterraui. Individual bouldrrs and bedrock exposures typically <) m 

Fresh peridotite surfaces: greenish gay (5G 6/ 1) to pyish black (N2)- Weathered wdot i t e  surfaces: 
Iight brown (5YR 516) to moderate bmwn (5YR 314)- 

4 peridotite s ~ n p l e s  (a11 <8 cm). 

None. 

Thin Section: 

-- 

Rocks weather brown tiom greenish gray and grayish black- 

Cover Rank O. 
Signiîïcant Vmkties: grsenhlack lichens (including Orphniospora monopsis). Orher Varkties N o t d  
None. 

Site 18 
One Imdscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #1,0:58:16 - i:00:13. 

Watts Group. 

Red- and orange-weathering bouldcry terrain- Boulders t y p i d l y  c1.2 m &dr& exposaares are present 
but minor. 

Fresh païdotite surfaces: m - s h  gray ( S G  611) to grayish black @2). Wrathaed perïdotite surfaces: 
light brown (5YR 516) to modrnte brown (5YR 314); surfaces also commonly c ? !  gray (N3; possibly 
fiom lichen cover). 

5 pcridotite samples (al1 c8 cm). 

Thin Section 18-1: Sarnple is simiIar to that of  1-1, but drgree of  aitmtion is g r a t a -  &@te is present 
(typicaily -1-5 mm with exolution textures), as well as chlorite (in the f o m  of veins and ~u>mmonly with a 
fibrous and radiahg habit). This sample had more orthopyroxene to stact with chan that of 1-1; al1 
orchopyroxene in 18-1 has dtered to opaques (orighd -1 centre), fibmus talc (middle), and epidote 
(A)- 

Rocks weaiha brown and gray fiom grcenish gray and grayish black. 

Cover Rank: O. 
Signiiicant Vm-desr g r d l ~ c k  Iichrns (including Orphniospora monopsrs, and probably Aspicdia sp.). 
mer varietieties: None. 



Site 19 
I 

Photographs: One landscape photo; one clo5eup photo- 
I 

Dominant Lithologyr 

Vidco: 

Fomtion/LTnitr 

Thin Section: 

Tape #1, 1:00:13 - 1:03:26. 

Watts Group. 

Red- and orange-weaihecing bouldsr terrain Bou~drrs typidly 4 . 2  m ui places, darkzr g r a ~ k h  rocks 
such as those seen at Site 16 are present Bedmck e?cposures are present but minor- 

Fresh mdotite surfaces: combuiation of dvk gray (N3) and g r h h  gay (SGY). Most e-uposed surfaces: 
g r a m  orange ClOYR 714) to light h w n  (5YR 516) to medium brown (SYR 414). 

Most d a c e s  are weathered reddish brown fiom dyk gray 1 green 

Covzr Rankr O. 
Significant Varietics: g r d i a c k  lichms (ïncluding Orphniospora morropsis). Oiha Vm-etis Note& 
None- 

Gmml Information: 

Samples: 

Thin Section: 

Weathrring Statè: 

Vegctation: 

Site 20 
f 

One lanckcape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape litl, 1:03:26 - 1:07:15. 

Varïably green u l t r d ~ c  rocks (some highfy serprntùiüed; others orange-wauiaïng as seen at previous 
sites), Rocks typically CI m; d l e r  rocks (on the order oftzns of cm's) are more prevdmt at this site 
than at previous sites. 

Fresh and exposed surfa-: grayish yellow green (SGY 712) and dark gray (33). Somr surfaces w a t h a d  
dYk yellowish orange (10YR 6/6) to moderate brown (SYR 414). 

13 ultramafic samples (al1 <9 cm). 1 

Some rocks weathered brown fiom dark gray and green I 
Cover Rank 1- 
Significant Varktirs: gern/black iïcichrns (including Orphniospora morropsrr),rnoss (predorninantly 
Rhacomrtnum Ianuginosum), gras. m e r  Varinies Noted: None. 



Site 21 
I 

~hotognpï~s: 1 one  lamisape photo; one cioseup photo. 

Dominant Lithology 1 Pecidotite- 
I 

Video: 

F o n n a t i o f l ~ t  

Grnerai Information: 1 Rocks typically 0 0  cm Ivger rocks are peseW Frost-hsaved and fbt-sorted fatuces psar 
I 

Tape #l, 1:07:15 - 1:09:03. 

watts Group. 

Munscll CoIours: 

Weathaing State: 

Fresh peridotite surfaces: medium dark gray (N4) and pals yellowish green (IOGY 712). Most surfaces 
weathered pale yellowish brown (10YR 6/2) to dark ycllowish orange (IOYR 6/61 to light brown (SYR 
516) to modrratc brown (SYR 414). 

Samplcsr 

Thin Section: 

Same rocks weathered brown h darIc 1 

14 u l t r a d c  sarnples, most of which have similv chYlict-çs to the perïdotite sampla of nrarby sites 
(a11 <8 cm). 

None. 

Cover Rank O or 1. 
Significant Vmieti*es: moss (predomüuntly Rhacomirnum ianuginosum), scattcfed gases- 0th- 
Varïeties Noted: None. 

Site 22 
Photognphs: One landscapc photo; one closeup photo. 

Vidto: Tape $1, 1:09:03-1:09:51. 

DomiBant Litholog- 

1 Muml1  Colours: 1 Basalt dark gray (Na) to medium gray (N5). Surfaces rarely weathered to light bmwn (5YR 516)- 

Basalt. 

Gmrral kiformation: Outcrops of bas& (outcrops typically 1-10 m amos)- Surface collafions of individual rocks are generally 
not presenc relatively smooth becfrodc dominates. There are no tan- or orange-weathering rocks. 

Samples: 

- - pp -- - - -  

3 basalt ~amples (1 1 cm, 8 cm, 7 cm). 

Thin Section: Thin Section 22-1: Basalt sample mainiy composeci of amphibole (c0.6 mm: probably actinolits) m d  
rpidote (~0.1  mm), wfiich are arrangeci in thui layers and lrnses. 

Weathcring Sfate: 

Vegetation: 

Most surfacs not appreciably aitered 

Cover Rank: 3-2. 
Significant Varietia: moss (predominantly Rhacomimum ianuginosum), green/black lichens. Other 
Vmaneties Notai: None. 



Dominant LithoIogy: 

One landscape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape #1, Ir1038 - 1:13::03. 

Genrnl Information: 

Samples: 1 4 basalt -les (9 cm, 6 cm. 5 n 5 cm). Vegetatïon s~np[ed. 

Bairock (individual outmops typicdly 1-7 m across) and rocks (typically c40 cm), There are no tan- or 
orange-weathering rodcr 

Munssll Colours: 

Thin Section: 

Fr& basalt surhces: gteenish gray (SG 6lL). E'cposed surfaces typiully w&ereà dark greenish gray 
(SGY 411), and rarely brownish gray (SYR 411). 

Thin Sedon 23-II (very sùnilar to 29-1). W t  sample &Iy composed of  actinolite (<O- 1 mm) and 
epidote (CO. 1 mm). 

Video: 

Formationlunit: 

Dominuit Lithology: 

Grnrral Information: 

Wlathrring Statsr 

Vegstation: 

Thin Section: 

Surface minerals of basah g e n d l y  not appeciabIy altcred 

Cover Rrink: 3. 
SigniGcant Varieties: g r d l a c k  lichcms, grass, .mas (predominantly Rhacomirnurn lanugrnosum), 
Cassrope terragona- Chher Varietk Notod: None- 

Site 24 
One landsape photo; one cioseup photo. 
- - - - - - - - - 

Tape #1, 1:13:03 - 111554. 

Watts Group. 

Site consists of rocks (typicdly 8 4 0  cm across) and birdrock e.xposurrs. &drock e.vposures are notas 
widespread here as they are at Site 23- Frost-sorted fature~ are p r m t  Tm- and orange-weatherkg rocks 
(typically 10-30 cm) are present but minor. 

Fr& basalt: groenish gray (5G 6/1) and medium bluish gray (SB 611). Exposai bas& surfam grernish 
gray (SGY 611) and rarely broun o r  d d & h  brown Tan- and orange-weathecïng rocks: fi&: medium 
d;uk gray (N4); exposed: moderaie yellowish brown (IOYR 514) to reddish brown). 

2 basalt samples (1 1 cm, 9 cm) and 2 tan- and orange-weathhg ultramdic rocks (9 cm, 6 cm). 

- 

Surface minerais of basait gmrrally no1 appreciably altcred 

Cover Rank: -3. 
SignXant Varktirs: gmdblack lichens, moss (predominantly iUracomrrntïm lanugrnomm), Cassrope 
retragona, grass. Orha  Varieties Notd: None. 



Site 25 
Photopphsr Ow landscapephoto; ane closeup photo. 

Video: 

FonnationîUnitr 

Dominuit Litholow- 

Weathering State: 

Tape ifl, 1:15:54 - 1:18:11. 

Mapplrd as Watts Group basalis, but rocks cltarly are ulrtam;rfic- 

M d y  u l t d c  rocks @endotite)- 

Munxll Colour';: 

Sampies: 

Rocks we;itfiered brown h m  dark gray and green, 

Gsneral Information: Mound of tan- and orange-weathaing rocks (rocks typidly  10-20 cm; up to -1 rn rocks presmt). There 
are very few o r  no rocks with similar clianctenstia to those of nearby Site 24 and Site 23. 

- - -- 

Fresh surfacesr dark gray (N3) and dark green& gray (SGY 4/1). Exposai surfaces: -mademe brown 
(5YR 414). 

4ultramatïcsamples:8~7cm,6cm,6cm 

Covrr Rade 2-1. 
Signïîïcant Varieries: gras, moss @redomin;uitiy Rhacomi~ifum lanuginosurn), Carsiope terrugona. 
mer Varïeties Noted: None 

Site 26 
Photograpiii: One landscape photo; one ctoseup photo. 

Video: 

FormationlUnit: Watts Group. 
1 

Dominant Lithology: 1 M t  and gabbro. 

Gzneral Information: 

Smples: 1 9 simples (ail <8 mi), 6 ofwhich are coarse-grained ( c r y d s  up to -1 5 mm). 
1 

Surface covmed by large (typically 60-1 10 cm) rocks of basaltic composition (variable grain sizes). The 
rocks weathm tan and orange in srnail patchrs, but oiherwk are coloured rnuch as ihc materials at. e.g, 
Sites î 3  and 24. 

XlunsciI Coiours: Fresh gabbro surfaces: d;irk gr&h gray (SGY 411) minmls in grayish yellow green matrix (SGY 712). 
E-vposcd surfaces typically greenish gray (SGY 611) and occasionally light brown (SYR 516). 

Thin Section: Thin Sectîon 26-1: Sample has gabbroic texture, and consists d y  of amphîboles (c0.8 mm) that arr 
pseudomorphs after au@, and îhat are king replaced by fibrous actinolite (<O. 1 mm), A h  present are 
fm-grainai epidote and albite, unihtified brown fme-graineci mata-als, and Fe-oxides. 

Vegewtion: Cover Rank: -1 - 
SignXcant Varïeties: greenhlack lichens, da& lichens, moss @redomui;uitly Rhacomitnwn lun~rgznosum), 
grass, Cassiope terragona. Olhrr Varieties Noted: None 



Site 27 
r 

Photognphs: 1 One landscape photo; m clavup photo. 
I 

Video: Tape $1, 131:07 - 1 r23:28- 

-- - 

Dominant Lithology: Basah 

G c n d  utformation: Frost-sortcd circles (cücla typically 1-1 5 m in smoss) of d l  basaltic rocks (typically <4 cm)- 

Munsel! CoIours: d a  

Samples: Vegetation m p l d  

Thin Section: None- 
- 

Weatherùig State: da 

Vegetation: Cover Rank- 4 5 .  
Significrint Varietia: gras, rnoss (predominantly Rhacomrtnüm lanugrnosum), Cassrope rerragonu, and 
othm. Other Varietieties NotecL Cotton, lichens. 

Site 28 
1 

Photographs: One landsape photo; one c l m p  photo. 

Vidro: Tapc #l,  L:23:28 - 1:25:28. 

ForrnationlUnit: Watts Grwp. 

Dominant Lithology: 
1 

Gmrral Information: Rocks sunilar to those of Site 27, but m k s  ;ue targer (typidly G O  cm), and the sorted circles are iùso 
slighfiy luger (typicaliy 1-2 m amos). Tan-weathechg rocks are prescnt but muior- 

Xlunscll Colours: Fresh surfaces: greenish gray (5G 611). Exposed surfaces: d a k  g r d h  gray (SGY 411) and more rarely 
p y i s h  orange- 

Thin Section: None. 
1 

W t a t h e ~ g  State: 1 ROCL~ w u ~ m e d  diacrent shades o~grm- si^ gray and bmu-n, fiom green%h gray- 
1 

Vegetation: Cover RYik- 4. 
Signitïunt Varisties: g r d l a c k  lichens, graçs, moss (predorninantly Rhacomirriicm lanrigirrosum), 
Cassiope terragona, 0th- unidenrifird vascular plants. Otha Varieties Noted: conon o tha  Lichens. 



Site 29 
I 

Photognphs: 1 One 1- photo; one closeup photo. 

I G m d  idormation: Surface covered by rocks (typically <70 cm) of basaltic composition. The rocks weather tan and orange in 
small patches, but O- are coloured much as îhe materials a& e.g, Si ts  23 and 24. 

V I . ~ :  

Formation/Unitr 

Tape $1, 1:25:28 - 1:29:20. 

Waüs Group. 

Samples: 1 8 basalt -les (dl C9 cm). 

Munsef 1 Colours: 

-- - -- 

Fresh surfaces: greenish gny (SG 61 1). E.vpoxd surfaces: greenish gray (SGY 611)- 

Site 30 
1 1 

Thin Section: 

Weatherhg State: 

Vegrtationr 

Thin Section 29-1: Sample composed mainly of actinolite (d .2  mm) which forms pseudomorphs f i e r  
augite Alsa present are qidote (CO.2 mm; replacing plagioclase feldspar) and caicite (in a vein). 

Weathered gr& gray h m  greenish gray- 

Cover Rank: 2-3. 
Signifiant Viuieties: g r d l a c k  lichens, moss (predominantiy Rhacomirnum lanuginosurn), Cassxope 
tetragona, grass, Salir spp. m e r  Varïeties Notedr None 

Photognphs: 

Video: 

Two lan- photos; one closeup photo. 

Tape #1,13033 - 133:06. 

Dominant Lithology: 

XfunselI Colours: 1 Frerh surfaces: green& g a y  (5G 61 1). Exposed surfaces: -du* gremish gray (SGY 411). 

- - - - -  - -  

Basait 

Grnerai Information: Outcrops of basaltic brdrock (outcrops typiully 1-5 rn). Loose rocks are also p r m t  (typidly -30 cm). 
Sitc located at small but distinctive H-shaped laice- 

Thin Section: 

Weaîherïng Stiitr: 

-- -- - - - - -- 

Thin Section 30-1: Sample composed of actinolite (<0.1 mm), epidote (~0 .05  mm), albits (<0.05 mm), and 
cakite (<0.6 mm)- 

Wathrred greenish gray tiom grrmish gray 

Vegetation: Covcr Rank: 2-3. 
Sipnit?cant \rm-eties: g r d l a c k  lichens (hcluding Orphniospora monopsis), gnss. moss @rrdomui;uitly 
Rhacomirnum lanuginosurn), Salk  spp. mer V'e t ies  Noted: None. 



Photognphs: 

Vidco: 

Munsell Colours: r 
1 ~ h i n  section: 

Site 31 
Two landsape photos; one closeup photo. 

Tap #1, L35:06 - 1:3727. 

Luge bedrock outcrops dominate (expasures have dimensions on the order of  10's of rnetres). Site Iocated 
at distinctive "double lake'.- 

Fresh surfaces: greenish gray (5G 611). E .  surfices: dark greaiish gray (SGY 411 1) to Iigfit olive 
gray (5Y 6/ 1)- 

5 b u l t  samples (c 1 1 cm). 

- - - .- - - - - -- - 

Weattiered greenish gray fiom grernish gray. G r d l a c k  lichen signiticant 

Cover Rank: 2.-3. 
Significant Varieties: g r d I a c k  lichens (ulcluding OTphniospora monopsis), grass, moss (predomuiantiy 
Rhacomitnum lunug~noszim), Cussiope retragona. Sahi  spp. O h r  Viuieties Noted: 0th- lichens. 

Site 32 
Photognphs: 

Video: 

Munsrll Colours: 1 Frsh d a c e s :  gresnish gay ( 5 0  6/11. Exposai sunaces: greenish gray to light olive p y  (JY 611). 
1 I 

TWO landscape photos; one closeup photo- 

Tape $1, 137:27 - L:4030- 

G a e n l  information: Large bedrock outcrops dominate (exposures have dimensions on the order of IOS of meIres). Site 
properti-es are vrry sunilar to those of Site 3 1- 

Wzathenng Statc: Wrathcred green& gray and olive fkom g& p y -  
I I 

Sarnples: 

Thin Section: 

7 basalt sarnpks (124 cm). 

None. 
4 

Vegctation: Covcr Rank: 2-3. 
Signiticant Varides: greeniblack lichens (inciuding Orphniospora moriopsis), grass, moss (predomùiantly 
Rhacomitnum laniigrnos~m), Cass~ope ferragona, Salk spp. Other Varietits Noted: None- 



Site 33 

Dominant Lithology: 1 Petidotite, 

Photographsr 

Video: 

Fomtiofi-nit: 

Genrrril Monnation: Outcrop of tan-wcathering ullramaflc bedlo~k 
I 

TWO landsc3pe photos; one cIoseup photo. 

Tape XI, 1:41:47 - 1:43:33. 

Watts Group- 

S m p l s :  1 7 paidotite samples (<9 Rn). 
1 

XIurisrlI Colours: Fresh surf-: -medium gray (NS). Most r-xposed surfacesr very pale orange (10YR 812) to gnyish 
orange (10YR 7/4). 

Thin Section: Thin Seaion 33-1: Sample is aimost dreIy serpentinired (serpentine qslak typically 4-05 mm)- 
Trains of opaques (possibly magnethe; & are -&O5 mm wi&) e.wd for up to 10 mm_ OIivine or 
augite are also presmt (crystais typically -03 mm). 

Wratherùig Sutc: 

Site 34 
1 

Rocks wealked pale orange fiom gray- 

Vrgrtation: 

Photographs: One landscape photo; two closcup photos. 

Cover Rank 1-0- 
Significant Varhies: whitelgmmhlack lichens on rock surfaces, moss (predominantly Rhacamrtrium 
Ianugmosum), Salir spp-. Cassrope retragona, F. Other Varietirs Noted: None. 

Dominant Lithology: 1 Peridotite. 

Vidzo: 

Formation/LTnit: 

Tape #1, 1:43:33 - 1:48:56. 

Wam Group. 

General Information: 

Samplrs: 1 5 petidotite siunples (1 1-5 cm). 

Outcrop ofuIvamafic rock Most rock is weathered reddish-tan. Large serpentine mases e x i d  for cm's 
to m's in Wock This site is reprrsentative of much of the surrounding bedmck outcrop, apart Erom the 
zone that makes up Site 33 (which is weathered a tan colour). 

Munsell Colours: 

Thin Section: None. 
I 

Frrsh surfaces: da* gray (N3) and crysîak that are da& g r e d  gray (SGY 411). Esposai surfaces: Iight 
brown (5YR 96) to modrrate brown (SYR 414). 

W a h ~ g  State: Rocks watherrd brown fiom grayigreen. 

Vrgrtation: Cover Rank: 0-1. 
Significant Va"eties: None. Oihrr Vacirties Xoted: None. 



Site 35 
Photograpfts: One luwlscape photo oniy 

Dominant Lithology: 1 Pelitr. 
- -- - 

rocks on zdge of much larger outcrop of ultramatic rocks- This site is very m a i l  and, b u s e  of 
t h e  constrain&. was not examinecl as îhocoughly as the other sim. 
- -  

Munsrl Colours: Fresh d a c e s :  medium dark gray (N4). Exposed surfaces: lighter shadrs of  gray- 

Smplzs: 1 pelite (biotite schist) sample (1 I cm), 

Thin Section: None- 

Weathering State: 1 Wsathered to lighter shades of gray. 

Vegetation: Cover Rark 3 4 -  
Significm Vari&es: gras, greenlblack lichens, moss (predominantly Rhacomitrium lanuginosum)~ Other 
Varieiies Noted: None, 

Photographs: 

Video: 

Dominant Lithology: 

GznènI information: 

Munse Il Colours: 

Thin Section: 

Site 36 
One Iandscap photo; one closeup photo- 

Tape #2,0:7:41 - O:lO:l6. 
- - - - - - - -- - - 

Chukotat Group- 

Bad t  

Both a) tan-watherïng and b) dark grrenish rocks present @th samp1ed)- Bedrock rOCvposure <20?6. Most 
rocks C60 cm. but some > 1 m M m e - d e ,  lm-shriped fratura in Wock outcrops may be flanmed 
pillou3- 

Fresh surfices: grrrnish gray (SG 611). Exposed surfaces: moderate brown (5YR 414) to Iight b r o ~ n  (5YR 
5/6). 

- - .- - -- 

Wathaed to brown fiom gray- 

Cover Ranlc 0-1 - 
Significant Vmirties: g r d l a c k  lichens (including Rhizocarpon geographicurn), gras, moss 
(predorninantly Rhacomim~~im ianuginosum). Otha Varieties Notrd: None 



- -- 

Video: 

FornationNiut: 

Dominant Li tholos  

Genenl riiformation: 

Pho topph :  

Video: 

Formation/CiNt: 

Dominant Lithotom 

-- - 

Thin Section: 

Site 37 
Three l ads~ape  phdos; one claseup photo. 

-- - 

Tape fn, O: 1 I:23 - O: 1332. 

Chukotat Group. 

B a d t  

Large site consisting mainly of bedrock exposures, which are continuous over 10's of metres- Loose rocks 
of a wi& vatiety of sùes are aiso present Mctre-scaie. la-shaped f i i r e s  in bedrock outcrops rnay be 
flanened piIlows. 

Fmh sufiaces: greenish gray (5G 6/1). Exposed surfaces: modemte brown (5YR 4/4) to light brown (5YR 
5/6). 

Wrathered to brown h m  gray- 

Cover Rank O. 
Significant Varkties: greffilblack lichens (ïncluduig Rhizocarpon geographicum). 0th- VmMetk No@ 
None. 

Site 38 
One Imdsc;ipe photo; one clowup photo. 

Tape #2,0:13:22 - 0:15:05, 

Chukotat Group. 

-- 

Wide range of rock sizes; rocks typically c1.5 m 
- . - - - - - - - - - - -- 

Fresh surfaces: grernish gray (SGY 611) to medium gray (N4). Exposrd surfaces: moderate brown (SYR 
4/4) to light brown (5YR 516). 

- - - -  

9 umples (al1 <9 cm). 

Thin Section 38-1: Smple is very much like thur d o n  5 1-1, but &gr= of ah--on is greater (no 
plagioclase feldspar seen; al1 replaced by a high-buefnngence m u i d ;  crystals typictily «0.4 mm). 

Weaihrred brown £tom gray. 

Cover Rank: O. 
Signiîïcarit Varhies: g r d l a c k  lichens (includmg Rhizocarpon geographicurn). Other Vm-etizs Notcd: 
None. 



Site 39 
Photographs: One landscape photo; o w  closeup photo. 

I 

Grneral Information: Large basalt boulders (typically m; a min0n:ty of boulders are 1arger)- 
1 

Video: 

FomationNnitr 

Tape #2,0:17r12 -0:17:44. 

Chukotat Group. 

Samplrs: 4 samples (10-5 cm). 

XlunsrlI Colours: Fresh surfaces: medium light gray (N6) to greenish gray. E.qmsd surfaces: grayish orange (IOYR 714) to 
paie yelloulsh bmwn (IOYR 6l2) to light brown (IOYR 516)- 

Thin Section: Thin Section 39-1: Sarnpls consists mainiy of fibrous and radiating actinolite (cryst;ils typicaliy ~ 0 . 2  mm); 
thus, the sample is pertiaps best labelld as amphiilite. Also present are epidote and s d l  amounts of 
albite and opaques @ossibly magndk). 

Wzriuiering State: 

Site 40 
r 1 

Weathered brown Eiom gray- 

Vegetation: Cover Uatk  O- 
si&btlt VM-&S: @W3lhlafk kh-  Other V ~ - e t i * e ~  Nok& NOIX- 

Photographs: 

Vidtw: 

One lanckape photo; one closeup photo. 

Tape a, 0:17:44 - 0:19:01. 

-- 

Dominant Lithology 

blunsr11 Colours: Fr& pzlite surfaces: medium gray (NS). Fr& m;itic/ultram&c surfaces: greenish p y -  E..rposrd d c  
or ultramrrfic surfaces: grayish orange (LOYR 7/4) to light brown ( S Y R  5/6). 

- 

Pelite. 

Grnerai Infornation: 

Wtnthrring Statr: 1 Su&ace minerais of pelite not apprecbMy altncb Surface coating by greedblack lichen is signiîicanl 
I 

X f d y  small rocks (typically <40 cm, but most -2-1 5 cm). Mafic / ultramaîïc rocks are present (ser 
sampw- 

Vegetation: Cover Rank: 3. 
Signifiant Vmkties: grass, Salk spp., blacktgreen Echens on rocks. 0th- Varicties Noted: white lichens. 



Site 41  
t I 

1 ~ h o t o g n p i ~  1 one tan+ photo; one c~oseup photo. 

Video: 

FonltionNait: 

Tapr *2,0:19:0L-02126- 

Spartan Group. 

Domuimt Lithology; 

Grneral Monnation: 

bfumll Coloun: 

Samplzs: 

Site 42 
I I 1 

Pelite- 

Mostly small rocks (typicaily ~ 4 0  cm. but most -2-10 cm), many of which are !Ïost sortrd ïnto lnegular 
gmupings that have dimensions of -1-L.5 m One sample takm fiom the site is a basalt 

Fresh and w&ered ptlite surfaces: medium dark gray (NJ). Mdic and ultrvnatTc rocks wzathaed pale 
yellowish brown 

4 peiite s~nples  (al1 CL1 cm); one basait sampie- 

Thin Section: 

Weathenng Stiite: 

Vsgemtion: 

None. 

Surfaces of pelitc not appreciably altered 

Cover Rank 4-3. 
Significant Vatides: g r d l a d c  lichens Salir spp.. moss (predomiriyitly Rhacomirrrum lanuginosum), 
grass. Other Vananeties Notrd: white iichens- 

Photognphs: 

Vidro: 

1 Samplss: 1 Vegetation sampld 1 

One landscape photo; one closrup photo, 

T ~ W  $2, 0:21:26 - 0:23:24, 

Fomation/ünit: 

Domulant Lithology 

Thui Section: None. I 

- - -  

Site rests on S p a ~ y i  Group rocks. 

da 

Vzgetation: Covcl Rank: 5. 
Significant Van-rtiss: gnss. 0 t h ~  Varieties Noted: conon 

b 



Site 43 
I I 

( ~hotograpts: 1 TWO 1- photos; one c~oseup photo. 

I Fresh and exposed pelite surfaces: medium gray (N5) to iight gray (Np. Fresh mafk surfaces: greenish 
gray (SGY 611). E.uposed matÏc/ultramaf?c surfaces: dark yellowish orange (1 OYR 6/15) to -1ight olive 
gray (5Y 611). 

Vidro: 

FormationKJnitr 

Dominant Litiiology: 

Genml Monnation: 

Tape #2,0:23:24 - 0:26:00. 

S p a f i a n w p -  

Pelite and basait 

Mixed pelite (typically a 0  cm) and matic Iithologies (basalis; typically CIO cm). 

- 

Samples: 

Thin Section: 

Werirhrring Stak: 

Site 44 
I 

- -- - - - 

6 pelite sampla (CIO cm); 3 basalt sampIes (CIO cm). 

None 

Surfaces of pelite not appeciably altrred Mafic 1 u l ~ c  surfaces weathered orange and gray fiom 
m i s h  gray- 

Vrgctation: Cover RYik: 2-3- 
Significant Vm-eties: gem'black lichens. Cassiope tetragona. mass @redominantly Rhacomitium 
lanug~nosurn), g r a s  Oiher Varides Noted: PJone. 

Dominant Lithologyr 1 da 

Photogaphs: 

Video: 

Two landscape photos; two cioslrup photos. 

Tape a, 0:27:53 - 0 3  134. 
t 

Smplrs: 

Thin Section: 

Vegetation samplsd 

None. 

Vrgctation: Cover Raakr S. 
Signifiunt Varieties: grrrss and shnibs domhite; sluubs heights are up to -1 rn 0 t h ~  Varîeties Noted: 
None. 



Site 45 
1 

Photogrrrphs: 

Video: 

Fresh pelite surfaces: light gray (N7). Exposeci pelite nirfkces: darker gray. Fresh mafic surfaces: greenish 
gray (5GY 6/1). Ex@ dc I u l t m d i c  nirf3ces: pale yellowish brown (IOYR 612) to grayish orange 
(10YR 714). 

One Iandscipe photo; ooe closeup photo. 

Tape H, 0 3  134 - 03927- 

Dominant LithoIogy: 

Grn-ml Infonnatïon: 

Pelite and U t  

PeIite and d c  Iithologies (typically G O  cm). 

- - - - - - - 

Photographs: 

Vidro: 

Formationninit: 

Samplzs: 

Thin Section: 

Weathrring State: 

Vegetation: 

- - -  - 

Dominant Lithoiogy: 

- - - - -  - 

7 samples (allC12 cm); 5 m p l e s  are pelite (schist); 2 are basal&. 

Nane. 

Surfaces of pelite not appreciably alterd Mafic surfaces w d e r e d  orange and gray 6om gr& gray- 

Covcr Rank 3 -4. 
Significant Vatietiesr Green/black lichens, Cassrope rerragona, grasses, white Iichm moss (predominantly 
Rhcomrtnum ianugrnosurn). M e r  Varietirs Noted: None. 

Grnml  Information: 

Munsell Colours: 

Samples: 

Thin Section: 

Site 46 
C a p  site. 

Tape #2,0:37:10 - 0:50:49, and 0:52:00 - 05752-  

This is the main camp site. Esxntially hl1 vegetation cover, ~ith scattaed rocks and boulders present 
(boulders are up to several metres across). 

n/;t 

cover Rank- 5. 
Signifiunt Varietis: gras and rnw (predominantly Rhacomitnrtm Ianuginosum) dominate- 0th- 
varidis noted: Salir spp., cotton Papaver radicaturn, greenhlack lichens. Cassrope rewagona. Oxyna 
digyna, mushrooms, other lichens- 



Site 47 
I I 

Photographr: 

Vida: 

One landscape photo; one cloxup photo. 

Tape #?, 1:0130 - 1:05:11. 

FomtionlL'nit: 

Dominant Lithology 

I 
.- - - - - - - - 

6 pelite simples (al1 cl 1 cm). 1 ultramatic (peridotitr) s ~ i i p l e  (8 cm), and 9 rnafic (basait) sampIes (ail 
c 13 cm; variable meen/black I icha  cover). 

Spartan Group. 

Pelite and basalt 

G a d  Information: 

Munscll Colours: 

\hreathaing Sme: 1 Surfàces of p l i te  nom appreciably altered. Mafic and ultramafic nufaces weathered orange and bmun €rom 

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Pelite and mafic 1 ulvamatic Iithologies (rocks typidly  <40 cm). 

Fresh and exposai pelite surfaces: medium iight g a y  (N6) to mcdium dYk gray (N4)- Fresh peridotite 
surfaces: dark gray (N4); exposed S u n i  moderate brown (SYR 414). Fresh basalt surfacesr 
greenish gray (SGY 611); e-uposed Maces pale yelfowish orange (LOYR 816) to light brown (SYR 516). 

Vegetation: 1 Cover Rank: 2-1. 
Significant Varïeties: Greenfblack lichens, grass, moss (predomuiantly Rhacornitrium lanuginosum), 
Cassiope terragona- Orher Va&ks Noted- oihef lichens- 

Site 48 
I 1 1 

Photographs: 

Video: 

1 Gen-1 Information: ( Mafic and rninor ulttamafic r o c k  (typically < 40 cm, sorne up to -1 rn). No pelite rocks are pr-t 1 

One landscape photo: one closeup photo, 

Tape #2, 1:0956 - 1 :L6:43. 

FormationNnit: 

Dominant Lithology 
1 

Site is locûted on mtm-als o f  the Spartan Group, but rocks at surfie are w i d y  bûsaltic. 

B a d t  
, 

Munsell Coloursr 

Significant Viuieties: gras, moss (predomimntly Rhaconritnum Iamrgrnosrim), Salir spp. Other Varietics 
Notd: Xone 

Fr& basalt surfaces: gramïsh gray (5GY 611 to 5G 611); e?rposrd surfaces: pale yellowish orange (10YR 
816) to modemte brown (SYR 314). 

Samplcs: 

Thin Section: 

Wralhcxïng State: 

10 basalt simples (al1 Cl0 cm). 

None, 

h l t  weathered orange and brown fiorn greenish gray- 



Site 49 
I 

Photognphs: 1 One I r i d u r p  photo: m closeup photo (disposab1e camera). 
I 

Video: Tape #2, 1:16:43 - I:26:43. 

FormationNnit- Sparran Group- 

Dominant Litholow Pelite. 

Grneml Lnformation: Elongatr bedrock outccops, spically L-2 m across and s e v d  metres in Icngth. separatcd by vegeiation- 
covered f m a  S d l  ponds (maes across) are preseni- Tm-wathecing mafic and ultmmdïc rocks are 
present but &or. 

-- - - - -- - 

MunselI Colours: Fresh and weathered daces :  medium dark gray (N4) to l i gh~  gray (NT). 

I T h  Seaion 49-1: Sample is a sctiistose petite ihat is mainly composed of quartz (typically 0.05 mm), 
plagioclase fcldrpat (typically ~0.2 mm), and chlorite (lalhs typically c0.05 mm). Ako present are 
muscovite (saïcite), calcite, and opaques. 

Wathering State: Surfaces of p l i t e  materials not appreciably a l tend  

Vegetation: Covrr R a k  34. 
Signifiant Varieties: grass. moss (predominmtiy Rhacomitrium lanugrnosum), Casxxope terragona. 
g d l a c k  tichens ( k l u d i i g  Lecidelia sp.). O k r  Varietics Noted: other lichens- 

Site 50 
Photopphs: One landscape photo; one closeup photo. 

I 

Vldco: Tape $2, 1:29:3 L - 132:24. 

F o r m a t i o f l n i ~  Chukotat Group. 

Dominant Lithology Bûsalt 
I 

Genrrril L+orrnation: 1 Rocks typidiy c40 cm; some up to -1.2 m 
- - - pp - - - -- - -- 

XIu=ll Colours: Fresh b d t  surfaces: greenish gay (SGY 611); exposed surfaces: iight brown (SYR 5 6 )  to modrnie 
brown (SYR 3/4). 

Samples: 7 b-lt samples (al1 cl0 cm). 

Thin Szaion: None- 

Wrabxing State: Ehalt weauiered brown fiom greenish gray. 

Vegetation: Cover Rank O. 
Significant Varides: None. mer Vmkties Noteci: None- 



Site 51 

Gaeral Information: 

Photographs: 

Video: 

Fomation/LInit: 

Dominant LithoIogyr 

Thin Section: 

One 1- photo; one cIoscup photo. 

Tape $2, 132:24 - 137:44, 
- - 

Chukotat Group. 

Basalt 

Wathering State: 

l 
Fresh basalt surfaces: greenish gray (SGY 611) to dark g&h gray (SGY 411); exposai surfaces: -dark 
yellowish brown (10YR 412) and Iight brown (5YR 516). 

10 samples (dl c l 0  cm); al1 samples basalt except 1 (ultrïundïc). Greedblack lichen cover sparse to 
e.utaive. 

Thin Section 51-1: Sampls mainly corn@ of plagioclase feldspar (albite: Ialhs typically c0.2 mm) and 
epidote (typicaity <O.OS mm). iUso present are a h l i t r  (fibrous and radiating) and chlorite, 

Basait weathered brown fiom greenish gray- 

Cover R m k  O. 
Va&tks Noted: moss (prdomhantly Rhacomitnum lanuginosum), white lichens, gras, Cassiope 
retmona- met Varides Notai: Nonr. 

Site 52 
I . 
( Photographs: 1 one lands~ape photo; one cloxup photo- 

Video: Tape #3,0:25:41-03532. 

FomtionNnit: 1 UllMCtWd perïdotite intrusion 
I 

I hlunsrll Colours: I Fresh peridotits su r f aca r  dark gray (N3); e-vposed surfaces: Iight brown (SYR 516) to moderate brown 
(SYR 314). 

Grnerai information: 

1 Smplcs: 1 1 1 peridotite umplcr (ail Cl4 cm). 

i )  Petidotite p80?6 cover); modp bouldsrs (typically 0.6 - 1.2 m); I q e r  bouldas, as well as bedrock 
outcrops, are also present and 2) scanered gny rounded rocks (a096 covr. rocks ~pica i ly  <40 cm). 

Thin Section: Thh Section 52-1: Smple consists m d y  of sqmt ine  pseudomorphs afta olivÏne. and augite which hrrs 
s u ~ v e d  -on (typiully -2 mm). Also prsrnt are opaques @ossib1y chrocnite) and Fesxïdes. 
Thin Section 52-2: Sample is a "mafic tonalite", and is thus much more félsic than might be e-xpected for 
the immediate area. Sample is mainly composed of plagioclase feldspar and quartz (crymis typically <O.% 
mm). .Usa presrnt are biotite, possibly sa ïde .  and epidote (euhedflrl: ofirn found in plagioclase crystsils). 

Weathaing State: 

Vcigctation: 

Prridotite w h e r e d  brown fiom dark gray.. 

Covm Rank: O. 
Varides Noted: moss @redominantly Rhacomimurn ianugrnosum), Cassrope terragona, gras, 
aeen/biack lichens. m e r  VYieties Notai: 0th- lichens. 



Site 53 

- - - - 

1) Pmidotite p90% cover); mauily bouldrrs (typidly 30 - 120 cm, but 2-3 rn not uncornmon), yid 2) 
gay, roundtd rocks vkably covered bp greerublack Iichens (CLOYO cover, rocks typically c4û cm). 
- - 

Fresh peridotite surfaces: dark gray (N3) to grayish black (N2); txposed sutfacesr pale yellowish browm 
(IOYR 612) to dark yellowiçh brown (IOYR 4 2 )  to moderate brown (10YR 414). &y rodc surfaces: 
greenish gray (5GY 6/ 1); cxposed surfaces: pale yellowish bromn (1OYR 612) to da& yellowish brown 
(1OYR 412) to moderate h w n  (lOYR 44). 

10 pcn-ddite samples (al1 <9 cm); 3 basait samples. 

-- 

Prriddite wrathzred brown h m  dark p y -  

Covm Rank: O. 
Viuietïes Noted: Cassmpe ferragona. rnoss (predoniinantiy Rhacomfrnùm lanrigtnosiun), gnss. Othrr 
Variscies N a d :  Greenhhck lichens. 



APPENDIX C: List of 0- Pronrams 

List o f  P r o ~ r a m ~  

A number of programs were written by the author for this research, including those of the 
neural network and evidential reasoning classifiers. A list of the key programs Mîten for this 
research is given below, and individual programs are described on subsequent pages: 

A) Test and Training File Generator: R99-5l.C 

B) Neural Network Programs: Training: NLfOOX C, N40IXl2. C, N4OIX.M C, 
Nd0 IXJX C,  

Classification: Fm C 
Consensus: PARAL294 C, PARAL237.C 

C) Evidential Reasoning Programs: Interpolation: INT2X C 
Classification: ER129FX C 
Consensus: ER129FWAf 4. C 

List of C-Code In this Document 

C-Code for ER129F6.C is given in Appendix D. 
C-Code for ERl29Ff 0VAII.C is given in Appendix E. 
C-Code for N.fO0X.C is given in Appendix F. 
C-Code for FEED9.C is given in Appendix G. 



Test and Training File Generatioq 

Purpose: To generate test and training files fiom ground-truth files. 

Inputs: -txtyy: - a parameter file listing number of classes and sources 
- example: 14 

4 
(Le-, 14 classes and 4 sources) 

,'l .mm: 
cc2~txtyy 
"3 .txt" 

etc- 

- input files giving source data for each class 
- example: 1 3 

46 39 63 20 
44 41 66 18 
49 38 62 19 

(i-e., class number 1; number of pixels in class:3; data is given 
for 4 sources and 3 pixels) 

Outputs: a series of outputs which can be submitted as inputs to NN, ER, and ML 
programs (see below). 



Evidential Reasoninn Proerams 

Purpose: To interpolate and extrapolate ''continuous" (Le-, non-thematic) training 
data. The program as compiled uses a bin size of 5 1. 

Inputs: any narne - List of data to be extrapolated (me specified by user at 
command line) 
- example: 44 

41 
39 

(i-e., each file is simply a List of nurnbers; al1 mes end with 999) 

Outputs: "out. txt" - extrapolated and interpolated data; format same as input. 

ERI29FX C (and ER129FXYA14 C - see 'cvariatio~s'' belmu) 

Purpose: To classi.@ test data or image data. The "X' in ERIZ9FXC corresponds 
to a number identifjmg a particular variation (see below). 

Inputs: "level-0.~" - source data for test pixels or full image 
"level 1 . txt" - example: 46 
~~ieve112. txtv 44 

etc. (i-e-, each Be is sïrnply a Iist of nurnbers for a particular source) 

"CO s0.txt7' - training data for a particular class and source 
c'c~sl.txt77 - example: 48 
"cl s0.txt" 
"cl> 1 .txt" 

etc. (i-e-, each file is simply a list of numbers for a particular source 
and class combination; al1 files end with 999) 

Outputs: "out .img" - file of classifications 
- example: 2 

6 
(Le., the file is a simple list of integers correspondhg to classes) 

(continued on following page) 



Variations: ER129F.C - 4 sources, 14 classes; EW29FIO.C - 4 sources, 10 classes 
ER129F9. C - 4 sources, 9 classes; ER129F6. C - 4 sources, 6 classes 
ER129F7. C - 4 sources, 7 classes; 
ER129F6V.C - 4S/6C, and verbose (us& to ver* ER fùnctionaiity in Ch.5). 
ERf29FXVAII.C - Xis #classes (6,7,9, 10, or 14), 4 sources, verbose, reads 

10 sets of neural network output-node activations as 
input (these data are produced by,e.g., FEED9E.C) 



Neural Network Program 

The two main elements of neural network executions are N.fUOxC, which trains a network, 
and FEEDX. C (or, more specificdy, a particular variant of FEEDXC; e-g., FEED6.C), 
which subsequently classifies data based on the weights and biases produced by N4UOX.C. 
Note that, while an "X7 in a program name listed elsewhere in this appendk represents a 
particular version number, the in NIOOXC is part of the actual name of the program 

Purpose: To train a neural network based on training data. The weight and bias 
outputs of this program are inputs to the FEEDXC series of programs. 

inputs: "param-txt" - is a parameter file that defines key network attributes 
- example (text in brackets not included): 

2 (number of hidden layers) 
4 (number of nodes in input layer) 
7 (number of nodes in 1 st hid layer) 
7 (number of nodes in 2nd hid Iayer) 
7 (number of nodes in output layer) 
0.1 (learning parameter) 
0.9 (momentum parameter) 
0 -0 (bias momentum parameter) 
5000 (maximum number of iterations) 
60 (acceptable tss error) 
294 (number of training pixels in train-txt) 

"train. txt" - lists training data 
- example: 0-0343 0.03934 0.7743 0.2343 O 

0.03 19 0.04146 0-73 17 0.2299 O 
0.0387 0.03843 0.7433 0.2149 1 

(Le., file lists source data for two pixels in class O and one 
pixel in class 1; there are four sources; data must be nonnalized 
to the range 0-1; classes are labelled from O). 

Outputs: "weighttxt" - a simple Iist of weight values; used as input to FEEDXC 

"bias. txt" - a simple list of bias values; used as input to FEEDXC 

"tss.txt" - an iteration-by-iteration record of  tss error 

Variations: NJOIXIZ. C - jitter = h2; N40IXII. C - jitter = *4; N&lIXIS. C - jitter = *5 



FEEDX C 

Purpose: To classiS. test data or image data. The "X" in FEEDX.C corresponds 
to a numberfletter designation corresponding to a particular variation (be1ow)- 

Inputs: 'iweight.txt" - a simple list of weight values produced by N./OOXC 

"bias-txt" - a simple list of bias values produced by N4OOX.C 

"param.txt" - the same parameter file used by NI/OOX-C 

"trainû-N" - source data for test data or image data; sources labelled 
"train1 -act" fiom 0; data are normalized to range 0-1 in same manner. 

etc. as the training data used as input to NI0OX.C 

Outputs: "output.txt" - file of classifications 
-example: 2 

6 
(Le., file is a tist of integers corresponding to classes, numbered 
fkom O; a value of 1 was typically added to each number in this 
file, to make class numbers match those used in this document) 

Variations: FEEDoC - Melviiie Island Field Area classEcations (635208 pixels) 
FEED6 O. C - Cape Smith Belt Field Area classitications (853600 pixels) 
F E E D ~ ~  - used for Melviiie Island B, C, D, and E Series (294 pixels) 
FEED9B.C - used for Cape Smith Belt A Senes (237 pixels) 
FEED9E-C - used for Melv. 1. (294 pk), but also saves output activations 

to "active.txt" (e-g., for input to ERi29FXYAf 4. C), 
normal'ied highest activation to ccconfid.txt", and normalized 

highest-minus-2nd-highest activations to "diEtxt". 
F E E M C  - as FEEBEK,  but used for Cape Smith Belt (237 pixels) 



Purpose: To generate a majority-vote consensus of  10 dzerent neural network 
classifications. 

Inputs: ,'I .M" - each of  these 10 mes is a nle generated by FEEDX-C, 
"2.m" renamed fiom "output.txt" (and, as noted above, with 

etc 1 typicdy added to al1 vaiues) . 

Outpüts: "out .imgY7 - fiie of  classifications, in sarne format as "output.txt" above. 

Variations: PAR4L237-C - as PARAL294.C, but made for 237 pixels instead of 294 
PARAFU5L.C I PARAFULQ-C - as above, but for 635208 1 853600 pixels 



APPENDIX D: Evidential Reasonin~ S o u r -  

#define NUM-CLASSES 7 
#def i ne  NUM-LEVELS 4 
#define SPECTRUM 256 
#define NUM-TEi4P-RESULTS 237 
#define NUM-REPS-OF-SECOND-LW-CALL 1 /* thus 294 p i x e l s  c l a s s i f i e d  */ 
#define CLASSIFICATION-Sun-STAGE 2 /* 1 = oLd 2-3 Cie-levl-2) a r t h  sun */ 

/* 100 represents a 1 leve l  run */ 

vo id  set-main-variabLes-to-zero< 
f l o a t  data [NUM-CLASSES1 [NW-LEVELSI [SPECTRUWI . int *pr i n, 
f loar  nun-read [NUM-CLASSES] tNUn-LEVELSI , 
f loa t  f requency [NUCI-CLASSES] [WU!-LEVELSI , 
f l o a t  tes tC l , f loa t  frameU,float sun[NUn-LEVELSICMUM-CLASSES], 
f l o a t  frame-newU 1; 

vo i d  read-s ignature-data( f l oa t  data [NUI-CLASSESI: CNUM-LEVELSI CSPECTRUMI . 
f loa t nun-read [Na-CLASSES1 [NU)IU)ILEVELSI 1 ; 

vo id  ca lculate- f  requency_matrix<f l o a t  f req [MW-CLASSES1 [MW-LEVELSI . 
f loa t  data CNW-CLASSES] [NUCI-LEVELSI [SPECTRWI , 
f loa t  nm-read [MW-CLASSES] [NUCI_LEVELSI . f l o a t  t e s t  U , i n t  prin); 

vo id  calculate~frame~of~discerm#nt( f loat  frameu, 
f l oa t  f requency CNW-CLASSES1 [NUM-LEVELSI , int pr in) ;  

vo id  calculate~orthogonal~sun~of~f irst-two-Layers( 
f l o a t  sun CNUM-LEVELSI CNM-CLASSES1 . 
f l o a t  f requency [MW-CLASSES] CNüiî-LEVELSI . f Loat f rame C l  , i nt p r i  n, 
f l o a t  k [ l  , f l o a t  t o t a l  C l  , f l o a t  fraine-newU ); 

vo id  calcuLate~orthogonal~sununof~remaining~layers(int c m ,  
i l o a t  sun [NUM-LEVELSI [NWUIiICUSSES1 , 
f loa t  f requency CNiJH-CLASSES] CNUWLEVELSI , 
f l oa t  frameCl , i n t  p r in , f  l o a t  k t1  .f  Loat t o t a l  U , fLoat frame-newU 1; 

i nt  c lass i f y< f loa t sun CNUM-LEVELSI [NW-CLASSES] , 
f loa t  f requency CNUM-CLASSES] INU)(_LEVELS] ); 

vo id  u r i t e - resu l t sc in t  tempC1); 

vo id  i n f o 0 ;  

main() 
C 

FILE *fp-levet[NUCI_LEVELSl; /* f i l e  pointers f o r  reading input data layers */ 
char *ch; /* pointer  f o r  changing l e v e l  f i l e  names for reading */ 
char l e v e l f  i leC121 ; /* s t r i n g  f o r  reading l e v e l  f i l e s  */ 
f loat  nm-read[NUM-CLASSES1 CNüU-LEMLSI ; /* Mmber of values i n  each class/source input fi l e  */ 
f loa t  da ta  lNUn_CLASSESl INlJM-LEVELSI [SPECTRUMI ; /* records f requency of occurrence for  O-SPECTRUM */ 
f loa t  test CNUM-LEVELSI ; /* t e s t  p i x e l  f o r  s e t  o f  sources*/ 
f l o a t  f requency INUN-CLASSES] [NUM-LEVELSI ; /* frequency of  occurrence for  each class/source */ 
f l oa t  f rame [NUM-LEVELSI ; /* frame o f  discerrment f o r  each source */ 
f Loat sun CWUM-LEVELSI [NW-CLASSES1 ; /* orthogonal sumietion var iable */ 
f l o a t  kiNUM-LEVELS-11; /* ' K t  va r iab le  f o r  sl-s2 */ 
f l o a t  frame-newlNUM-LEVELS-11; /* new frame o f  discerrment a f te r  sl-s2 */ 
f l o a t  totalENUM-LEVELS-11; /* a sun va lue used in  or thsun.  caLculations */ 
i n t  prin; /* p r i n t  variable... if = 1 then verbose */ 
i n t  rnainloop; /* counter f o r  t he  main Laop */ 
i n t  temporaryCNUM-TEMP-RESULTSI; /* temp values pu t  here until sent t o  hdr ive  */ 
i n t  combo; /* value corresponding t o  12,2-3,3 e tc  o r th  suns */ 



i n t  n; /* n a b e r  read in f r a n  f i l e  */ 
i n t  lev; /* laop var iable f o r  cyc l ing through leve l  reading loops */ 
i n t  classification-sun-stage; /* f o r  checking IO0 value (1 level  case) */ 
Long i n t  second-loop; /* Mmber o f  times 2nd loop i s  performed */ 
Long i n t  a,b,c; /* used as Loop variables */ 

s e t - m a i n - v a r i a b l e s - t o - z e r o < d a t a , & p r i n , n u ,  
sun, f rame-new); 

pr in=l ;  
read-signature-data(data,nun_read); 

printf("\nOpening level-X.txt f i tes. .  . \nN); 
strcpy(Leve1-fiLeemlevelK.txtm); 
for(Lev=O;Lev<NUM-LEVELS;lew) C 

ch=& leve l f  i l e  161 ; 
*ch=( lev+48); /* NOTE: t h i s  technique w i l l  no t  alLou >O levels */ 
fp-level Clevl =fopen<level-f i Le,wru); 
i f  Cfp-level L!evl -NULLl C 

pr in t f ( l l \n f  i l e  %s cannot be opened or  does not exist !  \nt', level-f i le); 
exi t<);  

1 
printf(lgOpened L e v e l f i l e :  &\na, l e v e l f  i le); 

1 
printf("\nEach belon represents Xd p ixe ls  classified.\nu,NUn~TEMP~RESULTS); 
printf("\nPROCESSING ... \nu); /* *"* main loop begins below -** */ 

f orCma inloop=O;main loop<NUn-REPS-OF-SECWO-LOOPPCALL;mainloap C 
fo rCsecond~ loop=0 ;secondond lo6~NW~TE)1PPRELTS;secd lo  C 

i f (pr in==l )  printfCM\n********** second-loop=%ld *~+****\nu,second-loop); 
fo r (  lev=O; lev<NüM-LEVELS; Le*) C 

printfCea\nNow reading source data f o r  a p i x e l  ... "1; 

fscanf(fp-Level CLevl ,laXflg,&test Clevl ); /* read tes t  Level data */ 
ifCtestELevl==<-1)) testCLev1=360; /* convert i f  aspect data */ 
printfCa1\ntest Wl =Xfm, Lev, tes t  CLevl 1; 

> 
printfC1I\nM); 

calculate~orthogonalcalculate_orthogonal_sun_af_first_twolay~m~offfirst~tuo~layers~s~,fr~~~~gf~~,p~~n, 
kt tota1,f rame-new); 

for(combo=l ; combo<<NUU-LEVECS- 1 );conbw+) C 
c a l c u L a t e ~ o r t h o g o r , a l ~ s ~ o f ~ r e m a i n i n g ~ l a y e r s < c , s m , f r e q u e n c y ,  

f rame,prin, k, t o t a l  ,frame_neu>; 
1 
temporary[second~Loopl =classifyCsun, f requency); 

> 
w r i  te-results<temporary); 

if~classification~sun~stage==100) C /* slows doun Pentiun wri te */ 
p r  i n t f  <"\ma i n  loop=Xd second-loop=%Ld\nu ,minloop, secondndLoop); 

1 
/* **** end o f  mainloop **** */ 

/* *-• end o f  function main() */ 

void set-main-variables-to-zero( 
f loa t  data CNUM-CLASSES] [NUU-LEVELSI CSPECTRUMI , int * p r i  n, 
f loa t  nun-read CNW-CLASSES] [MWI_LEVELSl, 



f l o a t  f requency[NWunCUSSESl CNW-LEVELSI , 
f l o a t  t e s t  U ,f b a t  f ramen ,f Loat sunINW-LEVELSI INüM-CLASSES] , 
f loa t  'framel-2) 

C 
i n t  loopl,loopZ,loop3; 

for( 1 oopl =O; Loopl <NW-CLASSES: loop1++) C 
for(  loopZ=O; Loop2<NU1_LEVELS; L oOpt++) C 

for(loop3=0;loop3.cSPECTRUU;loo~++) C 
data C l oop l l  Cloop23 Cloop31 =O ; 

3 
n-read Cloopll Cloop21 =O; 
f requency Cloopl l [LoopZI =O; 
smCloop2l c100p11=0; 
t e s t  Cloop21=0; 
f rame C 1 oop21 =O; 

> 
*pr in=O; 

1 
*f ramel-2=O; 

1 

vo id  read-si gnature-data( f l o a t  data tNiJH-CLASSES1 INW-LEVELSI CSPECTRUWI . 
f L oat nun-read [NW-CLASSES] [#Un-LEVELSI 1 

FILE *fp; 
i n t  loopl,L00p2; 
long i n t  Loo@; 
i n t  nunber; 
char s i g n a t u r e f  i l e  El21 ; 
char Ccharacter; 

p r i n t f  (s'\nu>; 
printf<I1Reading data f i l e s  f o r  Xd classes and Xd sources\n\nM, 

NUM-CLASSES,NUM-LEVELS); 

for(loopl=0;loopl~(NUM~CLASSES~;Loop~++) C 
f o r < l o o p 2 = 0 ; l o o p t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E ~ E ~ S ) ; l o o p 2 + + )  C/* belon assunes #sources40 */ 

if(Loopl<lO) C 
strcpy<signature-f i le,llcK-sX-txtll); 
character=&signature-f i l e  Ill ; 
*character=<loopl+48>; 
character=&signature-f i l e  t4l; 
*character=< loop2+48); 

printf<ltOpening signature fi le: %s\naa,signature-fi le); 

fp=fopen(signature-file,'r'); 
if(fp==NULL) C 

pr in t f ( " \ nF i l e  %s cannot be opened or  does not  exist!\nI1, 
signature-f i le); 

ex i t (> ;  
1 
f o r (  Loop3=O; loop3>(-5): Loop3++) C 

fscanf (fp,wXdr,&nuiiber); 
if(nunber==999) break; 
data [loopt 1 Cloop21 Inunber1 =data Cloopll CloopZl Cnunberl+1; 

1 
nun-read [ loopl  1 CloopZI =loop3; 
p r i  n t f  (llnun-read f o r  loopl  =%ci loop2=Xd i s  Xf \nIR, loopl  , loop2, nun-read Cloopll [laop21 1 ; 
fclose(fp); 
p r i n t f  (a8Just read c lass %d source Xd \na', Loopl, LoopZ); 

1 
i f< toop l>9)  C /+ t h i s  assunes not  >19 classes */ 

strcpy(signature~fiLe,~clK~sX~txtaa); 
character=&signature-f i let21 ; 
*character=< loopl-  lO+48); 



printf <llOpening s i gna tu re  f i l e :  %s\nm,signature-f i Le); 

fp=fopen(signat~re-f i le.~~r~>; 
if<fp==NULL> C 

p r i n t f  (It\nFi l e  Xs cannot be opened o r  does no t  e ~ i s t !  \na', 
s ignature- f i le>;  

e x i t 0 ;  
1 
f o r (  Loop3=O; Loop3>C-5);loop3++> C 

f~canf(fp,~~Xd~~,&nrmber>; 
i f (nunber==999> break; 
dataCloopl1 I loop21 Cnrniberl=dataCLoopll Cloop21 Cnunberl+1; 

3 
nun-read Cloop13 Cloop2l =Loo@; 
printf(llnun-read f o r  loopl=%d loop2=Xd i s  X f  \na', loopl ,  loop2,nun~readCloopll CloopZl); 
fclose(fp1; 
p r i n t f P J u s t  read c l a s s  Xd source Xd \nI1. Loopl, loopZ); 

> 
> 

1 
1 

vo i d  ca l c u  late-f requency-mat r i x (  f L oa t  f req  [NW-CLASSES] CNUn-LEVELSI , 
f l o a t  data [NUM-CLASSES] INUW-LEVELSI ISPECTRUnl . 
f l o a t  nm-read [NUM-CLASSES] [MW-LEVELSI , f Loat t e s t  0 , in t  p r i n )  

C 
i n t  a,b; 
i n t  dumiyl; 
f l o a t  dumr/2; /* these 3 dumiy var iab les  added t o  keep ccu c o n p i l e r  happy +/ 
f i o a t  drmmy3; 

for(a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a++> C 
for(b=O; b<NUi4_LEVELS;bt+) C 

dumnyl=test Cbl ; 
dumny2=data Cal Cbl C d u m y l l  ; 
durmy3=nm_read Cal Cbl ; 
f r e q  Cal Cbl =dumiy2/dum~/3; 
i f  (prin==l ) C 

pr int f ( " f requency f o r  a=%ld b=Xld i s  %f\nI1,a,b,freq [al Cbl 1; 
3 

1 
1 

1 

v o i d  calculate-frame-of-discermient(f1oat frameI1, 
f l o a t  f requency [MUM-CLASSES] MUM-LEVELSI , int  p r i n )  

C 
int a,b; 
f loa t SUI-of-f requencies; 

f or(b=O; b<NUM-LEVELS;b*+) C 
f rame Cbl=1; 
f or(a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a*> C 

f rame Cbl = f  rame I b l  -f requency Cal Ib3 ; 
1 
if<frame[bI<O) C 

printf(I1HEY! frame[bl<O!. . . = %f\nal,frame[bl 1; 
f rame [bl =O; 
suri-of-frequencies=O; 
for(  a=O; a<NUH-CLASSES;a++l C 

sun-of-f requencies=sun-of-f requencies+f requency [al [bl ; 
1 



p r i n t f  ("Sun o f  f requencies: Xf\nI1, su i t -o f f  requencies); 
printfCUFrequencies normalized t o  1.0: Il); 

1 
f o r (  a=O;a<NUM-CUSSES;a*) C 

f requency Ca3 Cbl =f requency Cal tb1 /suri-off requencies; 

vo i  d ca Lcu late-orthogonat-sun-of-f i rst-two-LayersC 
f l o a t  sun CNUM-LEVELSI CMUI_CLASSESl, 
fLoat frequencyCNUI~CLASSESItNUIi1~LEVELS1,fCoat f ramea ,int prin, 
f i o a t  k a  , f l o a t  t o ta lC l  ,fLoat frame-newC1) 

C 
in t  a, b; 

for(a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a++> C 
sun C O I  Cal =f requency Cal COI *f reqwncyCa1 C l  1 + f rame COI *f requency Cal 111 

+ franieCfI*frequency~al COI; 
if(prin==l) C 
printf("sunCO1 CXldI = Xf  \nm,a,sunCOl Cal 1; 
1 

1 
k COI = 0; 
for(a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

for(b=O;b<NUM-CLASSES;W) C 
k CO1 =k CO1 +f requency Cal COI *f requency ibl Cl1 ; 

1 
1 
for(a=O;acNUM-CLASSES;a++> C 

k COI  =k CO1 - f requency Ca3 COI*f requencyCa1 C l  1 ; 
1 
kC01=1 - k m  ; 

i f < p r i n = = l )  C 
printfCs1kC03 i s  = %f \nll,kCOI); 

1 
for(a=O;acNUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

sun [O] [a] =sun CO1 Cal i kCO1; 
i f ( p r i n = = l )  C 

p r i n t f  (I1neu sun COI CXldl = Xf \nu,a,sun[Ol Cal ) ; 
1 

1 
frame-new COI = 3; 
t o t a l  COI = 0; 
for(a=O;aciJUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

t o t a l  [O]=total COl+sunCOl Cal ; 
1 
f rame-new EOI =f rame-new COI - t o t a l  COI ; 
i f ( p r i n = = l )  printf<tlframe-newCO1 = Xf; i f  t h i s  value i s  

f rame-neu COI 1 ; 
i f< to ta lCO l> l )  C 

i f ( p r i n== l )  printfCal\nA renormalization i s  
for(a=O;a<NUîi-CLASSES;a++) C 

sunC01 Cal =sunCOI Cal / t o t a l  COI ; /* th  i s  
> 
f rame-neu COI =O; 
t o t a l  C01=l; 

1 

k i n g  p e r f  or- 

renormai i z a t i o n  

CO, then a i l  w i l l  be normalized.\nfl, 

s i nce  the above 

i s  redundant */ 

value i s  < O.\nI1); 



vo id  caLculate~orthogonal~~un~of~remaining~LayersCint c h ,  
f l o a t  sunCNUW-LEVELSI [NUI-CLASSES] , 
f loa t  f requency [MW-CLASSES] [MW-LEVELSI , 
f l o a t  framen , i n t  pr in , f  l oa t  k a  ,f loa t  t o t a l  Ll ,f l oa t  frame-newU 1 

C 
int a, b; 

for(a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a*) C 
sun Ccombol [al =sun[camba- 11 Cal *f requency [al [ c ~ l l  + 

f rame-new Ccombo- 11 * f requency [al [co&o+ll 
+ frameCcombû+ll+sunicambo-11 [al; 

i f ( p r i n== l )  C 
p r i n t f  (llSun o f  products XfxXf, XfxXf, XfxXf: sunCXd3 CXdl =Xf \nu, 

sun lcombo- 11 [a] , f reqwncy [a] Cc-1 1 , f rame-new [combo-1 1 , f requency Cal [corntroc1 1 , 
frameCcor~ho+l], sun[conibo-11 [al, comba,a,sunlcombal Cal); 

3 
1 
k Ccombol =O; 
for(a=O;a<NUMCLASSES;a*) C 

f o r (  b=O; b<WUM-CLASSES; W )  C 
k [cornbol =k [cornbol +sun[combo-11 Cal +f requency tbl tcanbo+ll; 
1 

1 
for<a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

k Ccombol =kCcombol -sun[combo-11 [al +freqwncy[al [combo+ll; 
1 
k Ecombol=l- k Ccombol ; 
i f  (pr in==l)  C 

printfCakC%dl i s  = X f  \r~~~,combo,kCcambol); 
1 
for(a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;*) C 

sun Ccombol Cal =suri icombol Cal / k [cornbol ; 
i f (p r in== l>  C 

printf(I1neu sunt %ci 1 [ Xld 1 = X f  \n18,combo,a,sunCcombal [al); 
3 

1 
f rame-neu Ccombol = 1; 
t o t a  1 Ccombol = 0; 
for(a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

t o t a l  [cornbol = to ta l  tcombol+sunCcambol [al ; 
1 
f rame-new Ccombol =f rame-new tcombol - t o t a l  Ccombol ; 
i f (p r in== l )  printf(ltframe-new[Xd] = Xf; if t h i s  value i s  <O, then w i l l  be 

norma 1 ized. \n1I, cambo, f rame-new Ccombol 1; 
i f  ( to ta  1 CcomboI>l) C 

i f ( p r i n== l )  printf( i l \nl\ renormalization i s  being performed since the above value i s  < O.\na8); 
for(a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

s m  Ccombol Cal =suri Ccombol [al / to ta  1 Ccombol ; 
1 
f rame-new Ccombol =O; 
t o t a l  Ccombol =l; 

1 
i f ( p r i n== l )  C 

pr i n t f  ("f rame-new E U ]  = Xf \n18,conibo, f rame-new Lcombol 1; 
1 

i n t  c lass i f y( f Loat sun[NUn-LEVELSI [NU(_CLASSESI , 
f loat  f requency [MW-CLASSES] CNüM-LEVELSI 1 

C 
i n t  highest; /* var iable t o  ind icate  predicted class */ 



in t  a; 
in t  clas~ification~sun~stage=CLASsIFICATION~SWI~STAGE; 
f l o a t  max-sunX-X; 

highest=NUM-CLASSES; /* anything na t  assigned i s  g iven max c i ass  + 1 */ 
rnax-sunX-X = 0; 
f or<a=O; a4Ut4-CLASSES;m-e) C 

i f ( c1ass i f  ication-sunWIstage==lOO) C 
if(frequencyCa1 COlwnax-suiiK-X> C 

max-swnX-X = f reqwncy [al COI ; 
highest  = a; 

3 
1 
e l se  C 

p r  i n t f  < " s m  ECLASSI F 1 CATIOW-Sm-STAGE] [a] =Xf \nm , çun CCLASS I F I  CAT ION-SUCI_STAGEl Cal 1 ; 
i f  (sun CCLASSI FICATIûN-SW-STAGE1 Cal mmx-sun]<-X) C 

pr in t f ( "The value given above i s  the  h ighes t  yet.\nw); 
max-sunX-X = sunCCLASS1 FICATI O)(-SW-STAGE1 La3 ; 
highest  = a; 

3 
1 

1 
pr in t f ( "The c l ass  w i t h  t h e  greatesr evidence is :  Xd\n\nu,highest); 
return(highest); 

1 

v o i d  write-resuLtsC in t  tenpCI 1 
C 

FILE  *out; 
i n t  Loop; 

printf(ii*i8); 
~ u t = f o p e n ( ~ ~ o u t .  imgw,man); 
f o r  C loop=O ; loop<UUMnTEMPPRESULf S; Laop++) C 

f p r i n t f  (out,"WM, tenpCloop1); 
f p r i n t f ( ~ u t , ~ \ n ~ ) ;  

1 
fclose(out); 

1 

v o i d  i n f o 0  
C 

printf(u\n\nEVIDENTIAL REASOWING PROGRAM Version 3.0\nm); 
p r i n t f ( " (C1  Leverington 1999\n"); 
p r  i n t  f ( I1Compi l ed : "-DATE-" " T  IME-il\nu ; 

1 



APPENDIX E: Evidential Reasoniw Source Code (Consensus Version) 

/* t h e  code below was used f o r  consensus o f  10 se t s  of neural network a c t i v a t i o n s  Ci.e-, output 
act ivat ions were used as masures o f  evidence). The cade i s  i d e n t i c a l  t o  t h a t  o f  t h e  main e v i d e n t i a l  
reasoning code, except f o r  t he  fi le-readïng and in i  tial-evidence-calculation rout ines.  The fi le- 
reading rou t i nes  should be replaced b y  t i g h t e r  code, but are  f u l l y  func t iona l  as they  are. */ 

#def ine NUM-CLASSES 10 
#def ine NUM-LEVELS 10 
M e f i n e  SPECTRUM 256 
#def i ne  NUM-TEMP-RESULTS 294 
#def i n e  NUM-REPS-OF-SECOWD-LOOP-CALL 1 
#def ine CLASSIFICATION-SUCISTAGE 2 

v o i d  set-main-variables-to-zero< 
f Loat da ta  CNUH-CLASSESI [NliM-LEVELSI [SPECTRWl, int pr in,  
f Loa t nun-read [NUî-CLASSES] [NIA-LEVELSI , 
f L oa t  f requency tNUI_CLASSESI CNW-LEVELSI , 
f l o a t  t e s t  Cl, f l oa t  framec] , f l o a t  sunLNUn-LEVELSI [NuC(_CLASSESI, 
f l o a t  frame-newC1); 

v o i d  caLcuLate-frame-of-discermnt(f1oat f ramet i ,  
f l o a t  f requencyCNUCI-CLASSES] CNWunLEVELSl, i n t  p r  in); 

v o i d  calculate~orthogonal~sun~of~first~two~layersC 
f Loat s m  CNUM-LEMLSI [NW-CLASSES1 , 
f Loa t f requency CNüM-CLASSESi tNVW_LEVELSL f l o a t  
f l o a t  kt1 ,f l o a t  t o t a l  Cl , fLoat frame-newU 1; 

framen ,int p r i n ,  

vo id  c a l c u L a t e ~ o r t h o g o n a l ~ s u n ~ o f ~  r ema in ing_ lasCn t  c m ,  
f l o a t  smCNUM-LEVELSI CNUU-CLASSES] , 
f Loat f requency [MW-CLASSES1 CNW-LEVELSI . 
fLoat frameCl.int p r i n , f l oa t  k [ ] , fLoat  t o t a l f l , f l o a t  frame-newu); 

i nt class i f y (  f l o a t  sun[NUM-LEVELSI [NUlil-CLASSES1 . 
f 1 oat  f requency ENUM-CLASSESI CNUMnLEVELS1 ; 

vo id  u r i t e - r e s u l t s c i n t  tempfl); 

v o i d  i n f o 0 ;  

main() 
C 

FILE *fp_LevelCNUM_LEVELS3; /* f i l e  po in te rs  f o r  reading input  data layers */ 

FI LE fp-nn~ , *fp-nnî , *fp_nn2, *fp_nn3, *fp-nd , *f p-m5, *f p-nrd, *f p-nn7, *f p-n*. * f p-nn9; 
/* f i l e  p o i n t e r s  f o r  reading neural network a c t i v a t i o n s  */ 

char *ch; /* p o i n t e r  f o r  changing l e v e l  f i l e  names f o r  reading */ 
char leve l - f  i leCl21; /* s t r i n g  f o r  reading (evel  f i l e s  */ 
f l oa t  n ~ r e a d  CNUM-CLASSES1 [NUM-LEVELSI ; ff nuber o f  values in each class/source i npu t  f i l e  

*/ 
f Loat data [Mm-CLASSES] [NU)iI-LEVELS] [SPECTRUMI ; /* records f requency o f  occurrence f o r  O-SPECTRUM */ 
f l o a t  t e s t  CNUM-LEVELSI ; /* t e s t  p i x e l  f o r  set  o f  sources*/ 
f l o a t  frequencyCNUM-CLASSES] [NUC(_LEVELSl; /* frequency o f  occurrence f o r  each class/source */ 
f l o a t  f rame [MW-LEVELS] ; /* frame o f  d i s c e r m n t  f o r  each source */ 
f L oat  sun CNUM-LEVELSI CNUn-CLASSES] ; /* orthogonal  sumat ion  va r i ab le  */ 
f l o a t  k [NUM-LEVELS-11 ; /* ' K I  v a r i a b l e  f o r  si-s2 *f 
f l o a t  f rame-new [NU-LEVELS-11; /* nen frame o f  discermœnt a f t e r  si-s2 */ 
f l o a t  t o t a l  CNUM-LEVELS-11; /* a sun va lue  used i n  orth.sun. c a l c u l a t i o n s  */ 
i n t  pr in;  /* p r i n t  variable... i f  = 1 then verbose */ 



i n t  rnainloop; /* counter for  the main loop */ 
i n t  temporary CNUM-TEHPRESULW ; /* temp values put here wt i l  sent t o  hdr ive  */ 
i n t  c e ;  /* value torresponding t o  12,2-3,3 e t c  o r th  SUIS */ 
i n t  cl; /* class var iab le  f o r  looping while reading NN values */ 
i n t  n; /* nuiiber read i n  from f i l e  */ 
i n t  lev; /* loop var iab le  f o r  cycl ing through leve l  reading Loops */ 
i n t  classification-suri-stage; /* f o r  checking 100 value ( 1  tevel case) */ 
long i n t  second-loop; /* nunber o f  times 2nd loop i s  perfomied */ 
long i n t  a,b,c; /* used as loop var iables */ 

setrna in-variablesfo-zero(data,Bprin, nun-read. f requency, test, f rame, 
sun, f rame-new); 

p r in= l  ; 

fp_nn0=fopenCUm0.t~t~,~r~); /* opening W î i  f iLes, so tha t  can read consecutive sets o f  U ts  below */ 
i f  (f p-nnO==NULL) C 

p r i n t f p \ n F i l e  mû.txt camat be opened o r  does not  e x i s t  i n  t h e  act ive  directory,\n\nHalt.\n\nu); 
ex i t c l ) ;  

> 
fp-nnl=f~pen(~nnl.txt~,~r~); /* THERE UlLL ALUAYS BE 10 NN FïLES OPENEb */ 
i f  ( fp-nnl==NULL) C 

pr int f (" \nFi le m l . t x t  camot be opened o r  does not  e x i s t  i n  the act ive  directory,\n\nHalt.\n\nN); 
e x i t c l  ); 

1 
fp-nn2=fopen(%nZ.t~tic,~r~); 
if(fp-nnZ==UULL) C 

printf("\nFi l e  &.ut camot be opened or does not  ex i s t  i n  the act ive  directory,\n\nHaL t .\n\nm); 
ex i t c l ) ;  

3 
f p_nn3=fopen("nn3. t ~ t ~ , ~ r ~ ) ;  
if(fp_nn3==NULL) C 

pr int f (u\nFi le m3.txt camot be opened o r  does not  ex i s t  i n  the act ive  direct~ry.\n\nHaLt.\n\n~~); 
e x i t c l ) ;  

3 
fp-nn4=fopen(%n4.txtu,~ru); 
if(fp_nn4==NULL) C 

printf(It\nFiLe m4.txt camot be opened or does not  ex i s t  i n  the act ive  directory.\n\nHalt.\n\nu); 
e x i t c l  1; 

1 
fp-nnS=fopen("nn5.t~t~,~r~); 
if(fp-nnS==NULL) C 

p r i n t f  (<%File m5.txt c a m t  be opened o r  does not  ex i s t  i n  the act ive  directory.\n\nHaLt.\n\nu); 
ex i t c l ) ;  

1 
fp-nn6=fopenCUnn6. t ~ t ~ ~ , " r ~ ~ ) ;  
if(fp_nn6==NULL) C 

pr int f (" \nFi le nn6.txt c a m t  be opened o r  does not  ex i s t  i n  the act ive  directory.\n\nHalt.\n\nm); 
ex i t c l ) ;  

3 
fp-nn7=fopen(%n7. txtM, Vt); 
if(fp_nn7==NULL) C 

printfCU\nf i l e  m7.txt camot be opened o r  does not  ex i s t  i n  the a c t i  
e x i t c l  1; 

> 
fp-nn8=fopen(~nn8.t~t~~,~~r~~); 
if(fp_nn8==NULL) C 

pr int f ( I t \nFi le mB.txt c a m t  be opened o r  does not ex i s t  i n  the a c t i  
exi tCl) ;  

> 

pr i r%fP\nf i le  m9,txt camot be opened or does not  ex i s t  i n  the ac t i ve  directory.\n\niialt.\n\n~); 
e x i t c l  ); 

1 

printfCM\nEach IfL below represents %d p i x e l s  classified.\nit,NUU-TEMP-RESULfS); 



p r i n t f  (IWPROCESSING.. ,\nla); /* *'- main loop begins belon *** */ 

for(mainloop=0;mainlo~~NWunREPSunOFFSEC~OOLOOP~CALL;mainLoop») C 
f o r ( s e c o d ~ l o o p - 0 ; s ~ d o r d L o ~ ~ N W u n T E M P ~ R E S U L T S ; s e ~ o r d ~ L o ~ ~  C 

i f<pr in== l )  printf("\n*-**** second-Loop=XLd *******~\n~~,second-loap); 
printf(Ia\nlilow reading 10 sets o f  MM ac t i va t i on  data corresponding t o  a part icuLar t es t  

p ixe  1. . - \n\na1 1 ; 
for(cl=O;cl<NUn_CLASSES;cl++) C 

fscanf (fp-nn0, llXfll, &f requency Cc11 COI 1; /* read class ac t i va t i ons  fo r  NN job O */ 
pr in t f ( I1Just  read the value f o r  c lass Xd and 'source1 O\nNm, cl) ;  

1 
for(cl=O;cl<NUM-CLASSES;cL*) C 

fscanf (fp-nnl , lmXfll, &f requency Ccll i l1 1; 
> 
for<cL=O;cl<NUM-CLASSES;cL*) C 

fscanfcfp-nn2, Y4f", &frequencyCcLl Ca); 
1 
for(cl=O;cl~NUM-CLASSES;cL*) C 

f scanf < f p-nn3, ll%fll, &f requency Cc11 0 1  1; 
1 
for(cl=O;cl<NUM-CLASSES;cL++) C 

fscanf C fp-nn4, I'Xf", & f  requency Ccll C41); 
1 
for<cl=O;cl<NUn-CLASSES;cl*) C 

fscanfcfp-nn5, l@Xf@l, &frequency[cll CS1 1; 
1 
for(cl=O;cl<NUM-CLASSES;cl++) C 

fscanf (fp-nn6, 11Xf18, &f requency Cc11 C61); 
1 
for(cL=O;cL~NUM~CLASSES;cl++) C 

fscanf ( f p-nn7, llXfl', & f  requency Cc11 C i l  ; 
1 
forCcl=O;cl<NUM-CUSSES;cl++) C 

f scanf < f p-nn8, lZXf la, & f  requency Cc 11 (81 1 ; 
> 
forCcl=O;cl~NUH~CLASSES;cL++) C 

fscanf (fp-nn9, llXft', & f  requency CctlC91); 
1 
pr int f< ' l \ rdct ivat ion data has mu been read. 

/* read class ac t i va t i ons  f o r  N I  job 1 */ 

/* read class ac t i va t i ons  for  MN job 2 */ 

/* read class ac t i va t i ons  for  NN job 3 */ 

/* read class ac t i va t i ons  f o r  NN job 4 */ 

/* read class ac t i va t i ons  f o r  MN j ob  5 */ 

/* read class a c t i  

/* read cLass acti 

/* read class a c t i  

va t ions for  NN job 6 */ 

vat ions f o r  NN job 7 */ 

vat ions f o r  NN job 8 */ 

/* read class ac t i va t i ons  f o r  NN job 9 */ 

Orthogonal sumiation o f  'evidencel folLows:\n\n~~); 

for(combo=l ;combo<<NUnunLEVELS- 1 );combe+. C 
c a l c u l a t e ~ o r t h o g o n a l ~ ~ u n ~ ~ f ~ r e m a i n i n g ~ l a y e r s ~ c ~ , s m , f r e q u e n c y ,  

frame,prin,k,total,frame-new); 
1 
temporary[second_Loopl=classify~sm,freq);  

1 
u r i  te-resul tsC t-rary); 

if(~lassification~sun~stage==l00) C /* slows down Pentiun w r i t e  +/ 
p r i n t f ( l l \ m  inloop=Xd second~loop=%Ld\nll~mainloop,second~L~op); 

1 
> /* ***+ end o f  mainloop *-* */ 
fcLose<fp_nnO); 
fcLose<fp-nnl); 
fcloseCfp-nn2); 
fclose(fp-nn3); 
fclosecfp-nn4); 
fclose(fp-nn5); 
fclose(fp-nn6); 
fcLose<fp-nn7); 
fclose<fp-na); 
fclose(fp-nn9); 



p r i n t f  <88Done-u); 
3 /* **** end o f  f unc t i on  m a i n 0  */ 

v o i d  set-main-variables-to-zero< 
f l o a t  dataCNUU-CLASSES1 CNW-LEVELSI [SPECTRUWI , int *prin, 
f Loat nun-read CNW-CLASSES1 CNUI_LEVELSl, 
f l o a t  f requencyCNUl_eLASSESl CNW-LEVELSI , 
f Loat t e s t  , f l o a t  f rameCl ,f l o a t  sun[NUM-LEVELSI CNW-CLASSES1 , 
f l o a t  *f ramel-2) 

C 
i n t  loop l  , loop2, loop3; 

for~Loopl=O;loopl~MUU~CLASSES;loop~++) C 
for<Loop2=O;Loop2~NUM~LEVELS;lo~++) C 

f o r (  Loop3=0; loop3<SPECTRüU; Loo@*) C 
data Cloopll  CloopU Cloop31 =O; 

1 
nun-read CLoopl 1 [LoopZI =O; 
f requencyCloopl1 CloopZI =O; 
Sun CLoop21 [ l oop l l  =O; 
tes t  CloopZI=O; 
f rame C loop21 =O; 

1 
*prin=O; 

1 
*f ramel_2=0; 

1 

vo id  caLcuLate~frame~of~discermient<float frameU, 
f l o a t  f requency [NUH-CLASSESI CNW-LEVELSI , int  p r i n )  

C 
i n t  a,b; 
f l o a t  sun-of-frequencies; 

f or<b=O; b<NUM-LEVELS;b++) C 
f rame Cbl=l; 
for(a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

f rame Cbl =f rame Cbl -f requency [al Cbl ; 
1 
if(frame[bI<O) C 

printf<"HEY! frwneCbI<O!. . . = Xf\nll,frameCbl 1; 
f rame Cbl =O; 
s u r o f f  requencies=O ; 
for<a=O;a*NUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

sun-of-f requencies=sun-of- f requenc ies+f  requency Cal [bl ; 
1 
i f <p r i n== l )  C 

printfC1lSun o f  frequencies: Xf\n8', sun_of-frequencies); 
printfCMFrequencies nomial ized t o  1.0: "1; 

3 
for<a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

f requency Cal Cbl = f  requency[al t b l  / s m - o f f  requencies; 
i f ( p r i n = = l >  C 

p r i n t f  Xf ln, f requency Cal Cbl 1; 
1 

3 
1 
i f ( p r i n== l  ) C 

printf(H\nframe [ X l d  1 = Xf \n",b,frametbl); 
3 

3 
> 



v o i d  c a l c u l a t e ~ o r t h o g o n a l ~ ~ m ~ o f ~ f i r s t ~ t ~ ~ ~ l a y e r s ~  
f l o a t  Sun CNW-LEVELSI [NUCI-CLASSESI , 
f l o a t  f requencyCNUl_tLASSESl [NüM-LEVELSI . f l08t f , i n t  pr in,  
f l o a t  k f l , f l oa t  tota lC3, f loat  frame-newC3) 

C 
i n t  a,b; 

forCa=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a+t) C 
sun COI Cal =f requency Cal 101 *f requency Cal C l  1 + f rame COI * f requency Cal C l  1 

+ f rame t l l  f requency Ca1 COI ; 
i f ( p r i n = = l )  C 
p r i n t f  <llsrnnCOl C%ldI = Xf  \nfl,a,sunCOl Cal 1; 
1 

1 
k t01  = 0; 
for<a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

for(b=O;b<NUW-CLASSES;W) C 
k 101 =k 101 +f requencytal COI f requency Cbl Cl1 ; 

1 
> 
for<a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

k CO1 =k COI -f requency Cal COI *f requency Cal C l  1 ; 
> 
k CO1 = l  - k CO1 ; 

i f  (pr in== l )  C 
pr int f ( "kC01 i s  = Xf \nu,kCOl); 

1 
for<a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

sun COI Cal =sun IO1 [al / k CO1 ; 
i f ( p r i n = = l )  C 

printfCnlnew sunC01 CXldl = Xf \n14,a,sunCOl Cal 1; 
1 

f rame-new CO1 = 1 ; 
t o t a  L COI = 0; 
for<a=O;a<NUH-CLASSES;a++) C 

t o t a l  [OI=tota l  COI+sunCOl Cal ; 
> 
f rame-new CO1 = f  rame-new COI - t o t a l  COI ; 
i f  (pr in== l )  printfC1lframe_newCOl = %f; if t h i s  value 

f rame-new C O I  1; 
i f < t o t a l f O l > l )  C 

i s  <O,  then a l l  w i L L  be normal 

i f C p r i & = l j  pr-intf<fil\n& renormal i ta t ion  appears t o  be necessary s ince the  above value is < 0. 
\ W i t t  s e t  frame t o  zero, s ince  every th ing  should have aLready been renormalized above.\nml); 

f rame-new COI =O; 
t o t a l  CO1 = l  ; 

1 
i f < p r i n = = l )  C 

p r i n t f  ('if rame - new COI = X f  \nnt, frame-new COI 1; 
> 

1 

v o i d  ca1cuLate~orthogonal~sun~of~remaining~layers int  c e ,  
f l o a t  sun CNUH-LEVELS] tNWI_CLASSESI , 
f l o a t  f requency CNW-CLASSES] [NW-LEVELSI , 
f l o a t  frameCl, in t  p r i n , f l oa t  k i l  , fLoat t o t a l  ll , f l o a t  frame_newCI) 

C 
int a,b; 

f or(a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES; a++) C 
s m  Ccambol Cal =sun Cc-- 11 Cal *f reqwncy  Cal Ccocnbo+ll + 

f rame-new Cc&- 11 *f requencyCa1 tcomibo*ll 
+ f rame tconitxz+ll %un Cc-- 11 Cal ; 

ifCpr in== l )  C 
p r i n t f  (IlSun o f  products XfxXf, XfxXf, XfxXf: sunCXd1 tXd1 =%f\nl1, 

sun Ccombo- 11 [al , f requency la1 Ccombo+ll, f rame-MW Ccombo- 11 , f reqwncy Cal Cconb+ll, 



frameCcombo+ll, sunCcombo-11 Cal, combo,a,sunCcombol Cal 1; 
1 

1 
k Cc&l =O ; 
for(a=O;a<NUM-CLASSES;a++) C 

f or(b=O; bcNUH-CLASSES;b++) C 
k Ccombol =k [cornbol +sunCcambo-1 I Cal *f requencytbl Cc-1 1 ; 
1 

1 
for(a=O;acNUM-CUSSES;a++) C 

k Cc&] =k [cornbol -sunCcambo-11 [a] f requencytal CconW+l3 ; 
? 
k [cornbol 4-  k [cornbol ; 
i f (p r in== l )  C 

p r i n t f  ( " k W 1  i s  = Xf \nn,combo,kCcombol 1; 
1 
forCa=O;acNUM-CLASSES;a++) C 
sum Ccombol [al =sun Cc&] Cal / k Ccambol ; 
ifCprin==l) C 

pr in t f<"neu sunC %d 1 [ Xld 1 = Xf \nll,catbo,a,sunCcombol Cal 1; 
1 

1 
f rame-neu Ccombol = 1 ; 
tota  1 lcombol = 0; 
forCa=O;acNUM-CLASSES:a++) C 

t o ta  1 Icocribol = to ta  1 Ccombol +sun [cornbol [al ; 
1 
f rame-neu Ccombal = f  rame-neu Cconibol - to ta  1 [conibol; 
i f ( p r i n = = l )  printf(Nfratne_new[%d] = Xf; if t h i s  value i s  <O, then u i l l  be 

norma L ized.\nn, c e ,  f rame-new Ccombol 1; 
i f  ( t o t a l  [combol>l) C 

i fCprin==l) printf("\nA renormalization i s  k i n g  performed since the above v a h e  i s  < O.\nn); 
for(a=O;acNUM-CLASSES;a++) C /* renormalization */ 
sun Ccombol Cal =sunCcombol Cal / t o t a l  Ccombol ; 

1 
f rame-neu Ccombol =O; 
t o t a l  Cco&oI=l; 

1 
i f ( p r i n== l>  C 

pr i n t f  ("f rame-new [%dl = Xf \nu,combo, f rame-new Ccombol 1; 
1 

in t  class i fyCf l oa t  sun CNW-LEVELSI CNW-CLASSES1 , 
f 1 oa t f requency [NUM-CLASSES1 INWUWLEVELSl 1 

C 
i n t  highest; /* variable t o  ind icate  predicted class */ 
i n t  a; 
i n t  classification~sum~stage=CLASSIFICATION~SUHnSTAGE; 
f l oa t  max-sunX-X; 

highest=MUM-CLASSES; /* anything not assigned i s  given max class + 1 */ 
max-sunX-X = 0; 
for(a=O;acNUM-CLASSES;a++) C 
if~classification~sun_stage==100) C /* check t o  see i f  on ly  one Levei */ 

i f  (f requency Cal COI >mx-sunX-X) C /* O s ince on ly  consider Level O */ 
max-sunW-X = f requency Cal CO1 ; 
highest = a; 

> 
1 
else C /* e lse look a t  o r t h  suns P l  level)  */ 

p r i  n t f  (%un CCLASSI FICAT1013-SUC4UC4STAGE] [a] =Xf  \nI1, sunCCLASSI FI  CATION-SW-STAGE1 [al 1; 
i f (sun CCLASSI FICAT IûN-SUnunSTAGEl: ta] ~max-sunXunKX) C 

printfCMThe value given above i s  the highest yet.\nI1); 
WX-SU~X-X = sum [CLASSI FI CATI ûNXSIHSUISTAGEI Cal ; 
highest = a; 

1 



1 
3 
printf<"The cLass with the greatest evidence is: Xd\n\nu,highest); 
return(highest1; 

1 

void write-resuLts(int tecipu) 
C 

F ILE *out; 
i nt loop; 

p r i n t f  (w*la); 

out=fopenCNout. imgit,ma"); 
for(loop=O;loop~NWunTEMPPRESULTS;l~~) C 

f p r i n t f  (out,"%d",tempCLoopl>; 
fprintf Co~t ,~~ \n" ) ;  

1 
fclose<out); 

1 

void i n f o 0  
C 

printf("\n\nEViDENTIAL REASOlJING PROGRAM Version 3.0\n11); 
p r i n t f  ("(C) Leverington 1999\nii); 
p r  i n t f  ("Cocrpi led : il-DATE-w " T  1 ME-li\nmtl ; 

1 



APPENDIX F: Neural Network Source Code (Leamino Module) 

#define MAX-NUH-LAYERS 10 
#def ine MAX-NUM-WEI GHTS 800 /* i e  max # we 
#def i ne  MAX-NUM-NOOES 200 
#define MAX-NUM-TRAINING-CASES 590 /* max va 
#define MAX-NUM-SWRCES-PLUS-ûNE 7 /* change 

f o r  whole network */ 

i s  set  in  pa ramtx t  */ 
necessary */ 

#define PRINT O 

void clear-screenc); 

void i n t r o 0 ;  

void readgarameter-f i lecint %un-hidden-layers,int mm-nodes[eUX-MW-LAYERSI, 
double *cpsi lm, double *nwwnentun-u, 
double *momentun-b, 
double *nunber-of-iterations, 
int *mm-training-cases, 
double *desireci-tss>; 

void printgarameter-vaLues<int nun-hidden-tayers, 
int nun-nodes MX-MW-LAYERSI , 
double epsilon, double inanentun_w, 
double momentun-b, 
doubie nuiber-of-i t e r a t  ions, 
i n t  nun-t r a  i n i ng-cases , 
double desf red-tss) ; 

i n t  calculate-nunber-weights(int nun-hidden-layers, 
in t nun-nodes WAX-MW-LAYERSI 1 ; 

void set-initia[-ueights(doub1e weightICIAX-MW-UEIGHTS1,int nun-ueights, 
double b ias  [MAX-NUn-MCDESI , 
double previo~s~weight-change[UAX-MW-UEIGHTSI, 
double previous-bias-change [MAX-NüM-NOOESI 1 ; 

void read-uhole-training-file(double 
training-databaseCMX-NUM-TRAIN1 MG-CASES1 [MAX-NUH-SWRCES-PLUS-ONEI , 

int nun-training-cases, 
int nun-nodes [UAX-NüM-LAYERSJ 1; 

void print-uhole-training-fiie(doub1e 
t r a  i n i  ng-da tabase [MAX-NüM-1 RAI N 1 MG-CASES1 EIiIAX-MW-SOURCES-PLUS-ûNE1 , 

int nun-training-cases, 
i r i t  nun-nodes [MAX-NUU-LAYERSI 1 ; 

void  feedforwardC i n t  nun-nodes [MAX-NU)(-LAYERSI , i n t  n u K h i d d ~ - l  Wers, 
double weight [MAX-NlM-UEIGHTSI , 
double b ias  [CIAXICIAXNIJM-NOO ES1 , 
double activationCCUX-NWunNOOESl 1; 

double factor1 < 
double factor2< 

double factor3C 



void backpropagationCint nun-nodes [)iAX[)iAXNIM-UYERSI , i n t  nun-h idden-layers, 
double ueight CMAX-NUI-VEIGHTSI , 
double activationDlAX-NUM-NWESI ,double epsi lm, 
double train-class, double &[ta CHU-MW-NODESI , 
double bias WAX-MW-NdDESI , 
double *p ixel~tota l~sun~of~sqwres,doubLe momentun-u, 
double momentun-b, 
double previous-weigh t-change [CU)<-NlJM-iiEf GHT SI , 
double previous~bias~change[nruc~NUn~NWESl~; 

main() 
C 

double nuber-of-iterations; 
i n t  nun-training-cases; 
i n t  tota L-nun-nodes; 
i n t  nun-h idden-Layers; 
i n t  mm-nodes IliUX-NUn-LAYERSI ; /* i e  to  store #nodes f o r  ea Layer */ 
i n t  nun-meights; /* i e  t o t a l  #ueights */ 
i n t  found; /* used i n  random selectfon o f  patterns */ 
i n t  currentgattern; /* used i n  tandom select ion o f  patterns */ 
i n t  a l  ready-useci [MAX-MW-TRAINING-CASES1 ; /* used i n  rand se l  of pa t t  s */ 
double epsi Lon; /* i e  learning ra te  parameter */ 
double momentun-w; /* manentm f o r  non-bias neights */ 
double momentun-b; /* momentun f o r  bias weights only */ 
double uei ght [MAX-NUCI-UEI GHTSI ; /* i e  actual value o f  each weight */ 
double previous-neight-c~~~~~[I~UX~MUI_UEIGHTSI;  /* f o r  use re: momentun */ 
double previous-bias-change tW-MüM-N00ESI; /* f o r  use re: mocnentun */ 
double bias CMAX_WUM-NCXIESI ; 
double activation[CIAXCIAXNWI_WOOESl; /* i e  t o t a l  hodes i n  network */ 
double de 1 ta  CPUX-NUHnNtXIESI ; /* i e  a d d t a  value f o r  each node */ 
double iteration; 
double desireci-tss; /* i e  tss  that causes Iear ly '  e x i t  from mir: Loop */ 
double it; /* i e  needed f o r  graphing purposes */ 
i n t  trainingcase; /* i e  Mniber o f  t ra in ing  case */ 
double train-class; /* i e  desired class label (node #) */ 
double iteration~total~sun~of~squares; /* an er ror  measure over a / 

/* single i t e ra t i on  */ 
double p i x e l ~ t o t a l ~ s u n ~ o f ~ s q u a r e s ;  /* an er ror  masure over a */ 

/* single p ixe l ls  case wi th in  */ 
/* an i te ra t ion  */ 

double t r a i n  ing-database [MAXXNUMnTRAINI NGCCASESl [MAX-MUMnSWRCESSPLUSSOMEl ; 
FILE *fp-ueights; /* f o r  wri t ing calculated weights t o  */ 
F I L E  *fp-tss; /* fo r  wr i t ing in terat ion t ss  / 

i n t  x; 
i n t  p; /* simply used t o  cycle through already-used, t o  set t o  O */ 

c L ea-creenc 1; 
intro<); 
check-for-old-fiLes(); 
readgarameter-f i Le(&nununhiddennlayers,nun-nesei l o n , n t u n u ,  

&momentun-b, 
&nunber~of~iterations,&nm~training~cases,Bdesired_tss); 

printparameter~values(nun~hidden~Layers,nun_nodes,epsilon,momentun_w, 
momentun-b, 
nunber-of-iterations,nun_training-cases,desired_tss); 

nm~~eights=caLculate~nunber~weights~~~hidden~layers,nun~nodes) ;  
printf(I1\n\ntotal number o f  weights: XdM,nun-weights); 
if(nm-ueights>CUX-NW-UEIGHTS) C 

printf<a@\nNunber o f  iieights reqBd exceeds max nunber allowedI1); 
exit(1); 

1 
~et~initial~weights(weight,mni~weights,bias,previaus~weight~change, 

previous-bias-change); 

p r in t f  (l@\n\nweights set.. .\n\nl@); 



/* non, Loop here t o  cyc le  through a l 1  t ra in ing  cases; f o r  each case, 
go through feedforward and backpropagation procedures, madifying weights; 
keep i n  mind t h a t  program mcst change output class value i n t o  proper output 
values, such t h a t  desired output c lass = 0.9, and o ther  nodes = 0.1 */ 

/* *********+ fTERATIONS BEGIN HERE ****'***- */ 

/* DATA OUTPUT FOR EACH ITERATIOW PERFORMED HERE */ 
printf(I1\niteration:%Lf ", iterat ion);  
printf( l l tss:Xlf Io, iteration~total~sun~of~squares); 
printf(I8avgnode:Xlf working.. .",sqrtCitecation-total-sun-of-squares/ 

(nun-training-cases*nun-nodes I n q h  idden-layers+l 1 1 > ; 
it=iteration;/* get  double version o f  i te ra t ion,  so can d i v ide  below */ 
/* DATA OUTPUT FOR EACH ITERATXON STWS HERE */ 

fp- ts~=fopen(~~tss .  txt", I1al1); 
f p r i n t f  (fp-tss,"\nXlf XLfI8, i terat ion,  i terat ion~total~sun_of~squares~;  
fclose<fp-tss); 

i f < C i t e r a t i o n ~ S O O . O ) g B < i t e r a t i o n ~ t o t a l ~ s u n ~ o f ~ s ~ r e s ~ d e s i r & ~ t s s  break; 
/* above w i l l  s top  t r a i n i n g  early, i f  er ror  8Low enoughland iterw500 */ 
i terat ion~totaL~sun~of~squares=O;  

f~r(~=O;p<nun-training-cases;p++) C /* re-set already-used */ 
a L ready-used [pl  =O; 

1 

/* non, cycle through a fu l l  i t e r a t i o n  o f  t ra in ing  cases, each one 
being randomly selected (but a l 1  cases are used i n  a given i t e ra t i on )  */ 

/* NOTE: throughout t h i s  code, 1 use the terms t r a i n i n g  'case' and 
t ra in ing  'pat tern1 interchangeably (although note a l s o  t h a t  the 
variabte training-case below cycles through a t o t a l  number o f  
t ra in ing  cases equal t o  nun-trainin-cases, whi l e  the var iab le  
c u r r e n t p t t e r n  i s  the actual  ac t i ve  randomly-selected case At)  */ 

/* nou, randomLy p i c k  a t ra in ing  pat tern  that  has n o t  been selected 
before ( i n  t h i s  pa r t i cu la r  i terat ion);  the code imnediately below 
i s  i ne f f i c ien t ,  and should be repLaced with a b e t t e r  routine. */ 
f ound=O; 
while(found==O> C 

currentgat tern=randO / (RAND-MAX / nun-training-cases); 
/* printfCllCurrent po ten t ia l  case selection: %d\nll,currentpttern); */ 
i f  (a 1 ready-used lcurrent_patternI==O) C 

a 1 ready-used Ccurrent_patternI=at ready-used k u r r e n t p t t e r n l  + l  ; 
f ound=t ; 
/* printf( l1\nPattern: %d chosen and a ~ a i l a b l e . ~ , c u r r e n t p t t e r n ) ;  */ 

/* non that a t r a i n i n g  pat tern  has been selected, run through 
network, etc. */ 

for(x=0;x~nun_nodes[OI;x++) C 
act iva t ion lx1  =training-database Ccurrent_patternl Cxl ; 
/* pr int f ( I1\nAct ivat ion is.. . %lfw,act ivat ion[x l  >; */ 

1 



f* now, a l 1  input va lws f o r  a given case a re  in activation.,, 
must proceed wi th  feedforward...then read desired output values... */ 

feedforward(nm-nodes, nun-hidden-layers, weight, bias, activation); 

/* now, a l 1  act ivat ions assocfated with eazh node - including output 
nodes - have been calculated,.- must now change weights according t o  
e r ro r  in  output nodes */ 

t r a  in-c Lass=training-database C c u r r e n t p t t e r n l  Cnun-nodes CO1 1 ; 
/* 
printf( l l \nthe class t o  uhich t h i s  t r a i n i n g  case belongs i s  Xlfml, 

t r a  ining-database Ccurrentgatternl  inun-nodes CO1 1 1 ; 

*/ 
if(PRIUT==l> prfnt fCn ôesired class Label: Xlf\n\nl1, train-class); 
pixel~total~sun~of~squares=0; 
backpropagation<nunMmnoâes, nun-hidden-layers, weight, activation, 

epsi Lon, train-class,delta, bias, 
~ p i x e l ~ t o t a L ~ s m ~ o f ~ s ~ a r e s ~ ~ t m U R u ,  
momentun-b, previ ous-wight-change, 
previous-bias-change); 

i t e r a t  ion-total-sun-of-squatessi teration-total-sun-of-squares+ 
pixel-total-sun-of-squares; 

1 
1 
p r i n t f  <I1\nNûü URITING UEIGHT VALUES TO UEIGHT.TXT\nlm); 
fp-neights=f open<Weight. t ~ t ~ ~ , ~ ~ a I ~ )  ; 
for(x=O;x<nun-weights;x++) C 

i f  (PRIWT==l) printf<ml\nwight [Xdl=X.121fi~,x,weight Cxl 1; 
f p r i n t f  ( fp-~e ights ,~~%. 121f\n11,ueight Cxl ); 

1 
fclosecfp-weights); 

total-nm-nodes=O; 
printf<ls\nNOU URITING BIAS VALUES 10 BIAS.TXT\nll>; 
fp -~e ights=fopen(~~b ias . tx t~~ ,~~a~~>;  
for(x=O;x<(nun_h idden-layers+2);x++) C 

t o ta  L-num-nodes=tota 1-nun_nodes+nun-nodes Cxl ; 
1 
printf<"\ntotaL-nun-nodes=%P,totaL-nun-nodes); 
for(x=O;xctotal~nun~nodes;x++) C 
if (pRINT==l> printfcm~\nbias[%dl=%.121fmm,x,bias~xl 1; 
fprintf(fp~weight~,~~%.12lf\n~~,biasixI 1; 

printf[Im\n[ione: Press any key t o  e x i t  ... \nal); 

vo id  clear-screen(1 
C 

i n t  x; 
for(x=O;xc3O;x++) C 

p r i n t f  (ll\nm); 
1 

1 

vo id  i n t r o 0  
C 

pr i n t f  ( \n\nNEURAL NETWORK PROGRAH Version 5.0 CUnix1\nn1>; 
p r i n t f  ("(C) Leverington 1999\n11); 
pr i n t  f ( lmCorrpi led : I r T  IME-8m\n\n\n11 1 ; 

1 

void check-for-old-files() 



C 
FILE *fp-check; 
fp-~heck=fopen(~~ueight- t ~ t ~ , ~ r ~ ~ ) ;  
if (fp-check!=NULL) C 

printf(ll\nAbort: an o l d  version o f  weight- txt  has k e n  dete~ted.~~);  
printf(~~\nRemove t h i s  f i l e  from the act ive directory-ln); 
exi tCl  >; 

1 
fclose(fp-check); 
fp-check=f open("bias- t ~ t ~ ~ , ~ ~ r I ~ ) ;  
if < f p-check! =NULL> C 

printf(ll\nAbort: an o ld  version o f  bias.txt has k e n  dete~ted.~) ;  
p r i n t f  (ll\nRemove t h i s  f i  l e  frm the act ive d i r e ~ t o r y - ~ ~ ) ;  
exi tCl  ); 

3 
fcloseCfp-check); 
fp-~heck=fopen(~~tss. tx tn t  , llrll) ; 
i f  (fp-check!=WULL) C 

printfCtl\nAbort: an otd version of t s s - t x t  has been d e t e ~ t d . ~ @ > ;  
printf(I1\nRemove t h i s  f i l e  from the act ive d i r e ~ t o r y - ~ ~ ) ;  
exitCl>; 

1 
fcloseCfp-check) ; 

1 

void readgarameter-f i le( i n t  *nun-h idden-Layers, i n t  nun-nodes MX-MUF(_LAYERSI , 
double *epsilon, double *momentun-u, 
doubte *momentun-b, 
double %unber-of-iterations, 
i n t  %un-training-cases, 
double *&sirecl-tss) 

C 
F I  LE *fpgarameters; 
in? x; 
i n t  nm-hiciden-Lay; 
double epsil; /* next 5 variables: temporary holders o f  data */ 
double momentw; /+ momentun f o r  non-bias weights */ 
double moment-b; /+ nmmentum f o r  bias weights only */ 
double nun-of-it; 
double des-tss; 
i n t  nun-tr-cases; 

fpgarameters=f open("param. t ~ t ~ ~ , @ ~ r " )  ; 
i f  (fpgarameters==NULL> C 

p r i n t f  (I1\nFi Le param. t x t  cannot be opened or  does not exist. \ntl); 
e x i t c l  ); 

3 
fscanf (fpgarameter~,~~XI~~,&nm_hidden-lay); /* i e  #idden layers */ 
for<x=0;xc(nun~hidden~lay+2);~++) C 

fscanf Cfpgaramters,l~Xdll,&nun-nodes Cxl 1; /* i e  #nodes per layer */ 
1 
fscanf(fp_parameter~,~~Xlf~~.Bepsi  1); 
fscanf (fpgarameter~,~~Xlf~,&noment-w); 
fscanf(fp-parameter~,~~XLf~~,&noment-b); 
fscanf(fpgarameters,~~%lfl~,Bnun_of-it); 
f scanf (fpgarameter~,~~%lf~,Bdes-tss 1; 
fscanf (:fpgarameter~,~~Xd~~,&nm-tr-cases); 
fclose(fpgarameters); 

printf("\nFiLe paramtxt  successfutly opened and values have been readl'); 

/* nou, the inter im variables have been lfilledl... m s t  transfer these 
values t o  the memory locations o f  the respective variables o f  main0 */ 



void printqarameter-values(int nun-hidden-layers, 
i n t  nun-nodes [MX-NUn-LAYERSI , 
double epsi Lon, dauble manentun-w, 
double momentun-b, 
double nuber-of-i terations, 
i n t  nun-training-cases, 
double desireci-tss) 

C 
i n t  x; 

pr i n t f  Ci1\n\nnmber o f  hidden layers: Xdta,nun-hidden-layers) ; 
for(x=0;x~<nun~hidden~layers+2~;x*) C 

printf("\nnunber of nodes for layer Xd: Xdii,x,nun~ndesCxl 1; 
> 
pr in t f  ("\nepsi Lon: Xlfli,epsi lm); 
p r i n t f  (il\miomentun_w: Xlfli,momentun_w); 
p r i n t f  (n\nnunnentun-b: XlfiiImomentun-b); 
printfC1'\nnunber of iterations: XLfit,nunberof-iterations); 
printfC1I\ndesired tss: XLfi~,desired-tss); 
printf<"\nnunber of training cases: Wti,nun-training-cases); 

if<nun-training-cases>W-NUnunTRAININGGCASES C 
printf(li\nAbort: nun-training-cases (%dl > )(AX)(AXNiJU-TRAINING-CASES ('M)", 

nun-training-cases, WAX-MW-TRAININGWCASES); 
exit(l1; 

1 
if ((nun-nodes COI +1 )~CUXCUXNUn~SOURCES~PLUS~OWE C 

pr in t f  <il\nAbort : nun-nodes CO1 <Xd> > IiUXIiUXNW-SOURCESPLUS_O)(E <%d>", 
nun-nodes [O1 ,MAX-NUn-SOURCES-PLUS-ONE) ; 

exitCl); 
1 

> 
int calculate-nhr-weights<int nun-ttidden-layers, 

i n t  nun-nodes EMAX-NUM-LAY ERS1 1 
C 

i n t  x ;  
i n t  total=O; 

for(x=O;x<Cnununhidden-layers+l );x++) C 
t o t a  l= t o t a  t+nm-nodes Cxl *nun-nades Cx+11; 

1 
return (total);  

1 

void set-initial-weights(doub1e weightCMAX-NUW-UEIGHTS1,int nun-weights, 
double bias [MAX-NUM-N WESI , 
double previous-weigh t-change CW-NUM-WEI GHTSI , 
double previ ousb i  as-change [MAX-NüM-NODESI 

C 
i n t  x; 
double non; 

srand( time(8now) % 37); 
for(x=O;x<nun_weights;x++) C 

previous~ueight~change[x~=O; /* not a weight, but setting a l1  to O */ 
weightCxl=((rand()*0.00001)-(rand(l*O.OOOO1*1.6; /* '0.5 t o  ( - 0 . 5 )  */ 
if(PRINT==l) printf(~~\meight[Xdl=Xlfil,x,weight [XI); 

3 
for(x=O;x<P(AX-NUM-U0DES;x-) C /* fo r  a l1  possible Mases  - change later  */ 

bias Cxl =(<randO*O.OOOOf 1-(rand~~*O.OOOOl ) P l  -6; 
previous-bias-change [xJ=O; 

> 



vo id  read-nhole-training-f i le(doubLe 
t r a i n  ing-database EIiUXIiUXNW-TRAIN ING-CASE CM-NW-SOURCES-PLUS-mE1 , 

i n t  nun-t r a  i n i ng-cases , 
i n t  nun-nodes tMA%-NIJUUILAYERSI 1 

C 
i n t  x; 
int y; 

f p _ t r a i n = f ~ p e n < ~ ~ t r a j n , t x t ~ ~ , ~ ~ r ~ ~ ) ;  
ifcfp-train==NULL) C 

pr in t f (nn\nF i  l e  t r a i n - t x t  cannot be opened o r  does not exist.\nI1>; 

ex i t c l ] ;  
1 
for(x=0;x~nun-training-cases;x++) C 

forCy=O;ye(nun-nodes C01+1 );y++> C 
if(PRINT==l) printf<"\n%daa, y>; 
fscanf (fp-train,"Xlfw,&training-databasecxl Cyl ); 

1 
1 
fcloseCfp-train); 

> 
vo id  print-uhole-training-fileCdoubCe 

t raining-database [MAX-NüM-TRAIN ING-CASES1 CW-MU~-SOURCES-PLUS-ONEI , 
in t  nun-training-cases, 
i n  t mm-nodes [MAX-NUM-LAY ERS3 1 

C 
i n t  x; 
i n t  y; 

for<x=O;x<nun-training-cases;x++) C 
p r i n t f  CnJ\nni); 
forCy=O;yc(nun-nodes C01+1 );y++) C 

p r i n t f  (It%lf lu, training-databaseCx3 Cyl 1; 
1 

vo id  f eedf orward( i n t  n u n - d e s  [MAX-NüU-LAYERSI , int nun-hidâen-layers, 
double weight [MAX-NUn-UEIGHTSI , double bias [MAX-NW-NOOESI , 
double activation[MAX-NUM-NOOESI 1 

C 
i n t  Layer; 
i n t  in-node; /* i e  the node - to which- a l 1  values are k i n g  sent */ 
i n t  out-node; /* i e  the nodes -frm which- values are coming i n  */ 
i n t  dumiyl ; /* dumiy var iab les  t o  avoid using doubLes i n  arrays */ 
i n t  dumiy2; 
double sun; 
double f actor-1 ; 
double factor-2; 
double f actor-3; 
double factor-4; 

fo r (  layer=l ; layer<(nun-hiden-layers+2); layer*) C 
f o r (  in-node=O; in-nodeenununnodes t l a y e r l  ; C 
s w o ;  
fo r (  out-node=O;out-node<nun-nodes C layer-  11 ; t n  C 

factor- l=factor l  (Leyer,nun-nades); 
factor_2=factor2( leyer, nun-nodes); 
f actor_3=factor3( layer,nunnunnodes); 
factor-4=nun-nodes f leyer-11 *in-node; 
ifCPRINT==l) pr in t f ( " \n fec tors  1,2,3,4 = XLf X l f  X l f  Xtf\naa,factor-1,factor-2, 

factor-3, factor-4); 



dumiyl=out-node+factor-2; 
dum1y2=f actor~3+factor~4+outtnoôe; 
sun=sun+activation [dumy1l*ueight Cdumny21; 
/* 
~~(PRINT==I ) c 

p r i n t f  (u\nact ivat ion[Xtf l  =Xlfna,out-node+factor-2, 
activationCout~node+factcr~2l); 

p r i n t f  <nl\nweïght [ X L  f l  =Xlfll, factor-3+factor_C+out-node, 
wi  ght C f  actor~3+factor_b+out~nodel>; 

p r  i n t f  <I1\n in-node=%, out-node=%d, s w X l f  ln, in-node, out-node, sun) ; 
1 
*/ 

1 
dumryl=in-node+factor_l; 
swstm?+bi as Idunnyl 1 ; 
/ * 
ifCPRINT==I) C 

p r i n t f  <I1\nadded bias=XLfnn,bias Lin-node+factor-Il); 
p r i n t f  <I1\ntotal ~un=Xlf~~,sun);  

1 
*/ 
d-1 =in-nodeçfactor-1; 
activationCdumiyll=l/<l+expt-suri)); 
/* 
ifCPRINT==l) pr in t f< ' \nact iva t ion o f  node~XLfl=XLf\n\n\n~n,in-node+factor-l, 

activationtin-node+f actor-11 ); 

double factor1 ( i n t  layer, int nun-nades [MAX-MW-LAYERS1 1 
C 

i n t  x; 
double factor-l=0; 

for<x=O;x<layer;x++) C 
f actor-1 =factor-l+nun-nodes Cxl ; 

> 
/* printf("\nfactor-l=%lfm,factor-1); */ 
re tu rn  f actor-1 ; 

double factor2C int layer, int nun-nodes [MAX-WUP(_LAYERSI ) 
C 

int x; 
double factor-2=0; 

for<x=O;x<(layer-l);x++) C 
factor-2=factor-2+nununndes Cxl ; 

> 
/* p r  i n f  f <n1\nfactor-2=%lf1', factor-2); */ 
re tu rn  factor-2; 

1 

double factor3( i n t  layer, int nun-ndes [MX-NUCI_LAYERSI 
C 

i n t  x; 
double factor-3=0; 

for(x=l;xclayer;x++) C 
f actor-3=factor-3+nununnodes Ix -  11 %un-nodes Cxl ; 

3 
/* p r i n t f  (~1\nfactor-3=XlfM,factor-3); */ 
re turn  factor-3; 

1 



vo id  backpropagat ion< int mm-nodes MAX-NUI-LAYERS] , int nun-h idden-layers, 
double weight ~1iU)(~N~-üEIGHTSl , 
double activationMX-MW-NOOESI ,double epsilon, 
double train-class, double de l  t a  [MAX-NüîîunNODESI , 
double b i  as [MAX-MW-NaESl , 
double fpixeL-totaI-sun-of-sqwres, double momentun-u, 
double momentun-b, 
double previous~ueight~change[iiux[iiuxNüH~UEICHTSl, 
double prev i  ous-bi as-change [MAX-NWunM00ES1 ) 

C 
int 
i n t  
i n t  
i n t  
i n t  
int 
i n t  
i n t  

x, 2; 
nun-nodes-before-output_layer=O; 
layer; 
node; 
total-nun-nodes; 
dlrmnyl; /* dumy variables t o  prevent doubles k i n g  used i n  arrays */ 
d-2; 
d-3; 

double suin; 
double factor-1; 
double factor-2; 
double factor-3; 
double factor-4; 
i n t  in-node; 
i n t  out-node; 
double tss; /* l e  ' t o t a l  sun o f  squares1, an er ror  masure */ 

if(PRINT==l) printf(w\n\n*f STARTING BACKPROPAGATIOW FUNCTION **\n\nM); 

/* set up desired values o f  a l 1  output cel ls,  based on train-class value, 
uhich is the desired class label  */ 

/* determine de l ta  values f o r  a l 1  output nodes */ 
for~x=0;x~~nm~hidden~layers+l ) ;x++)  C 

num~nodes~before~output~layer=mm~nodes~before~output~layer+nm~~esCxl;  
3 
/* printf(VnN0DE ERRORS =Il); */ 
tss=O; 
f or(x=O; xcnun-nodes tnm-hidden-Layers+13 ;XU C 
if (x==train-class) C 

deltahun-nodes-before-output_layer+xl= 
(0.9-(activationfnun~nodes~before~0utput~layer+xl))* 
activation[nun~nodes~before~output~layer+xlf<l- 
activation[nun_nodes_before~output~layer+xl~; 

/* pr in t f ( I1  % L f  11,0.9-<activationCnun_nodes~&fore~output_layer+x~)); */ 
t s s = t s s + ( 0 . 9 - a c t i v a t i o n t ~ ~ n d e s ~ ~ f o r e ~ o u t p u t ~ l a y e r + x l l *  

CO.9-activationCnun~nodes~before~output~layer+xl); 
i f  (PRINT==I ) C 

p r i n t f  CH\nDelta [%dl =%lf~l,nun-nodes-before-output_layer+x, 
deltatnun~nodes~before~output~Layer+xl~; 

p r i  n t f  Cu\nAct i va t ion  [Xdl =%lfll,nun_nodes-before-output_layer+x, 
activation[~m~nodes_before~output~layer+xl~; 

p r i n t f  <u\nerror=0.9-activation=Xlf\n11, 
O.9-activation[~m~nodes~before~wtput~Layer+xl);  

1 
1 
else C 

del t a  ~nm~nodes~before~outpittlayeyux1= 
<O.1-<activation~nun_nodes~before~output~layer+xl))* 
activation[nun~nodes~before~output~layer+xl*(1- 
activation[nun~nodesactivation[nun_nodes_befare_outprt_layerbef~re~~utputtlayer+xl~; 

/* p r in t f ( "  X l f  ~,O.l-~activationCnun_nodes~beforeunoutp1t~layer+xl)); */ 
tss=tss+(O. 1 -act ivat ion t ~ ~ n o d e ~ ~ b e f o r e ~ o u t ~ t ~ l a y e r + x l  )* 

(0.1 - a c t i v a t i o n [ n ~ ~ ~ n O d e s ~ b e f o r e ~ o u t ~ L a y e r + x I l ;  
i f  (PRINf==l) C 

p r  i n t f  (It\nDel t a  [%dl =XLf1I, nm-nodes-before-wtput-layer+x, 
delta[~m_nodes-before-outprt_layer+xll; 

p r i n t f  ("\nAct ivation[Xdl=XLf1~,mni-nodes-before_autput_layer+x, 



act ivat ion Cm-nodes-before-wtprt-Layer+xl); 
p r i n t f  <ll\nerror=O. 1 -ac t i va t i~n=%Lf \n~~,  

0.1-activationCnun~nodes~before~outpurlayer+xl>; 
1 

1 
> 
/* printf(lL\nll); */ 
*pixet~total_sun~of~squares=tss; /* give value o f  tss Cuhich i s  */ 

/* to ta l  sun o f  squares f o r  */ 
/* current p i x e l  case) t o  the */ 
/* pixel fota 1-sun-of-squares */ 
/* variable, which w i l l  transfer*/ 
/* value t o  main<), where added */ 
/* to i terat ion ls  tss */ 

/* non, propagate de l ta  values back from the output nodes,,. */ 

total~nun~nodes=nun~nodes_before~output~layer+ 
nun-nodes [nun-hidden-Layers+ll ; 

if(PRINT==I) printf("\n** t o t a l  nunber o f  nodes i n  network is: %da, 
total-nun-nodes); 

fo r<  layer=(nun_hidden-layers); layer>0; layer=layer-1 1 C 
/* note that the middle terni uas changed t o  >O from -1 ... */ 
i f  <PRINT==l) p r i n t f  <m\nUow Backpropagating a t  Layer %dl1, layer); 
f or<node=O; node<nununnodes C layer l  ; node++) C 
sun=O; /* i e  sun of products of ueights delta 's */ 
for(z=O;zcnun-nodesCLayer+ll;z++) C /* z i s  nodes i n  next layer */ 

factor-l=factorl C<layer+l 1, nun-nodes); 
factor-2=factor2<<layer+l), nun-nades); 
factor-3=factor3CClayer+l 1, nun-nodes); 
factor-4=nun_nodes Clayerl *z;/* changed t o  Layer, instead o f  layer+l*/ 

/* change back??? */ 
if(PRINT==l) p r i n t f  P\nFactors l,2,3,6: X l f  X l f  X t f  Xlfm,factor-1, 

factor-2, factor-3,factor-4); 

1 
dumnyl =f  actor_2+node; 
delta Cd~mm~yll =(activation[dumy13*(1- . 

a c t i v a t i o n C d ~ 1 1  )*suri); 
/* above calculates del ta  for each node except those i n  output layer */ 

> 
1 

/* Wou have deltas for  each and every node i n  network */ 
/* Nou must calculate change i n  each ueight, and implement t h i s  change */ 
/* Change i n  ueight = deLta f o r  alto-nodelb act ivat ion f o r  "f rom-node" 

* epsilon */ 

for(layer=l;layerc(nununhidden~layers+2);layer* C 
/* note: changd t o  +2 above, but was + lm. .  change back? */ 

for( i n-node=O; i n-nodeinun-nodes [ layer] ; i n-node++) C 
for(out-node=O; out-node<nun-nodes [layer- 11 ;out-node++> C 

factor-l=factorl <layer,m-nodes); 
factor_2=factor2( layer, nun-nodes); 
factor_3=factor3< layer,nun-nodes); 
factor-G=nun_nodes [layer- 11 *in-node; 

dunny1 =f actor_3+f actor-4+out-de; 
dumiy2=factor-l+in-nade; 
dumrj3=f a~tor~2+out~node;  
weight Cdumryll =weight Cdumyll+ 

tepsi lm*&lta[duny2]* 
act ivat ion [dumny31 )+<momentun_w* 
previws-ueight-changeCdumy1l); 



previous-ueight-change Cdunnytl= 
Cepsi lon*detta Cdumy21* 
activation Cduniry31 )+<momentun-u* 
prevlous-ueight-changer-11 1; 
/* the above statement sets lprevious-ueight-changel 
f o r  the next time that the weïght i s  changed / 

> 
1 

1 

f or(x=nun-nodes [O] ; x<totaL-nun-nodeç;x++> C /* run thru relevant */ 
/* ( i e  non-input) biases */ 

bias [xi =bias [XI +delta CxJ*epsi lon+momentun-b*previous-bias-changeCd ; 
/* activation o f  a l 1  bias=l */ 

previousbias-change Cxl =del t a  Cxl *eps i ion+momentun~b*previ~us~bias~change Cxl ; 
1 

1 - 



#def ine MAX-NUM-LAYERS 50 
#def ine MAX-NUM-UEIGHTS 5000 /* i e  max # ueights f o r  whole network */ 
#def ine MAX-NUM-NaES 1000 
#def i ne MAX-MUN-1 T ERAT IONS 1 /* THIS IS MOU IRRELEVANT - CHANGE TO 1 OR DELETE */ 
#define NUM-TRAINING-CASES 296 /* # PIXELS IN IMAGE OR TEST DATABASE */ 
#define PRINT O 

/ * NOTE: THE COOE WST BE RE-COMPILE0 I F  AMY OF */ 
/* THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES CHANGES: "/ 
/* 1) # PIXELS IN IMAGERY 10 BE CLASSIFIED m / 
/* (REWIRES NUUfRAINING-CASES 10 BE CHANGE0 * / 
/ 2) # SOURCES USE0 (REQUIRES CHANGE I N  FILE-READING ROUTINE */ 
/* (YHICH MEAUS APPROX LIMES 94,150,170,214). *' / 

/* Note that ,  because the  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  module's code i s  
derived d i r e c t l y  from tha t  o f  the t r a i n i n g  module, t he  
overa l l  organizaton o f  the code i s  t h e  same, and there are  
srnall segments o f  code (vestiges o f  the t r a i n i n g  modutel 

tha t  do not  perform any usefu l  funct ion here. *' / 

vo id  ctear-screen< 1; 

vo id  i n t r o 0 ;  

vo id  c h e c k ~ f o r ~ o l d ~ f i l e s 0 ;  

vo id  r e a d p r a m e t e r f  i le<  int  *nun_hidden-layers, i n t  nun_nodes [CUX-WM-LAYERSI, 
double +epsilon, double *mamentun); 

vo id  printgarameter-values( in t  nun-h idden-layers, 
i n t  nun-nodes [MAX-NUM-LAYERSI , 
double epsilon, double momentun); 

i n t  ca lculate-nwnber-ueights( i n t  nun-hidden-layers, 
i n t  nun-nodes [MAX-NUH-LAYERSI 1 ; 

void  read-ini t i a l ~ w e i g h t s ~ d o u b l e  weight MX-NüMUt3UEIGHTSl , i n t  num-weights, 
double bias [CIAXCIAXNüM-NOOESI , 
i n t  nun-hidden-layers, 
i n t  nun-nodes [MAX-NUM-LAY ERS1 1 ; 

vo id  feedforward<int nun-nodestMAX-NUM-LAYERS1,int nun-hiden-Layers, 
double weight [MAX-NüM-UEIGHTSI , 
double bias [MAX-NUU-NOOESI , 
double ac t i va t i on  tMAX-Nü?4-NODESI) ; 

double factor1 C i n t  tayer, i n t  nun-nodes [MAX-NUM-LAYERS1 1; 

double factor2( int layer, i n t  nun-nodes [IUX-NUM-LAYERSI 1; 

double f actor3( i n t  layer, i n t  nun-nodes CCUX-NUH-LAYERSI 1 ; 

main0  
C 

i n t  nun-hidden-layers; 
i n t  nun-nodes[CIAX-NUCI_LAYERSl; /* i e  t o  s to re  iYnodes for  each layer */ 
i n t  n-eights; /* i e  t o t a l  m i g h t s  */ 
i n t  last-layer; /* i e  the layer # f o r  output layer  */ 



double epsilon; /* i e  tearning ra te  parameter 
double momentun; 
double weightCHAX-NUCI-YEIGHTSI; /* ie actual vatue o f  each weight 
double bias CM-NW-NOOESI ; 
double act  ivation MAX-MW-NOOESJ ; /* i e  to ta l  #nodes i n  network 
double deC t a  WAX-HUM-NODESI ; /* l e  a delta value f o r  each node 
i n t  i terat ion; 
long i n t  training-case; /* i e  nuiiber o f  t ra in ing  case 
double train-class; /* i e  desired class label  <node #) 
double maximun; 
i n t  max; 

FILE *fp-train0; 
FILE *fp-trainl; 
FILE *fp_train2; 
FILE *fp-trainj; 
/* FILE *fp_train4; */ 
/* FILE *fp-trains; */ 

/* source O imagery */ 
/* source 1 imagery */ 
/* source 2 imagery */ 
/* source 3 imagery */ 
/* source 4 imagery */ 
/* source 5 imagery */ 

FILE *fp-output; /* classi f  ied imagery */ 
FILE *fp>eights; /* fo r  wr i t ing calculated weights t o  */ 

i n t  x; 

nm~weights=calculate~Mmber~weight~<nm~hidden~layers,nun_nodes); 
pr in t f ( " \n \n to ta l  nunber o f  ueights: Xd81,nun_weights); 
if(nun_weights>HAX-NUM-UEIGHTS) exit<); 

printf<ll\npress any key t o  continue,. .Il); 

getchc 1; 

read-init ial-ueight~<weight,nm~~eights,bias~nm-hi~en- 
nun-nodes); 

printf(u\n\nweights+biases read. .. press any key to  cont 
g e t c h 0 ;  

fp-tra inO=fopen<VrainO. txtI1, llrll); 
i f ( f p-trainO==NULL> C 

p r i n t f  (ll\nFi l e  t r a i  no. t x t  cannot be opened o r  does not e x i s t  .\nu); 
exitCl); 

1 
fp - t ra in l= f~pen(~~t ra in l .  txtll,wrm); 
if(fp-trainl==NULL> C 

pr in t f ( " \nFi le  t r a i n l - t x t  cannot be opened o r  does not e x i ~ t . \ n ~ ~ ) ;  
exit(1); 

1 
fp-train2=f0pen<~~train2.txt~~,**r~);  
if(fp-trainZ==NULL) C 

p r i n t f  (I1\nFi l e  t rain2.txt  cannot be opened o r  does not e x i s t  .\VI; 
ex i t< l ) ;  

1 
fp-train3=f0pen<~~train3.txt",~~r~~); 
i f  (fp_train3==NULL) C 

pr in t f<@' \nFi le  train3.txt  cannot be openeci o r  does not exist.\nN); 
ex i t c l  1; 

1 
/* T H I S  VERSION I S  COUPILED FOR 4 SOURCES (0,1,2,3) 
fp-train4=f0pen(~trainb.txt~,~r"); 



if(fp_train4==NULL) C 
p r i n t f ( " \ n f i l e  t ra in6, tx t  cannot be opened o r  does no t  exist.\nm>; 
exit(1); 

1 
fp-train5=fopenC"trainS. txtw,I1rl1); 
if(fp_train5==NULL) C 

pr in t f ( I1 \nF i le  t ra in5. tx t  cannot be openeci o r  does not  exist-\nu); 
e x i t c l  1; 

1 
* / 
f or(training-case=O; training_case<NIJMWITRAf MING-CASES; training-cas* C 

if (PRINT==l) p r i n t f  C1t\nXdll,x); 

fscanf(fp~trainO,~Xlf~,Bactivationt0J ); 
fscanf ( fp- t ra in1 ,~~%Lfll,BactivationLII 1; 
fscanf (fp-train2,m%lf11,&activationt21 ); 
fscanf(fp~train3,~%lf1i,Bactivation~31 1; 
/* 
fscanf ( fp~tra inb, l l%lf~,Bact ivat imC~l  >; 
fscanfCfp~train5,~1%lf11,Bactivationt51 1; 
* / 
/* 
pr in t f (u \nact iva t ions are,. . O:Xlf\nll,activationCOl >; 
p r in t f ( " \nact iva t ions are,, . 1 :XLf\nll,activationC1l >; 
pr int f ( l l \nact ivat ions are.. . 2:XLf\nu,activatianC21 1; 
p r i n t f  ("\nactivations are.. . 3:Xlf\n11,activationC31 1; 
pr int f ( l l \nact ivat ions are.. . 4:Xlf\n11,activationCbl >; 
p r i n t f  (" \nact ivat ions are.. . 5:Xlf\nu,activatiori[51 1; 
*/ 
/* now, a l 1  input nodes f o r  a given case are i n  memary.,. 
must proceed wi th  feedforward 

feedforward<nun-nodes, nun-hidden-layers, weight, bias, activation); 

/* now, a l 1  ac t iva t ions associated wi th  each node - including output 
nodes - have been calculateci,,. */ 

maximm=O; /* i.e.: re: ac t i va t i on  */ 
max=999; /* a Idumny1 value * / 
last-Layer=nun-hidden-Layers+l; /* Layer # o f  output layer */ 
fp-output=fopen(~output. t ~ t ~ ~ , ~ a ~ ~ ) ;  
f or(x=O;x<nm-nodes C Last-layerl ;x*) C 

/* p r i n t f  (ll\nactivationCXdl : %Lf~,x,act ivat ion~x+361 1; */ 
i f ( a c t i v a t i o n C x + f a c t o r l < l a s t ~ l a y e r , n ~  C 

rnaximm=activation [x+factorl (last-layer,nun-nodes)l; 
max=x; 

3 
> 
f p r i n t f  (fp-outp~t,~%d\n~~, max); 
/* pr in t f ( " \nPixe l  c lass i f i ed  as: %dI1,max); */ 
fclose(fp-output); 

1 
1 
printf(M\n\nFeedfornard Module done... output i s  i n  output.txt\n\nal); 
pr int f (MPress any key t o  e x i t  ... \n\nu); 
getch0; 
fclose(fp-trainCl); 
fc lose(fp-trainl ) ;  
fclose(fp-train2); 
fclose(fp-train31; 
/* 
fcloseCfp-train4); 
fclose(fp-trains); 
*/ 

3 

void clear-screen0 



C 
i n t  x; 
for(x=O;x<30;x++) C 

p r i n t f  P\ntt) ; 
1 

> 
vo id  i n t r o o  
C 

p r i n t f  (I1\n\nNEURAL NETUûRK PROCRAM: Feedforward Modute Version 3 .0\nU> ; 
printf(ll(C) Leverington 1999\nM>; 
p r  i n t  f ( C onpi 1 ed : " D A 1  E-w I1f IPïE-lVV1 ) ; 
printf(I1\nThis code has been canpiled f o r  use in 4-sourcew); 
printf(n\nclassifications, u i t h  #pixels i n  each image = %i.\n\n\nm, 

NUM-TRAINING-CASES); 
1 

vo id  c h e c k ~ f o r ~ o l d ~ f i L e s 0  
C 

FILE *fp-check; 

fp-check=fopen("output. txtll,llrll); 
i f  (fp-check! =NULL) C 

printf(llAbort: an o l d  copy o f  ou tpu t - t x t  has k e n  fouid."); 
exit(1); 

1 

vo id  readgarameter-f i leCint %un-hidden-layers,int nun-nodesCMAX-NüM-LAYERSI, 
double *epsilon, double *mamentun) 

F 1 LE *fpgarameters; 
i n t  x; 
i n t  nm-h idden-lay; 
double epsi t ; 
double moment; 

fp_parameters=f~pen<~~param. txtl',"rml) ; 
if (fpgarameters==NLJLL) C 

pr in t f<"F iLe param-txt cannot be opened o r  does not  exist-\nm); 
exi t ( l1;  

> 
fscanf ( fp jarameters,  llXdll,&nununhiddennlay); /* i e  f i i d d e n  layers */ 
for(x=O;x<(nun-hidden-lay+t);x++) C 

fscanf (fpgarameter~,~%d",Bnrrn_nades Ex1 ); /* l e  #nodes per layer */ 
1 
fs~anf( fpgarameterç ,"Xl f~~,&ep~i  1); /* not necessary non */ 
f~canf(fpgarameters,"Xlf~~,&noment); 
f close(fpgarameters); 

p r in t f ( "F i1e pararn.txt successful ly  opened and values have been readI1); 

/* now, the i n t e r i m  var iables have been lfilledm... 
values t o  the  memory locat ions o f  the respective 

mist t rans fe r  these 
variables o f  main0 */ 

vo id  print-parameter-valuesCint nun-hidden-layers, 
i nt mm-nodes tCUXCUXNUt-LAYERSI , 
&&le epsilon, -le momentun> 

C 
i n t  x; 

printfcn\n\nnunber o f  hidden layers: Xdll,~-hidden-Layers>; 
for(x=O;x<(nun-hidden_layers+2);~++) C 



printfCI1\nnunber o f  nodes for Layer %d: %dl',x,mm-nodesCx1); 
1 
p r i n t f  ("\nepsiLon: XlfI8,epsi Lon>;  
p r i n t f  (ml\miomentun: %lfll,moinent~>; 

3 

i n t  caCculate-nunber-weightsfint nun-hidden-Layers, 
i n t  nun-nodes DUX-NW-LAY ERS3 

C 
i n t  x; 
i n t  total=O; 

for(x=0;x~~nun_hidden~Layers+l );x++) C 
to ta  1 =to ta  L+nun-nodes [XI %un-nodes Cx+l 1 ; 

1 
return ( total) ;  

1 

void read-initial-weightsCdouble ueightCW-NW-UEIGHTS1,int nun-ueights, 
double bias [WAX-NüM-NOOESI , 
i n t  Mm_hidden-layers, 
i nt q n o d e s  [MAX-NW-LAYERSI ) 

C 
i n t  x; 
i n t  total-nun-nodes; 

FILE *fp-w; 
FILE "fp-b; 

fp-~=fopen<~~ueight. txtuIU1ru>; 
ifCfp-u==NULL) C 

print f("Fi1e ue ight - tx t  cannot be opened o r  does not exist,\nu); 
exitCl); 

1 
for(x=O;x<nun-ueights;x++) C 

f s~an f ( fp -u ,~X l f~~ ,&ue igh t  Lx]>; 
printf("\nueight ['MI=%Lf~,x,ueightCxl); 

1 
fcloseCfp-w); 

to ta  1-nun-nodes=O; 
for<x=O;x<<nun-hiden-layers+2>;x++) C /* determine #nodes = miases */ 

t o t  a 1-nun-nodes=tota 1-~m_nodes+nun-nodes 1x1 ; 
1 
printf("\nThe to ta l  nunber of nodes i n  the network is %dl@,total-nun-nades); 
p r i n t f  (It\nPress any key t o  continue."); 
getchc 1; 
fp-b=fopenC1Ibias. t ~ t ~ ~ , ~ ~ r I @ ) ;  
if(fp-b==NULL) C 

pr in t f ( I1Fi le  bias. t x t  cannot be opened o r  does not exist.\nN); 
exit(1); 

1 
for(x=0;x~totalpun~nodes;x++) C 

fscanf (fp-b,llXLfll,&bias [XI 1; 
printf<"\nbias [%dl =%lfll,x,bias 1x1 1; 

> 
fclose<fp-b); 

1 

vo id  feedforuard(int nun-nodes[MAX_NlM-LAYERSI, i n t  nun-hiciden-layers, 
double wei gh t fMAX-Nulil-VEIGHTSI , double bias WAX-NUn-NOOESI , 
double act ivat ion C13AX13AXNU11U11N00ES1 

C 
i n t  layer; 
i n t  in-node; /* i e  the node -to which- a l 1  values are k i n g  sent */ 



i n t  out-node; /* i e  the nodes f r o m  which- values are coming i n  */ 
double sun; 
double factor-1; 
double factor-2; 
double factor-3; 
doubLe factor-4; 

for( layer=l ; layere(nun-hiddenddenlayers+2); Layer* C 
for ( i n-node=O; in-node<nrm-nodes Clayerl ; in--) C 

sun=O; 
for(out~node=O;out~nodeenununnodes Clayer-11 ;out-node++) C 

factor-l=factorl( 1ayer.nun-nodes); 
factor-2=factor2<1ayer8nun-nodes); 
factor_3=factor3( layer,nun-nodes); 
f actor-4=nun_nodes Clayer-11 *innnode; 
if(PRINT==l) printf(l@\nfactors 1,2,3,4 = X l f  %1f %If Xlf\nu,factor-1,factor-2, 

factor-3, factor-4); 
sun=sun+act ivation [out-nodé+factor-2l'weight [factor-3+factor-4+ 

out-nodel ; 
if(PRIWT==f) C 

pr in t f  (@t\nactivation [X l f l  =XLfl@,out-node+factor-2, 
activation [out~node+factor~21 1; 

pr in t f  <I1\nweight =Cf1 =Xlfl', factor-3+factor-b+out-node, 
weight tfactor-3+factor-4+out-nodel>; 

printf(u\nin-node=%d, out-node=%d, sun=%Lf",in-node, out-node,sun); 
1 

1 
sun=suwbias [in-nodefactor-1 1 ; 
i f  (PR[WT==1) C 

pr in t f  <I1\nadded b i a ~ = X l f ~ ~ ,  bias [in-node+factor-ll >; 
p r i n t f  (It\ntotal sun=%lf",sun) ; 

1 
activation Lin-node+factor-11 =l/<l+exp<-sun)); 
i f  (PRINT==l) printf(@@\nactivatCan o f  node[Xlf]=XLf\n\n\nu, in-node+factor-1, 

activationlin-node+factor-13 >; 
if(PRINT==l) getcho; 

1 
1 

1 

double f actorl ( i n t  layer, i n t  nun-nodes [W-HUM-LAYERSI 

i n t  K; 
double factor-l=0; 

for(x=O;x<layer;x++> C 
f actor-l=f actor-l+nun-nodes I x l  ; 

1 
/* p r i n t f  (u\nfactor-l=Xlf~~,factor-l 1; */ 
return factor-1; 

double factor2Cint layer, i n t  nun-nodes CW-NUW-LAYERSI 1 
C 

i n t  x; 
double f actor-2=0; 

for(x=O;xc( iayer-1 );x++) C 
f actor2=f actor-2+nununnodes 1x1 ; 

1 
/* pr int f  (@L\nfactor-Z=XLf1@,factor-2>; */ 
return factor-2; 

> 
double factor3( i n t  Layer, i n t  nun-nodes [W-NW-LAYERSl) 
C 

i n t  x; 
double factor-3=0; 



/* pr int f  <~1\nfactor-3=XLfM,factor-3); */ 
return f actor-3; 

1 




